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Si It it

Mkt) t CALL' I

Fax 01702 205843
Enquiries 01702 206835

01702 204965
Orders only
FreePhone 0500 73 73 88

YAE SU

S

or pay 10% Deposit
and balance in 6 months Interest FREE

Yaesu's 2m/70cm Mobile
World's Smallest Dual Bander
100 x 30 x 138mm 50/35 Watts

Waters & Stanton PLC
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS 5 4QS VISA

For the very latest Bargains & Secondhand Listings,
Visit: Our large Web Site www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk

Secure e-mail order: sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk Retail Mon - Sat.

General e-mail: Info@wsplc.demon.cauk 9.00am - 5 30pm

n" -90R Micro Commander

KENWOOD

In Stock Now!

TS-570DG
160 - 10m All Mode

or pay 10% Deposit
and balance in 6 months Interest FREE

£989 with switch mode power supply & SP -23 Speaker
2=1

1C-156?v°New00c
Price Brack t

New DX Rig

5" Colour Screen

32 Bit DSP
51 Bandwidths

RF Processing
Voice Memory

CW memory

Mita rxiff

~YAESI.
FT-1000MP
160 - 10m All Mode

SP -23 Option

)2b11.1-2 J DO 'fi

f.\[jlt) .11U
Real -Time Spectrum Scope

The radio that

has stood the

test of time and

UMW - used by Me

nonos top DAers :DXepew over combined with its superior

nansirmed signal makes this a natural choice for the HF enthusiasts. AC and DC ver-
!,

pV
or pay 10% Deposit
and balance in 5 months Interest FREE

£1069 with switch mode power supply
PJ,J;s111).1.y

1:7.90
ShOYI11111210.with PSAJ

The IC -70611 G s the attest model of rid classic transceiver Great for mobile. portable or base use

Its got a great pedigree and offers 100 Watts on all bands up to 50MHz with 50 Watts on 2m and 20
Watts on 70cm CTCSS and a Invely drsplav with removeable front panel

IC -70611G
ICO160-70cm II ModeR A

1;`132.2 ti50

F IL

Includes
IC-706MKIIG Transceiver
AT -180 HF/50MHz Antenna Tuner
FL -223 1.8 KHz SSB Filter
SM-20 Desk Microphone
PS -85 Mains Power Supply
Exceptional Value For Money
Not To Be Missed!

£1499

Unbeatable Package Deals
IC -706 Base Station Package IC -706 Mobile Package

Includes:
IC-706MKIIG Transceiver
AH-3 HF Antenna Tuner
AH-2 Mobile HF Antenna
FL -223 1.8KHz SSB Filter
OPC-587 5m Separation Cable
MB -62 Body Mounting Bracket
MB -63 Head Mounting Bracket

£1499

YAE S U FT -847
160 - 70cm All t ode

Ave
or pay 10% Deposit
and balance in 6 months Interest FREE

£1379 with switch mode power supply

3q3-5 50805 lik 11911 Dily
Dyllv9ry
1:7.00

The FT -847 nas firmly

established mode transceiver Loved by the VHF 8 UHF operators. and
superb for satei.re .pe-ar r. a 6, otters great HF performance. We have sold more than any

other deter. which says a lot about our recumrcn and once. Plane fqt freeieaflettr.,13y

Now available
from stock, this

ng is now the
smallest all -ban-

der available We
..:549 d extens.very aria ,I.sabS,a,,,Iely gnaaL Read Radcom's in-depth

review and !nen come to us 10, the best deal around
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SAVE KENWOOD
Ps733_
20 Amp PSU

List £249

MC -80 Mic.

Wired for
Kenwood 8 -pin
connection.
Upiclown buttons
and buitt-in pre -
amp

List £72.95

MC -60A Mfg

List £117.95
Wired for Kenwood
8 -pin connection
Dual impedance
and built-in pre -
amp

ADI AT -600
Dual Bander
Previously E249.00

All Rx

' 2m & 70cm Handheld
 5W Output on 13.8V DC
' Full CTCSS & 12 5/25kHz Steps
' 110 Alphanumeric Memories
' 29 Programmable Functions
' DTMF Keypad & AM Airband
' Ni-cads & AC charger

Hora C-150
 2m Handheld
' 5W Output on 13 8V DC
 1750Hz Tone Included
 25 / 12 5kHZ Steps
 20 Memory Channels

Wideband Receive
 Uses 6 x AA cells (not inc

YAESU VX-5R
 6m / 2m / 70cm Handheld
 5W Output on 13.8V DC
 CTCSS Encode / Decode
 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
 Auto Repeater Shift
 AM Airband Receive
 Lithiun Cells & Charqi

YAESU FT -50R
 2m / 70cm Hananelo
' 5W Output on 13.8V DC LI;
' CTCSS Encode / 1750Hz lone
' 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
 30 Memory Channels
' AM Airband Receive
 Ni-cad Cells & Charger

411/ CD CD
CD CS CIII
4111 III C. OD
CI CD es CP

SAVC-408
70cms Handy

P./WV/PE/Hy
CTCSS

, Repeater Shutt

Digital Display

12.5 25kHz Step

20 Memories

230mW Output

Uses 2 x AA

Offer Ends 31/10/99

ICOM IC-T8E
 6m / 2m / 70cm Handheld
' 5W Output on 13 8V DC
 25 / 12.5kHz Switchable
' 123 Multifunction Memories

CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 Programmable Features
 Ni-cads & AC charger

ICOM IC-Q7E

 2m & 70cm Handheld
 300mW Output
 CTCSS Encoder
 Rx. 30kHz - 1309MHz FM / AM
 200 Multifunction Memories
 LCD Backlight & Timer
' Runs from 2 x AA Cells

ICOM IC-T81E

 6m 2m / 70cm / 23cm Handy
 5W Output on 13.8V DC (1w23trill
' CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 12.5 I 25kHz Switched
 124 Alphanumenc Memories
 Wideband Rx FM WFM & AM
 Ni-MH Cells & AC charger

ADI AR -147

' 2m 50 Watt Mobile Airband Receive
' Full CTCSS Encode / Decode
 81 Memories 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
 Keypad microphone & Mounting Kit

KENWOOD TM-V7E

 2m / 70cm M
 50W 2m. 35W 70cm

Cear LCD Readout
 CTCSS & DTMF

 8 Frequency Steps & 280 Memones
 Includes Microphone & Mounting Bracket

23 Amps - 3,2Ibs!
SEC -122313.8V PSU

- -Lighter than an IC -706 and a out the same
size! The SEC -1223 switch mode power sup-
ply delivers 23 Amps at 13.8V Thermo tan
cooled. It measures just 57 x 177 x 190mm.
Will power all 100W rigs and can be changed
for 115V AC

lJ

ICOM IC -2800H

 2m & 70cm Mobile
 Colour TV Screen

' Full CTCSS arid 1750Hz Tone
' 50W 2m 35W 70cm & Remote Head Unit

0
ICOM IC -207H

' 2m 70cm
50W / 35W

' 180 Memories and 7 Tuning Steps
 Detachable Head Unit r Clear Display

Microphone, Mounting Bracket etc

KENWOOD TH-D7

 2m & 70cm Handheld
 6W Output on 13.8V DC
 CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 Built-in Packet Modem
 200 Alphanumeric Memories
 DTMF Keypad & AM Airband
 Ni-cads & AC charger

KENV/00C TM-G707E

 2m and 70cm
 50W and 35W
 Full CTCSS
 180 Alphanumeric Memories
 Detachable Head with Amber Display

 YAESU FT -8100R
Phone

' 2m and 70cr
 50W and 35W

' Wideband Rx AM & FM 208 Memories
 7 Tuning Steps DTMF Remote Front panel

Very compact, supplied with all hardware

A E U

FT -2600M
2m Mr.ibils,

"Iv -
illsievy Outy Li93.iciri 24Hour clellyes5.50

fir) Weft::



Just Published
UK RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT GUIDE £2.95 Postage,,,,

272 Pages in Full Colour Rele
Over 2000 Products Scievr e Oregon

I S80

0

Neve Antenna

Phone Credit Card Orders
FREEPHONE 0500 73 73 88

Cheques and Postal Orders to Waters & Stanton

The foremost guide to amateur radio equipment and accessories.
Over 2000 products with full specifications and colour illustrations.
Equipment reviews and editorial articles for the amateur and listener.
Only Available from:

Waters & Stanton PLC 22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S
Web Orders: www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
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fi FREE CALLSIGN
DIRECTORY CD OFFER!

.0o, second coupon towards vow yen own
cry at the RV C allyman Directory CD oiler

14 WHAT IS M
Ian Poole GIWYX considers the queuion 'What Is A
VM()S FE1 The vertical metal oxide On on field [Meet
transistor ise.m o.s I.e.t.1 is widely used and

in this article he explains why it's so
popular.

F R1 ONE'S A WINNER!
Rgth Mantuan G3XFD Pull all

this year's PW Club Spotlight Atagarine
Competition ocii of Iheit misery and presents
this year's winners and runners up'

22 GET GOING ON MICROWAVES
This month sees the third pan in the 'Get Going

sawn:waves worry brought to you by David Sutler
G4ASI Due to popular demand. ttw woes has been
extended to Inc hide A It KIRTH pan which will he
published in nest month's PLY!

26 RADIO BASICS
Rob Mansion 63510 suggests wine ideas few sour
.siekshoo ife built some test equipment'

12 AUDIO ASPECTS OF AMATEUR RADIO
Gordon King G4VFV our regular 'looking At author,
'gongs You an interesting article an

subtect ol the Audio Aspects Of
$n.ateur Radon winch he suggests
: often sxfh neolet trd'

Iii THEM 'SENTINEL' -
PART 2
Lim Brightman GOAN desribes th,
Final stages id the 'Sentinel'

imnser/s w r meter protect

4(1 THE ALINCO D1-SR1
Richard Newton GORSN m gess, the new PAIR

lab radios mini Alinx ri the nevi 01 SRI ' ton
uundered Just what Mew new been r

have to oiler( Well. vow need loots no further

44 DISABILITY
& THE RADIO AMATEUR
Paul Essery GW3KFC tells us abinut RI MAP And MIN

'his voluntary organisation helps the disabled Wru can
benefit and help Mu!

Club Spotlight Competition Winners... Page 1

48 COUNTING UP FROM THE
MILLENNIUM
Rob Manion 63510 polishes his 'Crystal Rag' tor the
last time and takes a final humorous kook at *hat might
be in the new, it the future'

52 CARRYING ON THE PRACTICAL WAY
The Rev. George Dobbs G3RIV has a spy, ial Minting for
you whir), he says are "two little r in um for atter the

Christmas pudding' tproyided you can keep awake at
outset'

56 ELECTRONICS -IN -ACTION
Tn Swam GITIX ha. .m update on the
Alone Stager pales t as well as some

inhumation on( an item which he came

across at the len-ester Show this yead

58 ANTENNA WORKSHOP
Peter Dodd 631.130. after recwwing the
.A19.2 antenna in the August 1999 PW,

Mond he could make it perform better!
Read this months Antenna Works',
tint out boss

60 VALVE & VINTAGE
the sect neat pies <II I 4Sth and 19M,
lAk's on the vintage wireless -shop

counter tell us that the man in the brown dos! i
Phil Cadorian GalCP and it is his turn to man the 'shop

this month.

64 INDEX 1999
Missed an article this sear and haven t a r lur which
issue it was m1 [tent panic the 1999 Index is a Int ot
all the articles whir h we se published this year -
loan January In Dm rcrihm 19991

COMING NEXT MONTH IN
7 KEYLINES
8 LETTERS
11 NEWS
28 PW PERSONAL ORDER FORM
49 COMING NEXT MONTH IN SWM
54 RADIO DIARY
70 BOOK PROFILES
74 BARGAIN BASEMENT
76 RADIO SCENE
91 SUBSCRIBE TO PWI

6 Elderly Radio Amateur Runs Amok- Page 48

WIN! An Alin( o
DX -70TH - courtesy of
Nevada. Starting in the
January 201)1) PW!
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ADE
IN-G51Y
Dual Band Handheld

brilliant twin band handheld
that does everything including

spectrum display of odiocent

charnels The RX has a superb
from end that does not suffer
with breakthrough like some
other hondhelds It hos

CTCSS/DTMF built in as
staldard

 Full Duplex
Sr simultaneous re, co

I 71F

 2spe, num channel dispk,.
 optional extended mei,

on hiding Airband
104-173 995M11:
410511 0953111.:

AVII-5499 9901111.7

 (Mir an cloning
 liras band repeat
 Up to SW RE output
 RIO me:mines

s.'

Dj_sRi
\cu. PAM -/-16 Radio

Lightweight and small enough to fit in

a shirt pocket it is no byt It has the

performance to achieve maximum

range on the new PMR 446

allocation with outstanding clarity

on both received and transmitted

signals The antenna

provides both ccxwenience and

optimum efficiency

MIONALMIISSOMES
BC10 /imp in iliari,47 029.95
NBP Al \Wok/ k C12 95

 19 C7E:MI codes per channel
 20 memories
 tie ))))) ry scan

gallery !err! indicator
 switchuble Ilr'Low power
 Speaker Mic jack
 ifinutor (open squelch) krs
 ,;electable power output

Distributors for Alusco products

NEVA
(DISTRIBUTION DIVISION)

THE LATEST ALINCO DX -70TH
1( it HF Transceiver

Mist, FUNCTION.

The DX70 TN pocks a hefty 100W

punch on all Horn bonds I 8 50MHz
It o backed by a superb receiver with

narrow filters heed as standard
Make no mistake this is a real DX

operators transceiver ideal for use at

home, in the car or for that portable
DXpediiton General coverage receive is
included and wideband transmit

facilities for export customers The

detachable front panel allows remote
mounting and additional security

I

lus 100W on 6 mtrs

TA all Ill r,,
- general  orsertzgi

150k/1: to 4111:

50.N11.: 54M11:
(14; AM. IM and digital

modes
100 memories
Deb:Khalil.. fin (white and
rermae mounting kit 'wadable

Speech lioness°, mondani
.Varner filters hned us slanilanl
1t15114 output on lip & 6rtins

 Selectable 4 stage RI gain
2.0dfl to  10118

 Superb ix audio and RX
 Excellent RX sensitivity
 Full break in on CU'
 All mode squelch
 Scan facilities
 CRISS encoder
 Vont. blanker
 Quick offset for DX pile-ups
 IF shift control
 St'paaaa #11.- & 651

antenna sockets

W.) Automatic Random
Wire Antenna Tuner

An automatic antenna tuner that matches your
transceiver to o random wire mobile whip
vertical. inverted I. or dipole antenna
The EDX-2 is supplied with 5 metres of coaxial
and control cables ready wired for the Alinco
DX70 The EDX-2 is also suitable for ICOM
KENWOOD and YAESU radios

 /'rt.,/ 15.301111: urn f min If Ur it /up,

1 6 - 301111: (Min 12 nen cm.

 Niter 20(/11' PEP
 Fulls weatherproof
 Fast automain truth/ling

DR -I406111
httli! FM Mobile

TO - 54MHz

With she new 6 metre repeaters noes up
arnl running this is the ideal 'who hit
the Bail With an optimised moque
front end, CELNS encode and easy to Ilse
controls sou wilt be amazed at the ninge
achievable

HRH
Stainless steel HF mobile antenna
complete with spring base

tumors I ; Oink
t1 lien utrd ii,rn 611(

 Length 2 7 metres

L DAS-14 Base Microphone
I desktop elet tret condenser nib

that g,ees penetrutory' audt,,

 Ill NNE wir4Taldr
I p bout; frilin its

 ()west puurred mini
1).V;O iM 1)X77

 (Iro an W'

OW!

DI1-1401
2 Metre,

Mobile/Base

iptional nweice to I
tirtiand. MIR & Mu n
118.135 995.1111: 1,4.15,

136-173 95155(11:

:1 memories
 lime out timer

Ilpha nurnenc &splits.
-404. FN output

 Electronic squelch
t w DTAIF mic

tel: (023) 92 662145
fax: (023) 92 690626

 189 LONDON ROAD  NORTH END  PORTSMOUTH  HANTS  P02 9AE

 e-mail: info@nevada.co.uk website: hit://www.nevada.co.uk

SEE THESE NEW PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL ALINCO DEALER!



THE NEW

AUK()

D1-195

5 Watts
output as
standard!

One of the 'new
breed' of Alinco
products bringing
state of the art
technology with
quality construction
and excellent value
for money.

The new
Alinco DJ -195 offers
more power.
features and
convenience than
ever before at no
extra cost.

 5 Watt output (with standard battery)

 Alphanumenc display

 (7'( Enc, ml#' and Decode fitted as standard

 DCS. Tone bursts and DTMF

 40 memory channels

 13 SV DC direct input facility with batten charge featcre

 THEFT ALARM' Emits a tone when disconnected hum
power

Meter with easy to read display

 Direct frequency input

 Audio dialer

 Call cloning facility

 Computer programmable (with third party software

 Expenmental insect repellent feature!

Can the D1495 Limas' repel mosquitos.' Actwute the
special tone and decide for yviurselP

OPDOKAL massomis
Ril 111-105

189 48N ;r10,11.4 high ,whnii hit .1 bailie ,

EDC 88 MINN( I NM*,
039.95

CM 95

EDC-91 Rilpid 1 Nillgo'l C45.95

101111-195111-n
EDC 36 ( lir NON, 4 Witt. I/ aft /Mel C13.95

EX -37 /10 l'Oetnlii C6.95

EMS 9 .spviiker mu r opt), me C29.95

EMS 47 .Vivaker MSC With INMIMe corned C19.95

EMS 51 IIMMIUre trop' spetINVI C24.95

THE NEW

ME DJ -15
with wide
band reccii.I,

A Dual Band
Transceiver
PLUS Scanner
for the price of
a scanner!

ALINCO introduces an
exciting NEW VHF/UHF
handle' transceiver that
will change the way
you think about
communications!

 Full VHF  UHF Amateur Band
coverage

 Evpandable Receive Range.
999.1411:1

 Wide MI for MI broadcast
 Up lo SR output 1.1 output settings

0-5W 1W 514',

 2(0 memory channels plus fur. call
channels

 4 scan modes
BAAP Seas  Scans entire band in
VET) mode

PXYZNAMMEIP SCA%  Scans channels
programmed in memory for
dedicated frequency rungs,

.1latoin Scas  Scans memory
channels

SAP SC4A  Scans memory channels
less uses marked to skip

 5 programmable scan bands

 Priority Watch  monitors pnonty
channel every S seconds

The new Alinco DJ -V5 offers
better value than ever before'
Housed in a rugged case it is

solidly constructed. with easy to
use menus and outstanding
audio quality. Its hefty 5W
output ensures maximum
possible range tool

 Alphanumenc Display

 C7XX5 Encode  Decode, DTMF
squelch and 4 different European
Time Bursts

 Input voltage display with over
voltage warning

 Autodial memories
 Automatic high temperature

protection feature

 Standard high power 700mAh Wad
battery pack EBP45N

 S.%IA antenna connector

 Eight different tuning steps

 Wire cloning capability
 Superb audio quality on receive

 Ideal for Packet operation

 Auto Power all
 Batten' save function

ItLIR_Lotz
ALINCO - INNOVATION QUALITY STYLE
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
%A'S

BEST SELLING1

INDEPI-NDEN
cairkIEUP

RADIO
w1ABlaINE

A mateur Radio & So Much MoreThe magazine that brings you A

Practical Wireless 

CallS10.11
Directory

Featuring the
most up-to-date
UK and Irish
Callsign
Listings.

Search by Callsign, Name
or Post Code for rapid

access to the information you require.

Plus: 132 -page
'Interactive' Magazine

J International Callsign Prefix Lists and
Map

- HF & VHF Band Plan Data
U HF & VHF Beacon Data
U VHF/UHF Microwave Beacons
LI Antenna Reference Data

IARU Society Data
J IARU QSL Bureaux Data

And Much, Much More!
U All this information on one, easy -to -use, CDROM from your

favourite Amateur Radio magazine. The CDROM will be
almost FREE, all we ask is that you make a £2 payment
towards our handling, post and packing costs to readers who
collect all three coupons.

If you missed the first coupon, copies of the November issue
are available from Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.

U The final coupon and ordering information will be in the
January 2000 issue, next month.

When all three original (not photocopied) coupons have been
collected, just attach them to the final order form in next month's
issue and send two £1 coins (details later) for UK addresses or a
$5US bill from outside the UK as a contribution to postage and
packing, in return you'll get your CDROM!

r
CD Offer

Dec '99
Coupon

2
start Collecting Non

and Sate Mins

COMING NEXT
MONTH IN THE

UK'S BEST
SELLING

INDEPENDENT
AMATEUR

RADIO
MAGAZINE

THREE
REVIEWS!

Richard Newton reviews
the new Yaesu FT -90R
"Micro Commander"

courtesy of Yaesu UK Ltd

Katherine Taylor 2E1HFX
reviews SIX pieces of
144MHz equipment

suitable for the Novice
operator including: an ADI

AT -600 hand-held; the
Hora C-150 and the

C-408 hand-helds; an AKD
2001 transceiver, an

Alinco DJ -V5 and finally
Alinco DJ -195!!

Rob Mannion G3XFD
reviews the Carlton

receiver kit from Lake
Electronics which had to

be held over from last
month's magazine due to a

packed issue!

EVEN MORE ON
MICROWAVES!

After discussions with the
Editorial department, it

has been decided that the
'Get Going On

Microwaves' series be

extended to a fourth and
final part in which David
Butler G4ASR brings you
information on where to
obtain components, kits

and surplus equipment for
use on the microwave

bands.

ANTENNAS -IN-
ACTION

Tex Swann G1TEX has
more antenna related

news, reviews and projects
for you next month.

Plus all your regular
favourites including:

Bargain Basement
Carrying on the Practical Way

Keylines
Looking At...

News
Radio Scene

Valve & Vintage
Antenna Workshop

and much, much more!

 Contents subject to
change

PLUS THE ALL-IMPORTANT

ORDER FORM AND FINAL

VOUCHER FOR THE

CALLSIGN LISTING CD,

LIMITED NUMBERS ARE

AVAILABLE

SO ORDER

YOUR

COPY

TODAY!

don't
miss
it!

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? JANUARY 2000

ISSUE ON SALE 9 DECEMBER 1999

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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regular

As I write this - the last of
this year's 'Keylines' (of
the 1999 volume anyway I,

I'm thinking back to the
'Leicester' show at

Donington Park in mid
September. It was my

intention to write a little on my
experiences, however, I was

spurred into action again by the
letters from Howard MOCMG
and Keith MIADQ which appear
in this issue's 'Letters' pages.

Both readers commented on

the 'new look' and very 'open' PW
Publishing Stand at the show and
that they didn't see me 'on duty'
during the show ... even though
Keith M1ADQ apparently saw me
several times 'off the stand. Well,
as many of you already know ... I

was there, but many i so it seems
from your letters, E -mails and
telephone calls r did not sec me

because of the newly provided

'come and sit with the Editor'
facility.

My colleagues involved with
the show had designed a totally
new stand with its 'open' and
inviting presentation. This
worked extremely well for
everyone else involved. However,

even though I had a 'personalised'
section of the stand where readers

and other visitors could come and
chat with me  after all, for some
people it's the only time we might
be able to meet during the year 
because it was 'screened or from
the main part of the stand many
readers walked by the stand and
assumed I wasn't there.

(Those that did enquire were

brought to me and got the full
benefit of the 'personalised space'

away from the hustle and bustle
of the man stand %%hem ae could

chat. And, in this respect, the new
lay -out worked very well indeed!.

Even though I was dismayed

at missing so many of you, I
realise that there are tremendous
benefits for everyone by carrying
on with the new design. All we've
got to do is to work out a way of

clearly indicating I'm 'in position'
so to speak! Several suggestions of

large 'cut-outs' of G3XFD (similar
to the famous beer adverts on TV)
have been volunteered.

So, for the 2000 show at

Donington Park remember to look

out for me at the end of the PW
stand - and if you can't see me ..

ask and we'll meet up! III be
delighted to meet you there

Lighting & Ventilation
The large enclosed and

windowless design of the

Donington Exhibition Hall
requires efficient lighting and
ventilation, particularly with all
the hot air (from us and the
equipment!). Firstly, however, as
the show settles down to the new
venue and we get used to it, I feel
sure that the somewhat
inadequate lighting will
improve. I hope so because

various spotlights being used by

nearby exhibitors certainly
dazzled me at times!

Secondly. and much to my

surprise, I've found that the new
venue seems to suffer the same

ventilation problems as the old

Granby Halls - until the air-
conditioning systems come 'on line'

that is. My feeling is, because of the

windowless nature of the building
and that the side roller door

shutters are mostly kept closed -

that it's a necessity for the air-

conditioning to be kept on all the

time, which wasn't the case (in my

opinion) during this year's show.

When I spoke to the
organisers I easy to spot and talk
to as they're dressed in the now -

traditional 'Leicester' show
maroon jackets1 they were aware

and acted on the problem.
However, i even though fin a
dedicated 'Non Smoker' myself! I
don't think the suggested 'No
Smoking' ban would work because
the organisers would not be able
u, enrolee a ban on smokers -

who'll manage to indulge

whenever and wherever they can!
No, I think the answer has to be
the following request to the
organisers - Air Condition and
ventilation on 'Full Blast' next
year please!

Older Style Components
My Editorial 'Keylines' on

the topic of 'Traditional
Components Disappearing'?
in the October issue has
brought an interesting

response from readers - including

the letter from Ian Johnson ('Star
Letter). However, although most
of the letters and E -mails received
on the subject gave me much

encouragement - that from Mike
Turnbull G7PWL who lives in
Whitley Bay, Northumberland
was most re -assuring and helpful!

In his letter to me in
September - after he'd read

'Keylines' - Mike, our helpful
reader was not only able to give
me good news regarding the

manufacturer of 'traditional' style
resistors - he had even contacted

the company's UK Sales Manager
on my behalf (Thanks Mike!).

The result is that I now have a
letter - originally sent to Mike
Turnbull - from Ken Adamson of
Welwyn Components. In the
letter Ken Adamson says: "Rest

assured, Welwyn still
manufacturers hundreds of
millions of wire ended resistors
here in Bedlington
[Northumberland). Whilst there is
an undoubted move towards

surface mounted circuits, there are

still many electronic equipment
manufacturers producing through -

hole printed circuit boards and this
is expected to continue for many

years to come".

The friendly letter from Ken
Adamson ends with an invitation
to Mike suggesting that I would
perhaps like to visit the factory
and see for myself. And I can tell
you that the invitation will he
taken up next year and I hope
that both Mike G7PWL and
myself will be able to visit the
Welwyn factory in Bedlington and
eventually present an interesting
and informative article in PR' not
long afterwards!

So, watch this space readers,

and if you know of any other UK -
based manufacturing of
'traditional' components
- make sure you let
me know. Thanks
again to Mike and
everyone who
responded. It's not

all 'doom and gloom'

is it?

R A Press Releases

As many readers will be aware,
for many years I've been working
very hard to convince the

Radiocommunications Agency of
the need to provide Press Release

Information - especially those on
licence revocations and criminal

court case proceedings - with
enough information for our
readers. I've always regarded the

need for full information to be of
paramount importance, because

otherwise scant information based
press releases can lead to PW and

other magazines to be just 'notice
boards' for Government
Departments so that they can be
'seen' (by other Departments
perhaps?) to be doing their jobs.

It's taken a long time I and I

write this from personal
experience as I was a Civil
Servant myself in the past to
convince the naturally
conservative (or do I really mean
'secretive' ?) Government

Departments to 'work with us'.
However. last month's RA Press
Release (page 13 under the

heading 'Swindon's Breaker
Baker Silenced' should be seen as

a real 'breakthrough'.
However, despite the

'breakthrough' I think has been
made by the press release - we've

now got to convince the RA's Press

Office and Legal Dept. to speed

things up. I say this because
surely there's no reason why it
should take from June until
September to issue a press
statement that's the time it took
for the statement involved to work
its way through the 'system).

Well done RA - although I

think you could still do better.
but at least you do seem to be

listening to what we're all saying
in our attempts to 'work with you'.

So, let's hope that the new
century will bring ever -
improving relationships
between the Amateur Radio

Service and the Radio-
communbications

Agency.

Rob G3XFD
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COMPILED BY ROB MANNION

Scarcity Of Older Components??
Dear Sir
I have just read the Editor's comments I'Keylines' November) on
the scarcity of the older style components. I have been in the
electronics trade for over 20 years, over that time I have been at
the sharp end of the trade, both in the manufacturing field and
in the repair side.

The small outline type components have been creeping up
on us for over 15 years. I first came across them at Marconi
Instruments in SL Albans, Hertfordshire.

At first they caused many problems, the main way of
soldering then was a vapour phase process using an inert
fluorocarbon liquid. This was heated to over 200*C. The circuit
board was lowered into the vapour, as it condensed, the special
solder melted and flowed. The substance was called Fluorinert
and cost over £50 per pint.

The main thing that could happen was that the resistors
would lift at one end because of the solder paste not melting at
both ends at the same time. This was called tomb -stoning).

After some time they went over to an infra red reflow
system. The basic drawbacks are that they are very fragile,
many circuit boards had to be re-laid out because as they were
heated, they distorted, when they were fixed in place the
components cracked.

Ask anybody who repairs video cameras about the
electrolytics used. They have a very nasty habit of leaking all
over the circuit boards.

So far I have found Farnell Components to stock many of
the traditional type of components. They will supply anybody
and you can phone up and pay by credit card or open an account
very easily. They are on Tel: 0113-263 6311 (sales) or FAX: 0113-
263 3411 124 hours). Canal Road. Leeds LS12 2TU. Delivery is
free and they keep the best range of resistors to be found
anywhere. I have used their service and can recommend them
without any hesitation at all. Their catalogue covers everything
you could ever need.

The other people who can often supply that hard to find
item are Cricklewood Electronics of Cricklewood, London. Even
Maplin do a bigger range of components than ever before. Tel:
101702) 554000 ... they still supply mostly the wire ended
components.

If you really get stuck, try me on Kidderminster 750971
after 7pm. I have many rare components from my days as a
repair person.Yours sincerely from Ia new subscriber).
Ian Johnson
West Midlands

Editor's reply: Thank you Ian for an interesting letter.
Please see 'Keylines' editorial for further comments.

Saint Gabriel...
Already on Frequency,
Dear Sir
With reference to Adrian Soane's
letter in the October PW about a
Patron Saint for Radio Amateurs. I
am writing to inform you that there
is a Patron Saint for radio operators,
St. Gabriel (the messenger angel)
which is celebrated on the 29th
September (the same day as St.
Michael, Patron Saint of
parachutists) by the French Army
Signal Corps.

From 1980-1995 I served as a
radio operator/telegraphist in the
French Foreign Legion and wherever
we were based or serving we worked
closely with the French regular army
signal corps, and every year the
Legion radio operators would be
invited to join them for the Fete du
St Gabriel.

The day would start with a cross
country running competition
followed by a church service later in
the morning. Lunch began with a
toast to St. Gabriel and to all radio
operators killed on active service,
lunch usually continued for the rest
of the day with large amounts of
good French wine being drunk and a
jolly good time being had by all.

I hope this sheds more light on
the subject.
73 from Phil Measom
GOZ72/F5PER
London

Not Christians?
Dear Sir
With reference to the subject of
religion in our hobby. The October
issue of PW had a rather nice letter
from Adrian Soane MOABY
suggesting that Max Kolbe SP3RN
be made Patron Saint of Amateur
Radio.

Well, I can imagine that there
were thousands of radio operators
who gave their lives for the freedom
of the human race and who were not
Christians and who would certainly
have abhorred the idea of Amateur
Radio groups adopting a Christian
symbolism as patron.

Why did Adrian not suggest
Mercury as a symbol? After all, lots
of us wore that in our cap badges so
that the Adrian of this world could
feel free to proselytise their own
religious myths and cause even more
divisions in the human communities.
Yet that attitude is not the outcome
when it is the other way around. It
appears that 'sleekit beasties' are
more respected than the genuine
'evolved' non -religious truly natural
human beings who wish to
communicate with each other free of
the ancient scourge of insidious
mythologies.
Robbie GM4RAI
Wick

Becoming A Radio
Amateur
Dear Sir
I have to agree totally to Mel Gardiner's
letter in the October issue of PW. I first
became aware of Amateur Radio in the
late sixties but didn't take the RAE until
1998.

First of all, how does one become a
Radio Amateur? You have to sit an exam,
that's OK, but you can only sit or take the
exam on two occasions in the year - the
second Monday in May or the first
Monday in December. This, however, is
about to change in the near future.

I had to wait 57 days between sitting
the exam and going on air - this hobby is
all about communication, I think!
Anyway, I assume, like most Radio
Amateurs, I was thinking about the
12wpm Morse exam. Not anymore, often
making well over 300 contacts on 6m in
Europe. I began to wonder why I could to
these stations on 6 but not on the other
bands I could hear them on. Does having
the ability to understand Morse make one
a better operator? I don't think so.

Regarding the risk of Amateur Radio
looking 'fuddy duddy - take a look at the
front cover of the October 1999 edition in
the top right hand corner is a photograph
of the Belgian operator ON6UG smiling
and holding a small dish for microwave
use. Step back for a moment, take a look
at this magazine cover on a shelf in the
newsagents.

This image doesn't help to promote or
encourage new blood into the hobby. It's
images like these that give the hobby a
'fuddy-duddy' image. There is a
communications revolution taking place
right now. If Amateur Radio doesn't wake
up and change soon, then it will fade into
the background of its own QRM.
Matthew McLauchlan
Fife

Editor's comment: The smiling,
somewhat younger face of ON6UG
was deliberately chosen for use on
the front cover in October because he
WAS smiling - something of a rarity in
Amateur Radio photographs where
the rather 'stiff' Victorian image still
prevails! Perhaps readers would like
to suggest an image we can project if
the photograph demonstrating
obvious enjoyment of the hobby is
not suitable?

Pace -Maker
Advice Please!
Ilcd).1,11

As a regular reader of PW over the years,
I have particularly appreciated both the
technical items and the views and
experiences of your correspondents. I have
recently been fitted with a Pace -maker
and am seeking reassurance that it is safe
to continue to operate my equipment
which is run at all times, barefoot.

There must be many amateurs who
have faced this problem who would be
happy to share their experiences and

r -MEM
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professionals who would know the
limitations necessary.

May I, through the auspices of your
columns, seek the information I require in
the hope that I can renew my active
participation in what has been a
fascinating hobby for me over the years.
Thank you.
Lea Ward G4XGC
18 Fishers Close
Blandford Forum
Dorset
DT11 TEL

Editor's comment: Les does not state
what form or model of pacemaker he
has. However, I have no doubt that
other readers in the same situation
may well have had specific instructions
and can help. (Please write directly to

Compulsory Logging
Dear Sir
I would go along with the thought_:
expressed by Walter Farrar G3ESP
('Letters' August PW) concerning
compulsory loggings. What might be more
useful would be the accurate maintenance
of a station diary indicating times of station
opening and closing, experiments and
results of transmissions made, alterations
to antennas, etc.

This would leave time to fill in QSL
cards if required at the time of contact. I
don't recall seeing much in the way of a log
being kept in the 'Old Timers' shacks that I
visited in the late 1940s early 1950s - plenty
of fag packets around!

But concerning log books and QSLs and
reference to the letter (October 'Letters')
from Adrian Soane MOABY regarding
SP3RN. I wonder if any real 'Old Timer'
logged SP3RN and perhaps retains a QSL
card? A QSL card from a Saint - well, that
would be something!
Richard Pattinson GW3KVX
Powys

Calling 'CO'
With Pergola Mk11
Dear air
Shortly after reading the article by Dick
Pascoe GOBPS in the October 'Antenna
Workshop', I was watching a gardening
program where they were building a
pergola.

There were the usual upright poles in
two parallel rows with connecting pieces
along the top. Instead of the usual wood
cross pieces, they used copper tubing, with
end caps to prevent wind noise. As I
watched, I thought what a good way to hide
a log periodic!
Yours sincerely
John Haliburton GM4AQ0
Fife

Editor: Interesting idea - however,
please don't tell the 'Tabloid' press if
your greenery wilts in the presence of
r.f. transmissions!

Scanner
Help Needed!
Dear Sir
I have a problem that I
think your readers can
help me with. I have
recently purchased a
Realistic PRO -2039
scanner. The question is,
though the set works
quite well on its
telescopic antenna,
would there be any
improvement by using an
outdoor antenna at a
height of twenty feet?
If the answer is 'yes' then
another problem rears its
ugly head. How do I fit
one? Obviously, with an
outside antenna, I shall
have to use coaxial cable
which requires an earth.
Is there an adapter that
one can fit in the
antenna socket to accept
coaxial cable, or will I
have to open the thing
up, cut a hole in the back and fit a S0239 or
BNC socket and connect to the existing
antenna point and to earth? If I have to do
this, how and where please?
I live in the country about one and a half
miles from Rainham and four miles from
Chatham in Kent. Hoping someone can
assist.
John Noble
I Meirscourt Farm Cottages
Meirscourt Road
Rainham
Kent MES SP.!
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A great deal of correspondence intended

for 'letters' now arrives via the 'Internet' And at though

there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many correspondents are

forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to remind readers that

although we will not publish a lull postal address )unless we are asked to

do so), we require it if the letter is to be considered So, please don't

forget to include your full postal address and callsign along with your E -

Mail hieroglyphics! All letters intended for publication on this page must

be clearly marked 'For Publication' Ion the letter itself,. Edit

Future Of The Hobby
& The PW 'Leicester'
Show Stand
Dear Sir
It was good to meet the Editor on his
visit to the South Normanton Club in
North Derbyshire earlier in the year.
(It is important to remember the 'South'
bit - just 'Normanton' is miles away - as
G3XFD found out when he got lost on
his visit to us )!

Funnily enough, I did exactly the
same thing about 30 years ago when
travelling down from Yorkshire for the
first time for a job interview! (I got it
and have been in the area ever since).

I didn't see the Editor on the stand
at Castle Donington, in fact the whole
stand looked a bit sparse - there seemed
to be only one person there, whose face I
didn't recognise from the magazine.
Perhaps I was too early? I was there
virtually first thing Friday.

Incidentally I have also followed the
'Great Morse Debate' with tremendous
interest and now that the dust has settled
it is apparent that with regard to Morse,
there are three self evident truths.

In no particular order, these things
are: 11. Even in the Millennium, Morse
is (and will remain i a very variable
efficient and cost effective mode of

communication. 2). There is no
justification in retaining it as the
access/qualification to h.f. 3). The only
people who knock it are those who can't
do it. Whether the present and further
planned licence changes will increase
recruitment to the hobby is a moot
point.

Whether a general 'dumming down'
throughout the whole of society - the
transformation of whole generations
into 'button pushers' who have little
understanding of the technology behind
the buttons they press and/or increasing
use of E-mail/the Internet, will
eventually kill the hobby, remains to be
seen, though may be likely after a
couple of generations - that is tomorrow.

What will, however, bring about the
end of the hobby long before then, a
totally and unnecessary premature
demise, is the apathy if too many of
today's licensed amateurs. I read that
there are some 15 000 of us in the UK.
My current callbook listings run to
some 180 pages of small print.

Regardless of licence class, where
are they on the air? On 2m, 4m. 6m ...
All too often these bands are just barren
wastelands of white noise. Most of us
have noticed this, You can bet your life
"others" have. When these bands are
taken fruin us, that will be the death
knell of our hobby. It will be too late
then to bleat about "the Council",
"M5s". "the Internet" or "dumming
down". There will be no one to blame
but us - who are really the dumb ones?
Howard MOCMG
Nottingham

Dear Sir
I attended the Leicester Rally on Friday
24th September arriving there about 20
minutes prior to opening time. I saw
your good self (Editor) arrive and enter
the building but I am sure that you
entered a time warp shades of
'Counting Up From The Millennium').
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regular 111:

I passed by the Practical Wireless
stand purposely about 12 times in order
to have a word with you but you seemed
to have completely disappeared off the
face of the earth - or at least the show. I
kept my eyes peeled as I walked about
but you were nowhere to be seen perhaps
partaking in some of that 'Irish
Whiskey'?).

I hope that you enjoyed the Leicester
Rally as much as I did Rob and I hope to
catch up with you at some other rally in
the future!
Kevin Wells M1ADQ
Derby

Editor's comment: Please see
'Keylines' editorial for further
comment on the 'Leicester' show
stand.

Things Aren't What
They Used To Be?

Hardly a week goes by without a Class A,
Class B operator, or a main agent, local
Amateur Radio shop bemoaning the fact
that "fings ain't what they used to be"!
Yet the answer is in their hands!

Open PW or any other magazine and
what do you see? "Price Match", a radio
touted at £700 can now be had for £600.
Enquire as to what the receiver is really
worth, question the painfully obvious
"ring" and you are told to go to
"Manyfunken" or any other place up the
road!

I realise only a tiny percentage of
amateurs or s.w.l.s have expertise of
services or broadcasting training and the
complexity of surface -mount rigs
demands a staffed service - department
of, if not qualified mechanics, those who
know an amateur's problems and good
eyesight!

I would never deny a retailer a
legitimate mark-up, but some practises
leave a nasty taste in my mouth. I hear of

a now disgruntled s.w.l. who
bought a very fine receiver for
say, £1400 from a "we give
service" dealer and went away
happy. But not for long, the
next issue if an esteemed
journal had the same receiver
advertised for less than a grey
pirates advert of a few weeks
previous!

I have a lovely old Drake
with, I think, 100 memories
(never use them) but now I am
convinced that I will never get
my MO. learn to fly or brew
good mead unless I get latest
kit with 400 memories! Oh,
sorry, something dropped on
the mat - 1000 memories!

Telephone calls to Drake in
the States cost me less than
ringing English dealers! I've
got a fine old Edison
phonograph and don't want to
pay Sp per minute to hear
'Greeensleeves' or Radio One
when telephoning UK dealers!
You can just imagine the fuss
amongst sales persons at the
other end "Hey Brian, this
man was in Royal Corps of
Signals" - "Tell him our
Engineer's on leave".

I am afraid that I have,
like an ancient wire -recorder.
a long memory and can remember not so
many years ago when a rig with wrong
repeater shift or "Echo -Charlie rocks" in a
new transceiver wasn't uncommon. My
wife's research takes her from Matlock to
Axminster via Cambridge, so duty -driver
often has a statutory break at most
appropriate places. Sure, there are bad
apples, but also a lot of good ones.

I would advise any amateur or s.w.l.
to subscribe to PW or SWM for a year
before making any major investment.
His/her local radio club or RAE centre
will no doubt have a loan set meantime.

There is a lot to be learnt from a £10
'9R59 and after driving a Trio R600 (you

Suffering A Stroke -
Long Term Memory

oar -ir
I was very interested in the experience of Neil
Barrowman GMOLTQ ('Long Term Morse
Memory', 'Letters' PW November). When I had my
major stroke in 1993 it was I that was concerned
with my long term memory! I have always kept a
Morse tape to keep up my speed, a lot easier than
trying on the bands. I got my wife to bring into the
hospital our tape recorder and my tape.

The Consultant was most amused to find me one
morning with a single piece earphone and a tape
recorder. He was most interested to know what 1 was
listening to as I was Just about managing to write at
the same time.

I was able to read the Morse but my speed had
dropped but it did not take many days to recover it.
The Consultant thought it was a wonderful way of
checking and helping the long term memory. Morse
was of course obligatory for the first year of being
licensed so I had no problem remembering the code.

Incidentally, on the subject of buying PW
('Keylines' November issue), the only reason I don't
take out a subscription is that we give all the
business we can to our Village Shop - to lose it would
be a disaster. Whenever we have moved house one of
my first jobs has been to place an order for PW with
a local shop. I've never had a problem getting my
copy in over 50 years!
73 de Ron G3DSV.
Exeter

see I read SWM as well) 1 wonder why I
need 100 memories anyway. A great
hobby is in danger of dying out if we let
this mind -game played by dealers of
appliances get us down. Lord Jesus said
"Let innocent throw the first brick" or in
today's parlance - first 7700 mains
transformer.

Forty years ago PW and SWM would
have got all parties down to the King
George V club boxing ring! Public address
provided by Signals veterans, First Aid
by Canadian girl with a damp sponge -
referee: F. J. Camm.
John Gomer
Colchester

More On Morse
(And Motorways???)
Dear S,
Thinking about 'The Great Morse
Discussion' has given me the answer to
another national problem which is
somewhat parallel to ours: 'Congestion
on Britain's Roads'!

Motorists should be divided into two
classes, A and B. The B class would, as at
present, be required to pass the current
driving test but, to become an A class
motorist, it would be necessary to take a
course in car maintenance and be
proficient at dismantling an engine, de-
coking the cylinders, grinding valves,
adjusting the carburettor or injectors, etc.

Having obtained a 'Maintenance
Certificate', the A class motorist would

be entitled to drive on any road, but the
B class motorist would not be permitted
to use a motorway and would be limited
to the old A roads. This would, at a
stroke, relieve the congestion on the
nation's motorways. the M25 and M6 in
particular. Those with an A licence to use
motorways would have a prefix on their
number plate, M5, etc.

There may be some drivers who have
no interest in motor mechanics or are
unable, for health reasons or lack of
time, etc.. to delve into the works of their
vehicle. They may consider the system
unfair but this would be irrelevant since
the object of the exercise would not be to
produce better motorists but to relieve
congestion on the roads.

Learner or novice drivers would be
relegated to "B" roads unless they had

passed the maintenance examination
when accompanied by an A class driver,
they could use a motorway. in the left
hand lane only, at speeds of less than
30mph.

There are a few minor details to he
ironed out but, given the will of the
authorities, my scheme could be in place
by the let April 2000. in time for the
summer holiday traffic.

This scheme is. of course, intended as
an interim measure pending the take-
over by commercial interests of all roads
when, in order to provide dividends for
shareholders, motorists would pay for
the privilege of using any road on a
sliding scale from motorway down to
byway.
R C Perry G7CQD
Hereford
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Headline News
Svetlana Announces UK Company

As European Distributor

Svetlana Electron Devices
Inc have announced the
appointment of PM
Components Ltd. based in
Kent, England. as their new
"full -service, stocking
distributor serving all of
Europe". The Press Release
which we received
at the PW Offices
states that PM
Components
combine vacuum
tube experience
and technology
"in a full range of
services to many
of the biggest
names in the
music business,
both in guitar
amplification and high -end
audio".

What with PM
Components' tube testing,
grading and matching and
their technical support and
consulting, they are a
"perfect complement" to
Svetlana's product line,
Svetlana claim. Svetlana ask
people to contact PM

Components for additional
information and pricing,
stating that they are
confident that their
customers will receive the
"ultimate in value and
customer service".

PM Components Ltd

can be reached at:
Tel: (01634) 848500,
FAX: (01634) 848676.
Unit A. Jenkins Dale
Industrial Estate,
Chatham. Kent ME4 5RT.
E-mail:
p.m.comp(alineone.net
Or why not visit PM
Components' Web site:
www.pmcomponents.com

New Svetlana Y614

Svetlana Electron Devices
have also told PW about the
new Y644 Tetrode which,
they tell us, is
Identical
mechanically" to
the 4CX250B.
However, the Y644
is electrically very
different - the
"Cossor CGR1020
v.h.fJu.h.f. ground/air
communications
system was originally
developed to use the Y644
by ECI in the United States",

Svetlana say.
Fully qualified by the
British Ministry of

Defence f MOD) for
the CGR-1020,
the Svetlana
tube is being
used extensively
by the MoD and
is currently

available from
Svetlana
distributors - no

doubt PM
Components Ltd will be

able to help.

New Mini

learn ix Yogi!
Nevada has been in touch
with PW to tell us all about
the brand new ZX Yagi -
Mini 1020 h.f. beam
antenna. Ron Eberson of
ZX Yagis in Holland,
Nevada tells us, has been
manufacturing "top class"
beams for European DXers

unit for almost two years for
overseas distribution only
but this model is now
available in the UK. But
that's not all, it now comes
with additional features
originally specified by the
European distributors.

The HF4E, available
through Waters & Stanton
and badged under the Nasa
brand (an associate company
to AKD), has tighter s.s.b.

filtering, is
switchable to
a.m. mode, has
a backlit
display and,
AKD state, is
capable of
driving an
active antenna
via internal
circuitry.

for a number of years and
the Mini 1020 h.f. beam was
designed and built at
Nevada's request, they state.

Ron has produced this
mini beam for Radio
Amateurs with small
gardens! The antenna covers
the 14 (5.5dBi gain), 21
(5.7dBi gain) and 28MHz
(6.50dBi gain bands and
has a boom length of just 2m
and a maximum element
length of 5m - so Nevada
says.

This new Mini 1020 HF
Beam costs as little as £193
and Nevada say that they
have been appointed
exclusive distributor of
these antennas. If you are
interested and would like to
know more, Nevada say that
they will provide more
information on receipt of an
s.a.e. Send any requests to
Nevada, 189 London
Road, North End.
Portsmouth P02 9AE.
Tel: 0239-266 2145. FAX:
0239-269 0626. Or why not
visit their Web site:
www.nevada.co.uk

Nasa Communications

Receiver Hits UK

Market
Hertfordshire based MED
have sent Practical Wireless
a press release concerning
the Nasa communications
receiver, Model HF4E.
They tell us that they've
been manufacturing this

The receiver comes
equipped for connection to a
computer and is supplied
with selected software.
Please contact Waters &
Stanton for further
information on Tel: (01702)
206935. FAX: (01702)
205843. Spa House, 22
Main Road, Hockley,
Essex SS5 4QS. E-mail:
info@wsplc.demon.co.uk
or visit their Web site:
www.waters-and-
stanton.co.uk

New Kilned

Oscilloscope!
Vann Draper Electronics
Ltd have sent Practical
Wireless information on a
new PC -based oscilloscope
from Beta Instruments. In
fact ... PW have been lucky
enough to secure one for
review and Tex Swann
G1TEX will be reviewing it
in the next Electronics -in -
Action pages so keep your
eyes peeled for that review
COMING SOON!

In the mean time, here
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is a little bit of what you
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can expect. According to
the paperwork which comes
with the software, it is a "must
have for the electronics
professional of today" and says
that you can: "Control all the
instruments from your PC"!

The main specifications are:
Windows 95. 98 or NT;
available instruments include
oscilloscopes, spectrum
analysers, arbitrary waveform
generators, function generators,
signal registrators and
voltmeters and is available in
English and Spanish language
forms.

Available models are the
SCP-201 which has one input
channel and costs £159 and the

MV )00 IF OWYP-0-1,4111r1

SCP-202, has
two input
channels and
costs 2199. For

"Milhe giN
more

14,
information,
please see the
review in a

future issue.
Also new

from Vann
Draper is the

Grundig MV100 Millivolt
Meter which is an audio
frequency millivolt meter "with
additional features allowing the
automatic measurement of
distortion, harmonic distortion
and levels including:
rectification. rms, peak and
quasi peak, plus noise and
interference voltages with a
frequency range of 5-88kHz".

For more information,
please contact Vann Draper
directly on Tel: 0116-277
1400. FAX: 0116-277 3945.
Unit 5, Premier Works,
Canal St, South Wigston,
Leicester LE18 2PL. E-mail:
sales@vanndraper.co.uk or
why not visit their Web site:
WWW. vanndraper.co.uk

Li htweight Switched Mode Power Supply

Waters & Stanton (W&S) have been in touch with PW to tell
is all about the brand new Samlex SEC 1223 23A
lightweight switched mode power supply. W&S go on to
say that they have been appointed exclusive distributors of this
power supply.

This brand new power supply is very compact. W&S say
and measures around the same size as the Icom IC -706 and the
Yaesu FT -100 (two rigs which W&S the power supply is most
likely to be used with). Lighter than the IC -706 itself, the press
release states, this little power supply costs £89.95 and W&S
say that they are already selling well.

If you would like to
learn more about the
Samlex SEC 1223, then
please contact Waters &
Stanton direct on Tel:
101702) 206935. FAX:
(01702) 205843. Spa
House, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.
E-mail:
info(awsplc.demon.co.uk or
visit their Web site: www.waters-
and-stanton.co.uk

Beyond

Electronics?
The new Maplin
catalogue is now out
and is in a "new
look" format,
Maplin claim. The
new catalogue,
dated 'Sept 99 -Feb
2000, contains over
£60 worth of
vouchers which can
be used on Maplin
orders.

It has been
increased to include
1600 pages with the
addition of over
1500 new products
and no less than 2000 price
reductions. Once again, the
catalogue is available in both
the traditional paper version
and on CDROM. The CDROM
has "comprehensive" search
facilities, pricing is in Sterling
and Euros along with product
pictures and technical
specifications.

To obtain your copy please
telephone Maplin: (01702)
554000 or call into one of
their many stores nationwide.
The paper version costs 23.99
(order code CA20) and the
CDROM only £1.95 (order
code CQ04). You can also
purchase copies from
branches of W. H. Smiths.

A Thin Of The Past
News now from Quiller
Electronics Ltd who tell us
that "Faulty switches caused
by overheating during the
soldering process are now a
thing of the past". The
solution they have come up
with are
MULTIMEC
switches
manufactured in
PBT which they
say is more
resistant to heat
than conventional
plastic materials.

The
mechanical
lifetime of such
switches, they tell us, is more
than ten million operational
cycles and actuator travel is
1mm. Accessories, Quiller
state, include buttons and
bezels in a variety of colours,
extended height or
illumination.

A complete engineering
catalogue is available on the

Internet at:
www.mec.dk For more
information please contact
QuiUer Electronics Ltd, 2
Paisley Road.
Bournemouth, Dorset BH6
5EU. Tel: (01202) 436755.
FAX: (01202) 421255

London Amateur Radio &

Computer Show
Although Practical Wireless
will not be doing a 'London
Show Special' for the show
which takes place in
November, we would like to
mention a little bit about
what can be expected at this
year's November event.

Bernie Godfrey of
Radio Sport Ltd says that
there will be a Morse Test on
demand stand where you will
need two passport sized
photos (there is a photo booth

on site).
photographic
identification
and the test fee.

There will
also be a Bring &
Buy stand run by
the Southgate
ARC. People
wishing to
partake will be
asked for £1

registration fee per item and
when an item is sold the Club
will deduct 10% commission
(less the £1 registration feel.
Bernie tells us that unsold
items must be claimed by
1545 on the last day,
otherwise they are auctioned
for Club funds.

There is an on -site
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regular

camping ground which
interested parties can
contact on 0208-4566
666. The show takes
place on Saturday 27
November and
Sunday 28
November 1999.
1000-1700 both days.
For other details
please contact
Radio Sport on
Tel: (01923)
893929. 126
Mount Pleasant Lane,
Bricket Wood, St. Albans,
Herta AL2 3XD.

Antique Catalogue?

W--..
".

For those readers interested
in the Vintage aspect of
Amateur Radio, the new
year 2000 'Antique
Electronics Supply'

',,ifue

has recently fallen
on to the PW news desk.

The catalogue contains a
number of interesting
vintage components
including valves of all
shapes and sizes. To get your
hands on a copy please write
to 'Antiques Electronic
Supply'. 6221 S. Maple
Avenue, Tempe, AZ 85283,
URA Or why not visit their
Web site at:
www.tubesandmore.com

Mainline

Component Catalogue
Mainline Electronics have
been in touch with PW to tell
us all about their new
catalogue/magazine which
is available from November.

Mainline Electronics
are a well -established

distributor of radio
components, etc., and
they tell PW that due to
continued expansion they
have set up a new surplus
sales division and
produced the catalogue (of
which you can see the
front page of the draft
copy here).

The catalogue will
contain the variety of
"high quality

manufacturer excess
items" which they have
on offer along with
,rices. A new company

has been formed to deal
with this side of the
business called Mainline
Surplus Sales. For
further information,
please contact Mainline
Surplus Sales on Tel:
0116- 277 9717. FAX:
0116-247 7551. PO Box
235. Leicester LE2 9SH.
E-mail:
salesramainlinegroup.co.uk

World Radio

In 2000!

Naydon's 'Ham' Hamper

Mike Hayden of Haydon Communications has sent PW
information on the products which they will have on the Haydon
stand at Picketts Lock this November.

Firstly. Haydon say that they will have the new Garmin
GPS-HI+ on sale. With its loadable Mapsource CDROM for
enhanced detail along with the PC download facility (PC lead
supplied( and theirlt.acBack' feature which will quickly
navigate you home without the need to store "Waypoints".

Haydon will be selling
the GPS-111+ for £329
including VAT.

Also on their stand
this November will be
the Motorola TA -200
which, Mike says, is
the very latest in
licence -free hand-
helds and which is so
easy to use "a child
could show
an adult..."
he says.

Haydon's Christmas special on the Motorola at
Picketta Lock will be £150 for a pair
(including VAT).

Finally, they will also have the Q-Tek Triton
antenna on show and for sale which is proving to
be a very popular antenna - Haydon say
they ran out of them on the second
day of the Leicester Show! The
antenna covers 50. 144 and
430MHz with four elements and
has a boom length of only 1.13m
with the longest element measuring
only 2.96m in length. The Q-Tek
Triton will be selling for £69.95
(including VAT).

Any further details can be
obtained from Haydon
Communications on Tel: (01708)
862524. FAX: (01708) 868441. Unit 1
Thurrock Commercial Park.
Purfleet Industrial Estate, London Rd.
Aveley, Essex RM15 4YA.

The new World Radio TV
Handbook (WRTH) for
2000 is out now. You can
purchase a copy from the
PW Book Store for a mere

£19.95

including P&P on orders
placed before Christmas
Day).

Other new titles
available from the PW
Book Store include:
Passport 7b World Band
Radio 2000 which will cost
only £15.50 (including
P&P on orders placed
before Christmas Day P.

'News Extra' can be

RSGB Yearbook. £14.50
(including P&P on orders
placed before Christmas
Day): RSGB Radio
Communications
Handbook Volume 17 for
£28 iplus P&P

To order please
telephone Michael or
Shelagh on (01202)
659930.

found on page 45...

Web Watch

PM Component's Web site:
Nevada's Web site:
Vann Draper's Web site:
Waters & Stanton Web site:
Complete MEC engineering catalogue
Antique Electronic Supply Web site

www.pmcomponents.com
www.nevada.co.uk
www vanndraper co.uk
www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
www.mec.dk
www.tubesandmore.com
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This month Ian

Poole G3WYX

considers the

question: 'What

Is A ... VMOS.

FET'? Ian says

that the vertical

metal oxide silicon

field effect

transistor (v.m.o.st

test.) is widely

used and here he

explains why it's

so popular ...

.1. he v.m.o.s. f.e.t. (for
brevity, vinos.fe.t will
be written as v.f.e.t.) is
widely used for a
variety of applications
where medium powers
are required. In

Amateur Radio they find
widespread use in QRP
transmitters, being able to
develop 3W or more from a
small and inexpensive
package.

When v.m.o.s. devices
were first introduced, they
outperformed bipolar
technology in many respects,
making the design of
amplifiers much cheaper and
easier. Since their

introduction, vlets have
become firmly established as a
useful radio frequency device.

Problems Overcome
The v.f.e.t. is able to overcome
many of the problems that
prevented f.e.t.s from being
used in power applications.
Their new structure enabled
much higher powers to be
handled than was previously
possible with bipolar
transistors of an equivalent
size and cost.

The reason for the great
improvement lies in the

n channel

Silicon Oxide
insulation layer

Source Gate Drain

n+

pe substrate

WT1249

Fig. 1: Structure of a
traditional m.o.e.f.e.t.

(depletion model.

structure of the device. To
show the advantages of a
v.m.o.s. device, a traditional
m.o.s. device is shown in Fig.
1. Here it can be seen that the
gate separates the drain and
source. Current flows
horizontally between the
source and drain, controlled
by the potential on the gate.
As the current only flows
through a relatively small
area, resistance values can be
high, reducing the efficiency of
the device.

The vle.t. uses a different
structure as shown in Fig. 2.
The most striking point about
the new device is the 'V'
groove in the structure that is
the key to the operation of the
device.

It can be seen that the
source is at the top of the
device and the drain is at the
bottom. Instead of flowing
horizontally, as in the standard
re.t., the current in this device
flows vertically giving the
device its name - vertical
metal oxide silicon (v.m.o.s.).

The device uses two
connections for the source
and, accordingly, there is a
much larger area through
which the current can flow.
This reduces the ON
resistance of the device
allowing it to handle much
higher powers than
conventional f.e.t.s.

The gate consists of a
metallised area over the 'V'
groove and this controls the
current flow in the p -region.
As the gate is fabricated in
this way it means that the
device retains the
exceptionally high input
resistance typical of the m.o.s.
family of devices.

The main drawback of the
v.f.e.t. is that the structure is
more complicated than a
traditional le.t. and this
makes it slightly more
expensive. However, when the
improvements in performance
are taken into account, this is
a small price to pay.

Great Interest
The advantages provided by
the V -groove structure make
these devices of great interest
to Radio Amateurs. Their high
current handling capacity
makes them very useful in r.f.
driver and power amplifier
stages.

The structure also leads to

Silicon Oxide
insulation layer

Source Gate Source

n+ j n+

n+ substrate

(WT 2501

Drain

Fig. 2: Structure of
av.m.o.s. f.e.t.

very low values of internal
capacitance. In particular, the
gate drain feedback
capacitance is very low. This
makes them very stable when
they are used at h.f. and even
v.h.f., simplifying circuit
design and construction. The
fact that little stabilisation is
required also improves their

efficiency making them even
more attractive.

The devices are very
robust. Many bipolar designs
are very sensitive to levels of
v.s.w.r. But, although less
sensitive in this respect,
designs using v.f.e.t.s should
still be treated with care,
they are able to withstand
much higher levels of
reflected power. In some
instances, levels of 20:1 may
be tolerated without
damage.

One problem encountered
with many devices is that it's
difficult to use them in
parallel because one device
tends to take all the power
and becomes overloaded. This
is not so with v.re.t. When
their temperature rises they
tend to turn off. This means
that current can be shared
between several devices
without the need for external
circuitry.

Finally, impedance
matching is much easier than
for many other devices. They
present an almost constant
input impedance regardless of
the output conditions This
means that once the input
circuit has been adjusted it
can be left regardless of any
adjustments made to the
output.

Widest Use
The vie.t finds widespread
use in amateur circuits. They
are widely used as drivers in
a number of transmitters and
they are also very popular
with QRP enthusiasts where
they provide an ideal output
device in a QRP transmitter.
Here a cheap device is
capable of providing a few
watts of power, sufficient for
making contact on the h.f.
bands around Europe and
further afield with a good
antenna.

In another application,
v.m.o.s. fe.t.s can be put to
good use in active antennas.
One of the problems
encountered in the design of
these antennas is that, as
they are untuned, the active
device has to tolerate high
signal levels whilst
maintaining linearity. In this
case, the high power handling
capability of the vle.t. makes
them ideal for use and many
circuits have been designed
successfully using them in
this application.

That's all for this month's
`What Is A'? Next time I'll be
back to tell you about Gallium
Arsenide ... until then, why
not visit my Web site:
littp://website.lineone.net/-ian_poole
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

rNi NA RANGE fro
HB9CV 2 Element

Beam 3.5 dBd
70cms (Boom 12') £15"
2 metre (Boom 20") £19"
4 metre (Boom 23') £27"
6 metre (Boom 331 £34"
10 metre (Boom 52') £64"

Halo Loops
2 metre (size 12" approx)£12"
4 metre (size 20" opprox)£18"
6 metre (size 30" opprox)£24"

1/2 Wave Vertical
Fibre Glass (GRP)

Base Antenna 3.5 dBd
(without round lanes)

70 ans (Length 26") £19"
2 metre (Length 52") £22"
.4 metre (Length 92") .134"
6 metre (Length 126") £44"
G5RV Wire Antenna

(10.40/80 metre)
All f ittin  I Stainless Siriel

FULL HALF
Standard £22" £19"
Hord Drawn £24" £21"
Flex Weave £32" £27"
PVC Coded Rex Weave £37" £32"

ZL
SPECIAL

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD.

BEST QUALITY
Antenna Wire

foRinving Supplied in 50 me* length,

Enamelled 16 gouge copper wire£9"

Hord Drown 16 gouge copper wire£12"

Muth Stranded Equipment woe £9"
Flex Wean £27"
Clear PVC Cooled Flex Weave £37"

Mounting Hardware
ALL GALVANISED

6" Stand Off Bracket
(complete with U Bolts) £6"
12" T & K Bradt*
(complete with U Bolts) £10"
18' T & K Bracket
(complete with U Bolts) £1 4"

24" K Bradt*
(complete with U Botts) £16"
11,'"x 5' Heavy Duty Aluminium
Swaged P011111 bet ol 4) £19"
l'a"e 5' Heavy Duty Aluminium
Swaged Poles (set o14) £29"

HB 9CV

Vertical Fibre Glass
(GRP) Base Antennas
SO & BM Range W 6 Co-knear.

Specially Designed Tubular Vertical

Cods individually tuned to within

0.05p1 (maximum power 100watts)

BM100 Dual -Bander £29"
(2 mts 3dBd1(70ons 6dBd) (Length391

SQBM100Dual8ander £39"
(2 mts 3dBd1)70cms 6dBd) Rength391

SM200 Duallander £29"
12 its 3 5dBi)170cms 6 2d8i1(length 62'1

BM200 Dual -Bander £39"
12 mn4.5dIld)(70cms 75d8d)(Lengsh 62')

SOBM200* Duallander £49"
(2 mts 4.5dBd( (70cms 7548d) (Length 62')

BM500 Dual - Bander
Super Gainer £49"
12 net 68c113d1(70ans 92dBdI(length100')

SOBM500 Dual- Bander
Super Gainer £59"
12 Mt, 68dBd1170cms 92c1841(langth100')

SM 1000 TriBantior £49"
(2 mts 5 2dIlij (6 mts

(70cms 7dBi) (Length 62')

BM1000 Triaander £59"
(2 mts 6 2dBd) (6 mts 3.0dBell

(70cms 8 4dBd1 'Length 1001

508M1000* TO -Bander £69"
(2 mts 6 2d8:1)16 mts 3.0dBd1170cms

8 4d8d1 'Length 100")

*SCIBM1000/200/100/500
ore Stemless Steel. Chromed end Poly Coated

Full 2 year Warranty on these Antennas

Yogi Beams
All fittings Si clnk,* WO
2 metre 4 t
(Boom 48') (Gain 7d6d).... 119"
2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 63") (Gain 10dBd) OA"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 125') (Gain 12dBc1) i44"
2 metre 11 Element
(Boom 156') (Gain 13dBd) £65"
4 metre 3 Element
(Boom 45") (Gain 8dBd) £39"
4 metre 5 Element
(Boom 128') (Gain 10dBd) £54"
6 metre 3 Element
(Boom 72') (Gain 7.5dBd) £49"
6 metre 5 Element
(Boom 142') (Gain 9.5d8d) £69"
70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 76') (Gain 12.5dBd) 154"

Crossed Yagi Beams
All lining. Stooge" Stir&

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 64') (Gain 7.5dBd) £64"
2 metre 8 Element
(Boom 126') (Gain 11 5c1Bd1 £84"

70 cms 13 Element
(Boom 83') (Gain 1.5d13c1) £54"

ZL Special Yogi Beams
All Hui& Stsublass Steel

2 metre 5 Element
(Boom 381 (Gain 9 5dBd) . . £31"

2 metre 7 Element
1B0on, 601 (Gain 12dBc11 £39"

2 metre 12 Element
(Boom 126'1 Pan 14dBd1..... £65"

Mobile HF
Whips

(with 3/8 base
fitting)

AMPRO 160 mt E49"
(length 7' opprox)

AMPRO 80 mt £18"
(length 7' approx)

AMPRO 10/12/15/

17/20/30/40 mt E15"
(Length 7' approx)

AMPRO 6 mt £15"
(Length 4.6' opprox)

MAG MOUNTS

TURBO MAG MOUNT

(7"13/3 or 50239 .E14"

TRIMAG MOUNT

)3x51 3/B or 50239139"

COAX

10511BEST GUAM

STANDARD per mt.. 35p

RG58 BEST QUAUIY

MILITARY SPEC per mt 60p

BEST ClUAUIY MILITARY

SPEC MINI 8 r:er Ta 85p

RG213 BEST QUALITY

MILITARY SPEC
per mt £1.10

All Prices
Plus £6.00 P&P,

per order,

VISA Li 8
UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN SANDS. BUCKS MK17 BUR. TEL (01908) 281705 FAX (01908) 281706

70 ans 7 Element
(Boom 28') (Gain I1 5dBd} £24"
70 cms 12 Element
(Boom 48") (Gain 14dBd) £39"

C.M.HOWES
CONemonwww.IMUNICdATIOIS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
Tr 01327 260178masted:ant
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Build Your Station in Easy Stages!
DC2000 SSB & CW Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QRPer Plug-in band system

DC2000 Kit: £22.90 (one band module included). Extra band module kits:
£7.90 each. from 160 to 10M HA22R hardware (pictured top left). £18.90.

7712000 QRP Transmitter Kit
SW CW RE output tadiustable) on160 to 20M bands, about 1W on 10M Plug-
in band filter. Very clean signal. Use with Rx and linking module for transceive.

TX2000 Kit. £24.90 (with one band filter). Extra band filter kits: £6.90 each.
HA23R hardware pack (pictured lower left): £16.90.

ILM2000 it helting Module
Fits in receiver to link to transmitter Side -tone, muting, IRT, CWfilter. Kit: £16.30

Total to build this QRP Station: £99.90 (plus postage)

Multibiniel SSB Receiver
DXR20. Covers SSB and CW on 20.40 &
80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link to
TX2000 or AT 160 for transceive (by adding
LM2000 linking module). Versatile and
popular. with great performance!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack. £28.90

Enjoy the fun of home built equipment with HOWES KITS!

Audio Filter - f29.801
Clean up your reception!

 Reduce noise and interference! Sharp

SSB 1 Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF
al filters!  300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and punched front panel  All aluminium case

Simply connects between radio and external loudspeaker or headphones
 Suits receivers & transceivers  ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

-
_HOWES

ACCESSORY KITS
552

A.A4

AB1 18

AT 160

:51.4

DC52

CaA2

Active Antenna I 50kHz to 30MHz 68.90

25 to 1 300MHz Active Antenna E19.90

t8 to 137MHz Active Antenna E18.80

80 6 16011 AM/13613/CW Transmitter 639.90

Internal 558 6 CW Filter for our Us 410.50

"5 Meter" for direct conversion 111(s 410.90
Counter Buffer (fit to Rx to feed DF05) 45.90

DFD5 Digital Frequency Counter/Readout 654 90

MA4 Microphone preamp (suits AT160) 66.20

SPA4 Scanner Preamp 4 to 1300MHz Et 5 90

512 Morse Sidetone/Practice Oscillator E9.80

SW030 SWR/Povver Indicator, 30W 1-200MHz £13.90

X111 Crystal Calibrator. 8 intervals + ident E16.90

(opOonal hardware packs are available to sun many of

the above kits, please enquire)

Top Value Rocedoiseg ATVs
CTUE4: covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Efficient, flexible T match'
circuit. 50239 sockets. Improve your antenna performance!

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware!: £29.90.

CTU9: as Cf U8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATUI

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (Including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add 14.0(1 P&P. fu- £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations. full. clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website IURI at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Imam
Practical Tireless Kenwood

DIP
On behalf of the

adjudication team.

Rob 11annion

G3XFD presents

the results of the

1999 PVV &

Kenwood Club

Spotlight Club

Magazine

Competition. And,

as you'll soon

realise - the

standard of entries

was veil high with

some superb entries

from both 'local'

and 'national'

clubs.

Fig, 1: Hilda Rusbridge, Sister of the late G2FIX
(accompanied by her daughter Vicky and Son -
in -Law Gerry (who made the trophy)
presenting the 'Bert Newman G2FIX Memorial
Trophy ('Bert's Bell') to members of the Remote
Imaging Group, the 1999 National Category
winners at the 'Leicester' Show at Donington
Park on Saturday 25th of September.

elcome to the 1999 Competition

--'.

results article. Without exception the
PW & Kenwood UK Club Spotlight
Magazine Competition judging panel -
Dave Wilkins G5HY, David Barlow
G3PLE ( whose original idea started the
competition) Jim Bacon G3YLA, Tex

Swann G1TEX, Jamie Donaghy MOW and
myself thought that the standard of entries was
very high indeed. Well done everybody!

With seven 'National' entries, striving to win
the Bert Newman G2FIX Memorial Trophy
('Bert's Bell') and 13 'Local' category entries,
aiming to win the magnificent 'Spotlight' trophy, the
annual competition is thriving. The judges were
particularly pleased to have a good number of 'National'
entrants - and we welcomed that from The Irish Radio
Transmitter's Society (IRIS) for the first time and
we were very pleased to have the Benelux QRP
Club, based in Holland. joining us for a second time.

Without exception - and there were some
truly excellent magazines entered this year
- the standard was very good indeed and I
would like everyone to realise that this also
included entries from truly 'one man' band
produced magazines. So, whatever you think
about your 'solo' produced magazine ... don't
think it won't stand a chance of winning a
prize!

Reluctant To Enter?
Occasionally I'm approached by club magazine Editors
who have been reluctant to enter because "Our
magazine is only produced on a photocopier and there's
only one person compiling it each time". In reply, I
encourage them to enter and explain what the
adjudication panel is looking for.

The adjudicators aren't just looking for 'glossy'
magazines - professionally produced and 'finely
polished'. No, with their expertise the panel of judges

know that 'fancy wrapping' could
hide a disappointing surprise
inside. I can say this because we
all know that it is possible to
unwrap a delightful looking
chocolate from its wrapper ...
only to find we don't like the
flavour when we eat it!

So, we look further and more
carefully into what's on offer
from each entrant because the
most ordinary looking
publication can turn out to be an

excellent magazine. This is
why all magazines that are

entered into the
competition stand a good
chance of winning - even
though they may lack the
gloss of some of the other
entrants.

As the competition

UK Club Spotlight Maga

Ulmer!
becomes a regular annual event for those that
enter, it's very pleasing indeed for the judges to

' see that some of the comments and suggestions
from the previous year's competition have been

'taken on board' by the Editor of the magazine
involved. And to highlight this, I'm pleased to share

with you an encounter I had with one of the 1999
'National' category entrants, when he approached me
at this year's 'Leicester' Show at Castle Donington.

The magazine Editor involved had received the
letter I'd sent out to all the entrants, informing
them who had won and the number of points that
had been awarded to the individual entrants. He

approached me and expressed surprise that "My
magazine has done so well this year, especially after rve
seen a copy of the winner's magazine".

We managed quite a long chat together and I was
delighted to learn that he'd been to see this year's
winner of the 'National' category. However, I pointed
out that the adjudication panel had seen graphic

evidence of his (the Editor's) efforts to improve
the use of various typefaces and not to have the
main body text in 'bold' (this had been
commented on by all the judges last year). The
Editor had then taken this suggestion on board
and the result this year was a magazine that
was easier to read and much more pleasing to

the eye. That's why his magazine had
achieved good results this year against an
ever -improving standard of entry.

Assessing The Entries
I think it's now time to explain just what the judges
are aiming to do in assessing the entries, which we try
to make as fair as possible. In doing this, I hope I'm
answering some of the occasional questions which
come my way.

Firstly, in the evaluation process, each judge will
read the accompanying 'covering' letter which has to be
provided by each entrant. This, in accordance with the
rules, asks the entrant to state what category the club
is entering under, what the club is, how many people
are involved in producing the magazine, how it's
printed, published and distributed and how many
copies are involved.

Additionally, we ask the entrant to inform us what - if
any - sponsorship is involved with their magazine, this
gives the judges a good idea of what money is available for
producing the magazine ... an important pointer when
comparing one magazine against another. Again, this
criteria is why it's possible for any magazine entering the
competition to stand a good chance of winning on overall
merit rather than just overall spending!

Incidentally, the 'covering letter' tends to be a
fascinating read! And when reading them it's surprising
to see (even with the magazines produced by the larger
clubs) how many are 'one man band' production teams!

All the judges are either active in the Amateur Radio
'Club Scene' or have had extensive experience of clubs in
the past. Several - including myself - have also been
Editors of club magazines themselves. This experience,
plus the interest the panel have in our hobby and the
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no Competition 1999
journalistic aspects of Amateur Radio, is then used to
evaluate each individual entry.

Obviously, each judge has their own likes and
dislikes and a 'feel' for certain articles and style. This
will be clearly indicated by each judge's personal
comments (the comments from each adjudicator are
clearly attributable to the individuallon the
adjudication result sheets which are sent to each
entrant after the magazine carrying the competition
results has 'gone to press'.

Without fear of giving anything away and influencing
next year's entrants - I can tell you that 'obviously PW
reflects my own 'style' and interests in the hobby itself.
As Editor of PW it's impossible not to influence a
magazine that's been part of your life for so long without
having some effect!

In rounding off this section of the results article I
would like to remind everyone entering the 2000 contest
to remember this: Do not produce a magazine with the
sole intention to enter the contest! Instead we ask you to
enter a magazine that's been produced for your club
members by your best efforts. By doing so you'll be
creating something very special and it will be a
publication that reflects your club, and its activities in
the best light possible. And if you do win one of the
categories of the PW & Kenwood Club Spotlight
Competition - it will just add a little more polish to your
own trophy - your club magazine itself

Finally, to emphasise the wonderfully fnendly
atmosphere which has grown around the competition. I
must mention the spirit of co-operation that is
developing between the various club magazine Editors.
This has been clearly demonstrated by individual
Editors writing to the winners of the two categories to
ask for copies of the magazines involved.

I'm pleased to say that it's a good indication of the
nature of the people involved that the requests have
been answered by friendly and immediate responses.
Actions like this make me feel proud and give me much
hope for the continuing success of our hobby in the
fait ore'!

National Category
As mentioned earlier in this article, there were seven
entries in the 'National' Category this year and the
standard was exceptionally high. The adjudicators, as
previously mentioned were delighted to receive an entry
from the Irish Radio Transmitters' Society (IRIS)
the National Society for the Republic of Ireland. along
with entries from the British Amateur Television
Club (HATO, the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio
Society IRAFARS), the British Amateur Radio
Teledata (;roup BARTG), the Radio Amateur
Invalid & Blind Club (RMBC). the Remote
Imaging Group (RIG) and finally, last hut not least -
the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society (RSARS).

For the 'National' category only. I took the decision to
award marks out of 60 instead of 50 as in previous years
so the panel of judges could include both Mrs Tex
Swann GITEX and the Salisbury Club's Secretary
Jamie Donaghy MOCLI. This was because. in previous
competitions, Tex has 'stepped down' to allow the 'guest
judge (for the 'National' category only) from the
Salisbury Club to take his place.

The Salisbury Club provide a 'Guest' adjudicator as
part of the continuing remembrance of Bert Newman
G2FIX. Bert - a great character - was a famous
campanologist (Bell Ringer) and it seems very
appropriate that his family provided the bell -shaped

trophy. It was also made
by his niece's husband!
We were also pleased
to have an entry to
the competition from
RAFARS - for whom
Bert G2FIX often
acted as their 'Net'
controller on 3.5MHz.

National Winners
The outright winners
this year in the
'National' category were the Remote Imaging Group
whose superb RIG Journal attained a magnificent 59
points out of a maximum of 60. With the majority of its
members being active Radio Amateurs, the RIG group
caters for the specialist reception of remotely taken
images (hence the name!), particularly from satellites.

The comments taken from the adjudication sheets
make interesting reading!

Jamie Donaghy MOCLI's comments on the A5
sized magazine !which has a full -colour stiff cover'
were: "Tremendous production. cannot fault it in
anyway. Hard to believe its an amateur effort as it
engenders quality and professionalism from coverto
cover". Score 10 out of 10.

Dave Wilkins G5HY who commented that
he's an ex -member of RIG' said: "A superb
national magazine, very professional in every
way. This might make me renew my
subscription"! Score 10 out of 10.

David Barlow G3PLE commented
"Read all through coverto-cover. joined RIG
(since). Superb production  fantastic value
for money for members. I nearly stole the
copies - but thought that perhaps the other
judges ought to ace them"! Score: 10 out
of 10

Jim Bacon GSYLA said: "What a
great journal! Alright. I'm a bit biased on
the subject matter. but this is very
professionally produced magazine, both
editorially speaking and in production.
Very well done"! Score: 10 out of 10.

Tex Swann GITEX said: "Excellent feel of quality
production with full page colour pictures but full width
columns making it a harder to read magazine. Full of
information for those interested in this specialist subject.
Good Technical read". Score 9 out of 10.

My own comments were: "Even bearing in mind that
this is a professionally printed publication -
the ethos of a 'cluh journal' is still there.
Even the best printed journal can be badly
let down by poor editorial - this is not! Well
done RIG! Score 10 out of 10.

Traditionally the Remote Imaging
Group have attended the 'Leicester'
show for many years  and I've always
enjoyed visiting their stand at the old
Granby Halls site in Leicester which.
although in the same hall as the PW
stand. was located in a far corner
away from us. However, at the
Donington Show. RIG were very close
to our new stand and it was easy to
arrange things for the presentation
to take place. (See Fig, U.

The presentation took place on Saturday 25 of
September and, once again. 'Bert's Bell' was presented to
the winners by Hilda Rusbridge. sister of the late Bert
G2FIX. However, t his year although the younger element
of the 'Newman' clan weren't able to come - I'm pleased to
report that Vicky Amos Beres Niece' and her husband
Gerry who had made the trophy) were both there to see
the trophy presented.

Fig. 2: Dave
Wilkins G51 -4Y of
Kenwood (UK)
presenting the
PW & Kenwood
Club Spotlight
Trophy to
members of the
Crowborough &
District Amateur
Radio Society,
who were also
winners in 1998.
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At -A -Glance National Category 1999
Points out of a possible 60
Winners: Remote Imaging Group (RIG Journal) 59 points
Second: The British Amateur TV Club ICO TV) with 54
points

Joint Third: The Irish Radio Transmitters' Society IIRTSI
Newsletter and the Royal Signals ARS Mercury (both
with 52 5 points)

Followed by lin order of points scored):
51.5 points: Benelux QRP Club
50 points: Royal Air Force ARS
49.5 points: British Amateur Radio Teledata Group
48.5 points: The Radio Amateur Invalid & Blind Club

"... on behalf of

all the Judges, I

thank you for

your efforts in

1999 and look

forward to

`uncorking' your

entries for 2000.

Good luck

everyone"!

Incidentally, last year's
winner - the Benelux QRP
Club - very kindly presented
Hilda with yet another
beautiful Edam cheese
straight from Holland
courtesy of Robert van der
Zaal PA9RZ. So, everyone
went home happily!

Other Comments
It seems appropriate to
include some comments on
the other entrants' magazines
for the benefit of readers

I however, all entrants will see their adjudication sheets.
David G3PLE said 10f the IRIS Newsletters "How

nice to see photographs of the El calls I have worked
many times  good news value - deserves encouragement
and like myself the Editor has Multiple Sclerosis. so I
appreciate his difficulties".

Jamie MOCLI commented ion the BATC
C'QTV magazine) "Excellent in even way, let
down by 'clip art  but still up there with the best
of them for content and overall presentation.
adoption of an A4 format a big improvement".

Commenting on the Royal Air Force
Amateur Radio Society QRV magazine Tex
GITEX said: "A great deal of historical
information in this magazine. Keeping the
'memories' alive. It can be 'hard going' at times
due to the layout - but an excellent read none
the less".

My own comments on Mercury. the Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society magazine
provide encouragement for the Editor "What an
improvement on last year! New two -column, non -bold
typeface and 'crisp clear presentation excellent. Well
done Editor! With a little more technical content it
would be perfect. A winner next year"?

Of Nieutesbriej- the Benelux QRP Club
magazine (based in Holland) Jim Bacon G3YLA
said: "Once again a fine set of magazines from
Holland - the ideal Amateur Radio 'special
interest' read'.

Commenting on the British Amateur
Radio Teledata Group's Datacom magazine
Dave Wilkins G5HY (a former member of
BARTG ) said: "Another very professional
magazine. The only limitation is the small
number of actual contributors'.

Finally, we'll end up with Tex GITEX's comments on
Radial, the magazine
produced for members of The
Radio Amateur Invalid &
Blind Club: 'Although a
little simple in format it
reflects the amount of love'
which has gone into
producing the magazine.
Covers the subject with good
use of pictures and even the
odd useful project".

At -A -Glance Local Category '1999
Points out of a possible 50.
Winners: Crowborough & District ARC Crowstalk with
43.5 points.

Second: Cockenzie & Port Seton Newsletter with 42.5
points.

Joint Third: Colchester Radio Amateurs and the
Worthing & District ARC with 42 points

Followed by in order of points scored):
Cray Valley ARS with 39.5 points Oldham ARC .%ith
39 points, followed by the Echelford ARS anti also the
Bromsgrove & DARC, both with 38.5 points Then
came Otley ARS together with East Yorkshire
iFormerly North Ferriby) both earning 36.5 points Next
came Warrington ARS with 35 points South Dorset
ARS with 34 points and Farnborough &
DARS with 33.5 points.

Local Category Winners
The winners of the 'Local'
Club Magazine section were -
as last year - The
Crowborough & District
ARS from East Sussex.
Scoring 43.5 points out of a
possible 50 their entry
Crowstalk drew comments
'uch as: "I like the clear

format' (G5HY). "Well produced newsletter, some
professional touches, good use of colour 1G3YLA1.1 liked
this last year and still do" I G3PLECA good mix of
articles, well laid -out, clear and clean" (GITEX). My own
comments were "Superb magazine - but more technical
articles needed".

Again the C&DARS managed a good turn out to
receive the 'Spotlight' Trophy which was presented by
Dave Wilkins G5HY at the 'Leicester' Show at Donington
on Saturday 25 September (see Fig. 21. It was when
G5HY. GITEX and I las the only members of the
adjudicating panel present I were congratulating the
Crowborough 'team' that we heard from them that other
entrants had asked for copies of Crowstalk. And even
though it means the pressure is really 'on' for 2000 - it's a
clear demonstration of the good natured competition that
the C&DARS gladly supplied the magazines to next
year's possible competitors!

Pursuit Hotting Up!
When I read through the adjudication panel's comments I
could clearly see the pursuit is 'hotting up' and Crowstalk

may have a run for its money next year! So, let's
r.. look at the comments from the adjudicators:

Commenting on the Cockenzie & Port
Seton entry 142.5 points) G5HY said 'Full of

news, some very good lay -out touches'. On the
Colchester ARC entry 142 points) G3PLE said

"With some adjustment this could be a winner". And
on the Worthing & DARC entry (also with 42
points) I said "What a wonderful 'one man' effort -

even prints his own front covers"!
Cray Valley ARC's entry 139.5 points) got "A

nicely 'balanced' newsletter" comments from G3YLA.
While Oldham ARC's entry (39 points) received

"Clear lay -out and good mix of contents" from G5HY.
Echelford ARC's entry ,38.5 points) drew

comments including "Information on front and back
pages excellent. good original articles" from GITEX. The
Bromsgrove & DARC entry 138.5 points, attracted
praise from G3YLA who said "A nice clear newsletter -

nice to find a list of members and content details'.
On the Otley ARS ( West Yorkshire) entry) 36,5

points) I commented: "This magazine is coming in
leaps and bounds. Don't change it Editor but keep
polishing". Reporting on the East Yorkshire
(Formerly North Ferriby) ARS (36.5 points)

G3YLA said: "I like the 'club' atmosphere of
this newsletter. It has some nice uses of
colour/graphics - just enough".

Warrington ARC's entry (35 points) drew
comments including 'A very accomplished
newsletter...with a wide range of interesting articles"
from G3YLA. On the South Dorset ARS entry134
points) I said 'A friendly, informal and informative little
'one man' effort. Well done Editor".

Finally, with 33.5 points, comes the Farnborough &
DARS (Hampshire) entry. And although it earned the
lowest score - bearing in mind it is a very new
magazine, I think I must end up to encourage all
entries with comments from all the adjudicators).

"Well printed and neat",G5HY). "Well printed.
deserves support from members'1G3YLA). "New product
with potential" (G3PLE I, from myself -A lusty' and
promising youngster - what a wonderful effort from the
Editor". And finally, from GITEX 'obviously a wine
connoisseur!) comes "A 'young' magazine - but showing a
good range of articles ... at an 'early stage' of
development. Will improve with age and will be high in
the rankings next year".

With Tex's words of encouragement ringing in my ears
and 'fizzing' in the wine glass!) on behalf of all the

Judges. I thank you for your efforts in 1999 and look
forward to 'uncorking' your entries for 2000. Good luck
everyone! PW
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

11A1111111 alkIPAUVICAT1ONS
* * MAIL ORDER: 01708 862524 * *

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS. £10.00.

MILLENIUM SIZZLERS
KENWOOD
1S-870
Still seen In most to be the

best "IF-DSP" DX transceiver available!

SALE PRICE £1449.95 IT'S A BARGAIN

ISSIXEffla
-

built-in ATV.

KENWOOD
TS-570DG Mk11
Superb Hi transceiver with

sAupwai829.00
NERNALINCO

DX -70Th
HF  6m transcener with

C.TCSS  CM filter. 1100W all bands' £599.00 YAESU VX-5R
ICOMIC -746

sin/2m 711crit haul -held with widehand receive.

Looking for one rig to
satisfyup to SW output.

all your base Mallon needW
of R PRICE £269.95

took no further.

Miniature 2m  7t -cm lund-held warm -viler with
wideband receive i 30-1300MHzt.

OUR PRICE

ICOM IC-Q7E

£149.95
KENWOOD TH-D7E

Dual band hand-held with huit-in TNC.

OUR PRICE £ 2 8 9 . 9 5

KENWOOD TH-G71E
Dual -band transcel.er with optional wide -band
receive.' 110-950MHz with gaps'.

SPECIAL MYER £199.95
FREE headset worth E25.00.

OCR PRICE £1299.00
ICOM
IC-7061IG

The world's best selling HF transceiver.

OUR PRICE £949.00
OMNEW ICOM

IC-756PRO
THE ULTIMATE HF + 6M TRANSCEIVER.

£T.BA.
YAESU FF-847
We have 10 pieces only to give

away at a stupid price.

OUR PRICE £1199.00

411111 Deluxe microphone with re -amp. 1.117.95.

SALE PRICE 89.95E

KENWOOD MC -60

Isenwood MIA desk microphone L59.95
horn S51.20 desk microphone ....-E99.00
Kenwood SP 11 extension speaker E79 95

Icon SP -2I (-summon speaker f54 95
Sarsu SP -8 extension speaker

HEAD OFFICE:
Unit 1. Thurrock Commercial
Park, Purfleet Industrial
Estate, London Road, Aveley,
Essex RM15 4YD
TEL: 01708 862524 0
FAX: 01708 868441 04°

\105Open Mon - Eri Sam - 4.30pin.
Sat Ram - 1.00pm

KENWOOD
TM-G707E
Our hest selling dual -hand mobile
with detachable head.

(Optional extra la available,.
OUR PRICE t269.95

44 The world's smallest twin band
mobile.

YAESU FF-90R

£339.95

YAESU FT -8100R
True dual -hand mobile with detachable
head  with -hand Rs.

ONLY £325.00

ALINCO DJ-G5E
Our best selling rue- dial -band hand-held
transceiver with optional wide -hand receive.

WE ARE HERE
luoi it

ONLY £229.95

ulw
Lan.

al=

opREALISTIC
DX -394
* Superb performance Sil

receis er

* True SSB * 0.2  5051h, (AM SSIM * 240 or 121'
* Attenuator * S -meter * Timer

S.S.P.:'t4k9TSPECIAL OFFER: £99.7I.
Weary flO I SEND S.A.L. !OR REM*.

YAESU FRG -100
Award winning SW receiver.

OUR PRICE£345.00
RD-500VX+

IOWThis is a new kind of

wideband receiver with sleek
robust styling. massive memory can store information
equivalent to seseral scanning directory books. It covers (1-

1750MHz all mode'. Includes windows software to make it
easy to gather information from document scanners. the
internet and other sourees.

ONLY £749.00
ICOM PCR-1000
Computer radio system 100k11/-
13001Hz all model.

OUR PRICE £249.00
REALISTIC
PRO -2042

Wideband scanning recener
* 25-520 & 760.1300MHz

* 1000 channels * Selectable tuning steps
* Switchable mode (AM ill WFM)
* VFO tuning plus keypad entry 2 An nt

..1299:00 BULK PURCHASE avi-ku.u.:.,
Wiwi 110 'Send s.a.e. for resins)

ICOM IC -R2
Minature widehand hand-held scanner omen
0.54 500%1117 1A.M. FM IlTS11.

ONLY £129.00
Soft case for IC -R2 .11.6

IThe latest all mode innovation in handles.
There's too many features to list.

AR8200

OUR PRICE £339.00
.AR8000 Our price 1269.00
Soft case for 8200 8000 ispetifyl £19.95

MVT-7100
Wide -band hand-held scanner 0.5.1650M117

'a model i199.00
MY -T-9000 OUR PRICE L119.95

Soft case for MIT -9000 7100'specify) S. 19.99

W. MIDLANDS
SHOWROOM

Unit I, Canal View Ind. Est., Brettel Lane,
Brierley Hill, W. Mids. DY5 3LQ

Open Monfri 9.305pm. Sat 9.301pm

W If 411 ORM Tel If itikesitS BRAWN
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NARDI CONEXICATIME
0111, * * MAIL ORDER: 01708 862524 * * """

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS, £10.00.

Q-TEK PENETRATOR
soli) 1005 ALL MIR EL ROPE"lllllll

* 1.8 60MHz HF vertical * 15 foot high
* No An or ground radish required
* 1200W PEP). ONLY 1 gin deliver 10

s 1J AY
Wire version now available 45ft long end fed.

(1.86051Hn spec price as above.

Q-TEK a SPECIALS tirawf, f9.00
2m 5ele (boom 45" 9dBd) 139.95

2m 7ele (boom 60" 149.95

2m I2ele (boom 126" 13.8dBd) 169.95

70cm 7ele (boom 2W' I IdBd) 129.95

70cm I2ele (boom 48" 13.8dBd. ... 149.95

QIER YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm Del MN

2m Sete (boom 63" 9dBd) .......

2m *le (boom 125" IldBd1. 149.93
2m Ilele (boom 156" 12.7d8d) 169.95
2m Sete crossed (boom 64" 9dBd) £69.95

2m 8ele crossed (boom 126" Ildfld). £149.95

In. 3ele I boom 45" 7dIld) 144.95
Im 5ele (boom 128" 9d13c1. . _.__......_..._159.95
bin 3ele (boom 72" 7dBd. E54.95
tim 5ele (boom 142" 9d11c1) £69.93
70cm Belt I boom 76" 12cUld) 09.95
70cm Bede crossed (boom 83" 12dBd. 139.93

Q-TEK HB9-CV )9.00

70cm HB9CV (boom 12") £17.95

2nur HB9CV (boom 20") 121.95
HB9CV (boom 22.5") £29.95

timtr FIB9CV (boom 323") . £39.95
10nur HB9CV (boom 52") 169.95

END FED HALF WAVES Good pion f.
Im Length 92" IS02391 vertical ......139.95 trot (9
6m Length 126" (50239. vertical 149.95 od tw.00

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Fain to mount FIT mobile whips ready in go with PL -259 fining.

PL -80 8Orn whip lappnrt 1.5m long) ..11.95 Dv( 01.00

P1.40 40m whip iapprnx 1.5m long. - 119.95 im tzto)
PL -20 20m whip (appmx 1.5m 0.1 L17.00

PL -62 6m "hri whip (appro.'. 1.1m Inag)--118.95 Dm, taw

DELUXE G5RV Multyaranded plasm
coated hems dun antenna wire. All
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
galvanised fittiAgs. Full size  102ft.
ONLY 3u .95

Half size 5 Ift. Ooh' 1.34.95
Carriage L6:00.

Claw Balun Inline halun for GSORV i 95 P&P 1.1

STANDARD G5RV
Full sire 102ft 1./4 06 l'&P £6
Half size Sift L.: 1 on p&p £6

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS
140mtr inductors. Add them to vour 't size G5RV and

convert it to a full size. c22 Q ; P&P £2.
*plied tu a pmr with additional wire

HEAD OFFICE:
Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial

Purfleet Industrial
tate, London Road, Aveley,

x RMI5 4Y11
TEL: 01708 862524 0
FAX: 01708 868441
Open Mon - Fri Sam - 4.30pm.,
Sat Sam - 1.00pm

Q-TEK TRITAN
6m  2m  70cm. :1 superb
compact -1-element. 3 -hand sagi.

4.5d6d gain 'all hands.. Boom
length I . 13m max.. longest
element 2.%m max..

ONLY' £69.95 del LIO

NEW QT -20 Ilek 23cm ..agis boom length Im gain
I I.5dBd (n-tmel 149.95 + P&P flO

QT -I0 I9ele 23cm vagis boom length 1 5m gain 16dBd
in -type) 169.95 + P&P £10

TEK BASE COLLINEARS PriP1100

QT -200 GF 144 70, 4.5 7.2dB (1.7m1 Li I 4%

QT -300 GF 144 70.6.5 9dB Om. Ati9

QT -500 GF 144 70.83 1 1d1115.4m1 .1115.45

QT -627 GE 50 144 70. 2.15 5.2 8.4dBi gain 169.95

ACCESSORIES P&P £3.00 on the family(
TM -6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2 70 (N N259) 124.95
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax.: 70 (PL 259's) 119.93
CR514 Tripksrr (6 2 71) (Coax) 156.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS to SO Myer
TSM-1612 6 2 7012.15 6 8.4dB. LIM 134.95
DB-7900 144 70 ems. (5 7.6d131 13m -129.99

DR -770M 14-1 70 cros,13 5.5d0( Im 124.95
DB-1304 144 70 ems, (2.15 3.8dB) .41cm5 119.95
DB-EL2E 144)411/.4h%. 4.5dll (1.8m) 129.95
DR -285 144MHz. 'int% 3.4dB (130) 115.95
P1.-651 50MHz wave Imp 116.95

ACCESSORIES Pe? L100 on **Moon
MT -I301 H Duty Mag %Int  Coax Top Quradity 124.95
MT -3302 H Dun Hatch Trunk Mnt Top Quality 124.95
CF-BPE2 2m band pass filter 149.95
Q.Tek fim hand pass filter 142.95

Q-TEK INTREPID
%tar PRE-kW:CHID FAD -FED HALF %AVIS.

SUPERB SINGLE. LAND %IRE tioitlioNTs1

sons ANTENNAS. SO A.T.U. REQL1RED

IPT-80 80m tendon 140.7m( t69 P&P

1PT-10 40m version (203m) t59.95 P&P £7
1PT-20 20m version (10.1m) L19.95 P&P £7

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE tar
Enamelled 112.95 P&P ES
Hard drawn 113.95 P&P ES

Multi -Stranded (Gm, PVC) ..._....19.95 P&P /3
Estra 11 duty (Gear coated) 130.00 P&P E.5

Fleswease (H dun) 130.00 P&P L5

Flertseave H dun 120 mm) /15.95 P&P f.3
Flesweave (PVC coated 20 mtrs) 118.95 P&P ES

Flexweave (PVC coated 50 mtrs) 140.00 P&P ES
Earth wire (6mm) 30m roll 110.00 P&P /3
Copper earth rod (-Ift) 113.00 P&P £6

Copper earth rod lift.  10m wire attaltbed El 1.99 P&P 16

Q-TEK BALUNS & TRAPS
Baltut, are wound on ferrite rod and encapsulated into a
dipole centre with an S0239 siiket. Brass terminals form the
halm output and stainless steel screw met offer an anchor
point for antenna ends. Maximum power rating it IkU.
1.1 Baton 124.95 P&P E2
4.1 Balun 124.95 P&P £2
6.1 Balun 124.95 P&P EY

10 mtrs Traps a pain t25.00 P&P £4
mtrs Traps la pair) 125.00 P&P £4

10 mtrs Traps .= __........(a pair) £25.00 P&P L4
15 mtrs Traps. - pair) f.25.00 P&P L4
20 mtrs Traps (a pair) £25.00 P&P £4

********srAR*Buy********
4 x 5' 4" lengths of 1" extruded S.SPIfolkg *
116 gauge. heart dots
aluminium. swaged at Inci end to
give a very heart dun mast set

[Bunn STOCK *

£30.00

* BARGAIN MAST SET *
*****************************

FIBRE GLASS MASTS
I "13ia

1'." Dia
1" Dia

11)30 per metre
£10.50 per metre

£12.50 per metre

Delivery £10

Delivers £10

Wire/ £10

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telextptt 111/1h. Starting at 2s in diameter and

finishing with a top W(11011 of F." diameter we offer I metre

and a 12 metre sersiim. lath mast is supplied with gut rings
and stainless steel pins fot locking the sections when erected.

The dosed height of the 14 metre mast is just i feet and the 12
metre %croon at 10 feet. 111 wrtiorn an- minuted aluminium
tube with a la cattKr wall thickness.

mtrs 1:79.95
12 mtrs i 11)9.95 ramie

FREL STANDING TRIP01)
for M 12m masts 164.95 i a.wkw Lin a'

GUY WIRE KITS etc.
Standard kits (complete with wire) ' Lb

Heim dun kits complete with wire) £26'I'' P&P if.
Ground fixing spikes .3 sett D I 591. P&P ....
31.6n pack colon gus rope L 10 ni P&P L'..!
30m pack (3mm dia. winch wire .1.. t.
MAST MAD PULLEY Lass to fit polies with mast

,,,) 'lip E8.95 P&P f1.50

WALL BR4C1iL'TS + MAST BASE PLATES
%last base plate 112.95 P&P

6" Stand off 16.9i P&P £5
9" Stand off 18. i, P&P £5
12" T&K Brackets .112 is) P&P £6

18" T&K Brackets ......... P&P Di
24" T&K Brackets £20.00 P&P £8

U bobs 11'," or 2") ELIO each

ft nut universal clamp (r  2") . 13.95

3 -way gun ring £3.95

4 -was gun ring £4.95

2" mast sleeve £9.95

I' mastmast sleeve.

Q-TEK DL -1000
HE 200W continuos dummy
load 10-30MHz I.

S.SP189:93.

INTRO MR£79.95 P&P DI

BULK PURCHASE
100m roll of RG-2I3 coax ONLY £69.95 P&P 00

100m roll of RG-58 coax ONLY £35.00 P&P 1.8.50

W. MIDLANDS
SHOWROOM

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brettel Lane,-
Brierley Hill, W. Mids. DY5 3LQ

tpen Mon -Fri 9.3115pm. Sat 9.30.941m

SO If Ill ARM 7!) IMAMS MANCH

g-100 GI; 144 70.3 6dE I I Im I
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

 MOTOROLA

Ve'
TA -200 Licence free PAIR -146. Now

U? -W sou can use a 446%1Hr hand-held without a...'. licence.

OUR PRICE £79.95
or 2 for 1150.00

IMOTOROLA HANDIE
PRO

Professional quality licence free PAIR446
hand-held with Meads  charger.

ONLY 199.00 Or no for f150.00

ICOM IC -M3
New VHF marine transceiver. Complete

with nit -ads & charger.

ONLY £179.00

NISSEI PS -300
Superb 30 amp 12V power
supph built to t onthei most
needs. haulm * User okage
protection * Short circuit

current limited * Twin illuminated meters
* Variable sultagr 11-15V. latches 13.SV * Additional -push
clip" DC power sockets at rear * Multiple front outlets
* Deutchable IDC lead suppliedi for mains connection
* Ultra quiet fan * Professional huild (black finish(.
Dims: 1308 a W265 x 11135mm. 9kg. SSP £149.00.

INTRO PRICE £99.95 Delivery £10

IINEasy to tune HF linear amplifier.

1Up to MOO walls).

0.1.1E849.00
SGC-230
Superb ATI will work with any HF
transceiver. 1.149130.

SALE PRICE £289.00
SGC-2.31 III  tim Smartuner
SGC-2021) QRP rig

tp-M.,111

 ;44 1.41

MFJ-259
IIF digital SWR analyser - LS-170MHz
counter resistance meter.

ONLY 169.95 P&P E3

319-949 300W AIL' + dummy load to
M9-969 IIF  6m ATV
319-9621) 1.5kW versa tuna

MI -178411 DSP filter
MFJ-418 CW tutor

CUSHCRAFT SALE
R-6000 6.20 meter. . 1259.00

R-7000 10-10 meters 1319.00

X-7 10. 15.20 meters 7 de vagi £449.00

X-9 10. IS. 20 meters 9 rte yagi £649.00

A-35 10. 15. 20 meters rte yagi /329.00

C Super quality. (Supplied with S pin pre -wired

`iarsu lead) 149,95p&ps.00
OPTIO\AL LEADS iP&P £1.501

A-05 S pin "Alinco" round 19.95
K -OS S pin -Kenwoocr round
148 5 pin "Icom" round 19.95

AM -OS Modular phone -.Alinco" _19.95

111-08 M,Khilar phone "Yaesu" 19.93
IM -OS Modular phone "Icom" ...... .... 19.95

TI -1-887 headset
A high quality headset that will fit
most hand portable and most III &
VHF UHF tors via optional interface.

£24.95 P&P £3.511

Supplied with two pin molded plug -will fit Alinco Yam/
Standard 1111 [tom hand holds).
111-887K Kenwood version available 124.95
Optional leads (P&P E1.501.
E -303S 8 pin "Standard" round 118.95
F -303Y S pin --Yaesu" round 118.95
F -303K S pin "Kenwood" round 118.95
F-3031 M pin "Icom" round 118.95
F -3031T Modular "Yaesu" plume ... ........... il 8.93

F-303IP Modular -Icom" phone 118.95
£18.95F-3031SP Modular "Ku- phone

RANGER 811

1115.9;
m .1139.9;

.1239.95
£176.95

1e
138.95

D -308B BLACK DELUXE
DESK MIC .with up &Amt.

GC -038

GC -065

YAESU G -450C
Heavy duty rotator for 111; beams etc.

Supplied with circular display control
boa and 25m of rotator cable.

0.11£299.95
lower mast clamps ',i,
2" thrust hearing Is 0,,

SALE NOW
ON

RS -502 I.8-525MHz (200W) £99.95...NOW t79.95 p&p £5
RS -l02 1.8-150MHz (200W) £39.95 £19.95 p&p 13

RS -102 125-525N1Hz (200W) 1:59.95....- 149.95 pOzp LS

RS -10I 1.8-60MHz (3kW) £79.95 169.95 p&p 13
R.S411 144 430MHz Pocket PWR SWR

Meter (200W) (S0239)
RS -ION As above with N -type

£5 1.95 p&p

I.. p&p El

DL60 * Dummy load * DC500Mlir * 60W MAX

Till (DIM son
game* PL -259 fitting £18.99 P&P /.1

COAX SWITCHES IMP atm
1X401 4 way (S0-2391 £49.93

C.X-101 'N' 4 way (N TYPE) E44.95

cx-201 2 way (S0-239) £18.95
CX-201 'N' 2 way IN-typel £24.93

SP -350V
Be protected this summer: In -line
lightning surge protector. (Gas
discharge tyAel. Rekaceable fuse.

INTRO PRICE 99
GARMIN
GPS-III PLUS
UpgradableGPS system

supplied with data lead and

tree on -hoard maps. Shows

dries, airports and much, much more.

saEpRicd329.95
GPS-111 UK version with mating map 1219.6
GPS-12 Navigator 1l2'l
Cigar power lead

Active magmount antenna

RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CELLS
Starter kit includes charger & 4 x AA

13.99.'K£ £2.50 P&P.

Maw Neer that .Nit the (pending, ran hr
rrrhargrd :rah tho I harrr

Extra cells available @ Rechargeable Alkaline. No
8 x .AA pack t10!01 memos effects. 1.31' cells. 3
4 a AA pack )5.94 rapt -its of nieads
4 a AAA th 25 QUIRBI I IVARRANTE

INTERFERENCE - STOP IT!
'Rectangular snap -fixing ferrite cores

suitable for :- Radio
coax TV MAIM )elephant' PC & data
cables. Plastic teeth prevent it from
sliding in cable. Simply snap dose onto

cable and job is done: (Will fit large max).

BULK PURCHASE hence 2 for £5
(p&p £230). HURRY - LIMITED STOCK.

New - Slide over ferrite sleeves lo fit 6Frim coax.

Park of 6 £5. P&P f2.50.

HAND-HELD ACCESSORIES

Nissei EP -320
Hanging npe earphone with

om mic & FIT Fits Kemmod.
.Alinco. Yaesu or Icom.

£24.95 P&PI

'
Nissei EP -300T

liver the ear earpiece with lapel mit & FIT.
Fits Isenwood. Alinco. Yaesu or learn.

out PRICE £24.95
r, 1.1r 11., . .ilfIr el our eloper, io t 7001

MS -109 Fist microphone 10 fit Kenwood,

Icom & .Alinco.

£16.95
+ El P&P IPtiast %rim sew tar amts wins iiatilittSt.

OP" NB -30W 251 FM handheld

amplifier 2.5W input. 30W output ( for
SW ip). Turn ;our handheld into a
mobile for under £50

ONLY £49.95 P&P f.4.00

REGULAR -GAINER RH-770

21cm flexible whip that has 2m + 70cm transmit and

wideband receive.

ONLY £14.99 P&P £I

SUPER -GAINER RH-9000

Ilan flexilile whip that has 2m + 70cm transmit and

wideband receive.

ONLY 1 9..95 P&P kl

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand holds. Can be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

£22.95 . P&P £1

Waterproof case for handheld lo P&P El

QS -200
Air sent holder for all hand-hekis
with heft dip. £9.99.

TO CLEAR £4.99 P&P El

, full, adjustable desk top stand for use
with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly f EAli

with BNC & S0239 connector,

ONLY i14.99 P&P £3

S-300

EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.\

100 PIECES ONLY £9.99 + P&P El

SCANMASTER SP -55
Boost reception of sour wanner with this per -amp.

25-1500MHz. variable gain. hand pass filter.

Superb value £59.95 P&P C1.511
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Part Three Of Our Introduction To MICITINUES

Get 6011 On Microvang

This month sees

the third part in

the 'Get Going

On Microwaves'

series brought to

you by David

Butler G4ASR -

our regular

`VHF Report'

columnist .., and

due to popular

demand, the

series has been

extended to

include a

FOURTH part

hich will be

published

in next

month's PW!

n Part 2 of 'Get Going On Microwaves', 1 took a
look at the development of Amateur Radio
microwave equipment in the UK and I described
the two fundamental ways of assembling
components at these frequencies. One method is to
build sub -assemblies in, or around the waveguide
section and then bolt these together to form a

complete r.f. system. I mentioned that, as the physical
size of waveguide is related to frequency, this method
of construction is usually only to be found on the 10, 24
and 47GHz bands.

The other technique is to dispense totally with
waveguide components and to build everything on a
printed circuit board (p.c.b.) either as r.f. sub-
assemblies or as a complete package. This method is
very popular and it's now possible to buy ready-made
systems or complete component kits for use on all
bands between 1.3 to 75GHz.

Various Options
In the third part of this series, I'm going to be taking a
look at the various microwave bands and exploring the
various options you have for the different transmission
modes you can use.

First up start with the 1.3GHz band and,
although not strictly a microwave band in the context
of this article, it does possess many of the
characteristics which can be found on higher
frequencies. The permitted communication modes on
this band include Morse, telephony, data, Slow Scan
TV (SSTV) and Fast Scan TV.

Fortunately, equipment that covers all of the
modes mentioned is readily available. Base station
transceivers such as the Icom 1C-970. Kenwood TS -
790E and Yaesu FT -7343R all have options allowing
multi -mode operation on the 1.3GHz band. The IC -970
also has a unit for the 2.4GHz band and a wide band
adapter for Amateur TV (ATV) usage.

There are even hand-held units, such as the Icom
1C-T81Eiquad band) and Yaesu FT -911. which
provide f.m. simplex and repeater operation. However.
if you can't justify buying a complete stand-alone
transceiver, then you could consider obtaining a
transverter. These units
provide a lower cost
alternative and are often
a high(er) performance
way of getting onto the
band.

The diagram. Fig. 1.
shows a typical narrow
band (c.w./fm A.S. b. )
system that can be built
on a microstrip p.c.b. As
you can see, it's no
different from a single -
conversion up or down -
converter that is often
used on the h.f. or v.h.f.
hands

In the example shown, a stable crystal controlled
local oscillator (1.o.) source at 1152MHz is mixed on the
transmit path with an intermediate frequency (if.)
signal from a 144MHz transceiver. The resultant output.
at 1296MHz. is then amplified before being passed to the
antenna. Similarly, the receive signal, at 1296MHz, is
amplified in a low noise amplifier I I.n.a.) and then mixed
with the I.o. signal to produce the 144MHz i.f. signal
which is then passed to the driving transceiver for
demodulation.

'hunsverters are fully linear, so whatever mode your
driving transceiver uses (c.w../fm/s.s.b.), it will also be
available on the 1.3GHz band. In common with
transverters for other bands, the output frequency range
is normally arranged to cover only the narrow band c.w.
and s.s.b. sections of the hand. Therefore, a transverter
for the 1.3GHz band will usually have an output
between 1296-1298MHz, corresponding to a driving
source of between 1.14-146MHz.

However, in the UK, the 1.3GHz band is some
85MHz wide and also supports communications for
repeaters, satellites. Packet radio, other digital modes
and ATV. Some manufacturers have recognised this fact
and provide a second switchable crystal thus allowing
the transverter to be used additionally for repeater or
satellite operation, but not both.

Amateur TV
There has recently been a large increase in the number
of stations becoming active in Amateur TV (TV)
communications on the 1.3GHz and other microwave
bands. Limited allocations on the 430MHz band has
resulted in many operators moving up to higher
frequencies in search of wider bandwidths.

Most of the amateur video transmissions are
transmitted in colour using frequency modulation (f.m.)
with an associated sound sub -carrier I s.s.c.). normally
6MHz above the video carrier frequency. However, you
can't use a 1.3GHz transceiver to transmit ATV as the
f.m. modulator in the base station is designed

Fig. 1: Diagram of a 1.3GHz transverter.
(See text).

To 14.4MH:
transceiver

IF switching
relay

Transmit mixer

12961.411z

Power amplifier

Local oscillator
11152MHz)

Receive mixer

WT1281

Antenna
changeover
relay

ANIo.1111,1
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specifically for audio frequencies.
In practice. ATV colour transmissions require a

dedicated transmitter with a video modulator
bandwidth of 10MHz or more. Because of the wider
bandwidths involved with ATV, the received signal
needs to be quite strong for perfect copy. This is very
similar to the effect noticed between an f.m. telephony
signal and a narrower s.s.b. signal.

At the frequencies involved with 1.3GHz, it's
difficult to generalise about distances that can be
achieved but under normal conditions, with a few
watts and a beam antenna, you'll probably contact
stations around 30-50km away. To overcome this
limitation a number of ATV repeaters have been
installed at elevated locations throughout the country.

In October 1999 there were 26 such units licensed
for the 1.3GHz band in the UK. The principle is the
same as the voice repeaters that you find on the
144MHz hand with the exception that, instead of a
600kHz repeater shift, it's a whopping 60MHz!

One advantage of this wide frequency spacing is
that you can monitor your signal whilst transmitting
through the repeater. Transmitters, because of their
wide bandwidth requirements, need to he specifically
designed for television use. They can be obtained either
as a ready made unit or as a kit from specialist
sources, details of which I will give you next month.

You can build your own modulator/transmitter
from component parts but I would not recommend this
if you are inexperienced in either TV or microwave
techniques.

Satellite Receivers
The constraints for receivers are very similar to those
for transmitters except here you have one more option
to consider. Surplus set -top satellite receivers can be
modified and will provide a very low cost introduction
to ATV reception on the 1.3GHz band. Although you
won't need the dish antenna or low noise block (I.n.b.)
down converter these units will be worth keeping for
future experiments on the 10GHz band.

Satellite receivers tune over the frequency range -
750-1750MHz - and thus cover all the UK allocated
ATV sub -hands which lie between 1243-1325MHz. In
theory, all you need to do is connect an antenna to the
satellite receiver and then tune it to the appropriate
frequency. The unit will then provide i.f. amplification
and demodulation of the local ATV signal.

But please don't rush off and plug an antenna into
your satellite receiver as you'll only damage it! Most
receivers are designed to power the external I.n.b. with
a d.c. voltage +17V) up the coaxial cable. Unless you
wish to power an external pre -amplifier
recommendedivia the coaxial cable, this voltage needs

to be internally disconnected or an adapter called a 'd.c.
block' fitted in series with the cable.

The overall sensitivity of a domestic satellite set-up
is actually determined by the performance of the I.n.b.
located at the front-end of the system. The set -top box
can actually be quite insensitive and possess a poor
noise figure without any significant loss of overall
system performance. You will need to increase its
sensitivity by placing a 1.3GHz low -noise amplifier
ahead of the receiver.

One other point to note is that the deviation of ATV
transmissions is about half that used for direct -to -
home (d.t.h.) satellite carriers. One consequence,
therefore, of using a satellite receiver to pick up ATV
signals, is that the level of the demodulated video will
be lower. This is the same effect you get when receiving
a reduced deviation l 12.5kHz channelling) f.m.
telephony signal in the old 25kHz system. To
compensate for this you only need to turn up the audio
gain. Similarly, when using a satellite receiver you
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turn up the video gain control.
Both systems are prone to adjacent channel

interference though because of the unnecessary use of a
wider bandwidth. Because of this no satellite receiver
can ever be as good as a receiver designed specifically for
ATV

One option I would recommend is that you try to
obtain a surplus professional receiver, sometimes known
as an integrated receiver decoder Many have a
facility to switch off the I.n.b. voltage and also provide a
selection of video bandwidths and audio sub -carrier
frequencies. Having said that, many operators DO use
domestic satellite receivers and they really are an
inexpensive way to get started on microwaves.

Forgotten Bands?
Now I'll take a brief look at systems available for the
2.3GHz, 3.4GHz and 5.7GHz bands. These are the
'forgotten hands' and, although activity is relatively low,
there are now a number of UK amateurs developing
equipment for both terrestrial and satellite
communications.

Apart from the 'coat IC -970. which has an optional
unit for the 2.4GHz band. I'm not aware of any
commercial transceiver available at these frequencies.
The only units I know of are narrow band transverters
available either as a complete module or in kit form from
specialist s.h.f. suppliers.

There is also, if you know where to find it, surplus
terrestrial and satellite communication equipment
which can form the basis of a microwave transmitter or
receiver. One such module is the Drake 2880 microwave
down converter designed for TV distribution service in
the band 2400-2700MHz.

The Drake 2880 unit is ideal for use as a 2.4GHz
receiver front end for the amateur satellite service. It is
very compact, easily modified and can be located at the
antenna iYagi or dish) to receive various amateur
satellites including Phase 3D when it gets launched.

Incidentally, I made mention of these brand new, but
surplus, down converters in my 'VHF Report' column
some time last year. However, as with all things surplus.
the source eventually dries up. so please don't ask me

Some examples
of Procom
satellite dishes
for the
microwave
bands.
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Gunn diode
toOPOr I.V1

Fig. 2: A simple
10GHz
transmitter/receiver
using the Solfan
module. (See text).

1001.64 s 
oaput lo *cantor

Mod. 1ollmet1
output

where you can get one!
On this theme it's worth
keeping a look out for
surplus satellite
communication
equipment.

One point to note,
though, is that the fixed
satellite service tat C -
band) has a down -link
(receive) allocation
around 4GHz and an up-
link (transmit) allocation
around 66Hz. Using
surplus equipment it's
quite easy to make a

sensitive 3.4GHz receiver and a high power 5.7GHz
transmitter but not the matching transmitter or
receiver!

The 10GHz Band
Now I'll take a look at the 10GHz band. This is probably
the most popular of all the microwave bands. Indeed.
it's quite likely that there are more UK operators on this
band than all the other microwave allocations put
together. Because of this there is an abundance of ready
made transverters, kits and surplus equipment that can
get you going on the band.

One of the simplest ways to get going on the 10GHz
band, and I really do mean simple. is to use a Doppler
radar surveillance unit commonly found inside burglar
or intruder alarms. One such unit is the Solfan module
and these can be obtained at radio rallies, flea markets
or from various electronic dealers and traders.

The module already operates on, or near, the 10GHz
band and usually comes complete with its own antenna,
a small holm Surplus units cost about f.ri and with the
addition of a simple modulator board (£15 or less) you
can make a system capable of transmitting and receiving
both video and audio signals.

The diagram, Fig. 2 shows a typical set-up using the
Solfan module. The heart of this transmitter/receiver is
the in -line doppler module. (You can also find surplus
twin side -by -side cavity modules but these are much less
effective than the 'in -line' type of module). The r.f.
module is a 10mW Gunn diode and a mixer diode
separated by an isolating iris plate mounted within the
waveguide cavity.

I described the principle of this type of
transmitter/receiver last time (Part 2) but it's worth
briefly mentioning again. With one station transmitting
on 10.100GHz and the other station transmitting on
10.200MHz. the receiver i.1 frequency for both stations
will he the difference, which in this case will he 100MHz.
This can be picked up on a standard f.m. broadcast radio

or a scanner set to wide band f.m.
mode. In general terms you can
choose the i.f. frequency to be
anything you like but it's best to
keep the i.f. frequency somewhere
between 10-100MHz.

Earlier on in the article. I
mentioned the possibility of using a
surplus satellite dish antenna and
l.n.b. to receive ATV and f.m.
telephony signals on the 10GHz
band. There are a variety of low
noise block down converters but
ones capable of receiving from the
Astra series of satellites will
typically cover the range 10.95-
11.75GHz.

To receive signals in the IOGHz
amateur band it is necessary to

Next Month
Next month (after discussion with the
Editorial staff, it has been decided that 'Get
Going On Microwaves' be extended to
include a fourth part!) ni be rounding up
the series by giving you details of where to
obtain components, kits and surplus
equipment for use on the microwave bands.

I'll also provide information on
specialist clubs. organisations, newsletter
and Web sites. In the meantime, if you have
any questions relating to microwave
construction please feel free to contact me.
My details are shown in the 'VHF Report'
column towards the back of this magazine.
Until next month ...

lower the I.o. frequency of the I.n.b. by approximately
800MHz. This can be achieved by changing the dielectric
resonator or 'puck' inside the unit.

Another possibility is to buy the latest generation
l.n.h. which has a I.o. frequency of 9.75GHz. Then by
using a 500MHz frequency shifter (such as the ADX
unit) it is possible to tune the lOGHz band on your
satellite receiver. If you don't want any of this
complication you can obtain an I.n.b. from specialist
sources that has already been converted for use on the
10GHz band.

Surprisingly, perhaps. it is also possible to convert a
surplus l.n.b. into a low -power transmitter. Although the
output may be no more than 15mW this will be sufficient
for local contacts.

Directional Antennas
For the lower microwave bands, 1.3GHz and 2.3GHz, a
directional antenna such as a Yagi is most acceptable.
These can either be with straight elements or a loop Yagi
with circular elements. If an omni-directional antenna is
required, this could be a simple whip for vertical
polarisation or an Alford Slot for horizontal polarisation.

On higher frequencies, from 3.4GHz and up, a dish
antenna becomes more practical. This can be a
conventional centre -fed (prime focus) parabolic dish or
an off -set fed satellite dish. As you move up in frequency
for any given size of dish the beamwidth progressively
becomes more narrow. If you choose too large a dish at
s.h.f. it will be impractical to line up on other stations.

For use on the 10GHz band, a dish of between 300-
600mm in diameter will be easy to manage. 450mm
being a good compromise. At 24 and 47GHz you may
only need a dish around 300mm in diameter.

Coaxial Feeder
At vh.f. and u.h.l frequencies it is conventional practice
to locate all equipment in the shack and connect it to the
antenna via coaxial feeder. On the microwave bands this
may not be acceptable, due to the high attenuation of
cable at these frequencies. One alternative is to mount
the receive pre -amplifier, transmit amplifier and
switching system right at the antenna to keep losses to a
minimum.

Another method is to use two antennas. one for
receive with an integral pm -amplifier and the other for
transmit with a co -located amplifier. This saves on
providing an expensive coaxial transmit/receive relay. It
may also give you a better system performance when
using modes such ATV repeaters where the input
(transmit) frequency is at 1248MHz and the output
(receive) frequency is 60MHz higher at 1308MHz.

However, even this method may not be entirely
satisfactory and it might be necessary to mount
everything at mast -head. Many microwave operators do
just that but you do need to ensure you have a
waterproof box and possibly have some method of
maintaining the electronics at a reasonably
constant temperature.

If you use a
transverter in this
configuration then
you only need to run
one thin coaxial
cable up the mast to
provide a feed for the
i.f. drive. You'll also
need to provide a cable
for the d.c. supply and
switchever (p.t.t.
arrangement.

73 David G4ASR
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....ring your scanning
directories to life!

At R

110 Rncnnvx
is a new kind of
wideband receiver with
sleek, robust styling.
...only 8 inches wide!

FAIRHAVEN RD -00 RADIO DATABASE

M. NI

PHONES Ot.M

With 2 Megabytes of Memory
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FAIRHAVEN RADIO DATABASE

'FAIRHAVEN
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hi
RADIO DATABASE

NIONFS VOI.UNIF FIOFR SOUNCH o
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Its massive memory can store information equivalent
to several scanning directory books. Any word such
as "Fire', "Air", "Voice Of America", or even your local
town can be searched for. It can hold 54,682 entries.
each with 20 characters of text, mode. and frequency.
A 45 key TV style remote is
provided for text entry and
control. and a PC keyboard
can be plugged into the
receiver.
...No more thumbing through
scanning directories. and no
PC needed!

Price £799
VENinc postage

FAHRH

Includes software. PSU, remote and 2 year guarantee.
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gives wideband coverage with auto
memory, skip list, priority channel, pause/hold, AFC.
world time clock. and S.meter. and its HF performance
is complemented with pass band shift, notch and
peak filter, noise blanker, and smooth 5Hz tuning
steps.
Modes include USB/LSB, AM, sync AM, stereo CW,
NBFM/WBFM and stereo FM, with TV sound and video
output as standard.
We include Windows software to make it easy to
gather information from document scanners, the
Internet and other sources. can be
linked to your PC to backup or download information,

and a database is loaded into
the receiver before shipping.
It also has a built in digital
sound recorder and editor so a
news flash or rare DX can be
recorded. Up to 4 minutes of
sound can be permanently
stored!

Specifications:
Sensitivity (10dB S/N) HF SSB 0.2uV. IP3 +10dBm.
VHF/UHF NBFM 0.3uV. Scan speed 50/second.
Frequency range 0 - 1750MHz
Collins filters available.

Please make cheques payable to Fairhaven Electronics Limited

Phone +44(0)1332 670707 Fax +44(0)87 00 55 88 99
http://www.fair-radio.demon.co.uk

47 Dale Road, Spondon, Derby DE21 7DG



Now that we've

built the

beginnings of a set

of really basic test

equipment 'tools',

Rob Mannion

G3XFD suggests

some ideas for a

suitable

workbench. And

he's got some

really 'practical'

ideas for those

really dark days of

Winter!

N

ow that we've built the
'basic' items of simple test
equipment, I think it's a
good idea to think about a
suitable bench to work on.
The idea for this edition of
'Radio Basics' has come

from two sources: readers
particularly students living away
from home' asking for advice and
the fact that my own
office/workshop is no longer
available as I'm preparing to move
into a new home very soon.

It's gratifying indeed to hear
from so many new readers 
especially those who are still at
school or college. Despite this
however, it's rather unfortunate
that I, with my experience and
enthusiasm for the 'Radio Basics'
series. have forgotten the
difficulties faced by the newcomer
to the hobby - especially if they've

not got the full understanding of
fellow students and landlords.
parents, partners or pocket -money
'or student's allowance' purse-
stnng holders'

Portable Bench Design
During the 'Leicester' Show at
Donington, and recent visits to the
Hull and East Yorkshire Clubs
where I talked to readers and
Novice Instructors. rye realised
that the "where can we can -y on
our hobby" question is often left
unanswered. The problems
suffered by others was brought
into sharp focus recently when my
own office, equipment and most of
my large quantity of 'stores'
collected over many years was
packed away, awaiting my move to
a smaller, more manageable
house.

I was then left with a problem.
especially as I still had the
practical prototype projects to
build for 'Radio Basics'.
Fortunately, I remembered the
excellent portable 'A Table Top
Project Bench' written by Vic
Flowers G8QM and published in
the December 1992 issue of PW.

I built two of Vic's designs to be
used by the members of the school
radio club I was then organising. A
further 20 or so were then built by
the boys in their carpentry
lessons!

The diagram, Fig. 1
I reproduced from the original
article' which, together with Fig.
2. provides an excellent idea of
what can be done. And even if you
don't want to strictly follow
G8QM's design' - it
will give you many
ideas of your own.

*As we're sold
out of the
December 1992
magazines. Ire
asked the PW Book
Service to provide
photocopies of the
article (which
giros full
constructional
information and

r 6'0

Fig. 2: The G8QM table -top
work bench folded up and
ready for transport. The unit
can be used on a table -top.
from the rear of an estate car
or for extra versatility from a
Black & Decker 'Workmate'
(see text).

these are available for L2
including P&P. Please ask for
the 'Radio Basics' *TableTop
Bench' Reprint.

Latest Version
Bearing in mind that I'm unlikely
to be into my new home and 'set
up' much before February of 2000.
Fm incorporating some new ideas
into my latest version of the
G8Q.NI bench. The whole unit's
power supply - lighting and
everything else - is to be provided
by lin my case' a Watson 20A
standard 13.8V power supply
rather than direct from the mains.

By adopting the '12%" d.c.
power supply approach I can make
the portable bench much more
versatile. For example - I'll be able
to take it in the back of my car and
along with my portable tool box I'll
have a real 'field day emergency
repair facility.
Along with the small 12V 'high
intensity' incandescent lighting

Fig. 1: Originally published in
the December 1972 issue of
PW. G8QM's 'table -top' work
bench project has proved very
successful for use when space
is at a premium or for 'field
work' (see text).

Strut to support
bock and top sect,ono

bulbs I plan to
use' available
from motor car
accessory shops;
and the 12V
'Antex' soldering
irons I've always
preferred to use -
Ill have an
extremely
versatile unit.
Additionally -

remembering that my own parents
were never very keen on my use of
'mains' electricity when I was a
schoolboy  the low voltage power
supply provides extra safety.

Tool Box Storage
Once you've got a portable table-
top workbench which, incidentally,
I've used in conjunction with a
'Black & Decker 'Workmate
(remove the workbench from the
top of the 'Workmate' and you've
immediately got somewhere to
saw and prepare printed circuit
board material. etc.; you need to
consider storage.

In recent years there's been a
veritable explosion in the
availability of strong storage
boxes. My wife Carol suggested I
buy some of the (meant for
groceries of course!' very
reasonably priced plastic boxes
with lids and handles from
Sainsburys. I did, and they're
excellent for radio components.

I also bought one of the very
large 'multistack' type of tool-
boxes with carrying handles and
small wheels ( when packed up and
ready for transport with their
'shopping trolley' folding handles
they almost look like the modern
suitcases with wheels, so
familiarly seen at airports'. Even
so. they're light enough for me to
carry up the stairs to my office.

The multiple trays and (very)
large storage boxes provide more
than enough storage and if I ever
need to bring the box into the PW
office to complete a project -
everything is to hand

So. in rounding off the final
'Radio Basics' for 19991 suggest
that you ;even if you don't have
storage problems ... they'll still be
immensely useful; treat yourself
with several storage boxes. Then.
either point the family at Halfords.
or any of the large DIY stores or
motor car accessory shops as
suitable sources of Christmas
presents. Radio enthusiasts need
not be difficult people to buy
Christmas presents for ...
especially when they're needs are
known! Cheeno for now and carry
on enjoying the hobby' PW
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THE PW PERSONAL ORDER FORM
Roger Hall G4TNT - PW's Advertising Manager - describes how we're launching the PW Personal

Order Form service to help readers buy with extra confidence from advertisements in this magazine.

Many readers will have
noticed how the battle
for their custom has
become more intense
as the popularity of

the hobby has declined. Fewer
amateurs buying less equipment
means there are now some great
deals to be had but it also means
that some dealers may try to cut
corners when it comes to
honouring their commitments.
Also, as the real cost of Amateur
Radio equipment has fallen and
the competition for your custom
has increased, some of the
smaller shops have either gone
out of business or been
swallowed up by the bigger
companies. In some areas, it's
almost impossible to find a local
shop and now the trend is
towards mail order purchasing.

This, in itself, is not a bad thing but it does
mean you'll probably be buying
from a shop you've never
visited and from a salesperson
you've never met. So, how do
you know who to trust with
your money? You could go
on air and ask about the
dealer you're thinking about
buying from, but the risk is
that there may be one or
two vociferous individuals
who will be happy to tell
the world about their
grievances while the
majority of satisfied
customers just keep
quiet. The same is true
of the Internet. The
various radio related
newsgroups are a
good place to ask but.
again, you may not
get a representative
(or honest) selection
of answers.

The truth is,
there is no real way
of telling
beforehand how
your transaction
will be handled
how well the
equipment will
perform or
whether it will
go wrong. All
you can do is to,
take
reasonable
precautions
before you
buy and
know what
to do if the
worst
happens.
This is
where we
aim to
help. First
of all,
take a look at the Top

2:

3:

4:

5: A
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6: s
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8: Pay
Corn
and
show

9: Check
check

t
there is

Ten Tips in the Buyer s Guide box. If you follow
those guidelines before you buy, you'll have
minimised the chance of something unforeseen
cropping up and you'll be prepared should the
worst happen and you have to return the
goods.

Secondly. whenever you order goods from
an advertisement in PW, make sure you use the
Personal Order Form that will be printed in
every issue from now on. Call around your list
of putential suppliers first and then post or FAX
them this form when you place the order. It has
been carefully laid out to help you make sure
you've not forgotten anything and it will act as
written confirmation of the deal. If you post it.
don't forget to keep a copy! If you have placed
the order over the telephone, still send them
the form with ORDER CONFIRMATION written
across it.

The vast majority of transactions are trouble
free but, if you are one of the unlucky ones who
does have a problem, here's what you should
do. Write to the supplier enclosing a copy of
the order form and the advertisement (you did
keep them, didn't you?) and outline your
complaint. The letter should be accurate and

brief but should also contain the
details of any

G ide
Top 10 TipsTelephone

first to confirm
the once

and details
are as in the

advertisement.
Dealers

often have to send
in copy

up to 8

availability
can change

in that time.

weeks before
the magazine

is published
and prices

andUK importer.
Ask if it's a parallel/grey

import
or if it came from the authorised

Ask if it is the full UK specification
and if it has CE approval

final, all-inclusive
price.

Ask about extra charges
(delivery

VAT
has

and find
out the

sk about
their

policy
for faulty

goods and

they have a restocking
fee for the return

of non -faulty items

k for a written
quotation

if its a large order
ke a note

of a/I
calls and

you spoke
to and keep copies

II paperwork.

by persona/
credit card whenever

possible
as the card

pany has insurance
to cover

all
your above

E100

d something
go wrong.

You will almost certainly
get your money

back from them
everything

as soon
as it arrives.

Open all the boxes and

hat you have
been sent everything

exactly
as ordered.

If

a prob/ern,
contact

the supplier
immediately.len) develops

later, write the supplier
a concise

and

letter outlining
the problem

and asking them how they

rectify
it. If that fails, write

to us with copies
of all

apervvork
and vve'll take it from thee.

0: lf a prob
accurate
intend

torelevant

B Y rs

telephone conversations you've had with the
company. It's always a good idea to make a
note of the date, time and the name of the
person you're speaking to whenever you call a
company.

If the supplier fails to resolve the matter to
your satisfaction, contact us and we will be
happy to take up the case on your behalf. Just
write I no 'phone calls please) to Roger Hall,
Advertisement Complaints Dept., PW
Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Dorset BH18 8PW enclosing copies
of all relevant paperwork and we'll take it up
with the supplier. We have helped many
readers in the past and almost always
succeeded in putting matters right but this has
been on an ad hoc informal basis. Now that
we have formalised this process. we can only
accept complaints if the original order was
placed on the PW Personal Order Form to
show you bought from an advertisement in
PW and not from one in another magazine.
Also, the order must have been for goods that
were advertised in this magazine (but not in
Classified or Bargain Basement
advertisements) and not for goods that did not
appear in the advertisement. Not only will we
help you to pursue your claim, we will also
publish in the magazine a selection of the

complaints we receive and the responses
from the advertisers. This

will help other
readers when it
comes to deciding
where to buy from
and who they prefer
to deal with.

We also intend to
publish rulings from the
Advertising Standards
Authority. When we get
complaints about the
content of
advertisements, some of
which come from readers
and some from other
dealers, we refer them to
the ASA whose job it is to
decide whether the
advertisement is legal,
honest, decent and truthful.
They then make an impartial
ruling in favour of either the
complainant or the advertiser.
Up until now, we've just asked

those concerned to comply
.vith the ruling but now we're

going publish those rulings in
the magazine so that readers can
see for themselves how
advertisements are judged.

We hope our Personal Order
Form, along with our offer to take
up complaints on your behalf and
the publishing of complaints and
ASA rulings will make it easier for
You to make an informed choice
,vhen it comes to parting with your

money. You should also look out for
buying advice in future issues of PW
where we will be bringing you
features on your rights when buying
and returning goods, the pros and
cons of buying 'grey' imports and many
other topics that will allow you to buy
with extra confidence from
advertisements in PW.
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THE PW PERSONAL ORDER FORM
Use this form when ordering by mail, FAX or for telephone order confirmation

TO MI ADVERTISER
Company

Sales contact

Address

Postcode

Date & time of telephone order

Order reference number (if quoted)

Despatch reference number

CUSTOMER DETAILS
Name

Address

Postcode

Daytime telephone number

FAX number

DELIVERY DETAILS
Delivery address

Postcode

Agreed delivery date

Terms of warranty/money back/retums policy

PAYMENT DETAILS
 Tick method of payment
El Credit card

O Cheque
O Debit card
O Postal Order

CREDIT CARD DETAILS
Credit card company

Card number

Start date

Expiry date

Signed

Date

PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL £

SUB TOTAL

DISCOUNT

CARRIAGE

ADVERTISEMENT APPEARED SURCHARGES
IN Practical Wireless

110.1511.11 114114111:10. 11,41111. IR NI O..

J tJ

VAT

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ORDER

Practical Wireless, December 1999

Don't forget to keep a photocopy
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HF TRANSCEIVERS
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FIELD COMMANDER
Now you can own tne
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Now in stock! NEW
FROM YAESU FT -847
 100W on HF  100W on FT -847
6rn  SOW on 2m e SOW on 70cm Th,
compact Maeda  all mode transceiver has
everything. dare you not buy one? RRP (1696

TEL NOW FOR ARC PRICE
CASKOELTASMTCHCONNECT

ICOM IC -746
Our best selling HFNHF
all mode transceiver -
another winner from
Icon,.  HF  6m  2m bend coverage  100W
output for all bands * DSP functions standard
 Large multifunction LCD  Twin PST
 Automatic antenna tuner  Plus lots more
featurea
PHONE NOW FOR OUR SPECIAL PRICE

most versatile memory
& Mem with the ease of
Instillation afforded by
Me nrnowhood capability. Be a part of Me
dual band revolution with the FT -81008
OM RRP f399 casretheoueswr.

KENWOOD TM -G707
imbAfter the excellent review in
FWJune issue, the new
TM -G707 is promising to be a
real winner. This compact
mobile dual -bander is easy to
use, simple to operate and all

at a competitive price. C349 RRP. PHONE FO
ARC PRICE.

Finance example: £699 deposit f69
35 a £25.52 pim

APR 29.8%

MP Field Head Phone/Fax (019641550921
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The ideal Christmas present!

MOBILITE
hands free microphones

The electret microphone on its adjustable stalk
and neckband sits
comfortably on the
collar. The control
box features crystal -
controlled tone -burst,
locking PTT and
up/down buttons.
Models available for
most amateur mobile
radios from the older 6,
7 or Spin plugs to Al
the new nuxlithir plows.

Only S45.00
plus 1. 1 30 PfirP.

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England -
fact not fiction! Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

VHF/UHF MOBILES VHF/UHF HANDHELDS
DOWN IN PRICE NEW ON THE MARKET
ICOM IC207H ICOM T -BE TRIPLEBANDER
DUALBAND MOBILE

OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-5pm

 2m la 70cms SOW 30W a Detachable head
 Packet 9600 bps ready * 180 memory
channels  CTCSS & 1750MHz tone

NOW ON OFFER AT A NEW
LOWER PRICE!!

ICOM IC21300H
This Welt ratidoxin to the
W. range now, f,tit at... -
bonder to toys e FFT colour
Sala errth wn.0 ,nput. plus run CTCSS and MOM
tons SOW 7m1I5W on 70cm and remote head unit
NOW AT THE NEW LOWER RRP OF £499

YAESU FT -8100R

Anweit tea from tom! Thie COrripai
non* anotais Ku to corm on
3mAntrItkmi Aidsimod mein
and mew more trill The kit lo to
NAM Wog pact at mews you can
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on Otis sum turrad-Ils4d RRP(349.

PHONE FOR ARC PRICE
LATEST KENWOOD
HANDIE. TH-G71E

It only takes one glance to see that this
SW dualbander from Kenwood is
something special Just take a look at
the following'  200 memories

Tba new FT -81008 from Yaesu combines high Aiphanumenc disoiay * Full CTCSS

power and the industry's  010W  Andebana Px  Illuminated
RRP (279 keypad  PC COMOdt,r,,e  Windows

programming
TR FOR ARC PRICE

NEW KENWOOD TH-D7E
DUALBAND HANDIE A
first from Kellwood a dualbanda girth
a built in PSC plus automatic GPS
packet reporting system
Phone us now for more details!

The first ever hand-held quadbander
from !coin the IC-T81E 2/6170/23.

NOW IN STOCK RRP £399.95

HP AVANIIIIM000:13
YEARS

RE

MOTOROLA
TALKABOUT 200
Superb 446MHz 500rnW handy Wall

ve !Of COrnrOuroCatOri, Over a nets
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Armscroft
Communications

on the Nei, ut lutp://wwworinsentjtilemim.rouA

Phone: 01452 531648: FAX: 0870 056 1421
or Email: sales,P annwroft.demon.co.uk

Pre Vlillennium sale now one
I:wry thing listed here must go to make way for more high quality.

previously owned equipment due in soon.

ID, equipment
Yaesu I-1980 - Nicc condition. Ring for more into.
Yaesu FTIOIZD - Lovely condition for the year.
Yaesu FTDX560 - In good condx. Needs TLC.
Kenwood TS8SOS - In good working order.
Kenwood TS69OSAT - Very nice HF and 6m ng.

Was £525 now £475
Was E225 now £200

Was £100 now £75
Was £695 now £675
Was £695 now £675

VHF/UFH equipment
[cum IC271H - Excellent mains powered 2in rig. Was £450 now £425
Isom IC47IH - Lovely condition 70cms multimode. Was £450 now £425

Our non -sale stock can he seen on our website. Point your browser
to http://www.annscroft.demon.co.uk or nng us and we'll send you
a copy in the post. Our stock is in a constant state of flux so please

phone first to check availability before ordenng. Don't forget
that we offer 3 months warranty on all of our used equipment.

We would like to wish all of our customers old and new a very Happy
Christmas and a peaceful. prosperous and DX filled New Year.

We look forward to meeting you all again at most most of the major
rallies (and some of the smaller ones too' n the Millennium year
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Sigma Wire Antennas

The World's Largest Wire
Antenna Manufacturer

as are easy tc supplied InslruChc

Trapped Dipoles
-41 It r tie

These trap antennas are made in 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 trap
versions. Standard 2 trap designs have low VSWR on 2
bands, and operate with a higher VSWR on up to another
(depending on model) 3 bands. Versions with 4, 6, 8 and 10
traps will have a low VSWR on more bands An antenna
tuner is usually not required.
These antennas are commercial quality, and are built to last.
Heavy duty stranded copper coated steel wire is used, with
low loss end insulators, and a choice of Centre Connector or
Balun which accept a standard PL259 connector. Band
switching is automatic, and the antennas can be used as an
Inverted 'V' or flat top antenna.
It is advisable to use Copper based Anti Corrosion
Compound No. 1 on all connections.

Practical Wireless SD -610 review August 1995.
"manufactured to an extremely high standard"

"SD -610 erected and operational in just over two
and a half hours"

"excellent performance

MAKE YOURSELF HEARD WITH A
SIGMA ANTENNA

SD -22/15 15/10m 2 -Ja;_; 18ft f90.45

SD -22/20 20/10m 2 Trap 29ft £92.45

SD -22/40 40/10m 2 Trap 60ft f98.45

SD -32 20/15/10m 2 Trap 27ft £91.45

SO -34 20/15/10m 4 Trap 24ft £152.95

SD -42 40/20/15/10m 2 Trap 55ft [91.45

SD -44 40/20/15/10m 4 Trap 47ft £151.95

SD -46 40/20/15/10m 6 Trap 42ft £218.95

SD -52 80/40/20/15/10m 2 Trap 105ft f113.95

SD -54 80/40/20/15/10m 4 Trap 97ft £171.95

SD -56 80/40/20/15/10m 6 Trap 86ft £228.95

SD -58 80/40/20/15/10m 8 Trap 82ft f289.95

SD -68 160/80/40/20/15/10m 8 Trap 154ft f307.95

SD -610 160/80/40/20/15/10m 10 Trap 148ft £359.95

SD -162 160/80m 2 Trap 208ft £135.95

SDW-22/12-17W 12/17m 2 Trap 23ft £87.45

SOW -12/11-30W 17/30m 2 Trap 41ft £81.45

SDW-22/30-40W 30/40m 2 Trap 61ft f87.45

SDW-22!30-80W 30/80m 2 Trap 102ft f97.45

SDW-34W 12/17/30m 4 Trap 32ft £149.95

SDW-46W 12/17/30/40m 6 Trap 46ft £209.95

SOW -58W 12/17/30/40/80m 8 Trap 8511 £283.95

SDW-610W 12/17/30/40/80/160m 10 Trap 152ft £325.95

ACJ-1 Anti -Corrosion Compound £10.45

If your antenna may be unbalanced, because one side is
low, or is above a building these antennas can be supplied

with a 3kW current balun instead of the standard centre
connector. Add £18.

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

CAISIIVOMAt
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps.

Sales order line

01692 650077
Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com

VISA

If I 1.0.4.1111
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An Brea Often Sadly Neglected,.,

kriskpedsOIAmatailidis
Gordon King

G4VFV, our

regular

`Looking At'

author brings

you an

interesting

article on the

subject of the

`Audio Aspects

Of Amateur

Radio' which he

suggests is often

sadly neglected!

Fig. 2: The lower and
upper sidebands
produced by a carrier
amplitude modulated
with a pure single tone.
The bandwidth required
is twice the modulation
frequency and for 1000/
modulation, each
sideband is half the
amplitude of the carrier.
(See text).

L
ooking back to the early days of
Amateur Radio, before the
serious advent of the single
sideband is.s.b.) suppressed
carrier1J3E I mode, amplitude
modulation 1A3E1was the prime
'phone mode. At this time,

detailed attention was commonly directed to the
audio and modulator section of the transmitter.

A popular scheme for obtaining amplitude
modulation a.m lin pre -transistor days was called
anode or plate modulation. Here, the final stage
'the power amplifier or p.a.fof the transmitter.
normally operating in Class C. had !superimposed
upon its direct -current anode potential, an
alternating potential that varied in accordance
with the information earned by the audio signal
derived from the microphone.

The superimposition of the audio upon the r f. carrier
wave was achieved by an audio power amplifier, known
simply as the modulator, which could he operated in Class A.
Class AB or Class B The input to the modulator was obtained
from the speech amplifier, which was an audio amplifier of
often considerable merit, following the principles of the day
for high audio quality 'before the term had boon

coined'' A skeleton circuit of the idea is shown in Fig. 1.

Modulsted
Amplifier

Modulated
Power Amplifier

High Audio Power
Remarkably high audio power was required with the a.m.
type of modulation. For example, if the requirement had been
to modulate fully f 100'4 /, a 400W carrier produced by a Class
C power amplifier running with an efficiency of. say 6651, then
the d.c, input power would have had to have been in the order
of 606W. with the modulator power half of this  some 303W.

The earner power. was generally more modest than
suggested. But even so. for full and low distortion modulation,
the audio finals in home-brew transmitters of the day might
have sported such valve types or equivalents as the 6V6. 6L6
or even the 807 in Class AB or Class B push-pull

Great pride was taken over transmitting speech of the
highest possible quality and for this to he demonstrated.
home-brew or even commercial communication quality
receivers  often with external loudspeakers - were adopted by
many stations. The fidelity and depth of the reprxluction was
a joy to the ears. often competing well with a.m. broadcast
stations of the time,

The A3E mode hasn't completely vanished from our
hands. You ran still sometimes hear a net of some of the less -
young' enthusiasts adopting this mode, perhaps. on top hind
or 3.5MH: when and where spectrum space might be in -

demand'
The chief disadvantage of the anode

modulated Class C amplifier method was
the large audio power required for full
modulation. The audio section of the
transmitter was often equally bulky and
complicated as the r.f. section, adding
significantly to the demands of the power
supply unit which, again, was a
remarkable piece of kit.

Provided the modulation level could be
reduced land it often was), the audio power
demand was increased and the audio

100-

0

Carrier trenuency
It

Lower sidebands Upper sidebands

tc front Ir  time

Fig. 1: The anode modulation scheme from the
valve era, when remarkably high power audio
amplification was required to provide full amplitude
modulation. (See text).

quality of transmission enhanced. Nevertheless, the method
was the most widely used and had the advantages of relouve
simplicity, good linearity and fidelity and high anode efficiency.

Other methods of A3E were in use. some requiring
significantly less audio power. such as control grid and
suppresser -grid modulation but the next milestone was really
single sideband suppressed carrier J3E. It's well known, of
course. that A3E requires double the hand space of J3E for a
given modulation frequency or spectrum.

Thus. lithe modulation is a high -quality voice spectrum
from, say 30Hz-6kHz or morefincluding overtones), then A3E
requires a band space of 121tliz or more while J3E can get away
with 6kHz or so. This is because all the information is carried
by one sideband, so the other is redundant and can be
suppressed. In addition, the mode saves over two-thirds in
power because of the suppression of the carrier.

The audio in the one sideband is recovered by combining
that sideband with a locally generated signal whose frequency
is within five to ten cycles of the anginal carrier frequency. This
wasn't very easy to accomplish accurately in days past. but
nowadays of course, it's common practice with contemporary
circuits and electronics.

In passing. it is also interesting to note that a double
sideband suppressed earner I d.s.s.c.farrangement would
require the locally generated signal to have, not only the exact
frequency of the original earner. but also to be phase coincident.

Frequency Modulation
Although the original idea of frequency modulation' F3E) was
germinated before the 1920s land more seriously considered
around 1925 by the late Major E. H. Armstrong), it wasn't until
the middle of the 1950s before it was used for serious high
quality broadcasting. This is the form now known as widehand
f.miw.b.f.m. I.

Frequency modulation was then experimented with and
eventually adopted by transmitting amateurs in the early
1970s. It was found that remarkably good speech quality could
still be achieved with f.m. over a significantly restricted

Continued on Page 34...
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RF ANTENNA ANALYSTS
Special Offers - Limited Stock

AUTEK RF1
The RF1 adjusts antennas,

feedlines, and RF networks, from
1.2 to 35 MHz in 5 bands. It

measures RF values of true
impedance (0 - 2000iI1,

SWR (1 to 15:1), C (0-
9999pf) and L (<0.04 to
300pH). It instantly

reads out impedance
and SWR. Feedline loss

and phasing, Q, tuned -
circuit resonance can be

accurately measured and
adjusted. L and C are

measured at the RF frequency of interest, not at 1kHz or
100 kHz as with other L and C meters, The RF1 fits in the
pocket, and runs on a standard 9v battery.

RF1 (1.2 - 35MHz) £179.95
Protective Case f...14:95 FREE WITH RF1

AUTEK
The VA1 adds phase detection
popular RF1. It makes noise
bridges obsolete and does
more than network analysers
It reads: Frequency, SWR,
True Impedance, Series
R, Series X, Sign of X.
Parallel R, Parallel X,
Series Inductance (L),
Series Capacitance IC).
Conjugate L & C for
Matching and Phase -!

Angle (deg.) Only the
Autek VA1 calculates RIX of
an antenna in the air, by
measuring at the transmitter
end of your feedline, and is not limited to 5012 line - select
any common line 25 to 450U. The VA1 fits in the pocket,
and runs on a standard 9v battery.

VA1 (0.5 - 32MHz) £249755 £229.00
Protective Case 04795 FREE WITH VA1

VA1
to the

AUTEK RF5
The RF5 covers 35 to 75 MHz, and

138 to 500MHz (typically 530MHz)
in 3 bands. It measures RF

values of true impedance
10-600121, SWR (1 to
6:1). It has no direct L &
C as the RF1 but an
INSTANT SWR mode
which finds the

frequency of minimum
SWR (or Z) on command

automatically. The RF5 fits
in the pocket, and runs on a

standard 9v battery.

RF5 (35-75/138-500MHz) £299-.135£269.00
Protective Case £I. 1S FREE WITH RF5

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

EA,SrcomAs
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps.

Sales order line
terSA

01692 650077
Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
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Fig. 3: With a pure tone
modulation frequency of
1kHz, the audio
passband must also
extend to lkHz to avoid
audio attenuation. When
Moro aro harmonics and
overtones then the
response must exceed
1kHz to maintain fidelity.

bandwidth than that required for wickband f.m.
broadcasting. This is narrowhand f. m.(n.b.f.m.).

Pair Of Sidebands
With a.m., a single pure audio frequency modulating
the carrier gives rise to a pair of sidebands - one
each side of the carrier with a displacement from the
carrier equal to the modulating frequency.

For example, a 1kHz pure tone modulating a 1MHz
carrier would have one sideband at 1MHz minus 1kHz
10.999MHz and another at 1MHz plus 1kHz (1 001MHz
The amplitude of the sidebands is governed by the modulation
level. For 100'1 a.m.. each sideband is half the amplitude of
the carrier . Fig. 2

Now. for this 1kHz signal to be handled with maximum
fidelity, the receiver must pass both sidebands without
attenuation. Hence, the receiver's r.f./if bandwidth must be
at least two times 1kHz lor 2kHz).

The audio stages must also have a flat response up to
IltHz 'Fig. 31. We've already noted that, for the J3E mode, the
rfii.f. bandwidth need only approximate the modulation
frequency.

Of course, the resulting audio modulation invariably
extends beyond

IkHz, even for
relatively poor
quality speech. so
sidebands or a

single sideband of
substantial
amplitude
approaching 5 or
$kHz could well be
prodiced.
especially when
the nodulation
level is high. Even
so. its surprising
how small a
bandwidth will
accommodate

intelligible or communication quality speech.
In the early days, there were far fewer signals occupying

the amateur bands than there are today, so there was much
less pressure on spectrum space which is one of :he reasons
why, in bygone days, we could enjoy the luxury of full-blooded
a.m. with almost studio quality fidelity'

Although we have reduced spectrum space by around half
by using the J3E mode, we still often find the hand cluttered
such as to demand the use of filters or bandwidti reducing
expedients to reduce adjacent frequency interference and
sidehand splash. The pen chart responses in Fig. 4 compare

the audio bandwidth required of a super quality hefi
system with that of a mediocre quality speech circuit
in, say, J3E mode.

The much narrower bandwidth which is
adequate for A1A mode is also revealed. It is clear, of
course, that we wouldn't be able to accommodate
many super quality audio circuits on the h.f. bands.
hut that the possibility is there to care many more
Morse circuits without interference. given adequate
receiver selectivity!

fcl

300 MO 15

Fisquancv
3 5 IS

WT1216

Ka Mt

Fig. 4: A series of audio
frequency responses (a)
wideband corresponding
to the hi-fi system (b)
limited response suitable
for communication
quality and lc) limited
response suitable for
Morse communication.

Gamer
fiecnisocy

Law aglitands upper Wetlands

petrol
FalfluenCl! -

Fig. 5: Multiple sidebands
of f.m. where the
modulation is 400Hz tone
and the deviation 1kHz.

Spectrum Space
The greater the spectrum space that's available within an
amateur band, there's a greater corresponding number of
transmissions that can he accommodated without mutual
interference. The vh.f. and s.h.f. bands are typical bands with
lots of 'elbow room', which is why it has been possible to adopt
the F3E mode in these bands. Such a wide band mode, of
course, would be totally out of the question in any of the h.f.
bands.

Now, while the a.m. modes yield a pair of sicebands or a
single sidebandi per modulation frequency. f.m. produces a
series of pairs of sidebands. These are separated from the

earner by one, two, three. etc , times the modulation frequency.
Just a single pure modulating tone, for example, requires

a bandwidth greater than a mere two times the frequency of
the modulation, depending upon the deviation which. to some
extent. has a similarity to the depth of a.m.

Either Side Of Carrier
As the multiple sidebands spread out either side of the earner
wave. so their amplitudes fall ,Fig. 5). Deviation is a measure
of the amount by which the earner is caused to vary above and
below its mean frequency as a function to the amplitude of
the modulating signal (the amplitude of the carner, of course.
remaining constant with f.m.,.

With broadcast f.m.. the maximum deviation is 75kHz, but
with minim tauid f.in. LL's much more limited, in the
region of 2.5-3kHz in our hands, to reduce the spread of
sidebands. This has worked well with our 25kHz f.m. channels.
but with the introduction of narrower f.m. channels an even
lower deviation will be necessary to avoid adjacent channel
interference on a busy band.

The rate at which the earner frequency is caused to
change by the deviation corresponds to the frequency of the
modulating signal, while the ratio of the deviation to the
modulation frequency is called the modulation index.

Capture Effect
The f.m. mode also has an interference limitation advantage
over a.m. as well as enhanced fidelity, along with another
valuable feature called the capture effect, where only the
strongest of co -channel signals results in an audio response.
Provided the wanted signal is around two times stronger
[depending on the deviation, than any unwanted signals on the
same or near frequency, means the latter fail to produce an
audio output of any significance.

There's no equivalent with a.m. Here, the wanted signal
needs to be a greater number of times stronger than a en -
channel one not to be troublesome. However. the effect has
maximum advantage with wideband f.m. where a greater
deviation is feasible. such as with radio and TV -sound
broadcasting. Nevertheless, on the amateur bands. its
attribute can be detected during a tropospheric lift -
particularly on repeaters!

Microphone Source
The microphone is generally the source of the audio signal and.
In the very early days before the advent into Amateur Radio of
the moving coil or dynamic microphone lone of today's most
popular transducers), the carbon -granule microphone which
was originally developed for telephone applications, commonly
played a part. ,See Fig. 61.

In simple form, the unit consists of a small insulated
enclosure containing carbon granules which are in electrical
contact with electrodes, one at each end. One electrode is fixed
while the other, which is free to move, is mechanically coupled
to a diaphragm.

Sound waves impinging upon the diaphragm exert a
varying pressure on the gi anules. thereby chatigiog
sympathetically their contact resistance across the two
electrodes. A voltage applied across the electrodes in series
with the primary of a transformer becomes modulated with the
sound waves and a corresponding audio signal appears across
the secondary of the transformer. The disadvantages of this are
poor frequency response and high noise level (the typical
'frying bacon' sound!

Next, there's the moving coil microphone. This works
rather like a moving coil loudspeaker in reverse. Sound waves
impinging upon a shaped diaphragm cause a coil attached to it
(and free to move within a strong magnetic field) to move
minutely to and fro in sympathy.

A small e.m.f. is thus produced across the coil, upon which
is modulated the audio information. When the output
impedance is low, a step up transformer is used either
internally or externally to increase the impedance to a suitable
value for coupling to the input of the audio amplifier.
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Instead of a moving coil and diaphragm. some
microphones employ a corrugated ribbon suspended between
the poles pieces of a powerful magnet, called the ribbon
microphone. Because both faces are exposed to the sound
waves, it works on the pressure -gradient principle, whereby
the ribbon responds to the difference in pressure between
the waves arriving between the two faces of the ribbon.

A transformer generally used to connect the ribbon's
e.m.f. to the amplifier. This type was very popular in
broadcasting for many years.

Other microphones which find their way to the front ends
of amateur modulators include the crystal microphone and
the electrostatic microphone. The former makes use of the
piezo electric effect. whereby varying pressure applied to
substances such as quartz. Rochelle salt and some ceramic
elements produces an electrical output.

II the pressure results from sound waves impinging upon
a coupled diaphragm, then the output is a corresponding
audio signal. The latter is sometimes called a capacitor
microphone because the diaphragm (made of metal foil or
metal -sprayed plastic I forms one plate of a capacitor. The
other plate at the rear is slotted, for pressure equalisation and
rigid. When the diaphragm vibrates in the sound field minute
changes in capacitance occur across the plates A potential of
around 60V is applied through a high resistance which
charges the capacitance.

Because the charge remains constant, the minute
changes in capacitance result in an audio voltage across the
plates. This, being of high impedance, is fed to a field effect
transistor and thence to the modulator circuits of the
transmitter.

Electret Microphone
The Electret Microphone is a development of the electrostatic
or capacitor microphone. whereby the polymer plastic film
forming the actual diaphragm is initially subjected to a strong
electrostatic field. When the field is removed an electrostatic
charge remains on the diaphragm.

The effect is akin to the magnetism retained by a piece of
steel after a strong magnetising field to which it has been
subjected is removed, leaving a permanent magnet. The same
result as the electrostatic or capacitor microphone is thus
achieved, but without the need for a polarising voltage.

There's still the requirement, of course, for a high
impedance fel head amplifier, which is sometimes built into
the microphone. This may be powered by a small 1.5V battery
which, owing to the very low current drain, will provide
several thousand hours use.

Alternatively. the battery and matching transformer,
where required, can be obtained in a separate unit. leaving
the microphone proper as a remarkably small capsule, which
is capable of outstanding audio quality and sensitivity.

It is important to bear in mind that the frequency
response of any microphone. especially at the treble end, can
be significantly affected by the loading impedance. Some
microphones are endowed with an impedance matching
switch. which should be set to suit the microphone input
impedance of the transmitter. Atone' switch may also be
fitted which might merely provide switched degrees of treble
cut!

Thermal Noise
The amount of circuit or thermal noise (background hiss) is a
function of the circuit bandwidth If the bandwidth is
basically unfiltered iwidei, then the output is referred to as
white noise, analogous to white light which to composed of
all the colours l frequencies) of the light spectrum.

When the circuit bandwidth is restricted or filtered,
then the noise is no longer 'white'. In fact, with a
6dB/octave treble roll -off we will he hearing pink noise.
The thermal noise which we hear from our speakers and
'phones is certainly not white - more like pink, despite what
one may hear over the air!

By restricting the audio bandwidth, the fidelity is hound
to suffer, but since Amateur Radio is not hi-fi then this doesn't
matter much, provided intelligibility isn't impaired In fact, it
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might be improved because of
the reduced thermal noise with
the decreased bandwidth This is
a function of the noise power
bandwidth.

In other words, the niore we
close the window i reduce the

bandwidths, the less noise we
allow in! Each time the
bandwidth is halved, the noise
power falls by 3dB.

Moreover. a less wide audio

passband will also attenuate those audio components (whistles.
sideband. splash. etc.1, which would otherwise cause severe
QRM. The plo: of pen chart traces in Fig. 8 show a restricted
audio passband at (a) which would be suitable for J3E mode
and another at thi which might be too narrow for reasonable
quality speech but just about right for Morse AlA. Compared
with the 'flat' response also shown, the thermal noise in (a)
would be about 10dB less and in (b) about 15dB less, while the
noise in (b) is about 5dB less than that in (a).

Audio filters based on passive inductor/capacitor l L/Ci
configurations have been used with good success even when a
receiver is equipped with narrow -
band c.w. or as.b. i.f. filtering,
especially when the filter is located
at the front of the i.f. strip. This is Diaphragm
because the audio filter reduces the
power of the noise actually produced iy

by the i.f. circuits themselves.
However, when the filter is located
at the end of the i.f. strip, the
addition of an audio filter is unlikely
to be so spectacular.

The bandwidth of a filter (e.g.
the bandpass response) is a frequency range between the -3dB
points at each side of the response characteristic. For example,
in Fig. 8. the bandwidths of (a) and (b) respectively, are
approximately 2kHz and 700Hz.

Quite accurate tailoring of the LC values of passive filters
is necessary to achieve the required parameters. These, are the
mid -band frequency and input and output impedances in
particular and compromises are generally necessary, such as
the use of inpit and output matching transformers and careful
component

selection.

(Thin kind of
filter also suffers
insertion loss. The
latter is
eliminated while
the former are
rendered less
critical by the use
of active audio
filters).

These are

significantly more
popular than the
passive types and

Diaphragm
Carbon
granules

Energising
source

Microphone frame

Conducting
'pressure' plates

Coupling
transformer

Audio
output

0

me

Fig. 6: Basic
features of a
carbon granule
microphone.
stiuvying the
coupling
transformer. (See
text).

Fig 7: Basic
features of the
moving coil
microphone,
which is one of
the most
commonly used
in Amateur
Radio.
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are more reaCily
adapted to home brewing, though they can be obtained
commercially. Early species used a pair of transistors per
'element' but nowadays of course, it is the i.c. which represents
the core component

Finally, list a final word about the response of audio
circuits to r.f. Although such circuits are certainly not
designed with r.f. in mind. in the shack, (especially with
outside enclfed antennas and any type of indoor
antenna,. th,2 residual r.f. level might well be high enough to
enter the filters, microphone channel or even the speaker
circuits and impair their operation. This is where some sort of
r.f. detecting device can pay dividends.

The best plan, of course. is to reduce the shacks r.f.
level. But it 'nay also be necessary to employ r.f. filtering at
both the input and the output, taking the conventional form
of r.f. chokes and capacitors along, possibly with ferrite
beads and toroids. PW

Fig. 8: Audio
bandpass
responses at (a)
and Ib) of
approximately
2kHz and 700Hz
between their half
power (-3dB)
points, suitable for
s.s.b. and c.w.
working. These
also illustrate the
noise power
bandwidth relative
to the 'flat'
response also
shown. (See text).
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Geoff Brown Southampton
023 8024 6222email: us at amateur@smc-comms.com

ORDER HOTLINE

ICOM

10am - 10pm (orders only) 0797 107 7317 mobile phone

IC756PRO HF 50 projected price £2000 to £2300
IC746 HF/VHF FREE 2 Mtr Handy £1349
IC706MK2G HFNHF/UHF FREE 2 Mtr Handy £975
ICR2 Handy Receiver, FREE case and reduced £119
IC75E HF Receiver £699,
ICPCR100 was £199. bulk buy.
AT180 (706 ATU) was £349.

cash price £599
now only £169
now only £299

YAESU
FT1000MP HF Dx-ers choice £1799
FT847 HFNHF/UHF was £1699. now £1275
FT920AF HFNHF reduced to £1149
FT100 HFNHF/UHF FREE 2 Mtr Handy £975
FRG100 HF Receiver, now £339
FT9OR VHF. UHF Mini mobile. was £399 now £349
FT8100R VHF/UHF mobile. reduced to £325
FT2600M Mil' spec mobile 145MHz. only £229
FT5OR Dual band handy,
VX5R Tn-band handy.
ATAS 100 mobile antenna,

reduced to £199
reduced to £269

bulk buy only £199

KENWOOD
THG71E Dual band handy. cash price only £209
TMG707E Dual band mobile £289
TS5OS HF Mobile now only £525

AMPLIFIERS
Amp UK Challenger II 2 3CX800's HF 1500w £1849
Explorer 1200 2 3-500 HF 1200w £1399
Discovery 50MHz 3CX800 £1229

SPECIAL ONE ONLY
Henry 2004. new boxed. 432MHz 3CX800

This amplifier was f1699. - £300 saving, cash £1369

SMC

WARRANTY
MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
YAESU and ICOM 2 YEARS
KENWOOD 1 YEAR
USED EQUIPMENT 3 MONTHS
EXTENDED WARRANTY AVAILABLE

MISCELLANEOUS
CX201N 2 way "N" coax switch l'2 price
HF AN3 3 way coax switches
Palstar 30 amp PSU's now
CD45 Rotators, 2 only to clear

only £12.50
£5

£89
£249 each

FILTERS
Comet CF3OH 2kw low pass filter only £25
Comet CF30MR 1kw low pass filter £35
Comet BPF6 150w 50MHz Bandpass £25
Comet BPF2 150w 144MHz Bandpass £29
XF455C FT102 £10
XF8.9GA FT107/FT901 AM £10
XF8.2HC FT102 CW £10
XF455CN FT102 CWN £10
YF100 FT890. 500Hz. £39
YF101 FT890. SSB. 2.6kcs £45

YAESU SPARES
Yaesu Spare clearance.
We have over £100.000 worth of spares for FT767,
FT757. FT102. FT901 FT101. FRG8800, FRG9600,
FT736R. etc. PHONE: Marilyn 023 8024 6229

USED EQUIPMENT
Our Used Amateur Radio stock changes so quickly
that it is impossible to print the list here.
CALL now or look at our Internet site for an up to date
list. http:'www.smc-comms.com amateur
here are some samples:- IC -725 - £399
1C-735 - £350. ICT-81E  £249. ICR-72 - £399
... lots more at Axminster and Southampton

Reg Ward Opening: Tuesday  Saturday 9:30am - 5:30pm
Reg Ward & Co . 1 Westminster House . West Street . Axminster . Devon EX13 5NX
HO Opening: Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm and 9am - 1pm Saturday
HQ. SM House . School Close . Chandlers Ford Ind Est . Eastleigh . Hants S053 4BY

South Midlands Communications Ltd



Rodney Perry Axminster
email: us at regward@dialin.co.uk 0129134918

RECEIVERS

The most Z
Includes

FREE

DATONG
ACTIVE

ANTENNA
AD -270

and

FREE

DELIVERY
(UK MAINLAND)

DEALER OPPORTUNMESMIlik

 Frequency 0-1700MHz
 Switchable Pre -Amp
 Remote Control
 26 VFO's
 54,000 Data text Entries
 PC data Editing
 Built in Decoder SSTV,FAX
 Digital Recorder
 Stereo Output
 Video Output for TV
 World Clock

Other Receivers.
Sangean ATS818ACS with Cassette Recorder
Sangean ATS 818 receiver, was £119,
Sangean ATS 909 receiver. retail £169.
Sangean ATS 202 receiver. £79.
MVT7100. was £229.

just £119
cash £99

now £139
now £49

cash £199

STAR
BUY ATS-818ACS

Just £119

NOW WITH BUILT IN CASSETTE RECORDER

Converted PMR - Ham Radio.
SMC545L14 14 channel UHF handy. (FT23/73 look -a -likes). pre-programmed with 70cms simplex/repeater channels of
your choice, including new 7.2v nicad pack. brand new, only £50 each or with new 12v nicad £55 each.
Yaesu FTL701 1 433MHz 25w mobiles, ctcss, scan, priority, brand new. pre-programmed wit your frequencies.
mike/lead etc, these cost over £350 each. cash price only £99
All the above are brand new but sold as old stock/scrap
Lots more models for VHF/UHF at the Pickens Lock show including 70MHz radios.

Un-converted UHF Mobiles.
SMC1045L2 2 channel 10 watt NEW mobiles. will drop down to 433MHz, crystal controlled, used by Raynet as
repeaters, only £25 each
SMC307L1 70MHz 1 channel handy. no nicad. but brand new stock, last few at £25 (nicad pack available)
Midland 70-152B new Xtal 3.5 watt VHF 4 channel hand-helds with nicads and charger £50 (will drop down to 145MHz)

CONVERTED MR

UN -CONVERTED PMR

SONY
We keep a huge range o: Sony products at our AXMINSTER shop including TV. Home and Personal Audio systems
Call in and listen to the latest Mini Disc or Hi-Fi systems



Watching Over Your Power Levels

The PVISedind Part
In Part 2 of his

article. ,Jim

Brightman

(;OJXN describes

the final

construction and

assenthl of the

?IV 'Sentinel'.

With this project

'on duty' in )our

shack you'll he

equipped with a

useful h.f, v.h.f

power/ s.w.r.

meter and

modulation

monitor!

Hp. 1: Rear view of the
prototype.
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Welcome to Part 2 of the
'Sentinel' project. Next in
line for building the project
is the metering circuit and
while the components in
the sensor modules are
critical, the components II,

the d.c. part of the project can be
from the junk box. The meter does
however need to be a 100pA
movement.

Similarly, the few components
could be mounted on a group board.
But I decided to use a small piece of
Veroboard, fixed to the meter
terminals, for neatness and to
provide an easy mounting for the
preset potentiometers.

You'll require a piece of 0.1inch
spacing Veroboard 24 holes wide by
12 holes high. The 4mm holes for the
meter terminals do not align with the
punched holes so, if you don't have a
drill stand, a little careful needle file
work may be called for.

Wire the switches (adjusting wire
lengths to suit the case used) and the
Reference potentiometer and connecting leads to
the board as a complete sub -assembly before
mounting the board and front controls. It's much
easier that way!

Assembly Stage
For the assembly stage of the 'Sentinel' I'll remind
readers that I've provided full details, which are
available for the advised s.a.e., in the October issue
of PW* (and thank you for the response, everyone
who has contacted the PW offices and myself directly
at home. It's good to see such interest in a project
such as this)!

However, to help anyone who is planning to
build the project from the circuits and information
given here ni provide some basic guidance gained

from building the prototype.
Wote: Please see end panel
regarding instructions how to
obtain the suggested p.c.b. and
Veroboard layouts and other
instructions. Editor.

Nickel Plated
To start off on the assembly tips,
it's important to note that many
u.h.f. socket solder 'spills' are nickel
plated and they can be difficult to
solder. It's therefore worthwhile
tinning them before assembly. Fit
both sockets ensuring that they
are well tightened.

The PW'Sentinel Meter.

Check that the screws bed down into the
recommended die-cast box as the distance between the
screws in the spacer is very small. Any inaccuracy in
the preparation of the spacer or the countersink
drilling may cause them to touch. (If they do, simply
file the screws down slightly).

Fit the feed -through capacitors C2 and C4 with
the nuts on the outside of the box. While they need to
be tight, take care not to over tighten as the screw
threads may strip. Also, if the wire ends are bent,
don't be tempted to straighten as you will almost
certainly break the ceramic.

To reduce the possibility of any flash-overs in
the transformer the top of the windings are sealed
with a dab of epoxy resin. Ensure that it flows
around the sleeving of the first winding starts and
into the pee insulation both at the front and back of
the winding.

While you have the epoxy resin to hand, apply a
small dab to LI and L2 to secure them to the p.c.b.
This will prevent them from rattling and the wire
fracturing if subjected to prolonged vibration.

Wrap Around
The case is a simple two-piece wrap around assembly
designed to be made with minimal facilities. I made
the prototype with the aid of a 'Workmate' bench, two
short pieces of angle iron, some scrap 16s.w.g.
aluminium for packing pieces and of course a short
piece of wood to cushion the hammer blows.

The cover has a lip to improve the frontal
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feature

Help Line
Jim has a small quantity of copper foil for the
transformers Anyone wishing to avail themselves of this
free of charge) or have any technical queries s.a.e.
pleasel to Jim Brightman GOJXN, 35 Perrysfield
Road. Cheshunt. Hertfordshire EN8 OTQ or Tel
01892) 468204 at any reasonable time weekdays

appearance, or you could fit a length of plastic trim
instead. A strap, ties the front and back together to
improve the rigidity.

I decided to provide a separate front panel rather
than label the chassis directly as it's easier to label a
small flat panel, it hides the bottom chassis bend and
the switch and pot location holes. The panel
markings which may be made with 'dry print'
lettering with a little care.

Final Assembly
For the final assembly, I recommend that you fit the
meter first but leave off the nut that secures the
strap until later in the assembly. Then fit the meter
circuit board to the back of the meter with the
terminal screws. You will be able to gain access to
the screws through the socket holes in the back
panel.

Next fit the switches and potentiometer with the
front panel in place. When tightening the toggle
switch take care not to damage the panel paint.

Cut the spindles to length and fit the knobs. Fix
the modules to the back panel with self tapping
screws and connect the leads from the meter board
to the feed -through capacitors.

Fit and connect the phono socket and finally fit
the strap with the meter fixing nut and the earth
stud. Then fit a solder tag undei the earth stud but
do not connect the earth terminal wire as this is used
in the calibration process.

Calibration Process
The calibration process is relatively straightforward.
The voltage on the module input for a given power
may be calculated by transposing the power formula
P=V2/R i.e. for 200W r.m.s. the voltage is 100V RMS.

Since we know that the spur loss is 20dB i +10
voltage) the spur voltage will be 10V RMS. When
rectified by the detector the peak voltage will result

Building The Project - Help From PW
As I stated in the October issue of the magazine, it's often
the case with the more advanced constructional projects,
that we do not have enough Editorial space within PW to
provide the very comprehensive and detailed instructions
for some projects. as in the case of this example provided
by Jim Bnghtman However, we do have copies of the
author's own p.c.b. drawing and assembly information
which will he included in the information pack prepared
by the author.

So. for those who are interested in building this very
interesting and useful unit and wish to follow Jim
Bnghtman's 'Heathkie style 'step-by-step' approach, all
the extra information we have to help you complete the
project is available free from the PW Editorial offices in
Broadstone by sending a large (A4 sized) self-addressed
envelope with two 1st Class stamps. )Readers outside of
the UK - including Ireland) are asked to write to me for E-
mail me) for further advice. Incidentally, all feedback
generated by projects such as this, help us to evaluate
the interest there is for similar ideas and this is very
useful information indeed'

Rob Mannion G3XFD. Editor

i.e. 10 x N4'2 =

14.14V. (Less the
volt
drop across the
diode of course).

If we introduce
a d.c. voltage in the
detector circuit,
this will simulate
an r.f. signa: as far
as the detector is
concerned and this
can be used to
calibrate the power
ranges.
Furthermore the
voltage drop across
the diode will be
'calibrated out'. since it will be present during the
calibration process.

To calibrate the 200W r.m.s. range a d.c. supply of
14.14V is required and for the 800W p.e.p. range a d.c.
supply of 28.28V is required. Ideally a variable bench
supply of about 30V would be used but if not available
something like a 10k.t1 potentiometer strung across a
across a 30V supply will suffice.

However, if the supplies are a problem the shack
13V p.s.u. can be used to calibrate at a power less
than full scale deflection A 13.8V d.c. supply
would be equivalent to 13.8/%2V r.m.s., i.e. 9.76V.
The equivalent voltage at the input to the sensor
would therefore be 97.6V and the power 97.62/50,
i.e. 190.5W. Check the voltage on your p.s.u. and
redo the arithmetic if it's not exactly 13.8V.

More
important than the
p.s.u. is the
voltmeter that's
used to measure
the calibration
voltage since this
will decide the
accuracy of the
power ranges.
Ideally this should
be a digital
voltmeter but
failing this a
reliable analog
instrument can be used.

Set the Pit' Sentinel mode to RMS and set the
preset potentiometers: R17 and R18* fully
anticlockwise. Set the supply voltage to 14.14V or note
the voltage your fixed supply and calculate the
equivalent power.

%See Fig. I on page 37 of the October 1999
PW).

Connect the negative supply line to the earth
stud and the positive line to the earth wire that
goes to the meter circuit board. Adjust R18 for an
indication of 200W or the power you have
calculated.

Reset the mode switch to PEP and adjust the
supply voltage to 28.28V or note the voltage of your
fixed supply and calculate the equivalent power.
Adjust RV1 for an indication of the 800W. this will
actually be the 200W mark as the p.e.p. range is x4, or
the power you have calculated. This completes the
calibration process.

Disconnect the power supply and connect the
meter circuit board earth wire to the earth stud solder
tag. Slide the chassis into the case from the hack, lit
the fixing screws in the bottom and fit the rubber feet.
Then you really will have a useful monitor units - and
you'll have 'home -brewed' it yourself!

Fig. 2: For
convenience the
metering circuit
components can
be mounted on a
Veroboard. This
can then be
attached to the
rear of the meter
(see text).

Fig. 3: For
effective and
efficient
operation the r.f.
transformer
circuitry,
dimension and
assembly
methods are
critical. The
Author provides
comprehensive
advice on this
aspect (see
'Building The
Project'
information
panel on this
page).
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Licence Free Low Po

The Ali
Richard Newton

GORSN, with a

little help from

his family,

reviews the new

PMR-446 radios

from Alinco -

the new DJ-SR1!

Nevada kindle

loaned PW two

radios and we

set Richard

loose on them.

Ever wondered

just what these

new licence free

radios have to

offer? Well, von

need look no

further

Fig. 1: Back of one of the
Alincos showing where
the 3 x AA cells (or
rechargable batteries)
are placed. You can also
make out the PTT and
MONI buttons. On the
right-hand side of the
Alinco in the picture,
you will see the antenna
in the folded down
position.
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The Alinco DJ-SR1 is a
u.h.f. Em. transceiver
and it operates on the
new, licence free,
446MHz band. The radio
itself looks very
professional and comes

supplied with a belt clip, hand
strap and a basic, but
informative, information
leaflet.

The radio is clearly not
designed for the Amateur
Radio market, rather it is aimed
at short range family or
business use and replaces the
now defunct Short Range
Business Radio (SRBR) which
was licensable and operated on
and around 461MHz. Although
still being used, the SRBR
system will be phased out over
the next few years.

The beauty of 446MHz is
that it is truly licence free! The
transmitters are only allowed
very low power - a maximum of
500mW - which is quite
adequate for line of sight communications over
about a mile or around a factory/business complex.
Obviously, however, terrain will take a considerable
toll at these power levels and frequencies.

What Does It Offer?
So, what does the Alinco DJ-SR1 have to offer its
operator? Well, in answer, I have to say, I was
amazed at the build quality and functions
that I found on this little radio. It is cheap to
run, working on 3 x AA cells or optional
rechargeable batteries. (See Fig. 1).
Something that I didn't expect to see was
an external power connector, but there
is one and it's positioned on the top of
the radio next to the Speaker/Mic
sockets. (See bottom of page, far right).

The radio requires 5.5V* of external
power and anything above this will have
a rather adverse effect. Also, the
information supplied with the radio
warns against using external power
when normal alkaline batteries are
being used.

*Optional ED11-18 cigar lighter
adapter with built-in noise filter
and regulator available.

Fixed Antenna
One of the conditions of licence free
operation is that the radio has got to

er UHF Transceiver

SRI

The Alinco DJ-SR1 PMR-446 licence
free, low power. u.h.f. transceiver.

have a fixed antenna. The Alinco has
got a rather neat way of giving the
best of both worlds. The 'SRI has a
long, thin helical antenna that pivots
and can be folded down along the
side of the unit. (See Fig. 1). In this
position the radio will receive quite
well, but transmission is not
advisable.

The antenna then swings up and
gently locks at a right angle to the
radio. This means the radio can be
leant on its side with the antenna
vertical. Useful perhaps if you have
external power and a
speaker/microphone connected, the
radio could be clipped onto a desk and
operate as a would-be base station.
Gentle pressure then overcomes the
lock and the antenna continues up to
the normal position.

Impressive Array
This neat little hand-held PMR-446
transceiver comes with an impressive
array of functions. The licence free
radios have eight frequencies

allocated to them which include the following:
Channel 1: 446.00625MHz
Channel 2: 446.01875MHz
Channel 3: 446.03125MHz
Channel 4: 446.04375MHz
Channel 5: 446.05625MHz
Channel 6: 446.06875MHz
Channel 7: 446.08175MHz
Channel 8: 446.09375MHz

This Alinco, like most other radios on the market,
then increases the usefulness of these frequencies by

the use of CTCSS tone squelch. The DJ -
SRI has full CTCSS ability using 39
CTCSS codes.

The 'SRI has a user-friendly way
of selecting the CTCSS codes and
they are all given an alphanumeric
code. For example, tone squelch
131.8 is assigned A07. If you have a
radio set to operate on channel one,
using the tone squelch 131.8, then
the display would read 1-A07.
channel two with the same tone
would read 2-A07 - and so on. To save
configurations, an operator can save
channel and tone information in one
of the radio's 20 memories!

The radio also has tone alert
functions, a MOM button which
will defeat the CTCSS so that you
can monitor the channel and hear
everything that is going on. In fact,
the DJ-SR1 allows you to disable
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the CTCSS altogether - although
this isn't a particularly good idea.
The 'SRI also has a TX/RX
indicator I.e.d and will scan memory
channels as well!

Energy Saving Functions
Energy saving functions are included
in the package - such as Auto
Power Off Timer and a Transmit
Time Out Timer. The radio can
also be set to Low Power
transmit, though I'm not certain
what this is, as the book doesn't
indicate any technical information
on this feature.

The attention to detail on this
little radio is also illustrated in its ability
to scan incoming CTCSS tones. This feature is
especially useful if the person you are
communicating with has another make and model of
'446 radio that doesn't display the tone squelch it is
using. Just get your friend to transmit, set the
CTCSS tone scan to off and wait for it to find the
matching tone for you!

There are extended controls to the radio. The
key beeps can be toggled on and off, as can a beep
which the radio emits after every PTT press. It can
be set to show memory channel numbers only and
the lamp can be set to either default to on or off
when you turn the radio on.

The little Alinco DJ -SRI looks good in its high
impact black plastic casing and well labelled
controls. The easy -to -see display is back lit with its
green lamp and you are ready to talk to someone.
So, how would the Alinco DJ -SRI fair on air? Read
on and find out ...

On Air
I thought that I would employ the hardest test 'on
air' first. This meant using the one control I haven't
mentioned as yet, the LOCK key. This locks all
controls except PTT, LAMP and ON/OFF.

I set the radios (Nevada loaned me two radios)
up and attached two speaker microphones (Icom
ones worked fine) and handed them over to my two
in-house experts - Thomas, aged six years and
Oliver, aged four.

My sons had a whale of a time and were able to
wander all over the house and through the garden
and stay in perfect contact on low power. They even
had a QSO with their Grandad, Terry G7VJJ, what
fun they had!

The display on the Alinco DJ-SR1 includes
a four -segment 'S' type meter, which wasn't
very accurate but served as a
good indicator. I had also
noticed that the audio quality
of both transmitted and
received audio was very good
indeed. So, it was time for a
bit of 'Dr!

Great Times
As we all know, there
have been great times in
the history of radio and I
often visit the
Sandbanks peninsular
at Poole which, as some
of you may know, is
where Marconi
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conducted some of his most
famous radio experiments. Well,
I too now rate myself in the
halls of radio pioneer fame! I
got my wife, Diane to use the
radio! Yes I did - honest! I went
for a little trip around the
neighbourhood and kept in

touch with Diane at home.
She was able to tell me

what she wanted
from the shops
and I was able to
co-ordinate the
kettle - what a
team!

The 'DX'
was thanks to
my father-in-laA

Terry G7VJJ who
assisted me with an experiment. He remained indoors
and I went mobile, I headed away from his location
and managed to keep contact for just over a mile.
This was with buildings and trees around, in town.
with Terry in the house and me in a car. Needless to
say ... I was very impressed!

Final Use
The final use we put the radios to was a house -to -
house intercom. Normally, Merry and I use the 433 or
145MHz amateur bands for keeping in touch from his
house to mine. We only live a few hundred yards awe%
from each other and it's a bit of fun.

However. it's only Terry and myself who can us,
it. as we are the only ones licensed. This was not to
though, while I had the Alinco DJ-SRls to play
with. We even got Diane talking to her Mum.
Barbara on the radio! The signal between the two
houses was great, in fact we were able to use low
power on occasions.

I'm sure that there are 101 uses for these new
radios, limited only by the individual's imagination.
I'm certain that they will be well -used by young and
old alike.

The Alinco DJ-SR1 is simple enough to appeal to
those who just need a radio to communicate, but have
no interest in Amateur Radio whatsoever. The radios
are also, however, ideal for those who have an
interest in radio but want a no hassle, relatively low
cost way of trying radio out before they embark on
either the Novice or full RAE!

What better way to practice your operating
procedure for the Novice exam? You never know - it

may even encourage new people to
the hobby?

My thanks go to Nevada
for the loan of the two Alinco

11-1-tiltls and the BC -10
twin quick
charger. (See photo
at the top of this
page). The Alinco
DJ -SRI costs
£119, the optional
BC -10 costs £29.95
and optional
ED/I-18 costs
£27.95. More

information is
available from

Nevada on Tel: 0239-266
2145, FAX: 0239-269 0626,

189 London Rd. North End,
Portsmouth PO2 9AE. PW

The two Alinco
DJ -SR l's
sitting inside
the BC -10 twin
quick charger
(optional extra
- see text).

"Im sure

that there

are 101

uses for

these new

radios,

they will

be well -

used by

young and

old alike,"

The external
power
connector
(which Richard
didn't expect to
see!) is on the
left-hand side
of the volume
control (far
right). You can
also see the
speaker and
microphone
connectors (far
left).
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SRP TRAD NG
111  1111  411  ,111,  11  11   ,11=  M  1 

IIIMIE=1011

Antenna
Rotator
AR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360 deg
rotation in approx
65 sec. (cable not
supplied). Support

bearing optional extra.
£49.95 FREE P&P
Optional Support Bearing E14.95.

NIATCOM AR -108
 Full civil airband  Covers 108-
136.975MHz (AM) & 136-180MHz (FM)  99
memory channels  5kHz, 10kHz, 12.5kHz,
1 5kHz, 25kHz & 1 MHz steps  Dual channel
watch  LCD display with signal meter

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £69.95 +
£5 P&P
ALSO AVAILABLE
 PSU charger £8.95  Professional earpiece
£8.95  Airbander micromag £19.95  In -car
adaptor £8.95  BNC to SMA antenna

cr. adaptor £5.00  2 AA nicads £3.00
AR -108 + all above accessories for
£109.95 + £10 P&P

USB, LSB, CW digital
memories.
f..19.999. £99.99+ P&P.

Sangean AT -909
Portable short wave receivers are always popular and if there's one with long wave, medium
wave and VHF coverage as well, we can guarantee it will be popular. That's why the AT909

-- caught our eye. It has over 300 memory channels and will also
auto -scan, looking for stations. It has narrow and wide filters for
AM reception and also has SSB facilities with a superb "slow
tuning" rate in this mode. We've had nice reception of Shanwick
and Volmet but don't expec miracles on 80m! The FM section
also has RDS built-in so you can identify stations on the large
clear LCD screen. £129.99 + £5 P&P

Gold Peak 1300
1300mAH Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)

AA size
rechargeable
cells. No
memory effect.
Over twice the

capacity of Nicads. £2.00 + P&P

Syncron SX-
144/430
2m/70cm cross needle
direct reading
SWR/1000W power
meter. £39.95 inc P&P

m. Comtel CONI-212
II Covers 66-88, 137-174 &

406-512MHz. FM, 30
memory channels + 1 priority
channel, lock -out function, 2
sec scan delay, built-in
charging circuit, flexible
antenna. £49.95
+ £5 P&P

DX -394
Shortwave
Communications
Receiver
1 50kHz to 30MHz AM,
receiver with 160

00000000000000*

PRO -2042
Base Scanner

1000 channel
(switchable)

scanner. Covers 25-
520MHz and 760 to
1300MHz. £2-94r/r9
£179.99+ £10 P&P
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 917
Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5.15pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Icom, & Alinco dealers.

Call Richard (G6ORAJ or Mary (MOBMHJ on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788 FAX: 0111-457 9009

SRP Mini-Mag
2/70

i2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna featuring
super strength mini -
magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.
£19.95 FREE P&P.

Silver
Diamond
Four band

Idiscone. TX 6m,
2m, 70cm &
23cm, 200W,

' RX25-1300MHz.
Stainless steel
construction.
£49-:15.
£29.95
+ £5 P&P

WM-918 Electronic
Weather Station allows the

measurement and display of
weather data. Displays
indoor/outdoor temperature,
relative humidity, dew point,

wind speed, wind direction, wind
chill, barometric pressure and daily & accumulated rainfall.
Four weather symbols show you a weather forecast:
sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy and rainy. Memory for
highest/lowest temperature, relative humidity, dew point
temperature, maximum wind speed, minimum wind chill,
daily and accumulated rainfall. Weather alarm warns you
of high and low temperature extremes, rate of rainfall,
wind chill, wind speed and drops in pressure.

£179.95 inc. P&P.

GRE Wideband
Scanner Pre -amp
Improves reception
100-1000MHz by up to

20dB, variable gain control, powered
by 9V PP3 battery or DC adaptor fitted
with BNC adaptors. 449795.
£19.95 + £3 P&P (30 pieces only).

Free IBM PC compatible software
kit worth £29.99.

Offer ends 1 5th December, 1999.

Fairhaven
RD-500VX
£799.00 incl. P&P +
free wideband discone &
long wire kit.

DC -AC Invertors, 12V DC in 240V AC out

Micro "Stealth" Discone
RX25-1300MHz. Small and
unobtrusive, suitable for portable
use. E2-9-79'5.
£14.95 + £5 P&P

1 50W version (for notebook computers, etc.) 13-97479 £29.95 + £5 P&P
300W version (for small power tools, etc.) f-5-9-.-9/ £49.95 + £5 P&P
600W version (for medium power tools, etc.) k -1---Z477(7-9 £99.95 + £10 P&P
1000W version (for large power tools, etc.) E4-5-9-.-79 £129.95 + £10 P&P
2500W version (for most purposes, etc.) FA -99-.-79 £419.95 + £15 P&P

Deluxe G5RV Half-size antenna (40 through 10m) 1E12.00 + £3 P&P
Deluxe G5RV Full-size antenna (80 through 10m) 1E15.00 + £3 P&P
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Amateur Radio Fr Disabilities?

No Problems!
Paul Essery

GIV3KFE

explains that,

with some

special

adaptations, 'a

little help from

friends' and

special

organisations set

up for the

purpose -

Amateur Radio

operating for the

disabled is not a

problem!

There are. unfortunately, just about as many
forms of disability as there are disabled
people. For the 'normal' things, the Health
and Social Services facilities come into play.
However, the disabled person wanting to take
up Amateur Radio often needs specialised
help which the 'system' just isn't geared up for.

In practice the RAE or NRAE pass is often the easy
hit as organisations such as the Radio Amateurs'
Invalid & Blind Club (RAIBC) will have
teaching aids, so all the prospective student has to
do is to provide the enthusiasm. Although, with
some disabilities, it may mean two or three club
members working together to provide extra help.

'Further details from: Hon.
Treasurer/Membership Sec. Shelagh
Chambers, 78 Durley Avenue, Pinner,
Middlesex HA5 1J11.

When the time for sitting the RAE comes, it's
best to discuss in detail with the RAIBC how the
exam is to be taken especially if 'mobility' is a
problem. There are various ways in which the test
can be administered, for example, a verbal
examination taken in the candidate's home may be
needed.

On the Morse side, again RA1BC may yield
ideas for the tutoring. When the test time looms,
special arrangements can be made with the RSGB
Morse Test Service, again perhaps involving a test

Fig. 1: A drawing board, re -engineered by the West
Midlands REMAP to help an architect who could
not reach to the top of the board to work. The
modification provides an extra surface. of rollers.
so that the user can simply roll the drawing down
to where it can be reached without losing
registration.

at the candidate's home. Remember: The exam/test is
traumatic enough even for many able-bodied
candidates!

Confidence & Encouragement
For the disabled, who often lack self-confidence, it's
so much more likely that they will unconsciously
undermine their own chances. Encouragement is the
word, and lots of it!

To help. you should organise things as early as
possible so whoever is to do the test or invigilate the
exam can familiarise themselves with the problems
they face and what must be done. It can be traumatic
for the examiner too! And, of course, an invigilator's
flutters can transfer to the candidate like lightning!

After The Examination
Having taken i and passed of course!I the
examination - it's time to look at the realities. To get
on the air, interests, depth of pocket and so on must
be considered.

lb spend a wad of money on say, an h.f. rig only,
to find later that the interest has shifted to
'nattering' on v.h.f. is sad. So, I advise that you try (if
you're the new operatori, or persuade the disabled
beginner you're helping - to start with simple gear
until the real interest has emerged.

Needs Vary
The needs of the disabled person vary: they can be
simple, such as lifting the operating desk up enough
to let wheelchair arms clear the underside so the
owner can reach the controls of the rig. Then comes
the more -difficult one-off adaptation of a rig for use

by someone with a specific disability.
Other areas which might need to be looked

at include the station log -keeping,
modification to a microphone's send -receive
switch and arranging for a key that our new
Radio Amateur can actually use.

You may have no problem with a key or
microphone that insists on wanting to 'walk'
when in use, but it may well be very different
for a disabled friend. For this one the answer
is so simple - scrounge a bit of 'Slip -Not' from
the Occupational Therapist (0Th or
Physiotherapist and sit it under the key(s).
Slip -Not will hold the key in place nicely and
when it begins to feel as though it is dusty
and losing its grip, a quick rinse in soapy
water makes it like new again.

However, there's a bit more psychology
here too: 'phone operation can improve the
speech of a person with a disability. On the
other hand I know of a licensed amateur who
combines a hearing disability resulting in a
very narrow frequency range with severe
tinnitus. For that amateur. communication
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with anybody else involves the other operators
using Morse. though he himself can speak after a
fashion, having learned before the hearing problem
hit him 50 years ago.

Antenna Erecting
In most places the antenna -erecting expertise exists
in the local club and the RAIBC have already been
mentioned. So, where else can you turn for help in
this area? To assist, let's take a look.

Throughout UK there are groups opanels') of
people from the Rehabilitation Engineering
Movement Advisory Panels (REMAP: who are
there to help. This voluntary organisation
(Registered Charity No. 10004561 exists to apply
design and engineering expertise to solving
problems a disabled person (and disabled Radio
Amateur) might have.

Each Panel combines the skills of the caring
professions. (Occupational Therapists,
physiotherapists and so on). with those of
professional engineers and others with needed
skills. So, with this expertise the Panel can make
sure that the engineered solution will not harm the
user and that it meets current safety requirements
and so forth.

There are already some Radio Amateurs serving
in REMAP nationally and at local level and of
course more are welcome. On the user's side. Panels
have been able to help various Radio Amateurs
overcome their disabilities and get on the air.

You can contact the National Organiser. Eur-
Ing J .1 Wright. 'Hazeldene' Ightham.
Sevenoalts, Kent TN15 9AD. Tel: 101732)
883818. Scottish readers can contact REMAP
(Scotland) by way of John Golder at Maulside

Lodge. Beith,
Ayrshire KAI5
1JJ. Tel: (01294)
832566.

Either the
addresses provided
will give you the
name telephone and
address of the
Chairman and
Secretary of your
nearest Panel. And.
if you are in Powys,
you can contact me. Paul Essery GW3KFE,
personally on TEUFAX:1016861628958.

Free Of Charge
Financially, REMAP local Panels deliver technical
aids or modifications to the client completely free
of charge. Panels, though, are always pleased to
receive donations from ANY source to assist their
work. Such donations may he in cash, or by way of
materials or access to workshop processes.

For all practical purposes each REMAP panel
is autonomous, so the precise details of how they
operate vary, but I can assure you they ALL could
use some help!

Not an engineer? But got a good workshop
and a good pair of hands? Perhaps you can also
make things to someone else's design, or take a
share in a joint project. Not an engineer and
wouldn't know how to make anything? Don't
worry, all local Panels need help from fund-
raisers, administration, photographers and many
other skills. Try them and see ... you won't be
turned away!

011'111(DRI RUB \II \MO\ 1.3\1.11

Mark Makes His Mark

As Young Amateur 1999
Mark Haynes 2EOAPH from Harlow in Essex
truly made his 'mark' when he became 'Young
Amateur of The Year' 1999 at the ceremony held at
the ItSGB's HF Convention at Old Windsor on
Sunday 10th of October. Mark - who had been
'runner up' in the jointly sponsored Radio Society of
Great Britain and Radiocommunications Agency
Award two year* ago greatly impressed the Judges
with his achievements Mark's activities, ably
supported by his Father Keith G3WRO, include
Novice instruction at the Harlow & Distnet ARS
where he and his father are both members . Morse
tuition. rotai-

the Amateur Radio hobby
Presented with his award by the RA's Chief

Executive David Hendon. in the presence. of
RSGB 1999 President Hilary Claytonamith
G4JKS. families, friends and other assembled
guests. Mark also made a short speech outlining his
hopes and plans for the future of the hobby.

Rob Mannion G3XFD. Editor of PW
comments: 'I've had the great pleasure of working
Mark on 144MHz when I was on my way to East
Anglia in September and to say that this young
man is a gentleman on the air is an
understatement. He's truly a great ambassador for
our hobby. I'm also proud to say that he's a PW
author - having had his article The Story of A
Novice - A Whole New World In Two Years'
published in the December 1999 P11"

'Runner Up. in the 1999 Young Amateur
competition was Daniel Keene G7GIE from Four
Marks near Alton in Hampshire. who enjoys Packet
radio and repeater operation The other finalists
included Jonathan Constable 2EOATE and Kate
Glover MI DRB, both from Sussex

The RSGB have preliminary announced the fact
that the 1999 Young Amateur of The Year Award
will probably be the last in the present format.

- .,(changes 2000.

Young Amateur of the Year 1999. Mark
Haynes 2E0APH (centre) with RSGB
President Hilary Claytonsmith G4JKS
(left) and David Hendon. Chief
Executive of the
Radiocommunications Agency (right).
On the far right of the photograph are
Mark's proud parents. 'Runner Up' for
1999 Daniel Keene G7GIK is shown
to the left of Hilary G4JKS, together
with his equally proud parents.

Fig. 2: A photograph
from the Worcester
REMAP panel show
simple and complex
items which
together enable their
severely disabled
young owner to
write, draw or colour
as desired. Similar
engineering
approaches are used
to help disabled
Radio Amateurs
with hand/arm
disabilities to
operate their radio
equipment.

Fresh '1N414' Chips From Kanga!

Despairing constructors lamenting the loss of the
long-established ZN414 'one chip' radio integrated
circuit need worn no longer because PW has learned
that 'Fresh Chips' are now available from Kanga
Products! The good news wrapped in a plastic hag
(not newspaper!, came from John Fletcher
G4EDX. who recently acquired Kanga Products.
when he presented PW Editor Rob Mannion
G3XFD with a new MK434 i.c., an ;almost: direct
replacement for the very popular ZN414. The 'fresh
chip' arrived at the G-QRP Club's Rochdale QRP
Convention on Saturday 23rd of October and proved
ven popular with the keen 'home brewers'
attending the 'traditional rally' which forms the
heart of the long-established convention!

John explained that. -The Ferranti 2N414 was
a ten -transistor tr.( receiver integrated circuit
supplied originally in a 1'0-18 case and later in a
1'0-92 plastic package It was the heart of a simple
a.m receiver and for years it was a popular subject
for projects in electronics magazines. For many
enthusiasts the ZN414 must have been their
introduction to receiver construction. Sadly the
ZN414 is no longer made hut the MK484 is now
available as a replacement-

Kanga Products have the MK484 available for
fl )plus 50p P&P any quantity) and in the
comprehensive details, complete with circuit, the
slight pm -out differences in the three -lead
component are clearly illustrated in the diagram
provided. Further details from Kanga Products,
Sandford Works, Cobden Street, Long Eaton,
Nottingham NG10 1BL Tel: 0115-967 0918. Fax:
01470-05614608. E-mail to
saleOkanga.demon.co.uk or look up their
Web site: http://www.kanga.demon.co.uk
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NY FROM Mild row WITH NOTHIAS TO PAY writ
To celebrate the end of 1999, we have re -introduced the buy now pay later scheme. Ws simple! PAY NOTHI

months has finished you can pay the balance in full WITH NO INTEREST CHARGES whatsoever. Alternativ

months) until the amount has been settled at 24.9% APR. You can still buy at a discounted price from your f
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KEN WOOD
 TS -8705

',SP HF

Iranscosi- .1,

RRP 11999 Transceiver only.

Package deal:
 15-8705 HF Transceiver

 SP -3I Matching Speaker

 MC -60A Deluxe Desk

Microphone

 GSV1000 HD 25.30A PSI_

Total value £2400

ML&S 11950 or PAS

NOTHING, FOR 6 MONTHS,

then pas 11950.00 with NO

NITRIC! or pas 182.29 Wm

for 16 months at 24.9% APR

 TS-570DGE
An eifellent 558 & CW HF

Transceiver with superb DV

RRP L999 Tranweiser onls

Package deal:
 --3-UOGE HF Trartscene,

 5P-21 Matching Speaker

 MC -60A Deluxe Desk

MikToPhone
 YX-8894-1 SSB fiber or

YK88C-1 CW filter

 5amlex SEC 1223 Base PSL

Total value 11 1411

MI&S 11240 of PAS

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS.

then £1240 with NO

INTEREST. or pas £52.13 for

16 months at 24.9" APR

TM-V7E
41.1 band 2/70. 3550W

mobile transceiver with blue

I

RRP £649.95

ML&S 1449 or PAY NOTHING

fOR 6 MONTHS, then pas

L.449 with NO INTEREST. or

pay £18.9; for 36 months at

24.9% APR

 TH-D7E
The only handle m the world

with a built in 9k6 packet

model burh-in

RRP £319.95 or PAY

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas £319.95 with NO

INTEREST, or pay £13.50 for

16 months at 24.9% APR

 TM-G707E
Twin band 2/70 Si ioss

mobile. one band at a tome'

RRP 1349.93 PAY NOTHING

FOR 6 MONTHS then pas

1349.95 with NO INTEREST,

at pay £14.77 fix 36 months at

24.9% APR

 FT -100

RRP 11249 Trarivrener only

Package deal:
 FT -100 lbOriv-Ikm

Transceiver

 FC20Aulor
Tuner

 Samlex SEC1223 Base PSI

Total value £1554

MIAS 11410 PAY NOTHING

FOR Fi MONTHS then pas

£1410 with NO INTEREST or

pay E5930 for 36 months at

24.9% APR

NO

YAE SU
 FT -847
Ina r, tilts own, the onlY
160m- -Os m all mode base

station available.

RRP 11699 Transcener ants

Package deal:
 FT -847 HF-UHF Base

Station

 FC-20 Automatic Antenna
Tuner

 MD -100 Desk Mic
 Smiles SEC12.23 base PSL

 Yaesu 1T-115502 Collins
558 Filter

Total value £2217

ML&S E1999 or PAY

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas £1999 with NO

INTEREST or pas £84.36 for

16 months at 24.9% APR

 FT-1000MP/AC
Needing no introduction, d it's

good enough to G3NUG its

good enough for me!

RRP 12399 Transceiser onto

Package deal:

 11.1000s1P.AC DSP HI

Transceiver

 SP8 Matching Desk

Speaker

 MD -100 Desk Mic
 MI 5-711 INRATI SSEIN

Filter

Total value: £2757

WAS £2350 or PA1

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas £2350 with NO

INTEREST or pas 199 I for

36 months at 24.9°., APR

)EPOSIT

 FT920AF
Oilen over shadowed by the

FT-1000MP. the newer design

FT -920 sports HF & 6 metres in

one neat package

RRP £1499 Transceiver onls

Package deal:
 FT-920AF HE + 6M

Transceiver

 SP8 Matching Desk

Speaker

 MD -I00 Desk Mic
 GSA'- 3(X10 25-30A PSU

Total salut.: L1920

ML&S 11699

or P141 NOTHING FOR 6

MONTHS then pas £1699

with NO INTEREST or pas

£71.70 for 36 months al

24.9% APR

 Quadra VL-1000
The uhimate bur once only

I kW HT *651 L near

RRP 14690

ML&S 13999 or PAY

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas 13999 with NO

INTEREST or pas L168.76 for

36 months at 24.9".. APR

 FT -90
The smallest lightest micro

2/70 transceiver in the world

Even has a remote head!

RRP £419

ML&S BM or PAY

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas 1189 with NO

INTERESTor pay 116.42 foe 36

months at 24.9% APR

 VX-5R
Killed the competition stone

dead ..A full feature 641/70

Handle with lithium battery &

5 Watts as supplied

RRP L159 Handle Only

Package deal:
 VX-5R 6/2.70 Handle with

5W as standard

 ADMS-1E Programming

software

 CN-3 BNC Adapter
 3C-73 Sort Case
 FBA -23 Empty Cell case

 SU-1 Barometric Pressure

Sensor Unit

Total value £450

MIAS 1399 or PAY

NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

then pas 1399 with NO

INTEREST or pay £16.84 for

36 months al 24.9% APR.

 VR-500
A bit late hut vou should boss

sou always have to wad to the

BEST The smallest best

performance Hand* Scanner

from Saesu. who else?

RRP £299

Hardie Scanner unto

Package deal:
 ADMS-3 Programming

software

 ENB-59 500mA Ni-(
pack

 NC -60U Wall charger
 CSC -72 Solt Case

 Delrien nett dos

Total value: E409.00

or PAY NOTHING FOR 6

MONTHS then pas E409 WITH

NO INTEREST or pas £17.26 fie

36 months al 24.9% APR

HING TO PAY FOR 6 MONTHS
REST FREE PERIOD OF 6 MONTHS

>>20 D



MI 200a WREST WI/
NG for SIX MONTHS (not even a deposit). Before the SIX

at the end of six months, pay monthly (up to 36

tvourite dealer and get INTEREST FREE CREDIT!

C)

1COM
 IC-706Mk 11G
Set the trend for a shack in me. iris. i ton,

mode does everything ialnxsti

RRP LI 249.95 Tranariser only

Package deal:

 IC-706mk1 IG
 Samlex SEC 1223 Base PSU

 AT -180 ATU
 FL223 SSBN Filter

Total value: £1780

ML&S f 1;80 or PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS then

pas L I ;811 KITH NO INTEREST or pas £66.68 for 36

months at 24.9'.- APR

 IC -746
A bnlbard performer with HF, 6M and 2N1 as standard.

100W right across the range

RRP £1699.99 Transceiver only

Package deal:

 IC -746 HF/6/2 100 Watts

 Sante% SK 1223
 SP -21 Matching Desk Speaker
 EL -223558N Filter
 5413 Desk Microphone,

Total satire: f 2042

ML&S LI740 or PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS then

pas L1740 WITH NO INTEREST or pas £71.43 for 36

months al 24.9% APR

 IC-775DSPmk11
The only current 200W Base Station machine available

tr day, Excellent DSP and PSU, ATU as standard.

RRP £2999.99 Tranaeiser onh

Package deal:

 IC.775DSPmk11 200W with built m PSU P. Tuner

 SP -20 Base Speaker with fihers

 IC-SM8 Desk Mx
 FL223 SS8N Filter

total value: E3333

MILS E2675 or PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS then

pas £2675 WITH NO INTEREST or pay L112.89 for 16

months at 24.9: APR

!wed offer, please call first!

 ICR-2E
The small P. economic scanner for sour pocket from

loam

RRP £149.99

ML&S f 149.99 with free scanner book and postage

 IC-756PR0 NOW IN STOCK!!
The latest model from 1(.0M to compete with the FT.

I000MP. 32 bit DSP ensures top level noise reduced HF

operation.

Call for latest deak on this

RRP1.1199.4,0 (mush( new yr 2000

odal.
special deal:

m

 lop trade in salves on good clean IC -756 originals.

 All IC-756PrOs sold this month are offered with the

original FIVE YEAR WARRANTY as standard.

STOP PRESS!

SAT
Calling all FT -900 owners!
Wish you bought the internal ATU for your

FT -900 when it was available? We have 5

ATU-2 pieces only, brand new at only L225.

Once sold there will be no more.

Calling all FT -8500 Owners!
We have got a handful of YSK-8500 remote

head kits

Retail was £59, give us £25!

 The new Cushcraft
Mini Beam

New from Cushcraft
MA5B Compact HF Multiband
Beam Antenna

,att's newest compaa multiband Hf
provides 5 -bands in a package small

ti m mnum mon a small mast The MACK la
gn that does not sacrifice ruggedness,

renormance and power handling to its sue and

ease of installation Lightsseight rotator will easily
'urn assembly

 Five HF bands
 10. 12 15, 20m
 Power rating 1.2111
 Input impedance 50U
 Sidelobe an. 25dB
 VSWR 2

 Longest element 5.2m
 Tuning radius of 2.7m
 Boom length 2.2m
 Boom diameter 3.8cm
 Wind surface .3m2
 Weight 12kg

MA5B. 5 -Band Multiband Beam

Antenna £289.95

 Samlex SEC -1223 PSU
Around the same sae as an K-706 this tardasfic
nea PR! is a must to the shack IOTA use. or

indeed anywhere small compact 13.8 Is required.

Ideal to use with the FT -100. F7-848. K-706.
IC -736 etc.

 Voltage out:13.8 DC
 (went. 234.5arips
 Cooling: Internal hearsink & Ian
 Input: 240V la 110 with int.
 Dunn -dons: 57 x 177 g 190mm
 wade: I 45kg

Only £89.95 inc. VAT

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS
140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE,

EALING, LONDON W13 9SB
OPE\ SE% EN MIS 411E11.110N  SAT 9.30 6.00. SIADA1 s 10.00 

now in its

qt h year

FINANCE EXAMPLE
AN rum*. do ow Include. P&P

Prin Orpna
\

t\ilia iii
i 'Ii

Unth XMrai. lad vie
al I mei Prim I. t.r.

e.10.4 0.2% (1121 It

%mien quicsim on. Is, ai1,41$1r miucsu

I TEL: 0208 566 1120

IWeb site: MLandS.co,uk

111114i1pcismarsalivisaino siellassa
011Pilibusavimmalta.Weadtaisiso 064
NOW alintorowirso.P4100406841
dm rsi 6.16141644418CollheSsWOOlediv

Piroommtpimilise sheaelies Wei
awls AM mis ralwasi uvronand rod ollendob

menututrona woo Allpicesmilier
caitictionerbild40484cet lb NNW dhow*
asIkcalalliminlvechnskimetarltbilechil
went Mulls antsakilempast FormisMOctli

E40111801pen milrlisis

I FAX: 0208 566 1207

Imail: salesiMUndS,co.uk

Hassle -Free Shopping!
ML&S now offer you the chance to come

and look at our amazing range of Amateur Radio and Short
Wave products on Sundays.

Yes, that's right - no traffic, no parking restrictions, no
pressure!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON - SAT, 9.30am - 6.00pm
SUN, 10am - 4pm

Heil Sound
ML&S are the sole authorised retailers of this excellent range of

TX/R X Audio products from the USA. As used by the 9MOC

DXpedition last year, treat yourself to either the
HC4 for DX or HC5 'full articulation' inserts.

The Pro Series Headsets are designed to meet
the demands of top contesters and DX
chasers, The light and comfortable headset

combines with a flexible boom which houses
either a HC4 DX or HC5 full -BBC quality'
microphone insert.

This month we are offering a
special package deal.
Proset 4 DX h/set + boom with FREE HC5

insert and lead for your rig.

Total RRP £172, ML&S £129.95.

Heil Prose! Professional Headset & Boom Microphone.
HC -4 & HC -5 Inserts. Foot Switch.
Heil Pro Micro Lighhieight Headset & Boom Microphone

40-11------aff,--..---V-te
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Counting Up From The Millennium!
Most of us are somewhat tired of the various 'count downs' to the coming 'Millennium'. However, for this issue, the last for

1999, Rob Mannion G3XFD is presenting the final 'counting up' from the Millennium! Rob is letting his imagination run wild

with 'cuttings' of imaginary Amateur Radio 'news' items which (might) appear in the magazine in future years. They're

1

intended to be thought provoking, sometimes controversial and interesting but above all ... imaginary!

/44.\.,,
\it /

la\POWNO''Elderly Amateur
Radio Net On 13/41:

For Dangerous Drilling Anowitemilsuccus
iin elderly disabled Amateur Radio
enthusiast has made 'headline' news in the
tabloid news -disk pages recently, so our
News Desk Editor, Daniel Daire, has
discovered. In his report Dan writes:
"The Radio Amateur Involved, one
Rupert Berhnardt Mannion is an 86

year -old severely disabled motorised 'buggy'
bound enthusiast who has been causing "chaos"
(sic) according to the tabloid press - by driving
his battery -powered conveyance without due care
and attention - having run down several
customers in his local Sainsbury-Thsco store in
Ferndown, in the Wessex Region of the Federated
English States (FES).

"It appears that despite being warned by the
local Community Police Sub -Contractors Wessex-
Pol. Mannion had insisted on continuing to
drive his 'buggy' while talking on his
Amateur Radio 'mobile' equipment. The
incident became so serious that the nearest
full-time Policeman had to be called in to
handle the case, rather than the local Sub -
Contractors. This meant the officer had to
travel from East Anglia where he'd been
called to deal with a particularly heinous
Motoring Offence.

A Practical Wireless Connection?

Unconfirmed reports - from the notoriously
unreliable tabloid disk press - also state that
Mannion, who (allegedly) still insists on using the
callsign G3XFD (which is illegal as it pre -dates the
break-up of the original United Kingdom and the
formation of the FES) claims some connection with
Practical Wireless. This - if true - might have
repercussions as such irresponsible PIPs (Privileged
Infirm Persons) could be seen to be doing much
harm to our hobby while driving their 'buggies' and
trying to operate their illegal high power (yes ...
more than the EMC regulation IOW p.e.p. limit!)
transceivers at the same time!

Dan Daire continues: "From my investigations it
appears that 'G3XFD' - as he insists it must be - has
run down several supermarket customers and the
excessive power levels from his transmitter have
also caused several other wheelchair and 'buggy'
users to lose control of their conveyance as the
transmissions affected the electronic controls. One
(reportedly) shot into reverse as Mannion passed by

,h Ink

and deposited its rider into an ornamental fishpond
outside the store and another accelerated into the
fish counter ... ending up amongst a fresh delivery of
Spanish Squid!

"Finally" (says our Newsdesk Editor) ... "The
whole sorry story is compounded by the fact that it
appears Mannion has been operating his whole
Amateur Radio hobby from his especially adapted
PIPs bungalow without the permission of the
Neighbourhood Inspection Council Electorates
(NICE)! This (so he claims) is because he had been
living in the bungalow since 2000, before the advent
of the FES.

So, here we have the possibility of a truly major
offender bringing our hobby into dis-repute! I can
say this because it also appears that 1141XFIT as
using analogue superhet receivers which are

capable of radiating their 1 milliwatt local oscillator
signals more than 10 metres! And none of his
Amateur Radio equipment has been vetted and
passed (by the local NICE committee) to their
satisfaction.

No doubt we'll hear more about this rather
cantankerous (obvious from his behaviour!) PIP -
but in this our Centenary Year - it's rather
unfortunate that the irresponsible actions of such a

long 'serving' Radio Amateur could bring a
disproportionate amount of bad publicity to the
hobby. It's a great pity that we don't have Memory -
Disk records of PW from before the year 2010. If
they were available - we'd probably be able to
dismiss 'G3XFD's' claimed connection with PW as a
pure figment of his own (narrow-minded and one -
tracked) imagination!

(Novo Report and comment hem the
October PAM PW soworliak).

.1. he newly introduced 'RadioNet'
licence free radio -linked International
computer service based on 6.5MHz
has taken the UK and the EU by
'storm'. Based on computer -
transceiver units the system has
proved beyond doubt that users

previously limited by the original telephone -
based 'Internet' systems land -line costs and
availability limitations, now have greater
freedom at no cost!

Now, once the user has bought a
Government Catalogued High Quality
(GCHQ) approved computer -transceiver (no
licence required) and erected the simple
antenna, they'll he ready to join the
'Internet Of The Air' at no cost whatsoever,
apart from the initial and running costs of
the equipment. Additionally ... no training is
required to set up the radio link!

Based on each individual system
providing a 'cell', the 6.5MHz system
provides free radio -linked computing
message services throughout Europe and
around the World. The thousands of
individual units 'report' via the 6.5MHz
common frequency to a 'server' transmitter
located in each region. No on -off switch is
provided as each system must be 'on' to pass
traffic to and from others units as part of the
cell. However, the encrypted messages can
only be 'opened' and 'read' by individual
readers they are being sent to.

Success of the system was guaranteed
.,nee the necessary International short-wave
radio links were set up. These, in the same
way as the regional 'server' provider's
transmitter -receivers, are 'sponsored' by
major computer manufacturers who - in
return for providing the free high power
stations in each region are allowed to 'tag
on' advertising and sales information to
every message radiated in their area.

However, it's not all good news! There
are reports of computer interference to the
newly -extended '40 Metre' Amateur Band
which starts at 6.7MHz, from badly adjusted
GCHQ computer -transmitters. But you can
be sure - PW will watch developments of this
network (and GCHQ equipment( very
closely on behalf of readers!

\(Novrs report from PW, August 2003).

Please direct any correspondence or comments to the PW' office in the correct year - remembering
to add the relevant space -time -warp code.
-
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NOVEMBER SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Whether you are brand new to the hobby of radio
monitoring or a seasoned DXer, there is something in

Short Wave Magazine for you every month!

BROADCAST SECTION

 _M&S
 Bano,can Arriericp

Info In Orbit Special
Weather atellits - Getting Going

It all started durin a lupc hour ... yes, that's when
Lawrence Harris first earl a out weather satellites.
But it took a further years efore he found the

opportunity to -inves ate them.

'Info' Reade res
Lawrence shares a few more o the plc ures submitted

by 'Info In Orbit' readers.

Info In Orbit
Lawrence's reg

q464-64111.

OKEAN-414A SateliTte With A Mission
Recent bursts 81f telemetry from OKEAN-O may have

been the first heard from this type of satellite by some
newcomers to WXSAT monitoring. Lawrence takes a look
at its instrumentation, which helps explain the unusual

images that we may see during the coming months.

WXSAT Reception Competition
Competitive image acquisition was the theme of the

recent RIG mailing list contest. However, Lawrence forgot
to set-up his gear. Read all about the winning entries.

Also This Month
Philip Mitchell explains how to become an expert

weather forecaster for a minimum outlay, by utilising a
wealth of data transmitted via h.f. radio teletype.

Paul Swansbury gathers with like minded devotees and
discusses various radio wish lists. Did they come up wall

a dream receiver? Read 'Radio - Technology Pull or
Market Push' and find out.

Joe Carr K4IPV takes a final look at
'Passive RF Parts You Can Use'.

CRAMMED FULL OF ESSENTIAL INFO FOR
ANY RADIO ENTHUSIAST - CAN YOU
REALLY AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT?

November 1999 issue
On Sale Now - E2.99 - Miss it! Miss out!

short waves' hie

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

EASTCOMM
THIS MONTH'S

SPECIAL OFFERS
Limited Stock Only

Prices INCLUDE UK Mainland Carriage
BEAM ANTENNAS

MOSLEY CL33M 3EL 10/15/20m £359
MOSLEY TW33M 3EL 12/17/30m £199
TONNA 20623 23EL 1296MHz £34

VERTICAL ANTENNAS
SIRIO SA270LN 2.7m 2n1,70cm £79
SIRIO GP49-70 2.5m 49-71MHz £69
SIRIO SD1300N Discone25-1300MHz £65

MOBILE ANTENNAS
DIAMOND D505 Active Rx1.5-1300MHz £69
SIRIO HP2000 1.2m Whip 2m £29
SIRIO HP7000 0.4m Whip 70cm £29

REMOTE ANTENNA SWITCHES
DELTA 2 WAY Heated 500MHz £79

WAVEME7ERS
AKD VVA 1 120 450MHz £29
AKD WA2 50-210MHz £29
AKD WA3 1.8-92MHz £49

RF ANALYSERS
AEA SWR121H 1-32MHz £179
AEA SWR121V/LI 120-175, 400-475MHz £199

POWER SUPPLIES
R IV I S HT1520 V/A Meters 20/25A £109

MORSE KEYS
HI -MOUND HK808 STRAIGHT £79
HI -MOUND MK702 S/PADDLE £39
HI -MOUND MK704 T/PADDLE £19
KENT SPKA S/PADDLE £45

DUMMY LOADS
DL500 1.5kW + P. Meter 200MHz £49
NEVADA PSDL 15W 3GHz £25

EX -DEMO HF RECEIVER 0.1-30MHz
JRC NRD535DG+CFL243W +CMF78 £849

SWR METERS
RMS CN144 140-170MHz 1.5kW £69
RMS CN220 1.8-250MHz 1.5kW £79
REVEX W544 140-460MHz 400W £89

Available only by mail order from:

CAS reomw
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps

Sales lineorder
VISA

01692 650077
ax: U Ib Z bbUyZb weosite: www.cqcqcq.com
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01
922
41
47
96

Ask for Dave
(G1LBE)

Open Mon -Fri
9.30 - 6.00pm.

Sat 9.30 - 4.00pm

WEB SITE

http://treespace virgin net/radio world

E-mail

radio.world@,virgin net

In= -1

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit (arris

WM1111)
USED

EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME

BEST PRICES
PAID!

RADIOWORLD
(WEST MIDLANDS)

42 BROOK LANE TEL SALES & SERVICE: 01922 414796
GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ
WE ARE S MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

Main dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu & Kenwood
0 Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment

ICOM YAESU KENV/OOD AL/NCO
Most of the loom range will carry

nbefievable discounts. Ring for details

%14
c,10t*

M

IC -706G
HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

£999

IC -746
HF, 6m. 2m 100W. 100W,
100W with tuner built in.

£1395

fiCR 1000
Computer driven

receiver.

IC-T8E
Triple bander. 5W
output.
Military spec.
£299

ICOM IC -R75
Latest Icom receiver. 0-30 +
6m. Outstanding receive with
DSP. £629

FT-920AF
HF & 6m built-in tuner

with FM & FREE AM/FM
Filter. £1499

FT-1000MP AC
Dual Receiver. Digital

100W Competition radio.
£24-99

FT-VX 1R
VHF/UHF
Handie.

Micro small.
£POA

FT -847
The new mobile -
base. DSP HF 2m-

70cm 50MHz.
1_14.99

FT -100
HF 6m/2m/70cm extra

small mobile.
Information to follow.

TS -870
Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,ECI N/R.

£1499

TS-570DG
Dedicated HF mobile -
base DSP with built-in

tuner. £899

TH-G71E
Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

£239

C=3
TM -G707

The new mobile package
with features: High

visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,

memory name function,
multiscan facility & built-

in cress. £299

DX -70TH
HF ,-6R1 £599

DR -M06
6M MOBILE 20W

£215

DR -140
2M mobile 50W

£220

DR -430
Mobile 70cm
£220

DJ -G5
2M/70CM handie

£237

PRICE MATCH
Up to 5% extra discount may be available on

selected items.

WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
Microphones - Icom
SM6 ohm, 8 pin, desk mic 159

SM8 1 31600 ohm selectable, 8 pin

desk mic 1100

SM20 600ahm, 8 pin, deluxe

desk mic 1106

Speakers - Icom
SP20 base station loudspeaker with audio

filter 1125

SP21 base station loudspeaker E65

Microphones - Kenwood
C 60A dual impedance desk mic internal pre -

amp 1106

MC -80 electret desk mic with pre -amp 165

MC -85 electret desk mic with pre -amp

& compressor . 1125

MC -90 desk mic for DSP transceivers.. 1169

Speakers - Kenwood
SP -23 station loudspeaker for

TS -450/690S/5700 162
SP -31 station loudspeaker for

TS -850/870S 174.50

SP -950 station loudspeaker for

TS-950SDX 198

Yaesu FT -847 options
Auks 100 active tuning ant system .1224

FC.20 automatic ant tuner E197

MD -100 A8X desk top mit E99

YE -115C 455kHz/500Hz Collins Mechanical

filter 189

YF-1158 02 2 7kHZ SSB filter Collins

Mechanical 189

We also stock all makes of
antennas:- Cushcraft,

Diamond, Sirio, Watson,
Pro -Am, etc.
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42 BROOK LANE

GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ

SALES & SERVICE

TEL: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE DAVE FOR DETAILS!

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
MAKE MODEL PRICE KENWOOD TS-530SD HF MINT BASE 240V C295.00

DRAKE SW8 RECIEVER WORLD BAND £275.00 KENWOOD TS-690SAT HF I 6M, 50W £699.00
ICOM IC -271E 2M MULTI MODE £375.00 KENWOOD TS-690SAT TRANSCEIVER HF +50MHz £725.00
ICOM IC -275E 25W MULTI/MODE E550.00 KENWOOD TS -850 TRANSCEIVER 0-30MHz £695.00
ICOM IC -471E 70 WATT 70CM C450.00 KENWOOD TS -940S HF BASE 100W Inc 2 x CW Filters £599.00
ICOM IC -706 Mkt £499.00 KENWOOD TS-950SDX HF BASE DIGITAL 150W £1,895.00
ICOM IC-706MK 11 DSP TRANSCEIVER £599.00 KENWOOD R-5000 HF 0-30 £550.00
ICOM IC -725 HF/FM £425.00 MFJ 784B DSP FILTER f140.00
ICOM IC -725 TRANSCEIVER PLUS FM £450.00 REALISTIC DX -394 AS NEW HF £90.00
ICOM IC -726 HF 6M/ MULTI MODE £500.00 UNIVERSAL M-8000 TERMINAL C500.00
ICOM IC -735 HF 'MINT' £450.00 YAESU FC-102 ATU f120.00
ICOM IC -735 TRANSCEIVER £450.00 YAESU FC-707 ATU £95.00
ICOM IC -737 BASE TRANS, INC TUNER 0-30MHz £600.00 YAESU FC-757 AUTO ATU £175.00
ICOM IC -751 HF 0.30MHz 100W £400.00 YAESU FRG 8800 INCLUDING CONVERTER £295.00
ICOM IC -765 HF Base Station 0-30MHz £995.00 YAESU FRG -100 MINT CONDITION WITH PSU £350.00
ICOM IC -775 DSP 200W MAINS HF C1,799.00 YAESU FRG -100 FM KEY PAD £350.00
ICOM IC-T8E 2 m 70m & 6m HANDIE £230.00 YAESU FRG -7700 FOR 7700 £250.00
ICOM IC-X21ET DUAL BANDER 2370CM HANDIE £225.00 YAESU FT 2908 2m Multi Mode £195.00
ICOM R-7000 25MHzi 2GHz £500.00 YAESU FT 890 HF Gen "as new" £600.00
ICOM R-7000 INCLUDING REMOTE C550.00 YAESU FT -10 HANDIE 2M [100.00
ICOM SP -20 SPEAKER £90.00 YAESU FT -100 LATEST HF/6M/2M/70CM £899.00
JRC NRD-135 HF-GENERAL DC £499.00 YAESU FT-1000MP AC £1,500.00
JRC NRD-245 HF/6M 150W MAINS £1,599.00 YAESU FT-1000MP AC £1,599.00
KANTRONICS KAM PLUS TNC C220.00 YAESU FT -11 2M HANDIE £140.00
KENWOOD AT -230 ATU 0-30MHz 140.00 YAESU FT -11 HANDIE 2M £100.00
KENWOOD PS -33 Power Supply £120.00 YAESU FT -290R11 2M MULTI MODE £275.00
KENWOOD PS -52 22AMP PSU 870 EXT £195.00 YAESU FT -3000M 2 METER 70W £200.00
KENWOOD R-5000 INCLUDING CONVERTER ALL FILTERS £699.00 YAESU FT -51R DUAL BAND HANDIE £249.00
KENWOOD SP -31 SPEAKER £50.00 YAESU FT -690 6M MULTI MODE £295.00
KENWOOD TH-G71 LATEST DUAL BAND HANDIE £200.00 YAESU FT -707 100W HF £250.00
KENWOOD TL -922 AMP MINT LATE MODEL £1,100.00 YAESU FT -747 TRANSCEIVER 050.00
KENWOOD TM -255E 2M MULTI MODE £500.00 YAESU FT -757 GXMK1 TRANSCEIVER £400.00
KENWOOD TR-751 MULTI MODE 2M £325.00 YAESU FT -8100R DUAL BANDER £250.00
KENWOOD TS -140S HF/0-30MHz TRANSCEIVER £400.00 YAESU FT -840 0-30MHz TRANSCEIVER £495.00
KENWOOD TS -430 HF 0-30MHz 100W £350.00 YAESU FT -847 HF/6M/2M/70CM £1,099.00
KENWOOD TS -440 SAT TRANSCEIVER £525.00 YAESU FT -920 AF TRANSCEIVER £999.00
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Carrying on the

As is usual at

this time of year,

the Rev. George

Dobbs G3RJV

has a special

offering for you

which he says

are "two little

circuits for after

the Christmas

pudding"

(provided you

can keep awake

of course)! But

first comes the

usual

appropriate

quotation ...

52
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Heading photograph: What's G3RJV 'leading up to' and what's in the box? Read
this month's offering to find out!

"The siren waits thee,
singing song for song"
Walter Savage Landor 1775 - 1864,

n the whole, Christmas
traditions should be left
untouched, however new they
are. I say this because, in recent
years, I've offered a couple of
little circuits each Christmas to
relieve the tensions of the

festivities and to provide an escape route
to the workshop! Over -filled with food
and weary of the social obligations, the
radio constructor can retire to the
workbench saying "I am just going a
make a little novelty for the children (or
grandchildren!)".

For this month I've provided a
novelty circuit with a more useful circuit
thrown in to justify the exercise. So,
gather up the bits for these circuits
before the shops and mail order
companies close for the ever -longer
break and prepare yourself for a little
Christmas peace in the workshop.

The Pole -Check

Fig. 1: The 'Pole Check' project built into the top of a 35mm film
canister (see text).

The Tole -Check' is a useful little circuit, which has
been around in some form or other for many years.
It's simply two leads coming from a small container
(I use a 35mm film canister - see
Fig. 1) that may be used to check
the polarity of a circuit or a power
source. Each of the leads has a light
emitting diode (I.e.d.) mounted at
the point where it enters the
container.

When the leads are applied
across a circuit or a power source,
one of the l.e.d.s will light to show
that the adjacent lead is connected
to the positive (+) side of the
circuit. It's very simple ... a lighted
I.e.d. shows a positive lead.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
The whole thing comprises of just
four diodes, two l.e.d.s and a
resistor and works as follows:

rwsnea I

D1

Probe 1

Imagine that the probes are connected to a voltage
source of unknown polarity. If probe 1 is connected to
the positive side of the voltage, diode Dl will conduct
passing current to l.e.d. 1, through the resistor (a
current limiter for the l.e.d.) and D3 provides the
completed path, I.e.d.1 will light.

If probe 2 is connected to the positive side, the
conducting path will be via D4,
l.e.d. 2, the resistor and D2. In
this case I.e.d. 2 will light. It's as
simple as that!

The heading photograph
shows my prototype and as I've
already mentioned - I used the
35mm film canister to hold the
minimal electronics although a

D4 smaller container would do the
job. The probes are two clip leads
that enter the lid of the canister
with an l.e.d. placed close to each
lead. The placement of the leads
and the I.e.d.s must follow the
circuit: probe 1 next to 1.e.d. 1
and probe 2 next to I.e.d. 2.

The only thing likely to go

Probe 2

Fig. 2: Circuit of the 'Pole Check'
circuit which, although being
extremely simple ... will prove useful
in the tool -box (see text).
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Fig. 3: The 'Siren' project circuit which G3RJV suggests could be used as
'justification' for disappearing into the workshopl

wrong with the building of this circuit is (ironically!)
failure to get the polarity correct! The diodes and the
l.e.d.s must be mounted as shown in the circuit
diagram. ( Fig. 1 shows the polarity of the diodes and
the I.e.d.s.l.

The circuit suggests the 1N4001 for D1-4. In fact.
I used 1N4005 diodes because I have a lot of them.
The 1.e.d.s are standard red types. The circuit is fine
for use up to 12V and ideal for keeping in a car
toolbox to check those complex wiring harnesses.

The Siren
The diagram an Fig. 3 shows the
'justification circuit' I've mentioned.
This project provides the ideal excuse
for being in the workshop!

In fact, the project is a wailing siren
sound generator (see picture in Fig. 4),
which should prove popular with
children. It produces a rather alarming
sound that's easy to vary and
customise to the youngster's taste and
could also be used as an alarm.

The circuit is built around two 555
timer chips (the 555 was probably the
first and is still the most popular timer
chip). The device is often operated in
an astable mode where it's re.triggered
to work as a free running oscillator,
the trigger connection on pin 2 is
connected to the threshold connection
at pin 6. (It can run in a monostable
mode, where an input pulse to pin 2
triggers a timed output).

A control voltage input, at. pin 5,
allows the output frequency to be
modulated. This is the facility used in
this circuit to produce the waling effect.

The integrated circuit. ICI, is wired as an
astable oscillator with a frequency of around 800Hz.
The output is a square wave and the frequency is
determined by the values of Rl. R2 and Cl. Ideally
the value of R2 should be at least three times the
value of Rl. The output is coupled via a capacitor
from pin 3.

There's enough output to drive a small
loudspeaker but the total d.c. resistance presented to
the output should be in the order of 8011. If. as in my
case, an 8011 speaker was not available, a series
resistance, Rx, can be used to make up the total
resistance. (The volume will not be very high but

probably high enough
for the potentially
unpleasant sounds
this circuit can emit!).

Lower Frequency
The second 'chip'.
IC2, is another
astable oscillator
running at a much
lower frequency. This
provides a ramp
voltage to modulate
the 800Hz oscillator.
The slow waveform at
Cf feeds a pnp emitter
follower transistor,
which modulates ICI
via the 2.7kfl resistor.
This produces a slow

frequency modulation of the signal generated by ICI.
The overall wailing effect depends upon the

frequency of this modulation. There is some advantage
in offering a range of 'undesirable' sounds and this
range could be achieved by altering the values of
either Cf or Rf, which control the frequency of IC2.

Since the value of Cf is the more difficult to vary. I
arranged for the value of Rf to be made up from a
fixed resistance and a pre-set potentiometer wired as a
variable resistance. The values shown seem to produce
a useful range of sound effects. This is an area where
the individual constructor can play and perhaps gain
the approval of the recipient of the unit!

Fig. 4: The 'Siren' circuit can be built into a simple ABS plastic box and
could be used a part of a 'shack' burglar alarm circuit (see text).

I built my version of the circuit on perf-board and
mounted it in a small ABS box with a small speaker, a
PP3 battery and a switch. Individual constructors
could no doubt find more novel and appealing
(apalling perhaps?) ways to mount the circuit. It may
even fit inside a toy or one of those small PC speaker
cases. Possibly the most important thing is to find
someone who will take it away from you!

So - have a peaceful Christmas and a very happy
new Millennium! PW
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November 14: The Great Northern
Hainfest is to be held at the
Metrodome Leisure Complex, Queens
Road, Barnsley, near to town centre,
less than two miles from junction 37
Ml motorway, just five minutes walk
from the train and bus stations. Doors
open at 1000 and admission is £2. The
venue is all on one level with excellent
disabled facilities. There will be the
usual trade stands, component and
specialist interest groups and a large
Bring & Buy. Morse tests on demand,
from 1200 till 1500 (don't forget to
bring two passport photos and the
appropriate fee with you ). Talk -in on
145.550MHz. Ernie G4LUE on
(01226) 716339 or (08361748958
between 1800 and 2000.

November 14: The Midland Amateur
Radio Society are holding their 11th
Radio & Computer Rally at Stockland
Green Leisure Centre, Slade Road,
Erdington, Birmingham. Doors open at
1000. There is a large free car park,
free hampers draw, trade stands, local
dubs and special interest exhibits. For
trader information call Norman
G8BHE on 0121-422 9787 or for
general information, call Peter
G6DRN on 0121-443 1189.

November 14: The Bishop Auckland
Radio Amateurs Club (BARAC) Rally
will take place at Spennymoor Leisure
Centre. Please note this is a venue
ideally suited to both trader and
disabled, as it boasts good parking and
easy access to a large ground floor.
There will be the usual radio,
computer, electronics and Bring & Buy
stalls, as well as catering and bar
facilities. Morse tests are available on
demand. As you can imagine, there is
a lot to do within the confines of the
leisure centre, for those of the family
not interested in radio. Doors open
1100 (1030 for disabled access) and
admission is just £1, under 14s free of
charge if accompanied by an adult.
Talk -in on S22. Keith MOBLN on
(01388) 601401 or (0374) 417660.

November 16: South Normantor. &
District ARC are holding their Mini

Radio & Electronics Equipment Fair at
New Street Community Centre, South
Normanton near Alfreton. Derbyshire
starting at 1800. Easy access from the
Ml, J28, or the A38. Everyone
welcome, refreshments available.
Limited number of tables available,
strictly on a first come, first served
basis so early booking is essential.
Further details from i and to book
tables) Russell Bradley GOOKD on
(01773) 863892 or E-mail Duncan
Walters G4DFV on:
teslaCiewcom.net

November 21: The West Manchester
Radio Club are holding their Red Rose
Rally at Horwich Leisure Centre,
Horwich, Bolton, off J6 M61. Doors
open 1100, 1030 for disabled visitors.
Admission by programme, which costs
£1.50, £1 for OAP on the door. There
will be the usual stands, plus
refreshments and a Bring & Buy. Don
Aitchison G3BSA on (019421
871620.

November 21: The Bridgend &
District Amateur Radio Club are
holding their 13th Radio & Computer
Rally at the Bridgend Recreation
Centre, Bridgend, Mid -Glamorgan.
Doors open from 1030, admission is
£1.50. All the usual radio and
computer traders, licensed bar, Bring
& Buy, refreshments, family
attractions and free parking. Plenty of
room for visitors to mingle and browse.
signposting will be from junction 35 of
the M4. Talk -in on 145.550. More
details from Maurice GWOJZN on
(01656) 864579, FAX (01656)
864579.

November 27/28: The London
Amateur Radio & Computer Show is
to be held at the Lee Valley Leisure
Centre. Picketts Lock Lane,
Edmonton, London N9 OAS. The Lee
Valley Leisure Centre has modern
facilities, well illuminated halls,
extensive free parking and easy access
by roads.

December 4: The Rochdale & DARS
are holding their traditional radio
rally (yes, on Saturday!) at St
Vincent de Paul Catholic Church Hall.

Caldershaw Road. off the A680
Edenfield Road, approx two miles
west of Rochdale. Follow the orange
arrows from M62 J 20. Doors open
110011045 for disabled visitors).
There will be refreshments and a rest
area. John G70A1, evenings, on
(01706) 376204.

December 8: West Kent Raynet will
be holding their quarterly meeting at
the Castle Room in the Angel Centre
in Tunbridge. The meeting will start
from 2000 and any Radio Amateurs
who are interested in learning about
West Kent Raynet and its activities
will be welcome. Food will be available.
Further details from Colin COUCH
(QTHR) on (07930) 803664 or E-mail:
colin@g0uch.force9.co.uk

2000
January 23: The Lancastrian Rally
will be taking place at Lancaster
University. Routes from south - leave
M6 off at J33, routes from north - leave
M6 off at J34. opens at 1100, 1030 for
disabled visitors. Entrance fee is £1.50.
There will be a Bring & Buy, Morse
tests on demand - two passport photos
required. Licensed Café on site. For
booking details contact (01772)
621954.

January 16: Oldham ARC will be
holding their rally at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, Civic Centre, West
Street, Oldham, Lancashire. Doors
open 1100, 1030 for disabled visitors.
Event features the usual traders and a
Bring & Buy stall. Morse tests
available on demand. Talk -in on S22
via GB4ORC, commencing 0730.
Refreshments and free parking will be
available. Details: (01706) 367454. E-
mail: mlcvl@netcomuk.co.uk

February 6: The 15th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society are holding
their Radio & Computer Rally at the
Paddocks, (situated at the end of the
A130), Long Road, Canvey Island,
Essex. Doors open from 1030 and
features include Amateur Radio,
Computer & Electronic components
exhibitors, Bring & Buy, RSGB Morse

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the

contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on

Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a

service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event, please

contact the organisers direct. - Editor

testing on demand (two passport
photos !Nuked). There will also be
home-made refreshments, free car
parking with space outside main doors
for disabled visitors. Admission is just
£1. More information from Brian
67110 on (01268) 756331 before 2100
please.

February 6: Harwell Amateur Radio
Society will be holding a Radio &
Computing Rally February 6, 1030-
1530, at the Harwell Science &
Engineering Centre located just off
the A34 between Oxford & Newbury.
Signposted from A34, Talk -in on
145.550MHz. Further details from
Ann G8NVI on (01235) 816379 or on
http://www.hamradio.harwelLcom

February 13: The Northern Cross
Rally is to be held at Thomes Park
Athletics Stadium, Wakefield, in one
large hall, just out of town on the
Horbury Road. easy access from M1
J39 & 40 - well signposted and with
talk -in on 2m and 70cm. Doors open
1100 11030 for disabled visitors and
Bring & Buy). Details from Roy
GOTBY on (01924) 893321 (combined
telephone and FAX number).

March 19: The Norbreck Amateur
Radio, Electronics and Computing
Exhibition, organised by the Northern
Amateur Radio Societies Association
(NARSA) at the Norbreck Castle
Exhibition Centre, Blackpool. Don't
miss the largest single day exhibition
in the country. Peter Denton
G6CGF on 0151.630 5790.

March 19: Bournemouth Radio
Society's 13th annual sale at Kiru3on
Community Centre. Pelhams Park,
Millhams Rd, Kinson, Bournemouth.
Doors open 1030 and close at 1630.
Talk -in from G1BRS on 2m
144MHz I/S22. Amateur Radio and

computer traders, clubs and
specialised groups, excellent
refreshments, admission £1. Details
from Olive or Frank Goodger, 66
Selkirk Close, Merley, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1TP. (01202)
887721.

April 16: Swansea ARS will be
holding their annual show in the
Swansea Leisure Centre on the
A4067 Swansea -Mumbles coast road.
Doors open 1030-1700 and attractions
include: trade stands; Bring & Buy;
local interest groups; full catering &
licensed bar. Admission is only £1,
chili 50p. Further details from Roger
Williams GW4HSH, Show Secretary
on Tel: (01792) 404422.

TROUBLE
FINDING PW EACH MONTH?
We need to know if any of you are having problems obtaining Practical

Wireless. If you can't find a regular outlet, then let us know. Please contact
Distribution Complaints by telephone (01202) 659910,

FAX: (012021 659950, E -)nail dirt-comp4pwpublishing.ltd.uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court

Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

WE CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU KEEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please till in and cut out the coupon on this page.

Dear Newsagent, Oistnbuted by Seymou,

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless

Name
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

The CW Centre
R A Kent Keys & accessories Logikey keyers
 Hand key. kit 143.5  Logikey K3 keyer /129.95
 Hand key, assembled 156.5,  Superkeyer 3, kit £59.95
 KT1 professional key /65.50
 Team paddle, kit 156.50 Samson keyers

in paddle, assembled 169.50  ETM9C X3, with paddles 1139.95
 :iingle paddle, kit 148.50  ETM9COG X3, no paddles -1109.95
 Single paddle, assembled £59.50  ETM SQ twin paddle £39.95
 Morse trainer £44.95
 Practice oscillator /18.50 Schurr keys and paddles
 Practice oscillator kit £7.5.'  "Non" twin paddle 1129.95
 EK4 keyer 147.5.  "Portable" twin paddle 1119.95
 EK4/M memory keyer  Twin mechanism, no base
 EK4 memory upgrade kit /29.5  ditto for EN kevers
 Touch twin keyer kit 127.9(  Hand key, mahogany base £ I

 Electronic keyer kit £15.00
DK1WE

Swedish Pump Key  "Micky" miniature pump.. ...... 174.95
 Pedersen UK ION £99.95  "Twinky" miniature twin .05.95

Bencher keys and paddles MFJ
 BY I twin, black base 164.95 MFJ4I8 morse trainer £58.95

BY2 twin, chrome base £79.95  Soft case for 418 £8.50
 ST1 single, black base /64.95
 ST2 single. chrome base £79.95 Spares stocked, repairs undertaken.
 RJI pump, black base

RJ2 pump, chronic base
£59.95

£64.95
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAIL.

Prices include VAT. Carriage charged extra.

G 3 TU X
The QRP Component Company

PO Box 88, Haslemere GU27 2RF
Tel: (01428) 661501 Fax: (01428) 661794
F' f g3tux@aoLcom

S H 0 R'TWAV E shr
18 FAIRMH.E ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 21J
Phone Fa% 01202 4 90099 SHORTIIINF IIOTI INF: 0'000 fQDXCQ12-39r)

THE COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS
Receivers - Scanners - Transceivers

Call & discuss which part of the radio spectrum you wish
to operate and we will advise you on the most cost
effective way achieving it
 Full range of new & secondhand equipment
available.
 We stock all leading brands:-
Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave
Licence -Free Family Radio
Web site: http//www.shortwave.co.uk

MILES FROM Bourtamorni IISTINNATIONAIL Marmon 83073
300 YARD'. FROM CHROU MICH RAILWAY STATION. FORBCOLMT PARSING FOR DAUM F1,

New!
Doppler Radio

Direction Finding
Equipment

Amenca s Best,

rT
TEN-TEC

Complete projects
Kits and Modules

PLUS
Service, repairs and alignment to all makes.

New equipment - ask for a quotation.
Cable, Connectors, Commercial Mobile Antennas.

Adur Communications
Tel: (01903) 879526 servicetraourcomms corn

Belmont Buildings, The Street, Bramber, West Sussex BN44 3WE

PERSONALISED
CALLSIGN CLOCKS

These quartz clocks, hand finished
with

YOUR CALLSIGN
printed on the face are ideal gifts

for Radio Amateurs

They are not only an attractive and useful addition to
any radio shack, but also a valuable aid to an H.F.
operator using a rotary beam antenna system. They
have a large 9 inch (23cm) diameter face which gives
excellent visibility across a radio room. The hour is
indicated in both 12 and 24 hour format. The central
area of the clock is in three colours with a blue sky
effect background. A global map shows countries with
their bearing, in degrees. A single "AA" battery
provides over one years operation. Why not send one
to a friend abroad?

£39.95 includes World-wide delivery.
As well as the United Kingdom version, other models

are available for other parts of the world:
Western Europe Eastern Europe N.America (East)
N.America (Central)
S.America (East)
Alaska
East Africa
Near East
S.East Asia

Caribbean
South Africa
Far East
Australia

N.America (West)
S.America (West)

Hawaii
West Africa
South Asia

S.Pacific

STATE CLEARLY, CALLSIGN & AREA OF
WORLD, CLOCK IS TO BE CENTRED ON

Available only by mail order from:

ciAsreom4s
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps.

Sales order line

01692 650077
Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com J

VISA
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Hello and welcome to
the last Electronics -in -
Action (E-i-A) for this

Millennium. I'm not going to
worry about any millennium
bug, whatever name it's given,
I intend to hibernate over the
holiday period, stocking up
only on batteries for the toys
that the grandchildren will
surely get in Santa's sack.

Let me look at a few books for your
library so that you have
something to read
over the coming
festive time(?). A
compilation of four
vear's worth of
'Technical Topics', the
column written by Pat
Hawker G3VA, in
RadCom IThe Journal Of
The Radio Society Of
Great Britain) is now
available as a 'stand-
alone' book: Technical Topics
Scrapbook (1990-19941. The A4 -sized
book has over 300 pages all solidly
packed with comments, feedback,
ideas and small circuit details
covering all aspects of the hobby of
radio.

Presented in chronological order
(from January 1990 to December
1994) the pages are printed in the
same format as they originally
appeared in RadCom and make very
interesting reading. It's possible to
follow a thread of comments, or
ideas, as they were printed, but I
cannot put this book into a particular
category, as it covers so much of

IN

ACT:ON
interest. This is an excellent book that
reflects, from a a small time window.
the range of topics covered by Pat
Hawker in his column that
has appeared
continuously in
RadCom for the last 41
years.

Work Cut Out

The compilers of
Technical Topics
Scrapbook (1990-19941
must have had their work
cut out when they came to
creating the index covering
all 48 issues of a column
that could take any direction, and
frequently did. This book is an
absolute must for any radio shack!

The second book I have from our
'Bookstore' this month is from Ian
Sinclair. Practical Electronics
Handbook (Fourth edition) has over
430 pages so it isn't a light book
covering many topics in the eleven
chapters and four appendices. This

book is more of an 'aide-
memoire' than a teaching
book, the first four chapters
dealing with passive and
active discreet components.
typical circuits and linear
integrated circuits (i.c.$).

Most other chapters would
perhaps be more relevant
to those dealing with
digital electronics and

computing as they
cover: digital i.c.s,
microprocessors, digital
signal transfer, digital to
analogue )D-A)
conversions and
computer use in design
and manufacture. The final
chapter covers hardware
and practical work. This
book is a good reference
book for anyone interested in more
generalised electronics.

Another reference book that I found
in the Bookstore is Electronics
Hobbyists Data Book (BP39b) by
Robert Penfold. There are six chapters
in this smaller format book, but

there's much varied information in its'
240+ pages. Chapter one covers

general circuits types.
Chapter two, a shortish
chapter covers the various
coloured and numerical
codes used to indicate
values on many
components, chapter three
covers operational
amplifiers, chapter tour
covers logic i.c.s with
chapter five covering
many other
semiconductors. The
final chapter, six,

covers other miscellaneous
data. This is a very good value
general data book at the price of
£5.95.

My Tuppence'
The final book this month was
profiled last month, but I'm
unashamedly throwing my
'tuppence' in,
because I feel this
is a superb book
The Man Who
Invented The
Twentieth Century.
Subtitled 'Nikola
Tesla, Forgotten
Genius Of
Electricity', the hard -
backed book from
Robert Lomas, really is
a very good read and
readily lives up to its sub -title i

many I had heard of Testa but I
had failed to appreciate just
how tar in advance of his
contemporaries he really
was.

Nikola Testa was interested
in the 'wireless'
transmission of electrical
power rather than of
signals, and so failed
miserably to appreciate

what Marconi had grasped (or was to
grasp several years later), While Tesla
was lighting his workbenches with
radio wave driven (wireless)
fluorescent lights and using multiple
tuned circuits to transmit power, by
wireless means, to specific circuits,
radio signals via wideband spark
transmissions had only just begun

My own favourite 'story' from this
well researched book is when Testa
demonstrated ultra low audio
frequencies to Samuel Clements (pen -
name - Mark Twain) with disastrous
personal results for Clements. I feel
rather saddened by my own lack of
knowledge before I picked this book
up (and found it difficult to put down
again) and read it. This book redresses
our 'mis-laying' the knowledge of
Nikola Testa and his inventions.
Highly recommended.

Stager Update

I'd better put on the sack -cloth and
ashes first this month to bring you an
update to the Morse Stager project
that I presented in the October 1999
E-i-A column. A letter from George
Fisk says 'I expect that you will have
noticed that the circuit diagram tot the
Morse Stager, shown on p60 of the

October 1999 PW. Ed.) shows
IC2 as an LM741, while your
prototype unit uses what you
probably intended the diagram
to show, an MC1458".

To be honest George, I hadn't
spotted that one, otherwise it
would not have been there. I

used the parameters from the
'741 'Op -Amp' data sheet,
but forgot to change it when
I came to drafting out the
circuit diagram. As George

mentioned I did use the '1458 type of
dual Op -Amp i.c. which contains two
'741 similar units. George also
mentions two capacitors, that were
shown on the p.c.b. overlay but not
actually on the circuit diagram.

The two capacitors referred to are the
two items shown with dotted lines
near ICs 3 and 4 on Fig. 4 (p.61 Oct
'99 PW). These two capacitors were
'designed in' to give more gain and
audio output from the two LM386
audio amplifiers if needed, which
they weren't! George also referred to
my comments about a high level of
'white noise' that could be present in
the earpieces of the headphones,
suggesting that the units might be
unstable at ultrasonic frequencies.

The 'Zodel network' (a capacitor
resistance series pair in the output
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Fig. 1. A tuning unit
'discovered' at the Leicester
show. See text.

I/
a- f
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Fig. 2: One each of the coils
and impedance transformers
that were found in the unit of
Fig. 1.

Fig. 3: A closer shot of the 9:1
impedance transformer
alongside a 14.31818MHz
crystal from a computer
motherboard

circuit) that George suggested would
cure any instability. However, I didn't
find any instability in the units that
I've built, my comments were more in
line with the wideband noise that can
exist on a radio transmission and
especially those that are channelled
toward the ear with the high pass
filter inline. This predominance of the
higher audio frequencies in one ear
alone would, I feel, lead to a
reduction in hearing capacity in that
ear if the unit was used for long
periods at a high level.

Volume Level Warning

My warning about audio volume
level is especially true if you are
struggling to 'winkle' out the weakest
signals from amongst the noise and
whistles. It is often on this type of
signal, that you have the audio level
higher than normal. One other
suggestion that George made. was
about the unit's usefulness to those
with a hearing impairment. I will
have to look into further and let you
know in a later column.

Another topic that I shall have to
cover as well is the subject of
capacitors in power supplies. This
idea was triggered by a letter from
John Gomer GBUNZ. in which he
said "I've just spent halt an hour with
a new licensee discussing power

-411
- --Ai

Fig. 4: Two high quality
capacitors were also recovered
from the tuning unit.

Fig. 5: A home-made boom
microphone is easier to make
than you think. See text for
more details.

supplies and how all the power goes
into the electrolytic (capacitors) on
peaks - so, needing large terminals.
The concept of 'Ripple -rating' of
capacitors is not taught apparently..'

I've discussed the same idea myself at
talks about power supplies that I've
given to my local radio dub, at which
I've shown what I consider to be
suitable power supply capacitors
(about the size of a small coffee jar
with large heavy screw terminals).
Then, on opening up a commercial
20-25A unit, showing only a few
small inadequately sized capacitors
that may be fed from a very 'meaty'
transformer. But that's another session.

Leicester Show

At the recent Leicester show I had
only a few short periods to 'wander'
around the show for myself and one
of the few items I found (and bought)
was the unit shown in Fig. 1 The

item of Fig. 1 was marked as a tuning
unit for the 'Clansman' series of
military radios. I have to admit I'd not
seen this particular unit before, but it
was so 'pretty' that I bought two of
them for i3 each.

On stripping the unit down I
recovered two 12.5 -turn coils on a
white g.r.p. former. I'd thought at first
that the formers were ceramic, but I
was wrong! The coil was some 28mm
diameter and covered a length of
34mm. Using Wheeler's formula
(shown here) for calculating the
approximate inductance meant I had
to convert these values back into
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Fig. 6: The boom is made
from a section of an old
telescopic antenna, split to
form a holder for the
microphone insert.

wre

044i I
Fig. 7: A place of thin foam
can finish the job of, looking
a little more 'professional'.

Fig. 8: Two small 'P' -clips
form the mount for the
microphone boom, allowing
the microphone to be
positioned for best effect.

imperial (inches) as I have not yet
found a completely metric version of
the formula.

Ls

Where:

Ls

N

82 x N2

Ss  101

is the inductance lin uHl
is the radius of the coil
is the number of turns
is the length of the coil

In Wheeler's formula (shown above)
all measurements are in inches and
the answer given should be accurate
to within a few percent. I'll look for a
metric version of this formula, but
using the formula given, indicates an
inductance of around 2.4pH. The
photograph of Fig. 2 shows one of the
coils along with a 9:1 impedance
(step up or step down) transformer
This transformer was one of a
matched (but physically mirrored)
pair that you can see in Fig. 1.

The Photograph of Fig. 3 shows one
of the 9:1 impedance transformer
with a small crystal that I 'rescued'
from a computer motherboard (at
14.318MHz it will make a good
signal marker for the 14 and
28MHz bands!. The other
interesting components I recovered
from the tuning unit were a pair of
precision trimmer capacitors shown
in Fig 4 (alongside the same crystal
from Fig. 3).

LEO
IN

ACTION

Home Brew Boom

On a recent visit a non -Radio
Amateur) friend commented on a
home brewed boom microphone
headset that I was using. The
microphone was mounted on an old
pair of headphones. shown in Fig.
that I've had for many years and was
very simple and cheap to make. The
microphone boom came from a
section of an old broken telescopic
antenna. And to prepare it to take the
electret microphone insert, I split and
opened out an end or the tube as
shown on Fig. 6.

The microphone insert with a suitable
coaxial cable soldered to the contacts
is fitted onto the 'flat' at the end and
glued into place with a quick setting
epoxy resin glue. To create the 'wind-
shield' over the insert I folded a thin
sheet of open cell foam material over
the insert and bound it tightly with
cotton thread immediately behind the
insert. To hold this winding in place, I
painted it with fishing rod varnish.

Atter this had dried, I carefully cut the
excess foam material away, as shown
in Fig. 7, before putting a bend in the
tube very carefully . This bend brings
the microphone to a more natural
position in front of the mouth when in
use. But to get a 'three dimensional
movement' capability was somewhat
more difficult, until I hit on the idea of
using two 'P' -clips as shown in Fig. 8.

To complete the headset, I used a
length of dual coaxial cable
recovered from another pair of
headphones that were damaged. The
cable from the tip of the 3.5mm plug
connection is used to feed both
earpieces, the other other cable from
the ring of the plug is used to feed
the coaxial insert. The reason I have
chosen to use this connection
scheme is so that I can continue to
use the headphones with any piece
of equipment that uses a 3.5mm
socket for audio output. If the output
is stereo, I only heard the one
channel, but I've noticed no other
problems.

And Finally.

And finally before I close down for
this month, I must mention that by the
time vou read this Mainline
Electronics should hase a number of
the Jackson Brothers Vanable
capacitors. variable drives and
standoff insulator back in production.
Great news for the hobby after they
almost disappeared altogether before
Mainline stepped in to rescue them.
For more information contact
Mainline Electronics at PO Box 235,
Leicester LE2 9SH Tel: 0116 277-
7648 or FAX: 0116 247-7551 or by E
mail to sales4mainlinegroup.co.uk

See you next time.



Antenna

Modifying The MQ-2 Antenna
Peter Dodd

G3LDO, after

reviewing the

MQ-2 antenna

in the August

1999 PW, found

he could make it

perform better!

This Antenna Workshop discusses the methods of
re -designing the antenna using the existing four
MQ-2 element loading clusters. I must
emphasise that this is not a project for
beginners. You will also need a dip meter to
check the resonance of the elements (see The
Antenna Experimenter's Guide).

In the August 1999 edition of PW I reviewed the MQ-2
antenna, a compact two -element beam for the 14, 18, 21,
24. 28 and 50MHz bands. The antenna uses end loading
separate inductance and capacity `hats' at the ends of
each element for each of the bands.

One of the spokes in each of the capacity hats is
constructed so that the resonant frequency of the
antenna may be set at a specific part of the band. A
general view of this antenna is shown in Fig. 1, and was
originally published in the August review.

In my review of the MQ-2, I mentioned its lack of
directivity on 14MHz and the difficulties in trying to

Resonators
lone for each bandl

Each resonator's
made up from a
cod and capacity
'hat element

Resonators
tone for each bands

Feedpoirn

Driven element

Driven element

Resonators
lore for each band)

- Boom (drawn to lid clantyl

Resonators
lone for each bandl

Fig. 1: Mechanical
layout of the MO -2
Antenna. Each loading
assembly comprising a
separate set of
inductance and capacity
'spokes' for each band.
One spoke in each set is
constructed so that its
length can be varied,
allowing a degree of
tuning for each band.
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match the antenna to the feeder on all the bands. Now a
very similar antenna to the MQ-2, the G4MH Minibeam
(designed many years ago), also uses similar inductive
and capacitive end loading.

The G4MH minibeam designed for the 14, 21 and
28MHz bands has the parasitic element director (rather
than the reflector of the MQ-2). In spite of some of
limitations of the MQ-2. I felt that this configuration
had promise so I bought the review model with a view to
modifying it.

Computer Model
My first task was to make a computer model (using
EZNEC) and compare it with the real antenna to test
the modelling technique. Because of the antenna's

complexity only a single band antenna was
modelled. The display, Fig. 2, shows the
model of the antenna's free -space polar
diagram modelled at 21MHz).

The performance of the antenna was
optimised by altering the reactance value of
the inductors. The length of one of the spokes
is adjusted in the
real antenna but
altering the
inductance was

more convenient in the
computer model.

My computer model
agreed with the real
thing, showing the
antenna performance is
certainly quite
acceptable for a small
beam when correctly
adjusted. I now had
reasonable confidence in
the computer model of
the antenna, that it
would be suitable for
looking at other
configurations
employing element end -
loading. So, how
important is the diamond shaped reflector
of the MQ-2?

The MQ-2's reflector structure is quite
complex. And there were, I believe,
problems in the early models with the quad
reflector distorting due to the differing
expansion coefficients of the insulating and
metal sections when subject to large
variations in temperature.

Fig. 2: Polar plot of the
computer model ( using
EZNEC) of the MQ-2. The
free -space polar diagram
is for 21.2MHz with its
polar diagram and the X,
Y and Z co-ordinates
superimposed.

Further Investigation
To carry out further investigation, I built a
simple model (inn the computer) where the
end capacity loading is simplified by
replacing the four spokes with two spokes
(each twice the length of the original ones).
The purpose of this makes it easier to
manipulate the element spacing and
configurations.

In the modelled polar diagram shown in
Fig. 3, I've replaced the quad reflector with a
simple straight element. The polar diagram
shown is very similar to that shown of the
original MQ-2, make it appear that the extra
complexity of the quad reflector is not
justified. The differences can be put down to
optimisation - you can go for greater gain at
the expense of reduced front -to -back ratio.

The next step was to try the parasitic
element as a director. All the literature I have
and computer modelling programs I have tried.
suggest that a normal close spaced Yagi beam
(0.11) has improved performance if the parasitic
element is tuned as a director. The cubical quad
is an exception.

The result of using the parasitic element as
a director is shown in Fig. 4. I have
repeatedly tried to improve this model with
optimisation but this is the best that could be
achieved. Although the performance of both
antennas is quite acceptable at 21MHz and
above, the same cannot be said for when the
antenna is used on 14MHz.
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The poor response

of the antenna on
14MHz is quite
understandable as the
element spacing is a
mere 0.081. By
increasing the spacing
between the elements
to 0.11 on 14MHz the
performance is
dramatically

Fig. 3: Simplified model improved. In addition I
where the end capacity increased the length of
loading is modified (see the elements slightly
text). The reflector is (the reason for this is
replaced with a simple described later). The
straight element and the computed polar
performance (free -space diagram is shown in
gain 5.2dBi, F/B 13. 5dB Fig. 5.
feedpoint impedance The computer model
21(2) is very similar to that indicated that the feed
shown in Fig. 2 impedance was still

rather low even though
the spacing had been increased, so I decided to
lengthen the elements by about 0.9m. This increased
the average feed impedance nearer to 50(2. But the
'down side' is that the inductance of each of the
loading assemblies would have to be reduced.

Elements lengths
The element lengths
were changed from 3.6m
to 4.49m and the boom
length from 1.37m to
2.1m. In practice this
means replacing most of
the metalwork in the
antenna. The original
element tubing diameter
is 25.4mm outside
diameter. The loading
assembly at the ends of
the elements have been
machined to 22mm to fit
inside this tubing.

Because of the
increase in size and
weight of the new
antenna, I felt there was a need for slightly larger
diameter tubing. So, I used 30mm tube for the centre
sections of the elements. The original tubing was
used for the end sections of the elements, telescoping
into the new section and other the ends still with the
loading assembly.

The reflector and driven elements are the same
length but the driven element is cut in the centre so
that it may be fed directly with coaxial cable. The
original centre insulator is 150mm square and the
element is fixed to the insulator using a U -clamp and
a nut and bolt, and supported for only 70mm of its
length. A more rugged driven element centre section
was designed and is shown in the photograph of
Fig. 6.

The new centre section comprises a thick
aluminium rectangle plate approximately 100mm x
200mm.The insulated elements (with thick pvc
insulation) are fixed to the plate with exhaust
clamps.

Now comes the tricky bit. As I mentioned earlier
the inductance of each of the loading assemblies
needs to be reduced to compensate for the extra
element length. This is achieved by removing one

Fig. 6: Driven element centre insulator section. The
elements are insulated from the plate and the U -bolts
with thick PVC insulation, which is taped to the
elements before fixing in place.

turn from each of the five
coils on each of the loading
assemblies.

Silicone Sealant
The coils are covered in a
layer of silicone rubber
sealant. The end of the coil
is unsoldered from the bus
and one turn removed by
pulling the wire through the sealant. The
excess wire is then cut off and the
insulation scraped from the end, and the
wire re -soldered to the bus bar. When all
the coils have been modified the elements
can be tested.

Fix the driven element loading
assemblies (marked DE) to the
end of the driven element
complete with its centre
insulator. Connect a shorting
wire across the feedpoint. You
could make loop of this shorting
wire to couple the dip meter.
Mount the element at least
1.5metres above the ground away
from large metal objects.

Adjust the spoke lengths for
resonance dips at 14.2, 18.1, 21.2,

24.9 and 28.5MHz.
You might have to
remove more than
one turn from a coil
When this is done,
remove the driven
element loading assemblies
and fit the reflector loading
assemblies (marked R) to
the end of the test element.

Resonate the reflector
element to 13.9, 17.9, 20.85,
24.5 and 27.5MHz. Remove
the loading assemblies and
the link/loop from the driven
element. Seal the damage to
the sealant on the coils with
clear silicone rubber sealant.

The antenna can now be
assembled and tested. The instructions on the
original MQ-2 suggest fine tuning the reflector to
obtain minimum
s.w.r. but, as you can
see in Fig. 7 the s.w.r.
at the design
frequency is very low
anyway.

Fig. 4 The parasitic
element tuned as a
director. Free -space gain
4.1dBi, a marked
reduction in performance
compares with Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3.

iW11217;

Big Improvement
The modification to
the MQ-2 has made
a big improvement
to the 14 and
18MHz bands. In
the higher
frequencies there is no noticeable
improvement in gain or front -to -back but
the improvement in the impedance
bandwidth on all bands is most marked. The
antenna has been in use for several weeks
now and has weathered several storms
without any problem. PW

Fig. 5: The modified MQ-2
showing its performance
on 14MHz. Free -space
gain 4.6dBi, F/B 16dB,
feed impedance 47(2.
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1.2:1

14.0 14.1 14.2
21.0 21.1 2 .2

Frequency (MHz)

14.3
21.3

Fig. 7: Plots (s.w.r.) of
the MO2 before and
after modification.
The original MQ-2
was resonated to the
CW section of the
band.
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vintage
-.11=11111.,

The very neat

piles of 1950s

and 1960s PWs

on the vintage

wireless 'shop'

counter tell us

that the man in

the brown dust

coat is Phil

Cadman

G4JCP on duty

in the 'shop'.

Autumn greetings and welcome to my final column of
1999. From the letters I've received it seems my
mention of tape recorders in the September column
revived fond memories for many of you. Keep your
capstans turning. there'll be more soon! Back to radio
now and Jurgen Bittner E -mailed me (from
Bavaria!) asking whether I'd heard of a company

called Magneta Time Co. Ltd of Leatherhead, Surrey. He
tells me he has one of their rather unusual radios.

Jurgen's set has no model number, just the serial:
TO/2702. We both think it may have been for public address
use because it has a metal case and a microphone input. Oh ...
and the push-pull 6V6GTs used in the circuit seem rather
excessive for the small, built-in loudspeaker. I'd not heard of
this company before and I can't find any mention of them in
my reference books.

Anyone know anything about the Magneta Time Co. or
their products? Or how one of their sets got to Bavaria? No
doubt someone out there in 'PW land' will tell us!

Construction Time
Winter approaches and inclement weather returns (in the UK
at least) and 'construction time' is just round the corner. Time
to put away the garden tools and reach for the soldering iron.
And to get you 'in the mood' I've found an interesting 3.5MHz
transceiver project, Fig. 1, which was first published in the
March 195.3 issue of Practical Wireless'.

 A Midget 12W Amateur Station. T. W. Dresser, page
134. March 1953.

It's typical of dozens of circuits published between the late
1940s and the mid 1960s. Updating such circuits shouldn't be
much of a problem but there are a few points to watch for. I'll
use this particular circuit to illustrate what I mean.

Fig. 1: The original transmitter -receiver project circuit (complete with 'vintage' errors!) from the March 1953
issue of PW. (For comments on the highlighted sections, see text).
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Please note, although the 1953 circuit has been redrawn for
reproduction, it is a faithful copy of the original. i Indeed, it
still has the same mistakes!).

Older Circuits
Whenever you decide to update an older circuit, take the time to
redraw it. As you do, write the value and rating of each
component next to its circuit symbol. Those of you who prefer
the modern notation can convert the values at this time.

For instance, 0.010' becomes lOnF; 270(Ohm) becomes
270R.

Pay particular attention to the voltage rating of capacitors.
If in doubt, those capacitors which have no explicit voltage
rating should be rated at 150% of the expected h.t. voltage.

Be prepared to modify the circuit too! It may need
additional components - often on safety or EMC grounds (in
other words ... much better R.F. filtering!) - and check for errors
and omissions.

In older power supplies I think metal rectifiers are bad
news so you should substitute a silicon rectifier. Even better, use
a bridge circuit like the one shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately,
silicon rectifiers give a higher h.t. voltage than metal rectifiers,
so you may need to add a high -wattage resistor in series with
smoothing choke L8. Work out the value by a mixture of Ohm's
Law and old-fashioned trial and error.

Although the h.t. voltage, as measured across C18 whilst
transmitting, should be between 250V and 300V. use at least
400V working capacitors for C18 and C19.

At switch -on, before the valves draw current, the h.t. will
reach the peak voltage of the ht. secondary winding and that
could be in the region of 400V. Unfortunately, new 16aF/400V
electrolytic capacitors are quite rare; you may have to settle for
47aF/400V.

The original circuit shows no fuses, so put a IA fuse in
series with the primary of T3 and a 250mA time -delay fuse
between the rectifier and the positive terminal of C19. Building
the power supply in a separate metal case is a good idea.

In the transmitter section the grid choke, RFC1, can be any
small receiving type of hal or more. However, We anode choke
needs to be a little more robust.

Ideally, RFC2 should be a transmitting type, but these are
difficult to get hold of. Try two miniature 470aH types in series
as an alternative. In any event, RFC1 and RFC2 should not be
physically the same. If they are - and have similar resonant
frequencies - the valve may happily oscillate without a crystal.
Not good!

You really ought to use old, physically large crystals. For
example, the 10XJ and FT243 types. Modern miniature crystals
can be damaged by the (relatively) high currents in the grid
circuit of these single -valve transmitters. A 101(11. 1W resistor
across the key jack is a good idea too.

As an essential safety measure, put a radio frequency choke
in parallel with the loading capacitor C5. Use one similar to
RFC2 if possible. If C2 breaks down, the h.t. will then flow to
chassis and blow the h.t. fuse.

Whenever you use a valve transmitter which has a
traditional pi -tank output, make sure a choke, such as Tye

advised, is present. If it isn't, fit
one! You do not want 250V d.c. (or
more) on your antenna!

Incidentally, the value of C6
seems on the low side; I'd try
500pF or more. A broadcast
tuning capacitor with its sections
in parallel will be ideal.

Superhet Receiver
The receiver is quite interesting
and it's actually a superhet with a
regenerative detector. As the set
is intended for c.w. operation, the
detector is set and left at the
point of oscillation.

With a single valve
regenerative receiver, leaving the
detector running 'past the
threshold' would he unacceptable
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Fig. 2: Phil G4JCP
recommends
using a modern
bridge rectifier in
the power supply
of the 1953
design (see text).

Fig. 3:
Photograph
showing the
(very neat -
looking) 6V6GT
one -valved
transmitter, from
an article
incorporating a
classic design
and published in
the December
1997 PW (see
text).

due to oscillator
radiation. But
here, the
frequency
changer
effectively
isolates the
detector from the
antenna.

Additionally,
as the detector is
tuned to a fixed
frequency (about
1.6MHz), there's
no need to
continually

adjust the feedback capacitor (C15 in Fig. 21as the receiver is
tuned over the band.

I wonder whether you've spotted that the triode grid
resistor has no value? Rather than just guess, try to find a
similar circuit and use the value given there. I've found 47ki1
to be a common choice. Incidentally ... moving 05* to the other
side of L7; that's simply so that one side of the capacitor is at
chassis potential.

'The 100pF reaction capacitor on the anode of the
6SN7 valve.

Another omission is the value of the trimmer connected
across L6. The original article implies that the combination of
this capacitor and L6 should resonate at 1.6MHz. To help ...
Wheeler's formula for single layer coils gives an inductance of
443pH for L6. That means the required parallel capacitance is
250pF. This is a bit large for a trimmer, a (fixed) 220pF
silvered -mica capacitor would be better (It's not as though the
1.6MHz if. is critical).

The detector stage uses an inter -valve transformer in its
anode circuit. As these are difficult to get hold of nowadays I've
modified the stage to use ordinary resistance -capacitance
coupling, see Fig 2. Unfortunately this won't work as well as

transformer coupling and
you may find there's
insufficient gain for a
loudspeaker when
receiving weak signals.

I've also dispensed
with the 0.01pF mica
capacitor (connected to
the 'phone Jack) which is
there to drive high -
impedance headphones.
Modern headphones are
low impedance and need
to be connected to the
output transformer's
secondary (A surplus
240V to 6V, 3VA or 6VA
mains transformer will do

Coil Details for 1953 PWproject:
The coil details given in the original article
were incomplete. The following may need
some experimentation.
Transmitter pi -tank: LI  35 turns, 22 s.w.g. (0.7Inun),
close wound on a 1.26in (32mm) diameter former.

Receiver i.f. coil: L6  48 turns, L7 - 21 turns. 32 s.w.g.
(0.28mm) close wound on a 0.75in (19mm) diameter
former.

Receiver grid coil: L2 - 10 turns, L3 - 36 turns, 22 s.w.g.
(0.71mm), close wound on a 1.25iri (32mm) diameter
former. Wmd L2 over the earthy end of L3.

Receiver oscillator coil: IA - 19 turns, L5 - 9 turns, 22
s.w.g. (0.71mm), close wound on a 1.25in (32mm) diameter
former. Wmd L5 over the centre of L4.

if you haven't got the real thing).*
 See E-i-A August 1999 for details of an output

transformer from Isoplethics.
By the way, this capacitor is shown connected to the h.t.

end of the output transformer's primary instead of the 6SNTs
anode. This is clearly a mistake. After all, who wants to
listen to the ripple on the h.t. supply?

Always remember, mistakes in circuit diagrams are not
uncommon and the circuit you're trying to build just might
contain one. Always try to follow the operation of the circuit as
you redraw it. If anything looks wrong, either try to correct it
yourself, or get advice. Don't end up discarding an interesting
project just because of a drafting error.

A 6V6GT Transmitter
About a year ago I received a letter from John Smith
G4KJJ. Ile kindly included some photographs of a little
single -valve transmitter he'd built to a classic old design,
written by Richard Marris G2BZQ and published in the
December 1997 edition of Practical Wireless.

The transmitter and its associated power supply are
shown in Fig. 3. It's appropriate to include it here because
the circuit of John's transmitter is very similar to the

transmit section of Fig. 1.
John's method of

construction illustrates an
approach I tend to favour -
building functionally separate
parts of a circuit on separate
chassis. In John's case it was
simply a case of building the
transmitter on a chassis and
the power supply inside a
small metal enclosure.
Looking at Fig. 1, it's clear
that the receive, transmit and
power supply sections could
easily be split from each other
and built on separate chassis.

Of course, you could
simply build the receiver and
power supply sections. Or even
use the receiver with a
different transmitter and/or
power supply.

Part of the fun of home
construction is m 'borrowing' bits of circuitry from different
published designs and putting them together to create
something more personal. It can be much more satisfying
(and educational, particularly if you run into problems) than
building a straight copy.

However, it usually pays to keep the layout of each
section similar to that of the original design. Don't go asking
for trouble!

There are other, more practical reasons for favouring the
'building block' approach. For instance, small, functionally
separate units are easier to work on than one large chassis.
And you can get each bit working properly before moving on
to the next stage. This helps with fault finding as there's less
to go wrong at any one time; very useful if you're a beginner.

There is one other reason - you can't easily get hold of
large chassis these days! Fortunately, you can always bolt
two or more small chassis together. The composite chassis is
then quite strong and the internal walls provide excellent
screening. You can also use plain aluminium boxes. but I find
the larger sizes rather flimsy for valve projects.

If you do decide to build the entire circuit on one chassis,
it's still advisable to adopt the stage -by -stage approach. But
do complete the metalwork and fit the transformers, valve
holders and other major items at the beginning.

Well, that's all for this year. And whether you consider
the year 2000 to be in this Millennium or the next, my feet
will remain firmly planted back in the days when valves
ruled the airwaves! Remember. keep sending your comments
and letters to me either via the PW offices, via E-mail to
phikkildpark.demon.co.uk or direct to 21, Scotts Green
Close, Scotts Green, Dudley, West Midlands DYI 2DX.
Happy New Year!
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IC -746
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Antenna 'Workshop Antenna Impedance & How To Measure It. Peter Dodd G3LDO

Antenna Workshop - Dishes To Use On The 10GHz Band. David Butler G4ASR

Antenna Workshop - Elevation Drive Systems. David Butler G4ASR
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A Practical Beam From Bits by Derek Holmes GW3JSV

A Simple Deviation Meter by James Brett GOTFP

Modulation & Ripple Level Meter by James Brett GOTFP

Receiving Top Band - Vintage Style by Laura Scott G4HUV

The DSV Simple Loop by Ron Wilson G3DSV

The PWPanther Project by Mike Rowe G8JVE

The PWPanther Project by Mike Rowe GBJVE

The PW Sardine Signal Source by Steve Ortmayer G4RAW

The PW Sentinel by Jim Brightman GOJXN

The PWSentinel by Jim Brightman GOJXN

The Simple 10-15 Transmitter by Steve Ortmayer G4RAW
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Part 1

Part 2
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Errors & Updates

Hi -Band Data Card Update by Tex Swann GITEX 31 Jan

Features

1999 Club Spotlight Magazine Results by Rob Mannion G3XFD
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A Cornish Radio & SSTV Holiday by J Newman GOVDU & M Richards G3WKF
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An Irish Holiday To Remember by Rob Manna' G3XFD

Collecting Old OSL Cards by John Heys G3BDO

Communicating In Colour Trying SSTV by Denis Payne G3KCR

Disability & The Radio Amateur by Paul Essery GW3KFE

Dissecting The Dipole by Tony Harwood G4HHZ

Dundee's Discovery by Ray Bennett GMOPTP

Fair -Weather Hill -Topping by Color Redwood G6MXL

Get Going On Microwaves by David Butler G4ASR

Get Going On Microwaves by David Butler G4ASR

Get Going On Microwaves try David Butler G4ASR

Indoor Antennas Are They Really Feasible' by Gordon King G4VFV

Installing Solar Power by John Brown G4UBB

Lakes & Low Power by Phil Davies MDAYB

Last To First - Almost by David Hewitt GBZRE

My Antenna - It's A Longish VVire by Ed Chicken G3BIK

Radio Amateur Caught Broadcasting by Jim Lee G4AEH

RAE Course Listing

Seeing The Light by Jim Hatton GM4RJX

Siberia To St Petersburg by Vadim Banandin UA9MCM

The 17th Annual PW 144MHz GRP Contest Rules by Neill Taylor G4HLX

The International Beacon Project by Martin Harrison G3USF

VHF Contests - Getting Started by Neill Taylor G4HLX
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Alma DJ -G5 Hand -Held by Richard Newton GORSN
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Alinco OR-MO6TH 50MHz Mobile Transceiver by Richard Newton GORSN
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Alinco GJ-V5 by Richard Newton GORSN

DATA -NET (in E-i-A) by Tex Swann G1TEX
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Kenwood TH-D7 Garmin GPS III & VC -H1) by Kevin Nice G7TZC

MFJ-269 Antenna Analyser by Tex Swann G1TEX (in A-i-Al
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MFJ-945E Mobile Antenna Tuner by Rob Mansion G3XFD

MO -2 Mini -Beam Antenna by Peter Dodd G3LDO

Oregon Scientific Weather Station by Tex Swann G1TEX

Patcomm PC -16000 by Roger Cooke G3L01

PicTutor E+Al by Tex Swann G1TEX

Roberts RC 828 by Rob Mannion G3XFD

Solar Panels from Key Solar Products

Ten-Tec 1260 50MHz f m Transceiver by Colin Redwood G6MXL

UpTek LP -310 Meter from Vann Draper lin E-i-Al by Tex Swann GI TEX

W9GR DSP Filter Kit by Rob Mansion G3XFD

Watson Super Searcher by Tex Swann G1TEX

Yaesu FT -100 by Rob Mannion G3XFD

Yaesu FT-1000MP by Roger Cooke G3LDI
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Iteory

Audio Aspects Of Amateur Radio by G King G4VFV

Dealing With Decibels by Ray Fautley G3ASG

Lead -Acid Batteries - Sealed For A Longer Life by Phil Cadman G4JCP

Red Sprites & Blue Jets by Patrick Allely GW3KJW

Speakers & Headphones by Gordon King G4VFV

Understanding Ratios & Radiation Efficiency by Gordon King G4VFV

Wind Does It Affect Frequency? by Trevor Newstead GOLELX
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Show Guides

The London Amateur Radio & Computer Show

Floor Par,

PW Special Offers Available At The London Show
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Show News
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Radio Basics
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Scene USA
by Ed Taylor NOW
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Dawn Scientific (Heater Clock
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ecial Prize Com i etitions
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Highlander Antenna Comet

Morse Letter Commune -
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Star Buy/Book Of The Month

1999 Radio Amateur Caltook On COROM

An RAE Students Notebook by Bob Griffiths G7NHB

Basic Radio Principles & Technology by Ian Poole G3VVYX

low Profile Amateur Radio by Jim Kearman KRIS

More Out OF Thin Air compilation

Practical Wireless Binders

Practical Wireless Binders

R311,0 Amateur's World Atlas

Rion bowlers &ode
RSGB Yearbook 2003 Edition

Smple Low Cost iiriss Arroyos For Ratio Amman by On & Cowan

S e cr Stare Design by Wes Hayward W7701 & Doug (*Maw W1FB
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BB Dee
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by Charles Miller
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HF Re oft
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by Ian Poole G3YWX

Thynktor

Discs & Tsars

Amnon FET

MOSFET Wart 11

MCISFET (Part 21

VMOS FET
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Don't forget we have still available PWback issues for 1999 as well

as 1994, 1995 1996, 1997 and 1998. But hurry as stocks are limited.

To order back issues either use the Order Form on page 90 of this

issue or telephone the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930
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9sum F11 Nast inn 41,111199 ILL has Mt
SttierbrdC-59 Y..,Tion FM int F41 Gym lei 11111

Saintinlr-531W1tim F11 Naiad/
Veen FSIOR la FM WNW II I
Ina .m FM WRda 11!9

Imo MIIR 2inr`Iam FM Dan Wrier 11.ec XX Ain 049
1.101 F1-17011 3 biralus 111 Hillim1 will kW Duptin _...1149

Yea nit Iv= FM XakM nil DC safx1 _. 1149

sioutrmst IMMIS
Lear 114E 19:61100141l1 Al Mole berm Mum _ _

Nat 3'.4 MEOW III-1314Hr ASISS11.6714 045

Greedy SST -5340.44, 153106-3021h 55B 411 wen. tin
Leath; 111-110 heal* Reams sill 440 nem and S51
Camulig 111.14) 013.131}. 40.44, with 5511  FM Imme 4111

km 1417: X IMillt.MMI6 AMLM-S55 int 411
Kewarm 11.402 IC0610011/1/ AL Mak /Wow 110, lP Sdn L1no

Lone 1022.5 sl 311114.11111H/ Moe beam I:V
Low 49-34.3 10114imIHi Aram 121 K Can:Mitt OP
Nnam 101429 Penna. ileum inch FM wee .1 551 ITY

Nairn DX -24 s1 1301111.534le ASUIV.555

U15
Rahn HI' Pgnakie lamer ail F61 sae and SU _

Uwe 111111 Pant* Norman FM am 194

San 10-111/70 Polar lemma .II FM wee .145

Sem 10.51r/620 Paten Ammer with FM them awl S511 1119

Saar IC7.51.16110G tl hoar Loam .Ml F11 one al 6511 112

SCANTILIS M1ILLE/11451

ID_ 11-05 35-51111/4 451_,-111.11.1 NCI 11 00
Rent. Pm., al ee-sM4M, wail mai A.MFM 111111:4 .44/1

SCANNERS HAND HELD

O no" 01.41 1:11111/.110111.19, .111111 W111 Ma 1131

31.1 in 11.9 IIJUCh.ra learn. 1111
100. A112111,11_, I !Unit AS1.11.1.10M I 4.0Cli

AL111144119.11111,1.1,114111 AlI Mc* 104) .P.Saa

ionn 2C411 111ximn, 4/4,11voli
her., Par-91n,n9191: with pimi AW 40 1011 ..

1.6mo 1.1. 414 Gamma ...

Pa, -3 X614141 AM.Fal91V. Y.rCh

£125

1119

1111

roo

1029

1111

ftnil1sK1ni4, 116.1.194141{, ,wit PP' 41.16431Cs IM
Ita&I.Sh. Note: 1111:_7144991111., 511 114.3 F11 310 III)
Rah. Pro4: .5491.114111 i  an ppo AILFM SA1Ch. Hnriescui

Son FM..MW1.1V.5ti. ash 104111144. I itAhlt Ill
NM. SVSSO) liLkft. I VX6fHt ,i14.4M.W411 10:0.

Vspain SIVT50 16 11101311tvianS pro 411.41.1 :MO 113

104I109 AMODIO:1
JPS had 10 a:Note / helm= /Mama
1PSH191 IMP Name Ulmer

Ratertwai111-9612 Dital part Own ipted hde NC Comae 1315

Lawn 15C4 Desk Raped Chaim far WRAY
known PS -10 In 334 Matilma PSC

Lemma SP -31 %slug Eximas Spray wife linen 159

14-130 3.40Mlb ikeinv Ammo 1nr llehieSse 11W!

loin A4150 e Acoplitcd Flunk Spin luT H1-I1v tea

Lam Mawr Stoma I Sorrow, ler km..
MF1 M4 .II/23 6404thir him .karrl Meta:maw 111

1E111E41117km Tr.. kolas. . .

:61411.:Dpy ISLIM.2404t Flamm? Cm.,

Op 31 ItlitXiRt *warp Corte Ills
Opo 11144C41/ hemmer CVO@ 1191

Dem la 1S-211 imerfam awl maven la CICALA 0!
RAM" VCR .2 OSP Ado Film
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Full UK specification's - CE approved
3 YEAR WARRANTY

SM-20 desk mic £99

SP -21 speaker E66

A14-4 Auto ATU £249

£299 OUR PRICE: SRP:

£1099 £1695
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS .4

(4139 APR 19 v.

2 YEAR

WARRANTY C

PPROVED FUL

UK SPEC

* ** * **
A MULTICOMM 2000

BRINGING YOU UNBEATABLE PRICES FROM EUROPE

PARALLEL IMPORTS - CE APPROVED - 2 YEAR WARRANTY - UK SPEC - EXPORT AVAILABLE

ICOM ICOM ICOM ICOM

ui

I 299%95MM

1/__

£259

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£269 £369

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£1125 £1499
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS

140.66. APR 19 V.

711*.
OUR PRICE:

£395
IC -706G + AT -180 +

PSU + SM-26
£ 375

IrAE SU

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£1199 £1599
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36

MONTHS 143.35 APR 19.5

£569
£369 Fr-M(1E339

OUR PRICE:

£925
SRP:

£1259
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS

4 133 44 APR 195'.

ATAS-100 ANTENNA £199
FC-20 AUTOTUNER £199

SRP: £129
£549

£269

Huge savings on Yaesu products

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£869 £1195
OR Nil DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS

132 50 APR 195°,

11.11.P.UJIP

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£1799 £2599
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS

11503 APR 195^.

! " r

£389
14?

HEAVY DUTY

MIR
£599

- JD ri
OUR PRICE:

£799

E2ra25'//77/77P) 0i
£399

ISM=
SRP: OUR PRICE: SRP:

£995 £259 £399

lj lj ';;LAI

£239

KE NWOOD

We have been busy shopping to hod you the best deal around.
We see parallel imported cars and motorcycles. why not radios? And at the end of the day the whole

point is to offer better prices to our customers without sacrificing service. As we are part of the EEC,

industry throughout Europe is now accepted and encouraged it seems that if we take the time to look

around, we can find prices that are significantly lower than the same units which are offered here. I can

understand that you may be wormed about after sales support and service and I can reassure you that

we have two fully qualified AF engineers working for us to ensure the fastest turn around at repairs

Possible. With the Yen being strong against the Pound, UK importers are putting huge increases on

prices. We intend to oiler you the lowest prices around for the foreseeable future. Do you ever ask

yourself, why do our competitors not advertise a true price? There is either a line through d or no price

at all and please feel free to phone around companies that offer prices men and see it they really can

£195

OUR PRICE: SRP:

£225

J qt

We urgently require your
treasured set. We buy outright

for cash. Alternatively, use
your old equipment as a

deposit on linance for a new or
used set.

£299
OUR PRICE: SRP:

£1995£1399
S

Nimiday - Friday 00-5 00pm. Sitturday 9.00-2.0ripm
fused Sunday..

3.111.1
WE NOW CAN OFFER YOU A COMPETITIVE FINANCII

PACKAGE WITH NO DEPOSIT
Multivianm 2000 i5 I licensed credit broker APR 19.5%. Written

Limitations are available upon request

FINANCE EXAMPLE. APR 19.5%
Cash
Price

£289.00

No
deposit

£00.00

Balance
for

finance
£289.00

36
months

@

£10.45

Total
finance

price
£376.20
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
***

NO DEPOSIT FINANCING AVAILABLE
USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY WANTED!

U
Brilliant HF QRP

transceiver

£569

SGC
:;!1-2.11

£289 £289

.J IJJ

WYPF;11
Compact

500W

transistorised
linear

SUPER SALE Miler SUPER SALE

61F-J-11nt.2 hIFJ-552.!J
3kW HF 1.5kW HF

ATI! ATU

£245 £199

Ground
+ ATU

£149

1771"7, liJ

61FJ-it12
VHF
SWR

£29

61FJ-Til
Artificial
Ground

£65

eilf.1-1)21
VHF

AT

£55

300W HF
ATU

£129

DSP
unit

£169

eJIFJ-924
UHF
ATU

£55

1...QAD_s_QEmE.isTociq

hIFJ-UT1
300W HF

ATU

£99

0
-1

6 meter
ATU

£68

SNO 0 0

300W HF
ATU

£89

i
HF

ATU

£65

 NAP e e

61FJJ.A.5
300W HF

ATU

£75

-C1T11/
15

HF + 6
SWR

£55

Insert DX £25
Insert HQ £25

Foot switch £25
Adapter leads £10

INCLUDING HC4 or HC5 INSERT

HC -4
HC -5

eilFJ-941
300W HF

66
147-11

.',17J -;J1/
VHHUHF

SWR

£59

)11t0J
£79

10.5% A.P.R. WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

butternuf
HF2V
HF6V
HF9V
HF5B
TBR-160S
CPK counterpoise
STR-II

80 & 40 £189
80 - 10 £225
80 - 6 £269
20 - 10 £339
160 kit £89

£99
Radial kit £89

=1
IM

.11 IND

MOBILE ANTENNAS
Junior 80-10 4ft £169
Junior Plus HF/6/2 £165
OB100 7.5ft £175
OB-T 160-10 £89
Perth 80-10 7.5ft £175
Perth -T 160-10 £195
Perth Plus HF/6/2 £195
Obtr tri split £215
Outreach 160-10 12ft £229

I I , EAT CO iti'r FAX: 01480 216456
%Vehsite: http:/ AvIsiv.multicomm2001).( m E-mail: salesamulticomm2000.com
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JO NOE dill' of no Milos mouholicti or these pages please use the ordi,

This month sees the

last of the 'Book
Profiles' aimed at

providing you with a
library of books

concentrating on the

last Century in
radio. The books on

these pages will

make excellent

Christmas presents

for loved ones,

friends and family
alike. If they are

interested in

nostalgia then why
not invest in an
early Christmas

present?

This time around we

look at books which

would be of interest
to the Vintage

collectors among

you. The various

books on these

pages contain

information on old
radios of varying
types, shapes and

sizes.

The Editorial team

hope that you enjoy
reading these 'Book

Profiles' half as
much as the Editor

enjoyed 'leafing'
through the books

themselves.

TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 90

Book

PROFILES
Shortwave Receivers Past &

Present

Third Edition

Fred Osterman

Shortwave
Receivers Past &
Present claims to
be your
"comprehensive
guide to over 770
shortwave receivers "f0
manufactured in the
last fifty-five years". aro

This book contains 0
information and
pictures on numerous II'
table -top general
coverage sets, as well as
amateur, short wave and
speciality receivers.

This (American) book
covers the period from 1942-1997
and an example of some of the
information which is given in the
book includes: receiver type;
features; specifications;
accessories; availability; variants;
reviews; size and weight; cost
when new as well as used values
plus much more. This
information is available
on sets from __------
Arneco to
Yaesu.

The book
claims that it
will be of
interest to
both shortwave
listeners,
Amateur Radio
operators and
radio collectors
alike though it
feels like it will be
of more interest to
the shortwave
listener. Useful
Reference
Source.

ossu
Rec

01010
eiv eRS

Communications Receivers

 The Vacuum Tube Era: 1932.

1981

Fourth Edition

Raymond S.

Moore

This soft -backed
book, in reality
is more of a
catalogue of
receivers -
with brief
details and a
short
history -

than a true book.
The copy of
Communications

Receivers  The Vacuum
71the Era: 1932-1981 that we

are profiling here is
the new Fourth
Edition - straight
from the USA.

In the book
Raymond S. Moore
discusses the 'History
Of The Communications

Receiver'
and also
contains
Tables' of
valve
receivers
from the
'vacuum tube'
era, in which
the author
gives the
specifications
on these
receivers
with
pictures of
each one
(where

pictures were

BRA

available).
A fascinating read for

SISlOR

anyone who would like to learn
more about the valve era and the
many, varying types of receivers
which were available over that
era - from Hallicrafter, Collins
and Hammarlunds to Lafayettes
and military receivers (very
useful for the collector).

It's well worth reading for
the section on Hallicrafters
equipment alone, but the
associated text is somewhat
disjointed at times with a jerky
'notebook' style. Another problem
is that the reader can be misled
by thinking that the illustration
above or below the text is
actually the equipment under
discussion ... which sometimes it
isn't! Recommended.

Transistor Radios  A

Collector's Encyclopedia and

Price Guide

David R. lane

& Robert A. lane

Thmsistor Radios: A Collector's
Encyclopedia and Price Guide
covers 2200 radios. listed
alphabetically by manufacturer"
the book states. Some of the
manufacturers included are:

Admiral, DuMont,
HiDelity,
Magnavox,
StarLite and
Zenith.

There are
transistor
radios of all
shapes and
sizes in this
book. Some of
the Editorial
favourites
include a
"Tobacco

Humidor", a
""hopicana
Orange" complete

with straw,
"Superman Exiting Phone
Booth", a "Star Explorer" in the
shape of a UFO and a "Snoopy
On Doghouse" ... not to mention
the hundreds more to be found in
this book.

Most in this book must be
very collectable items and
Transistor Radios - A Collector's
Encyclopedia and Price Guide
would be an interesting read to
those of you whose main

tom too

Ivo Psitl
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r form in this issue Of telephone Michael or ShEld01 Oil [OHNI 65990.

interests lie in all things
transistor! It also contains
collector's tips which, they claim,
will help you to locate radios and
determine their values
Recommended.

Collector's

Guide To

Transistor

Radios

Second

Edition

Marty & Sue

Bunis

The hook tells the
reader that the
authors of this book
- Marty and Sue Bunis 
have been radio collectors for a
number of years. They have a
particular penchant for the
novelty transistors and the small
pocket-size transistors from the
1950s and early 1960s.

In the introduction to their
book, the couple look at such
aspects as price and availability,
style and size. nostalgia and
historical significance and case
condition. Once again, as with
TYansistor Radios - A C'ollector's
Encyclopedia and Price Guide,
the transistor sets are mentioned
in alphabetical order under their
manufacturer, i.e. Acme and
Admiral through to Zephyr and
Zohar. There are also a number
of Motorola transistor radios in
this book.

There doesn't appear to be as
many pictures of novelty radios
in this book as there are in the
some other books on the same
subject ... there are, however,
some interesting radios which
come hidden inside a book of all
things - the Crosley JM-8GN
"Magic Mood" radio!
Recommended

Collector's Guide

To Antique Radios

Fourth Edition

Marty and Sue Bunis

Another collector's book from the
same couple who wrote and put

together Collector's
Guide 7b Transistor
Radios. This book
focuses its attentions on a
broader range of antique

a.m. and a.mlf.m.
radios.

There are
some interesting
photographs of
many different
shapes and
sizes of radios
including an
awful lot of
a.m. a.mJf.m.
radios made
with wood.
These
include an
Acratone radio
in the
"Cathedral" style

radio dated 1938 and an
American Bosch 200-

A "Treasure Chest" table
set dating from 1932.
This is clearly a must -have

hook for those of you who are
avid collectors of antique a.m..
a.m.g.m. radios. The information
in this book includes names.
dates, descriptions and
valuations of many antique a.m.

radios.
Recommended.

'(urn to page
'ilk or

the quit
d most

tomprehe

.,duo book

service
in the a,

Guide to Old Radios 

Pointers, Pictures and Prices

Second Edition

David & Betty Johnson

"This second edition of Guide to
Old Radios: Pointers, Pictures
and Prices contains more than
3300 listings with updated
prices, organised
alphabetically
by

manufacturer,
350 photos and illustrations
which document the evolution of
both radio and broadcasting; and
two additional chapters on the
heyday of radio". At least that's
what is said on the back cover of
the book.

The authors, we are
informed in the book, are
antiques dealers who
specialise in radios and 78rpm
records. so who better to write
a book all about vintage radios
and their values? Their book
also mentions land gives prices
on associated items such as
amplifiers, speakers. test
equipment and repair
manuals.

Not all of the photographs
are in full colour. but there is no
doubt that this book will have
all you need when hunting
down those vintage collector's
items. The format this book
takes is to start from "early
crystal sets through the
development of nickel -iron
batteries to the use of
electricity". This hook comes
Recommended

01

01

Lt)
cD

O
N
TIN

TELEPHONE,
FAX, E-MAIL
OR USE THE
ORDER FORM
ON PAGE 90
Please note: L..,7sh not
accepted with mail orders
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MUU
MULTIBAND

VERTICAL

£259

111111113006

Short wave
receiver

£615

SW/VHF/UHF
receiver

£1099

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ANTENNAS
6 caishcrcrft

Ii--jriDD 40-10 £289
1.1-5DDD 20-6 £259

20-10 £425
20-10 £299
20-10 £275

FULL RANGE OF COMET ANTENNAS
IN STOCK AT DISCOUNTED PRICES

RECEIVERS

J
Short wave Short wave

receiver receiver

£369

pr,

J

SW/VHF/UHF
receiver

£929

Short wave
receiver

£1199

HF DELUXE BEAM

£425

11,

Short wave
receiver

£669

,

JUrJhl ?!;;t-11.11.1 FAI;ii1A171 ;19-::!1!) 11;961 PU;1-11.0.1
SWNHF/UHF SWNHF/UHF SWNHF/UHF

receiver receiver receiver

£1099 £199 £799 £249

;1 WI ;\;1-;121.11.1 1!;-;111.1
SWNHF/UHF SWNHF/UHF r SW/VHF/UHF

scanner scanner scanner

£349 £259 £225

711.3;11.);1ETE;i
!.1:11M),
£139

DM LI ld,tt
Dzi1J1.7-'

£169

THIS IS

ONLY A

SMALL

SELECTION

OF OUR CW

£75 EQUIPMENT £69

SWNHF/UHF
scanner

£325

SWAIHF, UHF

scanner

£199

Ff

£129
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

**, **
SALES HOTLINE 0148() 406770

SED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY WANTED! 40 L
******************* ** *******************

USED
EQUIPMENT
ESPECIALLY

Hi+ 6
"Mint"

HE 100W

"Muir DRAKE &
HF 6
"Mint"

HF 100W

£399 £375 COLLINS WANTE £399 £369

IMP111111111111 11111
2/70 BASE

MULTIMODE

£445

H F/6/2/70

CTCSSIATU

£675

Jr; '

2/70 BASE HF 100W
MULTIMODE BOXED

£449 £349

270 BASE
MULTIMODE

£1199

2 MTR BASE
MULTIMODE

£369

?i-/10
2/70 BASE

MULTIMODE
500W UNEAR

PLUS ATU

£650 £799

SEVERAL
FROM

£375

HF 100W
Plus extras

£475

i'.E.HTPJUD
HF DELUXE PLUS

AUTO TUNER

£699

/AEI;
VERY LATE MODEL

"MINT CONDITION"

£725

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
USED EQUIPMENT

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

licathlut 1119.4
kinn 1C.706 M91
coin IC -106 MM
corn If -706 Mkll
con. IC -725
cum IC -726

corn IC -729
corn IC -730
.oat IC -735

um IC151
con. IC -7111

RC 1ST-115DX
lictrituod TS -11105

*mho
gnaw lint
Toren Centur22
flea 17201-
Yam FT-751GX
Swot H-757GX11
Yarui ET-167GX
Yam ° FT 1140

Sam FT -1147

Yana FT-920AP
Two FT -ONE

11SD 3101

NW 9001
.Ian Clt-145
,Imou D1.120
Alma, 01.1110
Alnico MCI
Ahem DJ -c5
Hat CAS
least IC -207H
kin IC -23501H
kern IC,ZAT
law IC -32E
Irvin IC 251E
kern 1C -251E
kern 1C -11121E

kern IC-W2E
(unmeant TH. 21k
Kenwuod TH21E

NF TRANSCEISHLS Kernmax1TH-DTE Four .C2ka old mm 92$0 Sem Amer t_1$

QRP 1175 renrond TM -251E mit mobile 11411 Artivrood SP -230 speakm f.50
Billed. at nen 152.5 kenroml TM -251E 2 mil mobile Elan Arnaud .1T-210 Auto tuner. hoed, mm .

ai moat 95.15 A.m.:cal TM -151E Veins mink. mint Aenuori to:S-2311
Howl a. IVY 1623 Kenrood TM -731 Dual auk deluxe wi (291 Aeftw..I 111 NI Microphone ..1/9
A. new (179 kenrood TM -751 VHF altimode Cl/44 ArnM...1 NI IeA mic L59

HI'I.a.tam 099 Iserimood TS -7130 Great 170 hoe na (449 Ikenwood 11 IA Phone patch unit 115

Hosed 1199 Mandan' C-500 Dual had with Ia7Fc Mann ruiL14 1139 Arnold SAIC.1 I Speaker nue ... 11$
 CW fillet,. mint (.221/ %ward C -510A Small Mild -hell 114$ Kettrimod SMC-14 Speaker mic 115
Boxed. a new Coen .hope (125 Standard C-59100 Tnband wink hoed mint (239 loke QRP Tuna TU-1 .945

Great pertormci (.135 Too TR-TX/OG Mint. timed. one net I non new (69 Mallet 115.260 HPNHF SWR  fumer
What a fahulotow. 1911k out r_nso Tama FT -N33 2 feu hind -held SIP1 Nome bridge

Swat CM' filter 1599 laesu FT -ND I mn hAuthria 11.5 141 116 SIulttpk DC outlet bat 130
Mini comkuon 12.19 Yana FT -2.30 Bitted mini 9165 Sol 212 M.uhrriaker lig timers_ 120

NOm QPR ng. as nes La luau FT -2500M Bowl. o new 111$ %Kruse RV -I5 VHF linear
CB Ease 115 laws Fr .2911 Greer nadlunok (159 M Mahan MM -21200 RTTY b TV coorerte, (Si)

In trawl caw. mint. howl 040 Yuma FT .290 With 11W latex hmtal. nine 1210 M Mohan MML.144.101-5 (69

Rare HP let. ter, clean. f175 1 1. u FT 2'900 5411  Linen a new I2.55 Musa' 50 MIA Bench Kt. 0.23V 125

Lam model L.199 lams FT -300011 I mu mobile. Mod. mint (169 Mirage 110-35 Linear Mr dual NM hmtd-hrlds 150

Bout L4119 lama FT -690 hall Ai nab 12.25 Nimaa KS -KC VHF I UHF SWR puntW 140

billbilJ7gboud r25 lama ELMO MU A. no, r with knew 1219 Palmas Tlay-2. TX omnplac pale moon 1114

Mal bawd (175 1 Jew FT -7901111H With linear L22.5 Prowl Desk Roc 1.39

111711 Saran Fr -720 A. new 612;9.. peal ',Ow 1515 SMB 3 Daiwa aumes_ 1.20

Fat aarlis aY lacto FT730 271,  SAT (435 SM111 V ladhad alma_ (10_

Vay dam ad lid, SUN 444 Dec sic. al Nes (65LIZ
1CCE1SSORIF5 Sure 4.14 Dek mac. as aeur (65

VHFATIF TRASNCEIVE1C1 SLA Pls-212M1131 114C der.rder 1151 Varopin Sward defuse key 1119

*MGR Top ea( DSP Bak pro balk 11292 mu motak nolopla, 179 SEA PA-232.51BX TNC decoder 1135

0 um mask. LN lissurm TN1C CS Wawa WM-300 Deg uts L19

2 mtt hand-held 195 Dana Oa=
19amond SX-300

23ka aro ATI! (169 Wawa WS -N30014 216 m - 911W out liner.
intr hand.turfd (99 Salt MI or. 140 lanai PAS -1 Antenna .m.11 C..15

Diamond SX-10CDun hand hand -hell 1110 5 HFILTIF SW* PWIll Orr GM Yana FSP-2 Small sueger 112
mu haul Mkt en dimple. 175 Eddmanor Bale saga fa Yaws MD -100 AIX Desk mu. 179

-itcm. hand held. rt-iloplas 169 Edda -same Mane km. 5mh opc (SO Yalu M1413-31 Wink Macke car FT 2IA 120
70cm, Um* noted a. WM 169 ERA BP -34 Band pao filter 135 tars NC- I IC Charm LIO
La diaplal 11240 ERA Micro Reader C51  Rrn &r ,ar (125 Yam NC -27C Charms 110

Dual hand ei.dionlai £290 ERA RS -232 Was) (90 1'ar6U 114.2 Headset 115
Hotel a. nen. La Hadar: SB-2010 Al new. no sets see 1465

 Finn hailer, 1150 lean BC -35 0191111 113 USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED!
Mulunadr haw
Slullim.xk ham.

L279

1.299

Ls= BM -71E
Isom SM-6

Charge:
Deg nu. Leo

ESPECIALLY DRAKE & COLLINGS
A. oaw dual bawl 1169 MC accesiones Most in dank H
Dual haul h.dul held 1129 JR(' NVT-56 Deg. to. (91 THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF THE
Hoard. ai new all Kaman KPC-6 TNC. tamed. mint (611 USED EQUIPMENT WE HAVE IN STOCK.
Dual band hindse 1139 Rem Kerr £33

UNIT 4, 17-E, Luny END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMS PE19 3JH
FAX: 01480 216456 SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770

EBSITE: http://www.multicomm2000.com EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
PractiCS T '71-.7-- .



SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT, ARROWSMITH
COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW

FREE OVER'S
Now 's your chance to send In a

photograph or your equipment la good
Idea ti 's really unusual) 10

act.ilittp:111), !.1101 arisen. Please note
that ail photos tiny be published
ut our discretion and WC non-
returnable.
when sending in your advert. please
write clearly In BLOCK CAPITAL%
up to a maximum of 30 words. plus
slaw your contact details Please use
the rioter form provided

Bargain
Basement

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot be licensed in the UK,

will not be accepted. No responsibility will be taken for errors.

You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.

The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the tesponSibihy of the buyer n ascertain the suitability of goods offered for purchase.

For Sale

486 DX33 colour monitor. mouse.
L.,.!,sare. AMI-PRO.

Windows 3.1 DOS. Epson 12400 dot

matrix printer, £175 Vibroplex Vibro
keyer. 1960s. rare brown base. £45??
G3KHZ electronic single paddle, £30

Tel 1014941530018

Altai rotator with top bearing. £40. S-
ale 6m (50MHz) beam. £30. Sin HB9CV
beam, £15 2m 1144M11217-ele beam,

£25. Nissen sw.r./pm r. meter. 1.8-

150MHz, f 15 Will accept f 100 for the
lot, Or exchange for 2m
transceiver/receiver Tel G1BAA on
Wolverhamton (019021326182.

Amphoral coaxial relay. very high
quality silver plated n-rype connectors
26V coil. works at 13V, £15 each Ex -

equipment grunter n plugs for RG58.
1 each, 30 available. Tel Stroud

(01453) 3519

11300P 400 all band linear amplifier.
MO RAMA E50 frequency counter, f30
CTE/CB pre -amplifier, £30 A 5inch
ham/speaker. 37 Tel Bryan 1017881

860550

Black Star signal generator 0 1Hz-
500kliz. f90 Lake 13 8V 1 5A p s u .
132 RS battery charger. 1A lead, dry fit
voltages 2. 4. 6, 8. 12. f50 Cable
CW1308 70m. 20 pan, £70 All mint
o.n o. Tel Phil on West Midlands
101902) 843447

Collins filter is b CF 455kHz Wanted
Eddystone 940 or 830/7. good condition
only please. For sale Weller TCP
station. £18 Telequipment D32
oscilloscope. £35 Solaratron true RMS
meter. £20 Inspect/collect please Tel
Peter 0141649 2328. anytime

Cushcraft A45 h f beam, good

condition. £90. buyer collects (new
beam is £450) Full assembly data Tel
Richard on Uxbridge 101895) 270777

Czech receiver R4-1 a m /s.s.b.. 1 5-
12 5MHz p.s u Global atus AT
1000 new. £20 AT -2000. new. 120 19
sets from £150. BE -201 with p s u £80

various other military sets for trade Tel
Ben (01562) 743253 E-mail
g4birdecompuserve corn

Eddystone 640.E75 680X,1100
Dressler ARM() active h 1 antenna.

unused. £95 Philips 11/, colour bar
generator. £15 MFJ ate for I w to
s.w listening, f 15 Tel 1012451361961

Eddystone 940 recoww. E150
Eddystone 730/4 receiver. £150 ovno
Bath very nice condition and g w.o..
prefer buyer to collect inspect or RV by

appointment due to weight Tel Jim
McGowan MI CUC on Essex (01708)
340304

Eddystone 6640. clean condition. £69
Canadian 19 set. p.s.u. variometer.

wavemeter, control box, headset and
leads, working order, £295. HRO with

one coil, £49 WSC12 p.s u., £25 KW
Viceroy and manual. £35 Farnell dual
p.s.u., £15 Tel Trevor 101274) 824816.

Eke* AD75 radio. 1940 with round
Bakelite case, complete and in excellent

condition with perfect bakelite case not
working. needs minor attention, accept
£395 Tel Bournemouth 1012021292645

Ex G36.711.Silent Keyl Kellwood TS -

8505. AT230 and EP900 £450, no

splits. demonstration if recurred
carriage at cost. or collect Tel David
0117-967 6381 anytime

Fl -Cord 202 reel-to-reel rape recorder
1960s model for spares or repair with
carry case and power pack. collectors
nem, offers, please collect Tel Chester
(01244) 310267

Fermin E30 pa n..110 o no Zenith
data systems 45 oxen 486DX50 PC has
t2Mb RAM HOD . MD manuals,
monitor. Will! I, Y2K OK. good
condition, lust £45 o n o Multi 2700FDK
2m 1144MHz). 15W mufti -mode.

includes lots of extras, only £725 o n o
Tel: Simon G7WKX on Talton! (07603)
205627124 hours) or 1019521684822
(evenings!

For sale or exchange: '1311313/7 with
!, to Orake R8f.

HF-225. linden Bearcat 511-2500,

boxed Wanted JRC NRD-535 Tel
101978) 756330

For Sale: Trio 9R -54D valve

communication receiver, g wo . £35
plus carriage. covers 1 6-30MHz in four
switched hands Tel John1016341
233058

FIG -100 receiver with keypad, mint
£240 18-ele J Beam 430MHz. £12
Sandpiper mobile antenna. 3 8-144MHz.
£50 Sandpiper traps. 7 1MHz. £12 Tiny
2 Packet modem. £60 Homebrew linear.
14MH2. 400W.150 Tel 1017401651938

FT -690R Mk11 6m150MHzI multi -mode

nanscerver, c w, batteries. CTCSS.

case. charger £231] o n.o. 6m base
vertical. £20 Tel Dave on Bedford
(01525)630259. evenings

FT -690R MU plus 10W clip on linear
amplifier. 6m 150MHz). box and manual,

1320 FC-20 auto a 1 u for FT -847 as
new, f150 Exchange for AT -230 a t u.,
FT -290 RI. £95. all plus P&P Tel Terry

6405D on Hitchin 1014621435248, after

Grundig 2100 satellite radio fair
1.1.Jiti-band radio, v11 f med

ar,.; w,:a:rer, slight cabinet damage.
£12 Saisho R7000 digital pocket
portable radio four wave. E12 Tel
Chester (012441310267

HF mobile linear amplifier wide
hand, solid state. 202W output. 11W
d c supply. will negotiate price around
£150 Contact J G Dowse. 5 Tennyson
Close, Sanchlands. Sutton -on -Sea Lincs

LN12 2TL

Hundred radio & TV valves, new and
boxed Also 100 used old valves, all
tested OK, offers Tel Don Edwards
1019451465995

1C-706 lifkll DSP. rnim. boxed. 1525
30A p s u , E50. Avai s w r meter, £30

2m 1144MHz) bandpass fiber. 150

Offers accepted Tel (01672)512867

IC -TIE triple band hand-held. new. un-
used, unwanted gift including BP -199

battery 6V, 700Mag Ni-Mh 2W out I5W
with 13 5V). charger BC -02 -UK. 121/.

300mA. 'rubber duck antenna with.
receives n.,/w.b fm.am. guaranteed
5th July 2001.12251 n o including
carriage Tel John G4YSS on
Scarborough 1017231863137. evenings

and weekends.

Icom IC -20711 remote head

microphone. dual control, never been
used mobile, radio mint condition
boxed, manual. £19C plus postage Tel
Vinc (014871873879

Icom IC -706 Mkl car kit and cables,
c w filter, all boxed with manual as
new condition. E500ono Tel. Jon on
Bristol 0117.909 3824. evenings &
weekends

leers IC -706 Mk11 OSP. £580 AT -180
matching a t u . £180 Palstar PS -30m

p s u . f70 All boxed and in excellent
condition. will accept BOO for the lot,
buyer to collect or pay carriage. Tel

Bah GOBMB on Stat'ord 1017851
824330

Icom IC -735 h f transceiver recent

service by Castle Electronics in v g.c
suit new licence holder as first h f
transceiver, manual and original

packing. £375 Tel Brecon area1018741

623815

Icom IC -735 mobile with matching
PS55 p.s.0 , excellent. £500 o n o.

boxed, manuals Motley classic beam
with G400 rotator. g w.o . E220 o n o
The lot for £6751 Tel Tony GW4ZWN

101407) 832197

Icom IC -746 including remote control
sor:wore & cable, hardly used. v g c
f900 o n.o Tel Ron GlOKO on
Chippenham 101249(461277

Isom IC-PCR10110. all mode computer

controlled termer. warranty. June
2000. £200 Lowe HF225 receiver.
synchronous a m /1 m board and
keypad. £250 PaC-tom Tiny 2 1200 baud
TNC. f75, all with handbooks. etc. Tel
Shaun GWPGICITHR) on Bristol 1012251

873098

JRC NRD-525 with CFL-232 & 218
filters fitted. complete with manual &
box, mint condition. £450 o n o Icom
ICR-7000 complete with manual & box.

mint condition, 1450 o n o Tel David
(017881574099

K40 antenna dedicated for 101 m on
new boot lip mount, £25 Contact J G
Dowse. 5 Tennyson Close. Sanddands.
Sutton -on -Sea, Limes LN1 2TL

Kantronics Kam all mode decoder
with latest version 9 KAGO1D software
excellent. complete with manuals. etc .

probably best suited to s w I , £230. Tel

W T Johnston on Bournemouth (01202)
855910 for details

Katmai element key EKISO twin
paddle, variable speed and tone control
box. like new. £55 Wanted Schorr twin
paddle key Tel Rat (017431245896

Kenwood R2000 excellent condition,
as new fitted vhf and Inc d c
operation kit. instruction manual Two
20 ft aluminium poles and v h

antenna. 1250 Tel York 1019041632604

Kellwood TH-26E 2m 1144MHz1 hand-
held, soft case, charger. etc . boxed A
c/w headset for mobile/portable use.
£95, carriage paid. Tel Dick 101245)

256416

'Leawood TM -251E 2m 1144MH71
mobile transceiver. boxed. as new.
£200 (corn IC -TIE tri-band hand-held.
boxed, as new. £200 Tel: Tony G4KHT

IETTHRI (014621843457

Kanwood TM-V7E the one with the
blue display, true dual -band 50W 2m

1144MH21/35W 70cm (430MHz) with
remote mourn kit can deliver anywhere
in south east, £350 Tel Steve on
Reading 10118912'0526

Kenwood TS-850SAT 500Hz and
250Hz filters SP31 filtered speaker

Watson 25A p.s u nice condition. £600,
prefer buyer collects (Central Scotlandl
Tel GM4NTX 1013241825914

Kenwood TS-850SAT transceiver
auto atu cw filter MBO

Kent key, Mrcroser 13, 5V, 35A PST?

CobWebb 7-30MH2 antenna, all mint.

with boxes, inspett/collect, f1050 cash.
no splits. Tel Terry GONSA on Kettering

(01536) 392870, evenings only please

Lafayette model KT340 g c receiver.
0 55-30MHz in four bands, last item of
Silent Key sale, 130 Tel Ian (015071

490582124 hour answerphone) or mobile
1079301920460

Lowe HF-125. excellent condition.
keypad, a c adapter, user manual/guide,
boxed. £145 Tel Peter on East Herts
1019921465428

Marconi CR100/2 receiver. 60kHz-
30MH2 with manual, ex MOD. R210
receiver. 2 0-16.0MHz, v.g.c with
circuits. etc. Reasonable offers please.

also assorted transformers and p s u s.
state requirements Tel David on north
Kent 1016341220747. anytime (leave

message it necessary)

MC80 v.h.l. & u.h.f. tested arid
working. u h f tuned to 70cm (430MHz)
with circuit diagrams. E15 each Tel -
Jason (01306) 711611

MFJ mobile toner MFJ-9450, f50. 2m
(144MHz) IL special, never used outside.
crossed Yagi 7-ele, £20. BA tap and die
set OBA-BBA. £8 Diawa filter AF606K,
£30 Diawa keyer DK210, £35 Kenwood
grid -dip meter, £35 Tel Eric 641111 on

Blackpool area 101253/ 726685

MFJ-901 a.t.u.. cost £65, will sell for
£35 Zetagir power reducer. E20 o.n o.
Wanted a t u MFJ-969?? or similar Tel

1012831221820

MFJ-969 'Roller Coaster antenna tuner.
cross needle metering of s w r . peak or

average power with manual in 'as new'
condition. £80 including P&P. no offers
Tel Durham 0191-389 2822 or 109611

580999 (mobile)

Motorola MC micro 32 channels.
synth, 2m11441v1Hz), £45. A 70cm

1430MHz1. f35 Cushcraft R5, £75 Pair
Icom Ult six channel synth, working
70cm with base chargers. £140 the pair

Tel Rob GOU00 on WC 01350687 (near
Folkestone). anytime

Murphy 8400 g w a.. 135 1340BIloctal
valvesl working, restoration protect. £25
Will take £513 for both. collect only Tel
Neil G8LIU on Uxbridge 1018951230006

MXIM synthesised 4m170MH21
transceiver ;5 40u0n output.
professionally converted, 32 channels,

vertical antenna. £50 BC221 c/w
original charts, mains power pack, £25

Capco SPC 300 a t u £80 Tel Martin
G3ZZS on Plymouth (017521216455

New Sangamo 19 set voltmeter. £10
Voltmeter oy Weston, £5 Tel Syd
Fenwick G3410101892) B22838. 28
Gimbla Way, Pembury. Kent TN2 4BX

Old wireless Ns. record players.
fifties battery portable radios, valves
and bits. offers to Walsall district Tel

1019221414031

Panasonic OR -49 digital short wave
receiver. s s b . CAL??. first class world
band radio. very sensitive, excellent

performance, £140 FRG -7, like new.

£100 CODAR CR-70A. gc.am.s s.b.,
aert trimmer/ fast slow tune valves,
E35. Racal 117 v g c . £100 Tel 0181-
813 9193

Racal 117E, excellent condition, recent
overhaul by Racal specialist costing f90
will take f125 Lowe SRX-100 0-30MHz
digital receiver, boxed as new. f75 ERA
Microreader boxed with manual, £45
Tel Jim on Sheffield 0114-237 3330

Racal RA -17, f75 Eddystone 640, £75
Eddystone 840A. f75, all good condition
and good working order Tel Suffolk
1013791384760
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Racal maim RA1712 lined (proms
84618 8825 all latest boards as at
service 5/1997 complete with service
manual and operators manual. EL03

o n is Tel Jim UMW (C1THR) on

Chettenha.. ro rn 4+r

69266'

ll000res NISI. a fit ,rm,;so,uso,
ROS. 300 mom nos, scan t gain, five
tuning rnethods. auto tuning 153kHz-
30MHz. continuous a m coverage.

boxed with case, ant ima. as new, cost
CVO will accept £100 Tel (016081
662488

Silvia My mkt Trio TS -7E0
144/432MHz multi -mode transceiver

1350 Trio TS -5.33S h t transceiver.

12513 Yaesu FT -290R 2m 1144MHzI

multi -nude. (150 FRG -7700
communications receiver 1150 Tirry2
TNC, 170 Tel Mike on Tunbridge Wells
(0189217237133

Specs wanted! Clearing five Racal
RA17, RA17L. RA117. 160475 each

depending on condition, all g w o or
(300 the lot A1188tF rough but g w
610 no rif4ros Rovers intros Tel Neil

Wanted

G81.111 on Uxbridge l018951230006

Stone 5114 ex -p m r mobile rig with
mic and built-in spr,aier. 120 Tel Dave
0141.579 8589

Tektronix 5458 oscilloscope :45

beam 50MHz. probes. cover run
manuals in good order, another 5458
complete but 1101 working offers Tel
Sussex (013231505297

Um Nevesreel-to-reel tape
waders two A77 suitcase version arid
one A700 model, all machines are 41

spina models 175 each or Tel

David Liscombe on Swansea 1011921

771579

WAIN EP -125 25-30A p su and
s w r meter, all boxed and as new, all
manuals filters plus f m and
microphone. (450 the lot Tel 1012461

236496

TS -11311S. vgc.S meter. lights gone.
1425 for the pair 3-500Hz tubes. new,
boxed, unused f 175 MFJ-2598
',leads 600 roils as new f 150 Autek

A Le 106114s, transrnw r

Bird eneeireter erwthet aradend lea 71-
VaTal.4 0net Ino IRMO Oita at larnel

Wen Ode *heirs lois. Pala of ids
Mamma 71XThareitira yew dal hi Jai
01700 23305 MARIN 111 Pietas*
Plarbanda. elm PLO St

Omni &pas kr Soto 9X0 mac tel
Rata 10/2013 MeV

Gabe 11/44 wow its /Sit fund ream and
bat RCA d tad. Calm mat ail Nit
mow wwi MAZINA Swum EN to
nammis AeS bdp Mat nolo Tel 101748
260Nd. was 1117431104055 low

Comenenill or 31 OTT Seine Wong lean*
MI eta maw tsteroid Tel Tale Tit
NIA 1091111011611 amama

Colonial  at likartal tram stasio Psi
with mown & mot Tel Pete on Sabi 1014541
8814 55

babe name Tel Laden 11711110171143

Iiikatais ANA mooraltil0 a Mr* SAS
swam wad. welcomldrrrmwerkri awride

meeenerito wird Tel Owed at Sautart
01/881W161

FTXII araml a arm 111400 he pats 1YM OOP
PIP Tel Goy 2Eltik4Y 0151480 Ina mom

Nen nib ans., rent A I mew a* tab
downweiosue  doeseuriew lee peat Omit
main lot tousi-sosist Altaratiorte siaatiltis
a pert searartt Tel Oat en Ritchniin Lanes
MX% 351060 f -ma l and attnallieasank

Nalp marl an tabla Mean HMO NEM
maps arms mot mask alma CXT
!rat ura elm* Be MOW, 01001011100002
aware ardm Imam dradaml ao Mau%

RF1 antenna analyser. £100 All P&P

extra Tel r012671 253699

UHF /road station roamer
P4788/GR. 145 Meant R390A ex St
Julien Creek. g W o . minor attention
resulted 1190 Marconi 8218 g w o
trade or sell. SO. collect only. no otters
Tel Neil Ga.ru on Uxbridge 1018951

230006

Set No 17 Mldl, f 150 %sl-
im ornru V wrath power Me*. 11933.
Linear amplifier A1811. WOW. shit
boxed. 1574 99 Two Meg/Loop with
control box offers Yaest FOG -7700
memory unit vhfconverter V 5,
1399 99 TR-9130 tin 1144MH4
transceiver, all mode. box. £250 Hameg
oscilloscope HM203 5 20MHz. box.

1195 Tel (01E1691244166

MGM 1993  collectors item,
Someone must want it, E7 (half original
pricel Tel Rochdale 1017061358650

Tatou 530 hand -bold u h f /v n t wide
band receive CTCSS/DTMT/VOX.
boxed. manual. as new. f 140 Tel
Adrian 1015841872618

wan van treated Tel Nunes, on Stottlinon
Twit 101 11R1 550064

W kw evellarlattliii owe
No Ow vain wt. emporia+. act Tor
gnat apipmel. Tarpon raid colletira
diary Mt paid* WAN sweilla Co= J
0 Omit 5 limesen Clam Stelimdis Selinkow
SOP Lies LNt7111

lbw@ ap 11 NM wt a beim ram
nemeteximilel es-

-.tot yid 10.0 elpostop FT
MAN Id Mks GO Soampoill1/0317/51Elf

maser Fran paha tamiader matte
 amosMom GOTWMTIMIMMA
HOMO

orfleil lbw was linos ascends vas.,
man tem *are we slaws NC are tel

10151013218pt eat faa

INI1141/Ma oar aim mum ow Ter Bran
TAXON an WON 0117K 0011223

lima= amid sr irabri ITS1 a I re sew
aftemn d pram Meaarin pats non erne
nonfat! as pans too*, ere Pleat lea n sax
kill Tet Pave Leary on &ers5 431372145138I re

Military type radios My gamut. Pry ante er
prase& any imaW gy tvp ors a ow* tortes
typo I Ara tate to reap eruct collection needs
wades Tut Mn or Worts 1015621 743753 e
Break rttedllareepusene tam

00 150 rusty kr UW011.-150 eta
pkew.krmpnwneltorUm

tin 10198310511712

ash drink muse, Maur came non
It* a. amen lbw 20MB UPI NA 15646 are
nalenet moan tat Memo bat Tel 0111142
111e

tame amel Ite eremitic umbrere
lietionettlIKETOttailt dieraria. iltry -
lei. xis IIIIIHMUNISIBM.mama.

Mahn 1118141111 f m main waned maid
=war. scrap SS105S rem l m bomb
Ter Bran Ca SI -WS sr

&al csimeoicer-ro wow arlo
PPM] cc Mir Tit alto Emu

lallapham aeolaamal bar tea am
N ara" ram tot war wpm on sfyte
beta. 0,1 000,112 pM 1« (11+111dar

10134110114

Tined ee mop r 9r01.11co um.

Went.4 lei restitten on trot

V.24 Sway Dora,* a Sx21. Sys?
1105 Mn lisidgend dial. MOW
trandamm smaaas chaa Mot
tanderm ant twat Tel IOW
Gang OTIROlt/ENIX SS Marl Pd.
Cwendern Eat NOM SOM SAX

hint tbab viol Nato ado I rant tan
ewe Ott trek wade curio feat 11151 or
Elm MEG I aim witai ratImatraeed
mode MB Tar 14.011. gadding Mal Olt Na
B Sashed OM WNW" COM ladmam
8161115

Yam RIG -7700 and matching FRT
a t u plus Datong AD 370 active
antenna, all in very good condition.
6250 Tel 1018901 750136 for details

Yana naives 60
900MHz. Isb.usb.am narrow.
a m wide. m narrow m w 100
memories. excellent condition with
manual. 1240 Tel Worthing 1019031

262591

Yam 11-11119. 200W output extra
filters including BPF 1 for sub receiver.

handbook, technical manual. SP5
speaker. desk Inc list MK. Heil
headset. bored, as new. SIGY/ 12350
Plus carriage Tel Boll (12G1 on Ireland
00.353 21 546373

YAetti FT loll

rater L'Uti Ka'
TM77 2m/70cm 1144/430MHzi ,

charger extended receive. (150 le
0161 480 6108

Vona FTTSOONI 144MHz t m mobile.
5. 25.50W outputs. full CTCSS module
rated shack use only as new

condition, boxed with manual. Et BO
o n o Tel Stan GIYGJ on Tamworth
101827158004 or mobile (079671

888136

Your FT -9N cot n t transceiver. late

model, Collins s s b fiber. built-in
as 1.0 . removal* front panel. very
little use. as new. manual. rmaophone.
baled. f599 Tel G401W ICITHR1
1014891789960

Yeas FT -911111 n I transceiver.
absolutely mint COrlOttrOn. hard!, used

on transmit baled. military??. internal
p s u 6275. Myer collects or arranges
carnage Tel Seamus Kiernan 0181.224
SGbq

NEW RULES'
Rules ors how renders
are to send their
Bargain Basement
forms have changed.
Please remember to
include your dated.
coloured corner flash
from this page along
with your entry.

Exchange

13 month AO& 5000
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CDROM home manuals
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BilIGAIN BASEMENT ORDER Hill
ase insert this ad,ertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.
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Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT. C>
Please only write in the conic ho published with your

advert.

ie. do you want your name & address..,,

Your advert, you decide!
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VHf REPORT

REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
THE LAST SATURDAY Of EACH
MONTH.

DAVID BUTLER G4ASR
YEW TREE COTTAGE
LOWER MAESCOED
HEREFORDSHIRE
HR2 OHP

TEL: 101873) 860679

E-MAIL: g4asr @ btinternel.com

PACKET @ GB7MAD

UK DX Cluster 81 GB7DXC

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR HAS DETAILS OF AN
ATTEMPT TO CROSS THE
ATLANTIC ON THE 144MHz
BAND AND DESCRIBES
MICROWAVE OPERATION
FROM HILL -TOPS.

199i the Irish Radio
Transmitters Society (IRTS)
announced that a pair 01

Waterford Crystal cut glass vases,
called the Brendan Trophies,
would be awarded to the first
two stations to establish two-way
communication across the
Atlantic Ocean on the 144MHz
hand and rising to the challenge
the station of Bill Ward GMOICF
recently decided to make an
attempt at achieving such a
unique contact.

Between lune 26 to July 2.
he operated the station 2SOICF/P
located at a lighthouse on
Ardnamurchan Point. the most

westerly point on the British Isles
mainland. The other station.
VO1AA, was located over
3350km away at Cabot Tower,
St. John's, Newfoundland.

Originally. Bill's plan was to
use a pair of 17 -element Yagis,
but lack of manpower meant that
the antenna system was
restricted to a single Yagi. Jim
Fisher GMONAI loaned his
Discovery amplifier (3CX800
p.a.) and it ran faultlessly all
week, providing 400W at the
antenna. In total, Bill operated
the station for 55 hours spread
over the six day period.

Unfortunately, nothing was
heard in either direction, but Bill
wasn't down -hearted. He
mentioned that the whole
exercise was quite hard going
hut it might have been worse. It
could have rained EVERY day!
All the gear performed without
so much of a hiccup, even with
all the water in the tent.

Bill mentions that groups
making future attempts should he
certain they have sufficient
people to share the workload as
listening to white noise for hours
at a time can be rather
demoralising. He also suggests
that tests are arranged with a
similar enthusiastic group of
people able to assemble a high
power 144MHz station - if no-
one tries then we will never
know what can be achieved.

Those of you looking to
make the first terrestrial 144M1-1,
contact across the Atlantic
Ocean might he heartened by
the news that the station of
WI LP/MM iDL511, located off
the Mexican coast, recently
contacted the Hawaiian station

Fig. 1: The lUe,riz dish and t 4 4MHz antenna at the
station of G4ZXO/P.

KH6LMLIBK291over a distance
of around 4754km. Both stations
also attempted a trans -Pacific
contact on the 430MHz hand
with partial success.

Steve KOXP mentioned on
the vhf.dx.discuss Internet
newsgroup that it is thought that
there are equivalent tropospheric
ducts spanning the Atlantic
Ocean from the
Azores/Spain/Portugal/northern
Africa across to Bermuda and
other Caribbean islands. Nobody
seems to have taken those
possibilities seriously enough to
make a concerted, long-term
effort to find and use these long
distance paths.

He also mentions that there's
a north -south marine duct along
the North American east coast
and south-east to Bermuda
caused by the weather system
termed the Bermuda High.
Again, no-one seems to have
investigated the possibilities.
possibly because of the lack of
serious weak -signal v.h.fiu.h.f.
activity on the islands. The only
time this duct gets noticed is
when someone using an f.m.
repeater or simplex operation
stumbles across it.

Steve further reports that the
Hawaiian duct across the Pacific
Ocean was well known by
aircraft pilots long before it was
spanned on the amateur v.h.f.
and u.h.i. bands. He remembers
hearing of Second World War
ferry pilots reporting its existence
over 50 years ago. Similarly,
there have been occasional
reports by aircraft pilots of
Atlantic Ocean ducts. Steve
suggests that someone should try
to track down such reports for

further analysis.
Prompted by Steve's news

group report. Peter Taylor
G8BCG (ex-H44PT) managed 10
dig out some details from the
'Extended Range VHF
Symposium' held at the Royal
Geographical Society, London,
In May 1963. The event,
sponsored by International
Aeradio Limited 11AI.), reports
that -On a number of
occasions San Francisco (SF())
has worked flights near Honolulu
INK) and at least once has
ramp -checked a flight on the
HNL field.

"SFO is probably the worlds
best known extended range v.h.f.
station. It is probably also the
number one spreader of
'troposcat fever', a malady
which leads us to disregard the
meteorological factor and exper t
a similar equipped station
anywhere in the world to turn
out a similar performance".

Peter mentions that the
symposium papers cover
extensive testing of Pacific
Ocean paths. From the UK there
were papers covering the route
from Malta to Johannesburg.
including reference to then un-
named It.e.p.) trans -equatorial
propagation.

So, it's all been done before
and forgotten! Who will be first
to span the Atlantic Ocean on
the 144MHz band? Peter reckons
it will be two I.m. stations,
possibly mobile, in the right
place at the right time. Although
he thinks high power
transatlantic beacons are a good
idea these will only be useful for
a limited number of enthusiasts.
Peter suggests that well sited f.m.
repeaters are a more likely
source of alert although sadly
this won't happen because of
incompatible IARU band plans.

MICROWAVE STATIONS

For some years. the microwave
stations of Julian Rolfe G4UET,
Jim Gale G4WYJ and Peter
G4ZXO have participated as a
team operating in various

I ig. 2: The loutil dish at the station of G4uET/P.
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Fig. 3: Transporting the equipment to the top of
Ditchling Beacon.

Fig. 4: 1.3GHz Yagi and 2.3GHz Quad Loop Yagi.

microwave contests and all of
the regular 10GHz cumulative
events. On this latter band, the
group are fortunate to have two
separate systems.

The equipment assembled
by G4ZXO consists of a DB6NT
transverter and matching low -
noise amplifier II.n.a.) using a
high electron mobility transistor
(h.e.m.t.). The antenna he uses is
an ex -Halifax aircraft forward -
facing radar dish, 750mm in
diameter and fed with a
waveguide double -dipole feed.
On transmit, a DB6NT solid-
state amplifier runs 10W output.

In practice, this system
enables regular portable contacts
to be made with stations up to
400km away. A power of 10W
output on the 10GHz band is
quite high power and special
precautions have to be taken to
look after the safety of the team
and the sensitive receive
equipment.

Because of the higher field
density in front of the antenna
the dish is located on top of a
4m, high guyed pole, as shown
in the photograph, Fig. 1. Care
must also be taken with the I.n.a.
as the h.e.m.t. device is more
sensitive to r.f. overload than a
normal GaAs f.e.t.

In practice, the device will
be quite happy with input
leakage powers of up to 10mW,
but higher levels could cause
catastrophic damage. To avoid

high levels of r.f. from reaching
the pre -amplifier, a special
changeover relay designed for
use at microwave frequencies is
used.

It should be noted, at this
point, that many of the small
relays with SMA connectors
available on the surplus market
are unsuitable for powers above
a few watts. As Peter is running
10W output the isolation of the
relay should be better than 30dB
to prevent damage to the pre-
amplifier.

Isolation (sometimes called
crosstalk) is the amount of signal
that you can measure at the
unused (receive) port compared
to the used (transmit) port of the
relay. With lOW being applied
to a relay with 30dB isolation a
level of 10mW will be present at
the receive port. This is
uncomfortably close to the
upper limit that the h.e.m.t. can
handle and an isolation of
around 35dB or better is
preferred.

At the lOW level it is also
useful to utilise a relay that has
tell -back contacts and interlock
these with the transmit/receive
control. This will prevent any r.f.
being transmitted until the relay
has changed over properly.

The equipment used by
Julian G4UET runs less power
than the G4ZXO system but,
nevertheless, it is still very
competitive. It consists of a

G3WDG/G4DDK transverter kit
with the addition of a 1W solid-
state p.a. and a h.e.m.t. low -
noise pre -amplifier.

The receive pre -amplifier
(designed by G3WDG) has a
very low -noise figure and is
intended for high performance
tropo or moonbounce le.m.e.)
applications. It uses a well -
proven and reliable Fujitsu
FHX06 h.e.m.t. device providing
a gain of 12dB and a noise figure
of 1dB.

As the system is used for
weak -signal DXing (c.w. or
s.s.b.), Julian uses an SMA
microwave connector at the
input of the pre -amplifier. Any
other type of connector would
be far too lossy at these
frequencies. For e.m.e.
applications where the ultimate
in low -noise performance is
required the pre -amplifier can be
built using a waveguide input
arrangement. This method
eliminates the loss (around
0.2dB) of one SMANVaveguide
transition.

The transmit amplifier uses a
Mitsubishi MGF2430A GaAs
f.e.t. device and, although is
capable of running a little more
power output, it is throttled back
to ensure that the expensive
transistor has a long and happy
life!

Julian uses a 450mm
parabolic antenna (the famous
PW dish() with a Procomm
reflector feed. The entire
transverter system is located at
the back of the dish and
mounted on top of a small ex -
Navy tripod as shown in the
photograph. Fig. 2. With this
arrangement, portable contacts
are regularly made over paths of
275-300km.

NEW PORTABLE QTH

In previous years, the G4UET,
G4WYI and G4ZXO team had
operated from Firle Beacon
0000) but this year they have
been trying a new portable QTH
on top of Ditchling Beacon
11090). Unlike Firle, where
access can be made by vehicle,
Ditchling Beacon requires a
completely different approach.

The highest point of the hill-
top requires a pair of sturdy legs
and a means of carrying all the
equipment up a steep incline. To
assist in this task, a cart made
out of the portable mast with a
set of wheels has been
constructed, (see Fig. 3). This
cart is used to get all the kit,
including a 100 Ampere/Hour
battery and a bank of four Yuasa
12V sealed lead -acid cells to the
top. (I think they should get an
award just for the effort!).

The first 10GHz cumulative
contest entered by the group this
year took place on Sunday May
30. Two stations, G4UET/P and

G4ZXO/P, were set up on the
l OGHz band with a separate
144MHz station for liaison
purposes. Most of the
microwave contacts are
normally pre -arranged on
144.175MHz, the UK
microwave talkback calling
frequency. Stations in mainland
Europe also use 432.350MHz
and you may occasionally hear
schedules being arranged on this
frequency.

The contest got off to a good
start with both stations making
six contacts in the first hour. At
1100UTC, a French station -
F6DPH/P - called in on the talk -
back frequency. The computer
(essential for beam -heading
calculations) showed him to be
located 482km away.

Peter G4ZXO tried first with
his higher power and, following
an alignment of the dish, an
s.s.b. contact was made 59 both
ways. Julian G4UET then made
contact receiving a 57 report
and in the process beating his
personal distance record for the
band.

One of the more recent
contests entered was the multi -
band IARU event held on
October 2-3. On the 1.3GHz
band they used a Microwave
Modules MMT1296 Mk I
transverter driving two
Mitsubishi p.a. blocks to 35W
output into a 23 -element Yagi.

For the 2.3GHz band a
G3WDG transverter was used in
conjunction with a DB6NT p.a.
running 4W into 40 -element
Quad loop Yagi. (These antennas
and the mast -head units are
shown in the photograph. Fig.
4). A Yaesu FT -290R with
replacement Mutek front-end
board was used as the driving
transceiver for both bands.

Talk -back, 100W and a 7 -
element Yagi on the I 44MHz
band and 100W and a 19 -
element Yagi on the 430MHz
band was also provided.
Running high power talk -back
on the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands is
becoming more of a necessity
these days. With path lengths
increasing on the microwave
bands, upwards of 500km, it is
becoming more difficult to liase
on lower frequencies.

A power of 10W and a ZL-
Special on the 144MHz band Is
not good enough anymore.
Indeed many operators are now
reporting that long distance
contacts can be made at good
strengths on the 10GHz band
with nothing being heard on the
144MHz or 430MHz bands.

DEADLINES

That's it again for this month's
'VHF Report'. Last month I gave
full details regarding the Leonids
meteor shower which will
provide extraordinary conditions
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on the v.h.f. bands in less than
one week's time.

Don't forget to be in the
shack between 2300UTC on
Tuesday November 16 and
1200UTC on Wednesday
November 17. Please let me
know what you heard or worked
on any of the v.h.f. bands during
this period.

Forward any details to the
address and by the date given at
the top of the column.
Alternatively you may find it
more convenient to make a
simple telephone call.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
LETTERS AND GOOD LUCK
WITH THE DX. SEE YOU
AGAIN NEXT MONTH.

73 ntaide 94,1SR

Hf FAR & WIDE

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI
33 NANT GWYN
TRELEWIS
MID GLAMORGAN
CF46 6DB
WALES

TEL: (01443) 411459

THIS MONTH LEIGHTON
SMART GWOLBI BRINGS YOU
NEWS OF POOR CONDITIONS
ON THE HF BANDS AND,
ONCE AGAIN, HIS REGULAR
REPORTERS FROM AROUND
GREAT BRITAIN SHARE THEIR
VARIOUS CONTACTS WITH
YOU.

Im sure that I'm not alone in
hoping that the demise of
summer will bring the hoped -

for improvement in propagation
conditions on the high frequency
bands! For the past few months.
reports have generally indicated
that, although long-range DX has
been worked on all (or most)
days, conditions have been more
or less rather poor.

Those who were about
during previous near -sunspot
peaks have all lamented that
they have remembered
conditions being rather more
productive at this part of the
cycle. Well, with fingers crossed
I'm hoping that as the winter
draws in, conditions -

particularly on the 24 and
28MHz bands - will come into
their own again, with strong
signals well into the hours of
darkness! Time will tell I

suppose!

PROPAGATION REPORT

A brief report on propagation
now from the ever -watchful Don
McLean G3NOF in Yeovil, who
says: "Things have been very
patchy this month, with even the
low frequency bands being dead
sometimes. In my opinion, things
are not as good as they were this
time last year.

"It seems that 14MHz has
again been the most reliable
band, with Australia and New
Zealand coming in between
0500 and 0900UTC most days,
along with African countries at
around 1600-1900UTC.

"The 18 and 21MHz bands
were patchy on most days this
month, although Pacific

countries were heard over the
North Pole between 0800 and
093OUTC on 18MHz and Asia
came in on the short path most
days on 21MHz between the
hours of 0900 and 1800UTC.

"The 24 and 28MHz bands
were the most unreliable this
month, although some Asian
signals were heard on 24MHz
between 1000 and 160OUTC,
signals were not strong and
prone to deep and rapid fading.
On the 28MHz band there were
days when nothing at all was
heard. On some days Africa was
heard around 1400-1800UTC,
but were very prone to heavy
fading."

YOUR REPORTS

On that rather melancholy note
of Don's, I'll delve into your
reports, starting with the 3.5 and
7MHz bands. First comes Sean
Gilbert G4UCJ of Milton Keynes
who, using 30W of c.w. into a
HF6 vertical antenna, lists a
single 3.5MHz contact with
UP4L (Kazakhstan) at 2327,
while 7MHz brought in ZS6Z
(South Africa) at 2213UTC and a
switch to 3W QRP gave him a
contact with TI4CF (Costa Rica)
at 0005UTC.

Also using low power on
3.5MHz this month was Eric
Masters GOKRT (see Fig. 1) of
Worcester Park in Surrey, who

Fig. 1: One of the 'HF Far & Wide' reporters: Eric
Masters GOKRT using his QRP plus rig, now busy
with his studies.

Fig. 2: Ted Trowell G2HKU - another of the regular
reporters.

hooked up with LA2PKA
(Norway) at 1903UTC, using
c.w., while on QRP s.s.b.

Eric managed a nice contact
with GOAOZ, who was using a
miniscule 500mW p.e.p. on a
very noisy 'eighty metres'! Eric's
7MHz list includes c.w. contacts
with RA9FU (Asiatic Russia) at
2007UTC and EC1DNE (Spain)
at 0845UTC.

THE 14MHz BAND

Judging by reports, 14MHz was
the best band this month, often
staying open all night. Ted
Trowell G2HKU (see Fig. 2) from
the Isle of Sheppey in Kent spent
quite a bit of time here, using
70W of c.w. to hook up with
IV1LS (Mongolia) QSL via
W3DOX, 5B4/G3ZEM (Cyprus)
and 1H4ING (Japan) at around
150OUTC.

Operating at 1700UTC
brought him a contact with the
unusual call 3XY1B0 (Guinea)
QSL via F5XX and at 2000UTC
came W6CYX (west coast USA)
and JA4DZ (Japan). After
dropping power to SW, Ted later
worked 5AIA (Libya) at
190OUTC!

Meanwhile, Sean G4UCJ
reckons that 14MHz was quite
productive for his low power
operation. His 3W log for this
band includes c.w. contacts with
HP1AC (Panama),J35WIM/VP9
(Bermuda) and LU4DD
(Argentina), all at around
2300UTC, while ATOVLH (India)
was worked at 1829UTC and
9V1XE (Singapore) at 184OUTC.

THE 18MHz BAND

'All s.s.b.' is the preferred
method for Don McLean G3NOF
of Yeovil in Somerset and using
this mode he lists some nice
18MHz DX contacts with
A45XM (Oman), HU4A (El
Salvador) QSL via EA4URE,
T24DX (Tuvalu Island), QSL via
EA4CP, XE1VNX (Mexico),
4S7HBG (Sri Lanka) QSL to
DL3ROB, 9M6AAC (Sabah,
Malaysia), VP5/VVB8VTK (Turks
& Caicos Islands) and UAOFF
(Asian Russia).

Also active on 18MHz was
Carl Mason GWOVSW of
Skewen in West Glamorgan who
used 80W and a half -sized G5RV
antenna on the band. Carl's s.s.b.
reached out to KP4IX (Puerto
Rico) QSL via WP4MIM at 0822
and VA3GA (Canada) at
1600UTC. Switching to c.w. Carl
lists his contacts with EKOW
(Armenia) and VK5CRS
(Australia) at around 0700UTC,
while at 1042UTC EL2WW
(Liberia) was worked.

THE 21MHz BAND

Despite the patchy conditions
and heavy fading, the 21MHz
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band seems to have thrown up
quite a few gems this time
around. All-c.w. man, Ted
G2HKU, used 70W to work
3B9FR (Rodriguez Island, south
Indian Ocean) and VQ9GB
(Chagos Island) QSL to K7GB, as
well as ZX4C (Brazil), LU9GBR
(Argentina) and 5B4/G3VMW
(Cyprus), all at around
150OUTC.

Carl GWOVSW offers all
s.s.b. contact with D44BC (Cape
Verde Islands) and HC5AI
(Ecuador) at 1500UTC, while
1600UTC brought in A92GI
(Bahrain) and VE3/GW4WSU
(Canada).

Using mainly s.s.b. on
21MHz was Eric GOKRT who
lists 100W contacts with
RU9CZD (Asian Russia) at
1800UTC and AA2KD (USA),
LU6FF (Argentina) and PY2YU
(Brazil) at around 2000UTC - the
last two being new countries and
a new continent for him on
21MHz.

Don G3NOF worked a long
list of countries on 21 MHz of
which includes D44BC (Cape
Verde Islands), HSOAC
(Thailand), ITICO (Mongolia),
Yll EE (Iraq), 5H3US (Tanzania),
OD5PN (Lebanon) and 457AB
(Sri Lanka).

THE 241 28htHr BANDS

One thing's for sure, our
reporters really are hard working
operators! The two highest
bands were the poorest of the lot
this month, yet they still seemed
to be able to dig out the DX
there.

Sean G4UCI mentions his
30W c.w. contact on 24MHz
with EZI3AQ (Turkmenistan) at
093OUTC and a 3W QRP
contact with KI ZZNY 2 (Canada)
at 1912UTC, while Ted G2HKU
lists c.w. contacts with 5X1P
(Uganda) YB5QZ (Indonesia)
and 4X1VF (Israel) all at around
1500UTC on the 24MHz band.

Finally, to 'tie up the
ribbons' this month, Don
G3NOF offers his s.s.b. list
including HI3/DLIGKG/P
(Dominican Republic), SU9ZZ
(Egypt), VP8LGT (Falkland
Islands) and 912A (Zambia).

SIGNING OFF

Once again, despite the less than
impressive conditions, it's clear
that there is DX out there to be
worked. Sometimes it simply
means being in the right place at
the right time, but more often it
means that the amateur has to
study prevailing conditions,
familiarise themselves with
conditions and parts of the world
expected to be heard at certain
times of the day, as well as
keeping a watch on the
propagation beacons, which
themselves are an excellent

indicator of what to expect.
So, successful operation on

the hi. bands is not all as simple
as it seems! Thanks again to all
reporters for their time and effort
in making the column a success.

AS USUAL. REPORTS,
INFORMATION AND
PHOTOGRAPHS (I'D LIKE TO
PUT A FACE TO THE NAMES!)
BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH.
DETAILS AT THE TOP OF THE
COLUMN.

Zezei/teso peozeT

fOCA1 POINT

REPORTS & INFORMATION
TO:

GRAHAM HANKINS G8EMX
11 COTTESBROOK ROAD
ACOCKS GREEN
BIRMINGHAM
B27 (,LE

E-MAIL:
graham4ghank.demon.co.uk

PACKET: G8EMX@GB7SOL

THIS MONTH GRAHAM
G8EMX FOCUSES ON THE
NEW MILLENNIUM & WHAT IT
MIGHT BRING FOR THOSE
AMATEURS WHO ENJOY ATV.
HE ALSO SPEAKS A LITTLE BIT
ABOUT THE BATC RALLY FOR
THE YEAR 2000 & BRINGS
YOU AN UPDATE ON
SOFTWARE MENTIONED IN
THE OCTOBER 'FOCAL
POINT'.

The world is about to enter
the new millennium. Every
branch of human

achievement is anticipating the
major developments that the
21st century may bring. Within
the world of electronics and
communications, that has to
mean the change from analogue
to digital technology which, in
so many instances, is already
here.

Digital computing has been
around for many years already
digital sound storage and
reproduction has virtually
replaced the vinyl disk and
digital radio broadcasting has
been available for some time
now.

Digital broadcast TV has
arrived too, but this has been a
relative latecomer to the
outgoing century. Perhaps this
can only heighten how complex
a technical development digital
TV has been, apart from the
decisions on standards and
compression that had to be
discussed and finalised.

Is it any great surprise, then

Practical Wireless, December 1999

that (for the first time) the
Amateur TV (ATV) tradition of
following or sometimes being
ahead of broadcast techniques.
no longer holds? To appreciate
why, let's have a reminder of
why the world's technology is
replacing analogue 'waves' by
digital 'bits'.

NATURAL WORLD

The natural world produces
analogue information - every
sight and sound is a stimulus of
infinitely varying intensity. But it
has not been possible to convert
these into an electrical form then
record, store, transport or
reproduce that stimulus without
altering its original form, every
step of the way. That distortion
may be extremely small, but is
always there, together with any
random noise that is picked up
or generated along the way.

But a number is a number.
In very simplistic terms, if 100
pulses are put into a line, then
100 recognisable pulses will
emerge. If 100 pulses are
recorded onto a disk, the
reproduction system will find
100 pulses. The number that
goes in. precisely comes out.

So, if an analogue signal is
encoded into as many pulses as
possible, (or has been decided
upon), then those many pulses
will be what the listener or
viewer will get. The more pulses
the system uses, the more
accurate to the original analogue
the reproduced signal will be.
Digital systems also allow data
to be compressed which creates
space for extra services.

The massive challenge for
broadcast digital TV has been
the vast speed and quantity of
pulses needed to represent a
high definition, moving Image.
Plus the computing power
necessary for compression. error
correction, storage and the final
conversion back to analogue for
the domestic TV picture.

So, Is an amateur digital TV
system early in the 21st century
too large a mountain to climb?
At the moment I know of no
practical method of digitising a

fast -scan picture that would be
within most amateur budgets
and, arguably, there's no
absolute need for AN to 'go
digital' at all - amateurs could
use, or continue to use,
whatever system they wished.

The pressure for more
channels to deliver more viewer
choice and inter -activity has
been the other major 'driving
force' behind broadcast digital
TV. Substantial compression can
be achieved within digital
systems, fitting more channels
into a finite radio spectrum, so a
digitally - compressed AN
system would certainly be an
advantage on the 432-440MHz
amateur band. The world of
amateur TV can only wait for
developments which, one day in
the 21st century, will surely
arrive.

STATE OF PLAY

Meanwhile, at the end of the
20th century, I will summarise
the 'state of play' for AN in the
UK. At my most recent count
there are seven, 10GHz (3cm)
AN repeaters and 25 1.3GHz
124cm) AN repeaters available
around the country - with
436MHz continuing to carry
some simplex AN.

Membership of the British
Amateur TV Club (BATC) is
fairly stable at around 2000
members, who receive the
Club's quarterly A4 magazine
CQ-TV, which, incidentally,
came second in the recent PIN
Club Spotlight Magazine
competition. 'National' section.
Congratulations should go to
CQ-TV Editor, Ian Pawsonl

The BATC's first rally in the
21st century will be at a fresh
venue. For the past few years the
Club has arranged its AN rally
at the Sports Connexion near
Coventry, but has now received
an offer to hold its 2000 rally at
Bletchley Park. near Milton
Keynes.

Bletchley Park may be
familiar to you as the (now
famous, but then top-secret)
code -cracking centre during the
Second World War, where the

Fig. 1: Views of the ATV demonstration at Bletchley
Park, venue for the BATC's rally next year ('2000!).
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claimed unbreakable German
'Enigma' code was broken with
'Colossus', a huge, valved, early
computer!

Today, Bletchley Park is a
cryptography museum, with a re-
built Colossus machine and,
according to news items, may be
preserved for the nation. Also
within the complex is an ATV
demonstration station, run by
Dave McQue and it is thanks to
Dave that the BATC has decided
to move venue. The provisional
date for the BATC rally is April 8,
2000, but 'Focal Point' will
remind you again!

TESTCARDS ON COMPUTERS

In the October 'Focal Point' I
was playing with a piece of
computer software called
PCA TV, which generates
testcards on a computer or TV
screen and I eventually
registered my shareware copy to
enable all the facilities.

The registering process
allocates a number to the user
which, when entered, fixes that
copy of the programme to your
callsign, in my case GBEMX.
Everything was fine, until I tried
to add /P to the call. After all, I

want to use this at a repeater
site! But no, the software would
not allow any changes to the call
after registration (logically
enough I suppose).

A phone call to the
software's author. Robin
Stephens GBXEU, soon fixed my
problem. Robin explained how
to remove the original
registration, then he assigned
two more registration numbers
for GBEMX/P and /A.

Robin explained: "This was
not a programme fault. many
customers have requested this
facility so it will be added to
subsequent modifications to the
programme, to allow for callsign
modifications". Mine had been
the '03' version and '04' would
be available in a few weeks time,
so probably available when this
is published.

My computer was running
PCA TV into a TV monitor at the
BATC's Shuttleworth convention
When the 'On' icon is clicked in
the 'select output' screen
controlling the computer's video
card, the vision output is
switched from the computer's
monitor to the TV set at 625
lines.

All fine, everything working
OK! Then, some while into the

day, the 'On' icon appeared
'greyed out', which all Windows
users will recognise as indicating
'not available'. What on earth
had happened?

I could leave the answer
until the next millennium, but as
this may spoil your celebrations,
I discovered that the cable
carrying video into the monitor
was disconnected.

Simply reconnecting the
cable (which had been used for
other things) enabled the icon
and a test card appeared on the
TV once again. The video card
apparently 'looked for' a 7511
termination! Ah, computers are
weird, but wonderful!

HAVE A VERY HAPPY
CHRISTMAS & A BRILLIANT P5
MILLENNIUM PARTY,
WHEREVER YOU CHOOSE TO
BE! SEE YOU AGAIN IN THE
NEXT CENTURY!

el44.04 'afa.diNJ ISTVY2

AUSSIE ORACLE

LETTERS & REQUESTS FOR
TOPICS YOU'D LIKE COVERED
TO ME PLEASE.

CHRIS EDMONDSON VK3CE
PO BOX 123
EAGLE HEIGHTS
QUEENSLAND 4271
AUSTRALIA

E-MAIL: editor@iradiomag.com

THIS MONTH SEES THE
RETURN OF OUR AUSTRALIAN
REPORTER, CHRIS
EDMONDSON VK3CE AND
THIS TIME HE TELLS YOU
ABOUT HIS BIG MOVE TO THE
GOLD COAST AS WELL AS
SOME NEWS OF AN
AUSTRALIAN 'REMEMBRANCE
DAY' CONTEST!

GDay from the depths of
winter in tropical
Queensland, VK4. My

11,1111C Is Chris Edmondson
VK3CE, Editor of PWs opposite
number in this part of the world -
Radio & Communications.
Winter? Who's kidding whom?
The average daily temperature at
this time of the year here is
22°C ... probably pretty close to
your summer temperatures!

First things first, I must

apologise most profusely to you,
the readers and to poor Rob and
the team at PW. My quarterly
column was supposed to appear
in the September 1999
magazine, the deadline for
which coincided almost to the
day with our big move from
Melbourne, Victoria, to the Gold
Coast - the best part of 2000km
to the north. Somehow I
managed to write the column
and, on the day before we
packed all the computer gear
away for the journey, dispatched
it via the Internet to the PW
offices.

Right now, I guess the
column is passing the planet
Pluto on its way to the PW office
outpost. Yes, it took the long
route. One day it might actually
arrive back in the UK ... I

sometimes wonder about all the
Internet mail which simply goes
missing. I mean, where does it
go? What really happens to it? If
you think about it, you could
probably come up with some
pretty funny explanations for lost
mail. The scary part is that
they're probably all true!

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN OZ?

So, what's been happening in
Oz? The short answer is ... not
all that much - and plenty, if that
makes sense. The bands have
been good at times. yet
appallingly bad at other times,
but there's been plenty
happening to keep the interest
up.

In August each year, one of
Australia's biggest contests hits
the air. In truth. I'm not much of
a contester. Part of it is simply
that I don't have much time free
to enjoy my hobby. But once a
year I make sure that I have the
time - so it was last weekend (as
I write).

The Remembrance Day
Contest (RD) pits state against
state and is hotly contested right
across the country, as well as in
Zt. and P29. On h.f., the aim is
to work as many stations as
possible in a 24 hour period and
all contacts must be with stations
in other call areas. But on v.h.f.
and u.h.f., that's simply not
practical ... and that's where the
fun starts.

Above 50MHz, the RD has
no geographical limitations, so
contacts are permitted within
your own call area. As the aim of
the contest is to get as many
point -scoring contacts as
possible - and because you may
re -work stations on v.h.f. and
u.h.f. after two hours have
elapsed - the whole things
becomes quite comical. Every
two hours you re -work the
people you worked to start with!

Special computer -based log -
keeping programs put lists of
stations on your screen that you

may re -work and, seeing the
honour of your state is at stake,
participants get pretty keen to
amass as many points as
possible. It would be fair to say
that the RD is Australia's most
popular contest, by far.

CUT A LONG STORY...

To cut a long story short, I seem
to have moved my family and
station to a rather good
v.h.fJu.h.f. location. In fact, it's a
corker! We enjoy unbroken
views for some 270°, taking in
all of the Gold Coast and
Queensland's capital city,
Brisbane. We are very elevated
here at about 600m (a.s.1.) and,
as we are close to vertical cliff
drops on three sides down to sea
level you might imagine that we
get out pretty well.

Not that we could be sure of
that until the actual day of the
contest. As late as two hours
before the RD started, my new
house had no antennas up at all!
An official government radio
inspector friend turned up to
admire the view and check out
our new 'digs'. "Right", he
quipped, "I'm going to inspect
your station! Ah, hang on a tick.
mate, where are the antennas"?
He asked.

"In there", I replied with a
long face, pointing at the garage.

"But how the devil can you
go in the RD without any
antennas up"? He quizzed, using
a remarkable amount of logic. I
muttered something about the
tower still being on the ground
and all the beams dismantled
and packed away after the move
from Melbourne (even I had to
bow to logic and make sure the
children had clothes to wear
first!) and how much I'd wanted
to be on the air for it ... and the
next thing you knew we had an
antenna up in the sky - using
nothing more than a few plastic
cable ties to hold it vertical!

After me saying that it should
be a pretty good v.h.fJu.h.f. site,
I then had to prove it! It's
obviously a bit too early to be
sure, but I have the sneaking
suspicion that I won the VK4
section of the contest by a fairly
substantial margin. So, it just
goes to show that a little
imagination and a well-equipped
tool kit can do wonders in a
pinch!

VAST AUSTRALIA

We have talked in the past about
how vast Australia really is and I
recently had the mind -numbing
opportunity to find out first-hand.
Something like 98% of
Australia's total population lives
within 50km of the sea and
almost all of the population lives
on the fertile eastern seaboard
and a little corner of southern
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Fig. 1: Chris VK3CE's
antenna which was very
quickly set up for the
'Remembrance Day
Contest' - with nothing
more than a few plastic
cable ties holding it
vertical!

Western Australia IVK6).
I needed to transport the two

family cars up here as a part of
the move. but my wife is rather
timid behind the wheel. This
meant I had to drive up both
cars. While fenny and the
children flew here. I drove up in
our 'family' car, the archetypal
Aussie outback vehicle, a Toyota
LandCruiser.

The coast road I chose was
choked with holidaying Brits, all
of whom seem to favour large
white van things with 'BRITZ IN
AUSTRALIA' festooned gaudily
in about eight places. That.
presumably, is to help them
blend in with the scenery.

Having arrived in one piece
and presented the keys to the
new t ar to my wife iwho went
out in it the next day and put a
big dent in it - thank you so
muchh I then flew hack to
Melbourne to repeat the drive in
my own car. Now this is where
things started to get interesting ...

No sooner had I arrived
back in Melbourne than the
cellular phone rang to tell me
that my uncle in Adelaide had
suffered a pretty major stroke
and that I should head over very
soon if I wanted to see him
again.

So out came the maps and a
new route back to VK4 was
plotted: Melbourne to
picturesque Victor Harbour.
80km south of Adelaide, then up
to Broken Hill NSW. through
Wilcannia and Cobar to Dubbo.
then up the Newell Highway to

Goondiwindi,
across the
Great Dividing
Range at
Warwick, then
along a motley
collection of
back roads to
the Gold
Coast.

Simple -
except for two
small details:
first, it's a
flaming long
way and
second. I had
a magazine to
produce and
only a couple

Fig. 2: The famous
Plastic cable ties in
question!

of days available to make the
trip! Could I afford so major a
detour? Well, my uncle was a
pretty special bloke and no way
was I going to miss what may
well be my last opportunity to
pay him my respects.

lust before dawn the next
day I headed west from
Melbourne. I arrived 800km
away in Adelaide late morning,
visited my Uncle for a fleeting
couple of hours, then headed
north.

The trip from Melbourne to
Adelaide takes you through
iwell, past) one main town -
Ballarat - but these days the
highway bypasses Ballarat so I
guess even that doesn't count.
But the important thing is that
you could stop no more than
every 40 or 50km for a drink and
fuel if you want to.

Broken Hill, where I stopped
for the night, is some 600km
north of Adelaide. but it was
when I had gone no more than

about 200km north from the City
of Churches that I realised how
isolated the place really was. The
law was absurdly green, but
there wasn't a tree to be seen,
not anywhere.

In tact, the further north I
went the fewer things I saw,
other than - and don't laugh. I'm
serious - emus, eagles, kangaroos
Clots of them!), wild horses and
camels ... and one lone, solitary,
ridiculously silly, goat. That
introduced pest was trotting
down the middle of the highway.
100km from the nearest town
and quite oblivious to me
hurting by at Warp Factor Two.

Around sundown I reached
the border between South

Australia and
New South
Wales. Astride
the border is a
little town
called
Cockburn,
which was
obviously
named by a
bloke having a
very bad day. I
stopped at the
local police
station for a
chat and it
turned out that
the constable
behind the
desk was the
only South
Australian
policeman for
more than
100km in any
direction!

I ended up
stopping there for an hour or so,
sipping on a coffee as the sun
dipped below the horizon and
having a good old Aussie yarn
"Whatever you do. mate'. he
drawled. 'you must NEVER drive
these roads at dawn or dusk and
take it very, very easy at night
time Otherwise you'll hit a
kangaroo, dead set'.

The policeman's four wheel
drive was interesting. About ten
radio transceivers inside,
covering everything from h.f. to a
microwave satellite telephone
(the normal cellular phones
aren't much good out there). So
he played with my new BMW
MS while I played with his
radios. An ideal arrangement!

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS

Effective communications are not
just recommended in this part of
the world, they're essential.
Absolutely essential - your life
depends on it. Many of the roads
in the outback are infrequently
travelled ... and that's an
understatement. Some of them
would be lucky to see one
vehicle per day ... and still they
could be classified as

'htghways'!
The satellite telephone may

take the romance out of
communications, but the system
is utterly reliable, right across the
continent and up to 200km out
to sea. It's based on a
geostationary satellite running at
around 1600MHz and the car -
mounted phones run 3W. I
suppose it goes without saying
that you keep well away from
the antenna ...

So far, there's only about
10 000 of them in service. but
the numbers are increasing and
one of the reasons for this is that
they're downright cheap. Not
only to buy, but also to use.
About $1 a minute buys you a
call to anywhere in the country,
with no cost to receive calls.
Compare that to the Iridium
system. In this country, it costs
something like 512 (almost L5)
per minute lust to receive a call.
and the handsets cost three times
as much as those for our Mobile
Satellite system!

So, I thanked the nice
constable and headed further
north in the dark ... very slowly!
In the next 50km I must have
swerved five or six times to avoid
kangaroos. They just bounce out
from the side of the road, totally
oblivious to the oncoming cars.
There were a few quite
interesting moments. I can tell
you ...

I watched the partial eclipse
of the moon ia fortnight before
your total eclipse of the sun - I

was very jealous!) then headed
for bed at Broken Hill, a
surprisingly large town in the
middle of nowhere based on the
mining industry.

The next morning dawned
bright and clear (they always do
in Broken Hill. it gets about two
inches of rain a year ... a good
year!) and, once the sun was
high enough for the kangaroos to
have gone to bed. I continued for
Queensland. On the first day I
had covered a whopping
1.540km and Adelaide was the
only city I had passed through ..,
and my average speed for the
clay was about 120km/h.

Nothing can prepare you for
what lies beyond Broken Hill,
because nothing is the operative
word. Ifs quite incredible.
There's a speed limit on NSW
roads, but the police don't
reckon it's worth enforcing it out
there. You'd go to sleep from
boredom after the first couple of
hours.

I had initially suspected the
pleasant policeman just wanted
to award me the 'Twit Of The
Week' Award for blatantly
disregarding the speed limit, hut
after quite a few cars had passed
at around 150 to 200km/h or so,
I was starting to wonder. When
the road train - in this case a
monstrous prime mover hauling
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three 15m trailers for an all -up
weight surely well over 100 tons
- pulled out with blazing lights
and blaring horns to overtake me
at around 140 km/h. I finally got
the message. For the next three
full hours I sat at hetween 20(1
and 250Ian/h, slowing only for
three tiny towns in a full 770km
stretch!

I don't know how to describe
the desolation to you. It certainly
isn't a sandy desert or anything,
but there are only sparse bushes
to he seen and they're rarely
more than a foot or two high.
The road is straight and flat.
there are three stretches of that
road which remain ribbon
straight for 100km or more and
all there is to relieve the
monotony of it is a very good
music system in the car and a
radio to listen to.

RADIO IS KING

Out here. despite the availability
of the satellite phone, h.f. radio
is king. lust about everybody
uses one. You get the message of
how far away from a town you
are when you realise that the
people in every car passing in
the opposite direction and one
maniac on a pushbikel) wave to
you as they pass. Despite the
amazing distances, it's a very
close-knit community out here.

The German car was
remarkably at home in the
outback. You see, on that second
day, in a shade under 12 hours. I
covered a phenomenal 1670km,
a total for the two days of
3010km. I guess I don't need to
tell you that's some 500km
further than London to Moscow -
and I had only covered a little bit
of Australia's south-east corner.

Next time we meet I'll tell
you a bit more about the quite
unique communications
environment in Australia  and
try to convince you to come and
visit us in this extraordinary red
land of contrasts.

UNTIL THE NEXT TIME I'M IN
PW - A WARM 73 FROM ...

e'- Edam am el.teK irraeE

DATA DOE

NEWS, VIEWS & PICTURES TO:

ROGER COOKE G3LDI

TEL: (01508) 570278

E-MAIL:
rcookeigg3Idi.freeserve.co.uk

PACKET:

G3LDI@GB7LDI

THIS MONTH SEES ROGER
COOKE G3LDI TAKING A
LOOK AT MORE ISPs, A
NUMBER Of DIFFERENT WEB
SITES OF USE TO THE RADIO
AMATEUR AS WELL AS NEWS
OF INTEL'S NEW PENTIUM III
PROCESSOR.

It seems strange to state that
this will be my last column of
this century, but that is a fact

that cannot be changed. I
wonder just what the next
century has in store for us?

When you think lust what
has been achieved in
communications in the last ItK1
years, it would be nice to be
around to sample the year 3000
and see just what is in store. For
certain. I shall not be writing this
column!

However, if we don't make
proper use of the frequency
spectrum that we have at
present, the very future of
Amateur Radio is at stake. A
couple of old-timers (not yet
born!) will probably he saying
-It's radio lim, but not as we
knew it'l

Seasons greetings to all my
readers and may the new
millennium bring all that is :rest
to Amateur Radio.

FREE ISPs

The latest listing of free Internet
Service Providers USN) lists over
150 companies - users are spoilt
for choice now and it won't be
long before the ubiquitous free
telephone calls will follow.
Several ISPs are offering free
access, but these can be fraught
with conditions that need to be
read carefully before signing up.

One of the latest ISPs that
has come to my attention is the
Greatxscape site at
svww.greatxscape.com and (Fig.
1) shows the introductory page

of their Web site. You can
retain your BT connection,
friends and family and also
obtain 10% discount on all
calls made.

Could this be the start
of the slippery slope to our
free local calls? Pay them a
visit and judge for yourself.
it have a few friends who
have already signed up).

SHORT URL

Ever wished the visitors to
your Web site didn't have
to type in a long line of
impossible to remember
address information? Well,
Fig. 2 shows the front page
of the QSY.TO Web site:
www.qsy.to

If you register with this
site, all your users will
have to type is
'qsy.to/g9xxx' and that's it.
If you have a Web site.
this one is well worth a
look. It's completely free and you
can sign upon -line. You can E-
mail them at: infotiqsy.to

DIRECT CONNECTION

Internet service provider Direct
Connection has an Internet
access service for people who
are blind or visually impaired.
The service provides software
that works with the user's screen
reader and voice synthesiser, as
well as specialised technical
support.

The Login account costs
LI 3.50 a month, which they
state is a saving of L10 on
regular, text -based accounts. If
this were so, I would have
thought there would be few
nowadays willing to spend
£23.50 per month on an Internet
connection!

With the number of free ISPs
around, even 113.50 seems quite
steep to me. especially when
aimed at such a group. Bear in
mind I'm only the messenger, so
don't shoot me!

You can telephone Direct
Connection on Tel: (0193)
626000 or visit their Web site at:
www.dircon.net

RECENT RUMOURS?

Recent rumours of the demise of
BARTG have been greatly
exaggerated! Nothing could be
further from the truth! These
rumours occurred as a result of
BARTG announcing that they
would not be holding their
annual rally in 1999.

The new data mode, PSK 3
is causing quite a stir in the data
field at present and the BARTG
magazine Datacom covers all
aspects of data. including this
new mode, which is included in
the award scheme offered by the)
group. So. if you're interested in
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Fig. 1: The Greatxscape Web
site at: www.greatxscape.com

Fig. 2: The QSY.TO Web site
at: www.qsy.to

any form of data. be it an old
Creed 3x, or the latest PSK3 I or
Pactor II, then you will find lots
to interest you in the magazine.

The UK membership to
BARTG is £12 and you can find
out more by writing to the
Membership Secretary Bill
McGill GODXB at 14 Farquhar
Road, Maltby, Rotherham, South
Yorkshire, S66 7PD. BARTG's
first bi-annual AGM will be held
in May 2000 at a venue in
Derby. Visit their Web site at:
www.bartg.demon.co.uk See
Fig. 3 for their front page.

CORNER THE MARKET

Intel is looking to corner the
market from competition such as
Cyrix and Advance Micro
Devices (AMD), with its Pentium
III micro -processor, code -named
Katmai. By doing so, it hopes to
give the industry the most
powerful multimedia -enabled
chip.

Katmai is a Pentium II chip
with 70 new instructions added
on. Intel has dubbed them
Katmai New Instructions (KNI)
.11)(1 they give the software
industry a new architecture to
handle Integer SIMD and
Floating Point SIMD.

SIMD stands for Single
Instruction Multiple Data and is
a technique whereby a
microprocessor can easily
handle complex data types, such
as voice, audio, 3D images,
video and so on.

The new Pentium III will
arrive in speeds of 450 or
500MHz. this puts the chip at
the top of the pecking order in
terms of raw performance. The
new chip is a super -fast
microprocessor designed to
handle data types easily and
cheaply.

It's price is being kept secret
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Fig. 3: BARTG's Web site as
found at:
www.bartg.demon.co.uk
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Fig. 4: 4: ATM's Web site, where
you will find information on
the LookC Pro software, can
he found at: www.atmltd.co.uk

at present. but Intel wants you to
believe that Pentium III and KNI
give the ultimate in terms of
quality images flowing down the
Nei to your PC. In other words,
the best thing you could buy for
the Internet.

The concept 1)1 video, voice,
30 and other such complex data
types arriving from a Web site
down a modem does not inspire
confidence. I have enough
problems with pure E-mail data
myself, so I can imagine what
frustration this would provide!

However, Intel claims that
users want quick download of
such rich content as I have
described, quicker access to the
Web and so on  enter KNI
technology. The idea is to make
it easier for computers based
around a Pentium III chip to
display this rich content. In time,
this may very well he the case -
MMX is, after all, a de facto
standard now and with Intel's
marketing clout. it looks likely
that KNI will eventually have a
huge effect on Web site
development.

LARGE MARKETPLACE

In 1998, it was estimated that in
Europe alone, 59 million users
would be connected to the Net
by 2000. Such a large
marketplace cannot be ignored
and the industry has been forced
to improve the quality of the data
being served up to these users.

One of the first KNI-enabled
computers on the market is the
Dell Dimension XPS T
computer. This computer is
aimed at the consumer sector
and with a launch price of
£1599 is very competitive.

For this price, Dell will
provide a 500MHz computer

with 128Mb of
memory, 12.9Gb DVD
drive, high-
performance TNT
video card with 16Mb
of memory, (omega ZIP
drive, 17 inch colour
monitor, 56Kb modem
and ADA 80 speaker
system. The XPS T is a
fairly large tower
computer, well
engineered and sleek.
The drive bays at the
front have a 3.5 inch
floppy, DVD (Digital
Video Disk) drive and
the ZIP drive in place.

Having just visited
the Donington show, I
was quite surprised to
see a Pentium III
400MHz computer with
13Gb drive, 128Mb of
memory, plus other bits
and pieces - all for
£775. Prices are
reducing remarkably
quickly.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

The Internet has just celebrated
its 30th anniversary! Today's
global Internet has its roots in the
Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network lArpane4), a
project funded by the US military
in 1969, which aimed to
interconnect computers across a
common, Packet -switched
network.

The original network
consisted of four machines, they
were Honeywell DDP-516
minicomputers with 12K of
memory, connected by 50Kbps
leased lines. The system has
grown somewhat since then,
however, it was not until 1972
that E-mail was developed.

WEB ENABLED SECURITY)

Take a look at www.atmltd.co.uk
(Fig. 4). LookC Pro is the world's
first Web enabled security
system, giving you access to
remote live viewing and
recorded video event monitoring
via a secure server on the
Internet.

The system is hosted in an
ordinary PC, using the LookC Pro
hardware you can interface
standard, low-cost CCTV
cameras and security system
sensors such as PIR's (passive
infra -red detectors), door
contacts and pressure mats.
When a sensor is triggered by an
intruder the system can perform
seven automatic responses
which are pre -selected by the
user.

Amongst these responses are
the Telepaging and Web
Uploading functions. The
Telepaging function will call you
up on your mobile phone and
simply tell you in plain English

Web Watch
Greatsscape Web site: www.greattiscape.com
QSY.TO Web site: www.qsy.to
Direct Connection's Web site: www.dircon.net
The BARTG Web site: www.bartg.demon.co.uk
ATM Web site: www.atmltd.co.uk

which site the intruder has
broken in to, which camera
LookC is recording from and
whether or not it has activated
the alarm bells followed by a
Web address.

Using any Web browser and
your account password, you can
take a look at the recorded video
event copy which has been
uploaded to a secure server on
the Internet. You can replay and
step through the video event
frame by frame and also have a
live view on screen of the site in
question at the same time. So, for
the first time the user is
empowered to co-ordinate any
intrusion as it happens with
visual feedback and unlike the
security guard the system doesn't
fall asleep.

Users can install the system
on their own PCs and set up the
cameras and sensors to catch
criminals. wildlife, pictures of
the kids, people at the door, or
just about anything.

The hardware is
accompanied by very extensive
software which allows you to
schedule behaviour 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, arming
itself when you have forgotten,
disarming itself before you wake
up.

You can replay any event by
just picking out a date on the
calendar and choosing it
from that day's event list "...I..-
by camera, by time or all
of them and just sit back
and watch. You can freeze
them, have hardcopy, or
make a IPEG file for E -
mailing to friends, police
or anybody.

Whilst you're in the
house or the office you
cart have the assurance that
LookC will call out the friendly
name of the triggers if you want
it to over the local loudspeakers.
For example, it could say
'Someone at the door or
"Someone in the shoo" when the

appropriate trigger is activated.
All you have to do is type the
names you would like LookC Pro
to announce.

This is the ultimate in
security, as the pictures can be
on the Internet in an instant,
available from any part of the
world. I think it is suitable mostly
for commercial premises, as the
cost, at £499 plus VAT, is quite
high. However, it certainly does
give personal protection and
peace of mind and it is difficult
to quantity that in money!

I suspect that it could be
very high on the list of
commercial business premises as
a security feature. It you're
interested in such a system, get
in touch with Bob Golightly at
ATM who will he pleased to
arrange an installation!

Fig. 5 shows a picture of the
LookC Pro Security pack.
containing a PCI controller card.
an external patch panel, lead,
manual and software.

APPEAL FOR SOFTWARE

I am not sure how many people
still use the Amiga 500+, hut I
received a call from a Mr. Hill,
who is looking for some amateur
related programs, plus Navtex,
etc. If you know the source of
such programs, please give him a

Fig. 5: The LookC Pro
Security pack:
containing a PCI
controller card, an
external patch panel,
lead, manual and
software.

Fig. 6: This year's Norfolk ARS BBQ.
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ring on (01772) 732688. He is
not licensed yet, but is quite
keen.

FOURPACK BULLETIN

The latest bulletin received from
the Fourpack group tells about
the latest node for Worcester -
GB7WR which will be sited at
Ronkswood. Access for users will
be on 144 and 430MHz. A
1296MHz link will provide feed
to GB7GLO and a second link is
under discussion to link to the
DX Cluster in Gloucester. The
node will be configured to give
automatic routing and will only
allow one connect per callsign.

The group are looking for
alternative accommodation for
meetings and were inundated by
volunteers to check out the local
hostelries for a suitable room. I
wonder why!

NORFOLK MARDLE

Now for some Norfolk 'Mardle'
(East Anglian for 'gossip'). The
station of GB7TLH which is run
by Dirk Koopman is closing
down the BBS operation but
keeping his own Cluster software
running under his Node. Users
are emigrating to either GB7LDI
or GB7VLS.

This year's Norfolk ARS BBQ
went very well (see Fig. 6), with
Fred Wyatt VE7PL and wife Jean
attending from Victoria, British
Columbia. Next event will be on
the last Sunday in lune 2000, as
usual.

Roger perl

BROADCAST

REPORTS & INFORMATION TO ME

PLEASE:

PETER SHORE

C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICE
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE

DORSET

BH18 8PW

E-MAIL:
petershore@pwpublishing.hd.uk

IN THIS MONTH'S COLUMN,
PETER SHORE FOCUSES MAINLY

ON THE NEW WINTER
SCHEDULES OF VARIOUS RADIO
STATIONS FROM AROUND THE
WORLD. HE ALSO BRING YOU

NEWS ABOUT THE WORLDSPACE
SATELLITE SYSTEM AND DETAILS

OF WHERE YOU CAN RECEIVE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON
SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTERS,

ANTENNAS AND MORE ...

Radio across Africa was

revolutionised on the 19
October when the WorldSpace

satellite system was launched at an
event in Johannesburg, South Africa.
WorldSpace sent its first satellite into
orbit a year ago, but hasn't been
able to launch its commercial
service until recently because of the
lack of receivers and an absence of
content - and without these two vital
elements, the project cannot
succeed.

Originally conceived as a radio
service to bring education and
information to millions of people in
the developing world, WorldSpace is
now targeting the more affluent
African middle class. It's delivering a
range of radio channels including,
for example, the output of the
Kenyan Broadcasting Corporation,
East FM - an Asian station in Kenya -
and a number of channels from
CNN and Bloomberg. International
broadcasters are represented through
English and multi-lingual channels
provided by World Radio Network.

WorldSpace's satellite signals
are transmitted in L -band (1452-
1492MHz) and although the
footprint is supposed to cover Africa
with three beams (East, West and
Southern Africa), in reality the signal
is well received in northern Europe.

Receivers, costing around US$250,
are on sale from four manufacturers -
Hitachi, IVC. Panasonic and Sanyo
(see Fig.1, Fig. 2 & Fig. 31.

TRANSMITTER
DOCUMENTATION PROJECT

Back on the ground, if you want to
know about short wave transmitters,
antennas and more, check out the

Transmitter Documentation Project
(TDP). Run by Ludo Maes, a Belgian
expert in the field, TDP catalogues
just about all the equipment in use
by broadcasters around the world
and is a unique resource about high

Fig. 1: The IVC receiver
which will receive

WorldSpace satellite
signals.

Web Watch:

TDP Catalogue Web Site: www.transmitter.org
Radio Havana Cuba's Web site: www.radiohc.org

frequency transmission.
For the last few years, TDP

information has been available in
print. But now, the information is
being made available exclusively
over the Internet. As Maes says, it's
just too expensive to produce and
mail the print version. Go to:
vnvw.transmitter.org to connect
with everything you always wanted
to know about short wave
transmitters but were afraid to ask!

What TDP doesn't tell us Is
which stations around the world are
Y2K compliant - and it will be
interesting to see if imbedded chips
in transmitters and antenna
switching devices continue to
function after the 1 lanuary 2000. If
you're intending to scour the bands
at midnight UTC on 31 December
1999 and you discover that a
broadcaster suddenly goes off the
air, let me know. I'll be offering a
special bug -free prize to anyone
who can confirm that a broadcaster
has not managed to get it right!

I believe that most major
broadcasters will have taken care to
ensure all their systems are
Millennium compliant and that
includes Scandinavian broadcasters
Radio Sweden and Radio Denmark.
Here are the new schedules from
these two stations for the current
winter period:

Radio Sweden in English at (all
times are in UTCI:
1430-1500 on 13.80MHz
1830-1900 on 6.065 plus 1197MHz
medium wave
2030-2100 on 6.065 plus 1197MHz
medium wave
2230-2300 on 6.065, 7.325 and
1197MHz medium wave

Radio Denmark, exclusively in
Danish, operates (all times are in
UTCI:
0930-0955 on 13.80, 15.175MHz
1030-1055 on 15.735, 21.49MHz
1130-1155 on 13.80, 21.49MHz
1230-1255 on 13.8, 15.735, 18.95,
21.755MHz
1330-1355 on 9.59, 13.80, 18.95,
21.755MHz
1430.1455 on 15.705, 18.95MHz
1530-1555 on 13.80, 15.705,
15.735MHz
1630-1655 on 13.80, 15.735MHz
1730-1755 on 7.485, 11.56, 15.705,
18.95MHz

Fig. 2: The Panansonic
receiver which will receive

WorldSpace satellite
signals.

1830-1855 on 5.96, 7.485, 15.705,
18.95MHz
1930-1955 on 7.485, 9.94, 13.80,
15.705MHz

In the preceding half hour from the
top of the hour, Radio Norway in
Norwegian is on the air. Radio
Denmark's use of out -of -band

18.95MHz is interesting. The
channel is directed to North America
and Greenland - let me know if you
receive it well there or elsewhere in
the world.

There is a new E-mail address

for Radio Denmark: rdklek@dr.dk

Radio Budapest's winter schedule is
as follows all times are in UTC):
2000-2030 on 6.625 and 7.165MHz
2200-2230 on 6.025MHz
2230-2300 on 3.975MHz
0200-0230 on 9.835MHz
0330-0400 on 9.835 MHz

Africa No. 1 In Gabon has French
music and news daily on short wave
- and a growing number of local f.m.
relays in west Africa tall times are in
UTCI:
0500-0700 on 9.58MHz
0700-1600 on 9.58 and 17.63MHz
1600-2100 on 9.58 and 15.475MHz
2100-2300 on 9.58MHz

Radio Havana Cuba is on the air
with English at (all times are in

UTCI:
0100-0500 on 6.0, 9.82 and
11.705MHz
0500-0700 on 9.55, 9.82 and
9.83MHz
2030-2130 on 13.75MHz
2230-2330 on 9.55MHz

The station has a Web site:
www.radiohc.org and E -mails can

be sent to rhc@radiohc.org
Traditional mail goes to Radio

Havana Cuba, Box 6240, Havana,
Cuba.

That's all for this year in the
'Broadcast' section of Practical
Wireless. I hope that you have a
wonderful holiday season and enjoy
the New Year - compliant or not!

UNTIL NEXT MONTH, GOOD
LISTENING - FROM FROM A BUG -
FREE COLUMNIST!

MIN
Fig. 3: The Sanyo

receiver which will
receive WorldSpace

satellite signals.

Pete:
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that's always open
The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue contains more than 107,000 technical products, all available

train stock for same or next day despatch. All you have to do is make your selection from the

CD-ROM and 'phone your order through to our 24 hour orderline - any day of the week.

Our sister company, RS Components, is the U K S largest distributor of electronic, electrical and mechanical
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UK's Premier Service Centre
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CONVERSIONS
Save money and keep
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requirements

RIG CHECKS
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Let Castle Electronics test
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checking and servicing all
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interest to our readers They are supplied direct to your

door Many titles are overseas in origin

RSGB Yearbook 2000 Edition
Treat yourself to a copy of the very latest RSGB Yearbook for Christmas! 11 claims to include 60 000 callsigns -

both UK and Ireland listings, with every address checked & updated. The 2000 Edition of the RSGB Yearbook also contains a
144 page information directory - according to the front page of the Yearbook.
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the Editor) here at the PW offices and, we're afraid to say, the 2flflf) Edition is already a 'well-thurnhed' copy!

As a special offer this month, the PW Book Store are offering the 2000 Edition of the RSGB Yearbook for lust £14.50
including P&P (UK onlyI. Orders should be in by New Year's Eve please.

To order please either use the form on page 90 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW 12.
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RADIO TESUL  THE SWIMS OF TESTA S RADIO AND WIRE LESS POWER .36 L530
TESLA COIL . ...... _ -.24 C395
TESLA THE LOST. INVENTIONS-.._._..... (4.75
TESLA- THE TRUE WIRELESS .-.....-.....-....-.......... 0395
THE MAN WHO INVENTED THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: NIKOLA TESLA,
FORGOTTEN GENIUS OF ELECTRICITY. . . . - -246 C12.99
THE TESLA HIGH FREQUENCY COIL 119101 -.120 03 95

Crystal Set Books (Xtal Set Society)
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 1 & 2 Combined Phil Anderson WOXI 96
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
PlulAnOsnvon WOXI 134
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 4 Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL SETS The Ets1 Set Society Newsletter. Volume S Phil Anderson WOXI 86
CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE 'Vol 6 & 7 of Xtal Set Society New sienerl- 168
CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P A. Kinzle 122
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS 15 RADIO PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD Phil Andervon..-- 160
CRYSTAL SET LOOPERS, A3 TUBER & MORE Volume 8 Xtal Set Society Newslener..-128

Maps & Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK iRSGB1 50
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS 1.44 SIZE; 20
GREAT CIRCLE MAP 600mm x 60Orrn
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 740 x 520rnin
0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. New Edition 1000 x 680mm
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD New Edidon_._._._x.._.980 x 680mm
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK IRSGBI _....._..__.__..--..60
RSGB 1996 PREFIX GUIDE st

Mono
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Maai F isnoS

01400

(800
(7 00
(7 00

C1100
(8.00

(I0 00
(1050

75
08.00
(I50
C850
C700
(7 00
C3 75
C695

.114 (9.95

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES 1E18,3121 F.A. Wilson 134 (3 95
ARRL UHFMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL VarlOof Authors (15.50
ARRL UHF,MICROWAVE PROJECT MANUAL VOL 2 190 C11 50
ARRL UHFANCTIOWAVES PROJECT MANUAL ARRL. (15 50
MICROWAVE & WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY Joseph J tart C27.50
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK COMPONENTS & OPERATING VOL I iRSGB. _____110 C10.50
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 IRSGBI C15_75
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK BANDS & E OuIPME NT VOL 3 IRSGBI 140 016 .75

Operating & Handbooks
ALL ABOUT HAM RADIO. Merry Heims 290 (16.50
ARRL HANDBOOK 1999 76th Edition 280 (2400
ARRL HANDBOOK 1999 ON CD-ROM na (3300
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION 420 016 50
ARRL RADIO BUYERS SOURCEBOOK VOL 1 1 LOST Reimers 1961 19911.. __ZOO 011.50
ARRL RADIO BUYERS SOURCEBOOK VOL 1 2 IOST Rev... 1991 19931 (II 50
COMPLETE DEER Bob Locher _204 (150
DISCOVERING OXING 2nd Edition, John Zondlo 90 C7.50
HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL) Steve Ford 294 Ell 50
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hulchineon and David Newkirk. 129 C9 50
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO IARRLI Jim Eastman KRIS....._124 C7.50
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I.D. Pool*. at C3 95
TRANSMFTTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFYu
Joseph 0 Moen & Thomas N Curios 375 (24%

Packet
HE DIGITAL COMPANION. Steve Ford 120 C7 50
NOS INTRO, TCPAP OVER PACKET RADIO IERE MRS* G3NRW ._ 366 El 1 50
PACKET RADIO PRIMER IRSGBI. Dive Comber GBUYZ & Many n Corn GrENZU __ 266 (8 96
PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS IARRLI_...(10 50
PRACTICAL PACKET RADIO Stan Horispa 140 C10.50
YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB8IMY .... ET 50

Propagetion
AN INTRODUCTION 10 RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293 .113. Lac _116 C3 95
YOUR GUIDE TO PROPAGATION IRSGBI Ion Pool. RP 16 nh

ORP
ARRL LOWER POWER COMMUNICATIONS THE ART A SCIENCE OF ORP
Richard Arland K7SZ .204 (11 50
ORP POWER ARRL 188 (11.50
G ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK. Ed ted t., Re. G Dobbs G3RJ'd 96 09.00
INTRODUCING ORP DIKE Pascoe GOBPS _._._48 C6 95
W1F13's ORP NOTEBOOK IARRLI 2nd Edotion Doug DeMaw W1FB _.175 C8 00

Test Equipment
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315 F A Wilson 122 (4 95
BUILD YOUR OWN TEST EQUIPMENT. Davidson 265 (19.96
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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239 R A Penfoid. ..... 102 (2.95
HANDS ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES Barry Ross.

2HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BMW. RA. Peedald. _ 101 an°9550
MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249 RA Ambit -. 102 0 50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R A Pantold. 96 (2.95
OSCILLOSCOPES HOW TO USE THEMHOW THEY WORK etriisdifpn Ian mcimen

TITEST EOUIPME NT CONSTRUCTION BP248 R A. Pentold
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR Clive Smith (34F2/4

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W I On W6SAI...........- 163 cri.ps
VHFAJHF HANDBOOK IRSGBI Dick Bckiniph GBPDS 180 019 95
YOUR MOBILE COMPANION Roger Belch C8.50
YOUR VHF COMPANION Stew Ford 0 50

BJECTOONICS
General
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP295 196 (4.99
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 13E321 R.A Pentold 182 (4,95
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322 R.A Penfold 214 (4.95
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS .CD.Rokfa. 960 Tooloy Roe C4495 0(51

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUNG BEGINNERS %Mold 116%6121
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS vo, 1121 0295
FAULT TINDENC CLECTI113.41C PROJECT 19139 123 t ARV
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345 Oman &shoo.

128
L495

HOW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK ARID WILT TO DO WHEN TREY DON'T. Gooctrnon_3110 I161116115

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC 326 01695
NEWNES AUDIO AND 14141 ENGINE ER SOCKET DOOK Srd E4 Lon, Vivian Cape! 210 (1495
PARTS GALLERY & ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS & COMPONENTRICOROMi Mike Tooley nal 13500
PICTUTOR CO1 ROMI John Docks, . 04500
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 8P70 RA Pentold . C.399
PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS I OR TECHNICIANS. W.111011169, 262 C12_99

PRACTICAL EurtnIoNsc ft TENS Wag. ()wen Sow_ . "439 C 14.95((99PRACTICAL B.ECTFIONICS HANDBOOK lan Smote./ -
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR Crain s ElP9S3 A I 44,4. - _ .16 (11 99
RADIO ENGINEERS FACTFINDIDI FOR WINDOWS 99.911 DIM Noma .._ n a 01800
RADIO FRE-43UE NC r TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES & PRACTICAL AM 'CATIONS

229325 C395OreGrenemb iMotaiolal Hardback
SCROGGIES FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS IL ELECTRONICS, 11th Edition ...
TECHNICAL T OPIC S SCRAPBOOk WWI 1990.9/1. HavAst 310 (13 50
THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324 R. Brevetinr 84 C] 99
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS ARRLI - .4. 114 [1550
UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY F IN/OXICK 111P3761 110 C4 95
WIFICs DESIGN NOTEBOOK IARRLI. Douu DeMpaWIFIL 116 0 00
YOUR MOBILEcomPANsoNCOMPANION__167 C9 50

Data
ARIL ELECTRONICS DATA BOCXC Doug Deka,. WIRT (8.95
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP3911. R.A. Pentold _242 C5.95
LF SOURCE BOOK (RSGEO 2nd EAR inn Pell, Dodd . 130 [8.98
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA 11P316 Owen Biahop 321 C5.99
PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK 12nd Edition i. len Hickman... . --...-... 302 01999
RF CIRCUIT DESIGNS. Chns Bow.ch_ 173 (1899
SECRE TS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Nee Edition ItianjbecLi Ammon coo ___ tog (4195
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMA "FUR ,ARRLI
Lae Nvwswel WT/ol & Doug Ooldere W9FB .._ (7150
SPREAD SPEC 'RUM SOURCE
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPORIER GTHER- ( 55FE 7 SELECTOR 140 E71 6 2:

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR -UPDATES 471 02495
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES 119104011 05.95

Projects
ss sopa WEEKEND PROJECTSCO.

°t
OPTO. DISPLAY TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS GPI 40

4amp vouR cowN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RANO TRANSCENER RenoLL__IlendereCW._.. c 7 I 61
CON. DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160 B.B. ww.. 106w

NOV/ TO DESIGN &MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP T21 RA. Penfold 44 l.
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP792 R A PoNleld .............................92 L7

POWER SUPPE Y PROJECTS IA colleclale 01 innoYst,ve and MOW
design aromas/ NOwnes 70 C10.95
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWle SP904. R.A. Pon/old

9RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN FOLD. 312 E2 C203..9959

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCT ION 13P2711. R.A. Penfold 88 0395

Valves/Tubes
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR swese H 350 CV 95
ESSENTIAL CNARACCHARACTERISTICSI TUBE 5 & TRANSISTORS)
IOnegnal publishers GenmaiENOPRIR onblobod by Moque Elsetionk Supply ArRorKK.- 475 (10.50
HA/40000K OF RADIO. TV. INDUSTRIAL 9. TRANSMITTING TUBE 6 VALVE EQUIVALENTS (2 95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE 60011 VOL I . .5EI C2 95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 2 42 (2.95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 3 , 40 (2 95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 4 48 02.95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 5 44 L2 96
&MTN INDEX TO VALVE TYPES BOOKS 15 . 40 CI 50
RCA iNaNiNpo TUBE MANUAL IOrplrul Putillehars Rade Corpocanon Of Anwar -el
OvpubliohNI WA/aqua Electronic Sumo", Atironal .764
RCA TRAMP/117TM G TUBES

(10 50

ICingined PublIeher Radio Corporation of Amencal Re-publirhyd by Antique
Electronic Supply Arironai. .378 (1010
TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK. 160 (15.50
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Morgan Jones .374 125.00
VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS John Lindsay Hood .310 (19.95

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

(01202) 659930
E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
FAX: 101202) 659950
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82

LISA

Please
note:
Cash not
accepted
with mail
orders.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

To advertise on this page see the booking form below. DISCLAIMER
Some of the products JMerec 'or saie nachertisernents.neinagazin,

may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources
Practical Wireless advises readers contemplating mail order to enquire

whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have full after -sales
backup available The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point out
that it is the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality ur otherwisr,

at items tattered for sale by advertisers in this magazine

Whilst priers of gixids shown in oillyrtisetrients are non% I at the lune of genng to prrss, readers arc in cheek both priers and asailahilin ut einkls RA the advertiser before onlerine in rrt
nowcyrrrnt 'slurs of the nWgti:inr.

For Sale

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits C1.50. Hundreds
available. SAE list. Bentley. 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford. Essex IG1 3EB. Tel 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
. ice data. circuits and manuals from

1-iuu to the 19705. Free brochure from
Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill
Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford. The
Little White Town, North Devon, EX39 2E0.
Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE send 2x 2nd
class stamps or browse
www.rf-kits.demon.co.uk Hands Electronics.
Tegryn, Llanfyrnach, Pembs SA35 OBL.
Tel 01239 698427.

INTERESTED IN VINTAGE WIRELESS
old TV's and telephones? Send 2 x 1st class
stamps for catalogue of books, bits &
pieces. etc. Old Time Supplies. PO Box 209,
Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS )kHz -250 -MHz,
>20,000 stocked. 32.768kHz/E1.65,
38kHz£1.65, 400kHz/C3.95, 455.2kHz/E1.50,
3.2768MHz./£1.95. 7.03MHz/£3.95.
10.106MHa3.50, 10.7MHz/£1.75,
11.0592MHz/£1.60, 21.06MHz/C3.95 etc.
SPXO/TCXONCX0 devices from £2.50.
Ceramic filters & oscillators. 26 page list.
Circuits & applications booklet/C5.00.
10-Electonic Design. Tel: 0181-391 0545.
Fax/Msge 0181-391 5258.

ICOM IC -240 with manual. Fitted with SS -
240. 3.5A PSU 11 -element beam, Slim Jim
and mobile whip. C125 Tel: 01797 366272.

HACKER SUPER SOVEREIGN £70 ono.
Stevenson. Tel: 01284 827261.

Miscellaneous

I BUY, SELL & P/EXCHANGE Amateur
radios old or new. Cash waiting 9am - 8pm
daily. Phone Dave G3RCO on 01708 374043
or E-mail g3rcq@easynet.co.uk Please visit
my web site www.g3rcq.co.uk for further
information, or write to G3RCO, 9 Troopers
Drive, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3 9DE.

SAVE Es on your phone calls. Smart phone
C25 only. Tel: 0777 561091

Holidays
1

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan -

bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site.
two miles from beach, use of shack and
antennas, open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Pwllheli. Tel: 01758 740712. Packet address.
GW4VAG@GB7BAY055.GBR.E U

Books

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION OF
INTELLIGENCE For list of secondhand
books on this subject send first class stamp
and name and address to : R. D.
SextoniG3J0V, 168 Beauford Road, Horam,
Heathfield. E Sussex TN21 OEB.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980.
Preferably working and in good condition. Non
working sets considered also domestic valve
radios. Items of Government surplus wireless
equipment and obsolete test equipment.
Pre -1965 wireless and audio components and
accessories. Pre -1975 wireless and TV books
and magazines. Also, most valves wanted for
cash. Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax:1012531302979.

chevet@globalnet.co.uk

Aerials

E -TYPE DIPOLE 10.160m fits 28ft garden.
Full sized anti-TVI models, traps, baluns. Info
SAE, Aerial Guide £2. G2 DYM, R Holman,
Uplowman, Devon EX16 7PH.
Tel: 01398 361215 anytime.

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC-AMIGA SSTV-PACKET Tx/R x
interfaces from C28.50. SAE leaflets,
demodisk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel: 0208-595 0823
http: .www angelfire corn bkig8s1b

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available
from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly.
Please send SAE stating requirements or
telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPUES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax: 1012531 302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk
VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks
Ave., Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7
4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc Fast & personal service.
CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33135
£6. ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £35. KT88 £55.
EL34 £20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130.
GZ34 £8. GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150.
PT15 £10. Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5, Huffwood
Trading Estate, Bookers Road, Billinghurst,
W. Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.
E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk
VALVES WANTED FOR CASH ECC83,
KT88, KT88, PX25, valve tester VCM163.
Complete valve collections welcomed.
Please enquire first. Ask for wanted list.
Also, we stock one million valves 4CX250B,
4CX1000A, 6C33C8. 300B, 6156, CV2131 -

please ask for free catalogue. Billington
Export Ltd, Billingshurst. Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: 01403 784961 or Fax: 01403 783519.
E-mail: billingtonexponitd@btinternet.com
Visitors please phone for appointment
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts at attractive prices) Ring for free
list. Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel: (01788) 574774

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CR0 2QP.

TEL: 0181-684 1166.

Fax: 0181-684 3056.

Please photocopy this prefer

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPfTALSform

if you

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless. Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach. Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (012021 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless Id you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s I enclose Cheque/P.O. for E 142p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total)

Name. .

Address.

Telephone No..

Box Number u 70p Tick it appropriate._ .......... ..... ......- .....

Category heading:
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Advertise the radio or computer equipment you have surplus or that
you're looking for. on the internet ABSOLUTELY FREE on isPORMS0141

www.radiosporteco.uk
Take - rpeeiriapt 1

tinnmarr in an
Intel not -only

senice TO(
enqumes about

RadioSport
events. pease

talc/shone

A new service for

our readers!

lt's being introduced so that you can 'BUY
WITH EXTRA CONFIDENCE' from our
dealers, with the help and support of the

magazine. (See pages 28-29)

SYCOM
P.O. Box 148, Leatherhead

Surrey KT22 9YW
Tel: (01372) 372587 Fax: (01372) 361421

E-mail: robina-Dsycomcomp.co.uk Web site: www.sycomcomp.co.uk

BARGAINS GALORE!!
Visit our stand at London Show

Many goodies at special prices to clear
SEND OR PHONE FOR OUR CATALOGUE TODAY!!

Robin G3NFV Geoff G4ECF

J. BIRKETT 25 The Stud
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LincolnT 212N5220I J75F

UHF POWER TRANSISTORS T.9. CIL L12-1aiyequytont to 1.4111121 IOW.

TRAINERSPOSTAGE STAMP KW ARE 500F a a. ..0, 5C001 a my J L Staten
2111i 4 011

CAN ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 10.10-100 461)... 0 0 4.1E0 PD. e.
E2 50 )2.3211 :TY, A S El 3132sE 41914 or MCI 90.504.1 111.. 0 11 5113.1 331A V 60 USSTAF 130. A

413 4 -tot 13.4 4'09. a (1 15
VARIABLE VOLTAGE REGULATOR LM3711 CI 3 to. II
COMPUTER FOR CALLERS Ne, vet, colour monOor 0175, 086 wot, ,U10.1 roonrto a 045
DISC CERAMICS '000 1510 500, 10000 1011 a sop. s tom r:
SMALL POLYESTER CAPACITORS Olpf, 02141 400v w (1150, 11330, 134/yE 290to AM 4 20p eaclr
CERAMIC BOA VALVE HOLDERS 0 75p. PT FE VIVI" plied 1176 41 504,1370 Ims MA O 509
X RAND GUNN DIODES 4 11 80 Rend Detector 09/44.111 1023 0 50p. SIMI 0 50p 1501E O El 60 GENII 0
El 50. GE: 7592 4 11 50. J Bind Gunn 001 70 A9011)0.11, Bend °coo 0 CS. 24611, Gunn 0040 21104. Mod.

RF TRANSISTORS IL ,45/ 1000, 17V mrti data 0 [11 14 121 emt
AIRCRAFT TR ANSCE nor RS soot MI5 0 05 WISP EMI Ufa PTR17Ga 05 IPS" E101
ACRiAti 11 T POWIR FITS 41109 179411.1. RN AMR ROM pear Wen 3500
AIR SPACE° YARIARL F S 15.I50F a050. M.10400410 50. 100-0200/  0511 MO. X0c$I 0 050 200350p1
a 50 30 1 1.I 50. COM woes 100.21SpE Mat 090 ozA

ACCESS SWITCH BARaAYC.ARD 8 AMERICAS EXPRESS cleft seolow
PVC underDla.Over Free ungegs ornewse Oared

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

B S I R.gd *tot lars1
ISO 9002 4533906

We supply
Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses
Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Stanton. franchised drstrobutor
Diodes & rectifiers
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flesh tubes

amcMember

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable
Fans
Switches
Relays
Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

Electrovalue Ltd. Sea us at web sae: www.electrovalue.Com
Shop: Tel. 0161,432 4945 Fax: 0161-432 4127 E mod. seles@electrovaluccom
650 Bumps Lane. Monahoster 141111 1NA
Mall order: Tel 01784 433604 Fax, 01784 433605 E marl sales@electrovalue co uI
Unit 6. Beta Way. Thorpe Industrial Park. Egitnm. Survey 71520 BRE

The Kits with ALL the Bits!
DIR series single -hand C' TX.RX for 80, 40 or 30m
CARLTON 3 -hand receiver. 80, 40, 20m (kit only)

Antenna tuner with built-in SM'R meter, 80W

£97.80
569.50TU4

.S68.00

TU3 Antenna tuner for receiving or loss power TX

Pestage on the above kits 14.00
1644.00

11141 SWR meter - very sensitive for QRP 518.00 P&P
AF2 Active Audio Filter for CU' 116.50 P&P 1I SO

'NOVICE SW receiver and 'NOVICE' Amplifier kits. Ideal protects for
the Novice RAE Course - just £8 each plus £1.11(1 postage

SEND 1.0001 SSAE FOR FLU DETAIL nI I III 5\U I III REST OF 111'14 HAM&

LAKE ELECTRONICS
=Middleton Close, Nuthall, Notts NGIG IBX
Tel: (0115) 9382509  all., Ar afprINMOrIl pirose

COMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 6BX

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR
ICOM Al

CHUSHCRAFT, TONNA, CHELCOM
WATSON, DIAMOND

WE ARE IMPORTERS FOR OAP, PRO AM.
NAGOYA. AVAIR

WE MANUFACTURE OSL CARDS. OSL
CARD -= LOERS. EARTH ROOS.

A'.- -.',AS, LOG BOOKS

ICOM
NEW

YAESU FT -90R
Size 100x30x138mm

2m/70cm mobile
50/35W

£PHONE
OSL CAP:

iSEND LARGE SAE

TEL/FAX
01934 512757

YAESU ALINCO KENWOOD
SMASH & GRAB

WE SMASH PRICES
YOU GRAB BARGAINS
END OF SEASON SALE
STARTS NOW ON ALL

MAJOR BRANDS
WHILE STOCKS LAST

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS PHONE NOW FOR A VERY COMPETATIVE PRICE
Practical Wireless. December 1999 89



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Photocopies of this page are acceptable

Check out our Web Pages at:
http://www.pwpublishing.Itd.uk

VISA = Mr"
SUBSCRIPTION RATES SPECIAL OFFER
Practical Wireless - 1 year.
J £28 (UK)

J £35 (Europe Airmail)

J £38 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £45 (Rest of World Airmail)

Special joint subscription with
Short Wave Magazine - 1 year.
J £55 (UK)

I £68 (Europe Airmail)

I £74 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £85 (Rest of World Airmail)

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH

THE ISSUE.

Monitoring Times -1 year ( 12 issues).
J £38 (UK)

I £43 (Europe Airmail)

J £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

I Please send me copies of
RSGB Yearbook, 2000 Edition @ £14.50
including P&P! (UK only). Orders should be in by
New Year's Eve.

Book Orders

£

£

Postal charges:
£1.25 for one, £2.50 for two or more (UK)
£2.50 per book or £4 for two books Three or more
books an additional 50p per item (overseas surface)

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE IUK MAINLAND ONLY)
£4.50 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon

GRAND TOTAL

Thank you for using PW for your purchases

PAYMENT DETAILS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

between the hours of 9.00am 5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Name Card number

Address Valid from

Signature

T I I I

to

Postcode Telephone number

Telephone number
I enclose cheque/PO

Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of £

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allov.
28 days for delivery.

Prices correct at time of going to press.

Please note:
ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN STERLING,

CASH NOT ACCEPTED WITH MAIL ORDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON 101202) 659950
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Christmas Subscription Offer
Subscribe to Practical Wireless this month
and give a loved one, friend or family

Hmmi
member a nice surprise for Christmas - a
copy of their favourite Amateur Radio
magazine every month for the next 12, 24
or 36 months!O For this month only, we are offering a FREE
f5 voucher which can be redeemed against
any PW service - why not put it towards
that book which you've wanted for a while -

or another Subscription!

Also, If you subscribe this month you
will be guaranteed your VERY LAST
coupon entitling you to your very own
copy of the free PW Callsign CDROM
(for just the cost of £2 P&P)!
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Subscription Rates:
f28 (UK)

f35 (Europe Airmail)
f38 (Rest Of World Airsaver)

£45 (Rest Of World Airmail)

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 90 of this issue
or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs 12.

Put An End To The Hunt For That Review!
Every month, from now until the December 2000 issue, we will be offering you the
chance to order a photocopy of that review which you've been on the look out for!
To start proceedings off, this month we would like to offer PW readers the chance to

order a photocopy of the review of their favourite Kenwood rig for just f1 each!
Orders for these Kenwood reviews will need to be in by the 31 January 2000.
The following reviews are available:

So, what are you waiting for? Please use the Order Form in this
issue or telephone the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930.

Ken.....d CO -1305 5Mi.: ot,.,
December 1991
KerwrOed0-4125 Dual Trace Osultoscope
May 1997
Kenwood FCF 1111 None Held Courtier

Kentwood 111000 Rerelvor
Mee 1980
renreond SAL 1001 Spectrum Analyser Adapter
July 1997
Kenwood TN -22E 144811111 Hand44eld Transceiver
Mardi 1994
Kenwood 114 2 ISE 163MHz Hand -Held Tranyyr.yer
Writ. 1997
Kentwood T147911 Dual -Sand Hand -Held TfartHeillOf
December 1914
Kern/food TH 07
May /.444
Kentwood TH-6711 Dual -Bend Hand Held
A/smeary 19911
Kentwood TM 2011 1441.11.1/ Moo,4 Trenscrive,
lure 1994
Kentwood 114-2553 1.1uttlAtede1444111. Transceiver
May 1904
Kentwood TM721E DualIlann FM Transir.vr
OrtObe71988
Kenwood Th07331E DualOtand Mobile Trance rem
September 1994
Kenwcod TM-G707F Dualiand
lune 1998

Kellwood MANN Ourai-liand VWAIF88 Traneceirer
March 1997

Key . f 111 2400 Trrrry..y..
Seplr t), 1980

Kentwood TIT 7800 2m FM Mobile Tr/m.401,4er
January Ife 1
K entwood TN 6400 70<m T4anue/yer
October 1937
Kentwood TIC -80 Prollesssonal Hr 14anyertsver
May 1914
Kenn/wood 15430 HF Transceiver
luly 1964
Kentwood 11,4405 NF Transceiver
February 1937

10 450547
April 1992
K ensvood TS -SOS IN Mobile Transceiver
June 1913
Ironwood TS 530 HF Tranycelye.
July 1962
K enwood TS -5700 NT Transceiver
laruary 1997

'5

Ironwood TS -6805 liFNHF Trerissiriver
May 1988
eyhwnne 15 711E 104MHz lranscerver
September 1985
K ammer! TS -790E Trialand Transceiver
May 1959
Kentwood TS 8305 111 Transceiver
August 1981
K eseireed wastes to Transceiver
lenartay 19911
K.r/rWCrOd TS 8700 Traincerver
Decernte 1495
Kenwood 799405 HF Tranueivor
November 1985
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

W. SUSSEX

Adur
Communications
Belmont Buildings, The Street,

Bramber, W Sussex BN44 3WE
Tel. (01903) 879526

F on. serviceRadurcornms corn

Repairs and alignment to all amateur
and commercial radio equipment. 

BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

WEST YORKSHIRE

HUDDERSFIELD ELECTRONICS
MINIBEAM'

10. 15. :10n1

S A E fur details
Suppliers ot new A toed

amateur SWLI'S equipment
Pn 6 elcome

1A Cross Church Street
Huddersfield IIDI 2PT

IA? at: 01484 420774

SOUTH WEST

Reg Ward & Co
MAIN OF.A1.11t FOR: YAliSt

KENWOOD. ICOM. AOR.
C1 stic-Km-7 & Coswr

1 Westminster House
Mest Street. Axminster

Deson EX13 5NX

Tel: 1012.9", .4918 Fax: ,012971 34919

SURREY =
Chris Rees
G3TUX

The QRP Component Company
Pit Hot it. Ilaskinere Surrey 0112.7 2RF

Tel (0142131 661501

Fax 1011:94661794

KITS, KEYS & QRP
%II 411(111,11 VAM Iii 6Pm tram St masyst

SAE Kw i Isn arso imatAn at

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

211 Noodside Way. CintatIns. Fite k17 519

Td:(111592175696210.y sr MO I
Fax Naill19121610151

Vert wawa kiwn: Tarsdor-Frwidn slan=:.
%.thean cue fr.spoir Closed Swain /

LEN9000 MR d ION APROEED DEALERS
A pad god *law ttr Nandisnd

ragatra al um o Ind

k 4'
DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

Novice/C.B./Amateur/S9s'L Equipment

Full rung; Net ondhand equipmrni
111.105x at astable'

111 Fairmile Road, Christchurch.
Dorset BH23 2LJ

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

Pr

LONDON

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS
For all sour amateur radii; equipment,

NEW, SECONDHAND. EXDF.M0

132 High St.. Edgware. %doh HAS TEL

0181!515781/2
Fax: 0181451 5712

opta Wu In arts to SE 4»2n)

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Um! 5. Enterprise Home, Cssinbash

Industrial Estate. Aberdare,
Mid Glamorgan CF41 IRE

Tel: 101615) 070425
Las:1016051076104

A lull range 01 trimsmittmg & riven mg
antenna, asiulahle tor the amateur

sommercial market.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE El IZ
itAAVGA QRP KITS

We stock a complete range of QRP lots
for beginners or the more expert, Prices

start from lust E3.95

Send an SAE for our free catalogue or
check out our w esa pages:

hltpgiss aro hanga.demon.co.uk

lianga Products
\awillord wnr11. Cabdr Serra Long hum,

%.,tungluto %GI° IM

et I I s

AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

Ne stock all wakes of cquiplorni
for the Amateur and I -Weiser.

Pail Exchange %drama

trot is Node Inauunat Centre ('oleo Kota
ttetaitt-Stoirr xl.goc BS::

Tel/Fax: 101934) 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

IN Bndge Street. Earlestimn. Newton.
le-W511ou s.

Man" side WA1 2 914A

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

LONDON

lVpRTI&N LYNCH
Son

For all your amateur radio need.
140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

Tcl:

0181-566 1120

0181--a66 1207

EASTERN ENGLAND

WATERS & STANTON PLC
Spa Have, 22 Main Road. Hoak)

Essex SS5 4QS

Tel: (017021206&x/204965
Fax: 101702 20511,13

%eh 1711,11//14** 6 aten-andttanton io at

E-mail sales*, aspic &mon pi

I pen ram l0 5 )hies Hands) iu Saituday incluute
51st` N2,13 - ALI sumo

Psario/tAs HA1 iafl gal LIST

SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu.
Kenwtxxl. Icom AOR.
Cushcraft & Comet.

SM house, School Close. Chandlers Ford
Industrial [AMC. Eassicagh.

Hampshire 5053 411Y
Tel: 1017031 246222
1:6a: 1017031 246206

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD

Mints from 2.511 - 40ft

Arlopt-A-Mast

101505i 503824
01 Mains Rand. Beith. A)rshin. Is115 2111

simmoteassumast.cas
i% .41 are 111.116.11111124 tom

Index to Advertisers
Adur Communications
AKD 6I
ARC Ltd 30

Armscroft Communications 31

Birkett, J 89

C M Howes 15

Castle Electronics 85

Chevet Supplies 31

Eastern Communications ..31. 33, 49, 55
Electromail 85

Electrovalue 89

Fairhascn Electronics 25

5i (i3TUX i5
Haydon Communications .19, 20. 21, 63
Icom (UK) Ltd IBC

Kit Master 33

Lake Electronics 89

Langrex Supplies 33

Linear Amp UK 30

Martin Lynch and Sons 46, 47
Moonraker (UK) Ltd 15

Multicomm 2000 68. 69. 72. 73
Nevada 4. 5

Pervisell Ltd 61

Prat -twill Wireless 6

QSL Communications 81)

Radiosport 27, 89

Rad i oworld 50. 51

Short Wave Magazine 49

SMC 36. 37

SRP Trading 47, 43

Sycom 89

The Shortwave Shop 55
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ICOM

THE NM GOES FROM
STRENGTH To STRENGTH
THE PACKAGE DEAL OF THE MILLENNIUM

For mobile operators there's everything required to benefit
from '706 features 'on -the -move'. Our package contains an
AH-3 HF antenna tuner, FL -223 1.8kHz SSB filter, AH-2 mobile
HF antenna, OPC-587 5m separation cable and both MB -62
and MB -63 mounting brackets.

To celebrate the approach of the year

2000 we have put together two exciting

IC-/OOMKIIG packages, making this

unique radio even better value!

Whilst for those who prefer the comfort of their shack the
base -station package is equally comprehensive,
including an AT -180 HF/50MHz antenna tuner, FL -223

1.8kHz SSB filter, SM-20 high quality desk microphone
(with adapter cable) and a PS -85 mains power supply.

Best of all, despite offering these two great packages, there's
just one exceptional price' £1,499.99 including VAT, beat that!

Of course, with on off*? Ilk* this *or* ha to Ito e catch.

Ours Is simple, you have to buy your radio package during this
millennium. Both packages are available from your local !cam dealer
today, remember for quality and value, now and in the next millennium,
you con always count on us!

Icom (UK) Ltd
Sea Street, Herne Boy, Kent CT6 8LD Telephone: 01227 741741 Fax: 01227 741742. Internet: wwwicomuk.co.uk email: info@icomuk.co.uk

Count 00 us!
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Actual Size 5 W Version

' '
atost Yaosu news, hottest products:
0 the Infontotl littp://www.yaesum.uk

Features
 Frequency Coverage

Wide Band Receive

RX 0 5-15 995 Mtit 08-728 990 kilt'
800-998 990 MHz

ry 50-52 MHz 144-146 MHz

430-440 MHz
1 5 W Power Output {430 Mkt 4 5 WI
1 AVSlicirtvrave Receive
I AM Aeczalr Ream
1 UIaCai24u4Vx1.3
I Waft* demi Case
I MIL -S11) Mem
Hielefepacti lidime4ce y 72 V 1100 rural

1 CtGNaOcS&Mt
1 10TLCV
1

AA
BARO 1024

Tee F.
I Ti Auto Wee"

I 8'00 hiPhinuesoc
I Conventem I

I Smart Sear

I AlitOrnatiC

1 Auto-Rano'
1 1,ple

I
lyeI.
1 irrn '-inn

_ FT 50R r VX-1R
5 W Heavy Duly Ultra Compact
Dual Band Handheld Dual Band Handheld

Sublet:I w cnange nnnout notice Spectications guaranteed only warm
bandr.Some iscces,sorles anct,ot °pews are standard in cerlam areas

' %KM your loud Yaesu dealer to specific details

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 12, Sun Volley Business Pork, Winnall Trading Estate Winchester, Hampshire, 5023 OLB, U.K. 01962-866667


